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PREPAGE.

The Maharaja Libel Case having been, out

of print and unavailable for along time, anew

impression has become necessary to meet the de-

mand that is there.

The book stands in no need of a foreward

from us, the case is well-known and the issues

involved still better known.

It furnishes an eloquent sermon on religion I
-\

'

p
and pseudo-religion, and lays open the iniquities of |
the Vaishnava Maharajas.

There can be no doubt that things have im-

proved since then, but it is open to question how

far the Vaishnava Maharajas have improved from

Policy more than Principle.

Very man^ o.f them still lay claims, though
not quite so openly and unblushingly as before,

to being
"
gods V but without being "goodly *;

Faith has its freaks, and is none the less

blind than Love.

The Maharaja Libel Case is true to-day and
the prototypes of Jadunathjee are still

"
alive

and kicking."



The Vallabhakul Charitra Darpan, Vallabha-

kul Chal Kapat Darpan and Vallabhakul Dambh
X. . pr- , Jw*

;
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Darpan, three 2Hindi BookfiH (Price Rs. 2. ) By
Swami Blaktanand throws interesting .light on

the life and doings of some of these
"

G-urus ", and

would indicate that though the serpent is [some
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what scorched, the .poison is there, .and they are

a.s "dangerous
"
and *'

wanted
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as .before. . ,
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THE MAHARAJ LIBEL CASE.

ALLEGED
(Official Translation of.an .Editorial Article in (he

"
Satya PrakasJjk,

<" Gujrati Newspaper, of

ihe'&lst October, 1860^
THE PRIMITIVE Rii}^l6lf

OT THE HINDUS AND THE
PRESENT HETERODOX OPINIONS -

IN the Purans and oilier Shasfras of the
Hindus it is stated? that

.-;"%_;..
the Kaliyug there

will arise false religions katfd heresies, and im-

postors and heretics wUl-eausej adverse persuasions
and adverse religious systems; to be established.

According to the Hindu Shastras five thousand

years have now passed awy .since the commence-
ment of the Kaliyug. { E*rom the Hindu Shastras
themselves it is dfenaonstrated that during this

period of five thousand years as many new per-
suasions and religious systems as have arisen

among the Hindus , should all be considered spu-
rious heresies. Now, four hundred years have
not as yet elapsed since the birth of Valabh, the

projenitor of the Maharajas. In the books of the
Vaishnava persuasion it is written that ;the birth
of Valabhacharya took place on the llth of Wai-
sakh Vud of Samvant l/)35, the day of the week
Sunday ; since this event 38 1 years have elapsed
to this day, and since the beginning of the Kaliyug
five thousand years have passed.. The sect of
Valabhacharya then originated within the Kaliyug
itself. In the same ^a^ s the>

r

folip^ers of Dadu,
the jlpllowers of &$$) ;6he , Ramsnehi^ tKe : Rama-
nandi, tne ffiej$nan<$ Md other sects^^

arose;, so
the sect o'f ValaoKacKarya, arose; all these sects



have arisen in the Kaliyug, therefore according'
to the declarations of the Hindu Shastras they1

;
- c ~

; -

"
' ' '""

- *.-- ' > it/ -

must Jbe iheterodox.^ ; .'/'/?-' t ^'*

1 II!

Jadunathjee iifehai-a;] says that iirthe same

way as some one t goes from vt^e^ates^ofa^he fort

to proceed tp Walkeshwar and some* one to Bycullq,
so exactly the original courses of: the Veds and
the Purans having gone forward, have diverged
into different ways. What a deceitful proposition
this is. Out of one religious system ten or fifteen

by-ways must not branch off. The course of reli-

gion and of morals must be one only. What
necessity is there to quit the straight road by
which to go to Walkeshwar, and take the circuitous

route of Byculla 1 Each sectary has made every
other sectary a heretic, and one has scattered

dust upon the other; what then is the necessity
for acting thus? But we have already made
known that as regards the weapons with which
the Maharaj has come forth to defend himself,
those very weapons will oppose the Maharaj, and

annoy him; The Maharaj considers the Hindu
Shastras: as the work of (rod; he cannot then assert

any particular statement . of the Hindu Shastras is

false. The said Maharaj cannot allege that the

statement that in the Kaliyug heretical opinions
will arised is false. Then like several other sects,

the= sect ofthe Maharajas has arisen in the Kaliuuq,~
- ' -..,/ - . ij f^i

consequently it is established by the Hindu Sha~

stras that it is a false and heretical one.
. , . -.

!

The sect of the Maharajas is heretical and one
delusive to simple people ; that is proved by the

genuine books of the Veds, the Purans, &c., accord-

ing to \what is intimated above. Not only this,^j , -, . . 7 .
- ;

.
"

.'

"
~

,

*
-"

"

,

- ./ * -,"'./.

but also from the works composed by the Maha-

rajas, it is proved that the Maharajas have raised'

up nothing but a new heresy and disorder. . BehplH ''.



wjtfr regard to the subject of JSramh how Qokut-

n&tftji has ainplifted the original stanza ^
- what a

domtnentary he has made.*-^- -' :

;

WITOIwH

"Consequently before he hiinself has enjoyed
her, he should make; over his own married wife

(to the Maharaj), and he should alsp inake over

(to him) his, sons and daughters. After'haying
got married, he should Before having himself

enjpyed his wife make an offering of her (to the

Maharaj); .after which he should apply her to his

own use.
"

Alas ! what a heresv this is, what a sham this

Us, and what a delusibn this is* I We ask Jadu-

naihjee Maharaj in what V#dj m what ^r*7?art,vin

what Shasirce^ and in what law-book it is written

that ones inarried wife should be mside over; to. a

Maharaj or to a religious preceptor ^before beings en-

joyed. Not only one's :

wife, but one's daughter
also is to be made over ! Alas ! in writing this, our

pen will not move on. We are seized with utter

disgust and agitation. To render blind people who
se<3 with: their eyes and to throw diist in their leyes,

an6 in-the name of religion and imder the pretence
of^religion to enjoy ;th<err tender maidens, wwes[and

dapghters, than this what ^greater heresy and (what

greater -deceit ? In the JF#%w many other,heresies

and maii^ sects have arisen besides that> of V&lahha-

charya,'i but no other sectaries have ever jperpetrat-

edj such shamelessness, subtilty> immodestygTasca-
li^tyyand -deceit as* have4he sect of the Maharajas.
When we use -such severe $erms as these, our

simple Hindu friends are wroth with us, and in



of that wrath of tjUeirs, we haye had
and Jiave much to endure. But when throwing
dust in the eyes of:

simple people, : the Maharajas
write in their books about enjoying the tender mai-
"

."
-

. -._ - .-Y -'-'*- . -
.. v-

- - -
: ,t

. ... .

.^

... ^f.( _ (/ -

, , ,.f^J _.
.

, .(_,.-,.
. ,. . - ... , . .,_.

dehs, the peoples wives and daughters, and they
enjoy thieni accordingly, great^ flames spring up
within btfi

1

irisidey oitf pen at once becomes heated
on fire,,,and we have to^grieye over -our Hindu

friends and over their weak powers of reflection.

Jadimathjee Maharaj has commenced, issuing
'a small worfe styled "The Propagator of our own

Religion" ; we ask him in what Way do you wish
to effect the propagation of religion? Your an-

cestors having scattered dust in the eyes of simple
people, made them blind ? Do you wish to make
them see, or taking a false pride in the upholding
of your religion, do you wish to delude simple
people still more? Jadunathjee Maharai, shouldr

you wish to propogate or to spread abroad religion,
then do you personally adopt* a virtuous course of

.conduct and admonish your other Maharajas. As
long as the preceptors of religion shall themselves

appear to be iaamersed in the sea of licentious -

ness for so long 'they shall not be competent to

convey religious exhortation. GokulnatKji
^^

having
composed the commentary abovementioned, has
attached to your Vaishnava persuasion a great

bl^^_of_Ink.|v)Let that bie first removed. Scorn
the writer of the commentary* [ Oh, you ] Maha-

rajas, acting up to that commentary, defile the

wives and daughters of your devotees i Desist

from that and destroy at once immorality such as

that of the Company at the Has festival. As
long as you shall not do so, for so long you
cannot give religious admonition, and propogate
your own religious feith; do you be pleased to be

assured of that.
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fHE PLAINT SET FORTH BY

IN TH.E SIIPRBM^ COIJItT OF
AT BOMBAY,

.
. .('- *-

.

The fourteenth day of Miay in- the Chris-

tian Year One Thousand Eight
Hundred and Sixty-one.

BOMBAY TO WIT. JADUNATHJEE BRTJRUTTONJEE -

9

MAHARAJ, by Charles Edmund Leathes, his At-

torney, complains of KARSANDASS MOOLJEE, of

Bombay Hindoo Inhabitant, and NANABHOY, RIIS-

TOMJEE RANEENAH, of Bombay Parsee Inhabitant,
and therefore or otherwise, persons subjeqt to

the jurisdiction of this Honorable Court, in an
action in

;
the case for that whereas the religiqn of

the Hindus is a relifi|>ion of vast and unknown
antiquity,, and accordingly to the same, and to

the usuage, custom and practice in force in the -

Island of Bombay and in other parts of India, /

great honor and extraordinary respect; and pre-

eminence have been and still are awarded, by all

good and worthy Hindus to the . members of a
certain caste or class of Hindus called Brahamins,
and to the persons called IMaharajas, as and being
tjie present, chiefs and heads of the said ciass.of

Hindus called Brahamins,, and accordingly to; the

said Hindu religion, and
, accordingly to, the belief

and opinion of all good and worthy Hindus, the
said i persons so called . Brahamins .- always have
been? -

;and still are considered; infinitely superior
in worth and dignity to all the other castes and
classes of society into which; by the religion,
sacred books, laws, usages and customs of . the

Hindus, the Hindus residing in the Island of



Bombay aforesaid, and ill .the otbeif partis of India
from time immemorial wherepf\the ^iemory- of

man is *io to the contrai^ ha% ieA?ri lieen and
still are divided, and whereas also there are

certain sacred books of the Hindus called Purans*'

; _

; ~-
, r ;'-.;"'{ '

Veds and Shahastras, and according' to the same
and according to the computation! of vtinie the

j^esent #ge of the world is by them divided and

distinguished into four periods of time, called and

distinguished Yugs, and which are respectively
called to wit Satya Tug, the Treta Yug, the

Dwdpar Yug and the Kali or Call ^Yitig, which
said last mentioned Yu>g also called the-eaarthen

or. iron age, and whereas also the plaintiff now
is and always has been a Brahaniin and\ MSaharaj
and a Hindu high priest of h%h ciaste, and is a

goddv true, honest, just, and -faithful subject of

our. Bady the Queen, and as such has behaved
and conducted himself, and until committing of

the grievances by the . . defiendant as hereafter
mentioned was

, always reputed esteemed and ac-

cepted by and amongst all his nei^hbouts and ;by
and amongst all the Hindu inhabitants of {Bombay' O '

V .

'

- /

aforesaid, to be a person of _good name^ 'f^ine,

credit, and. reputation, and for a long period of

time previous to and until the e^ihmitting'of%h e

grievances by the defendant as hereafter^ -men-

tioned, he the plaintiff had resided in Bombay
aforesaid, had during all the time,

obtained the good will of4Jhe Hindus,-
. -

' ^J' ' ' ' .---* f

inhabitants thereof, and whereas afeo.theWaMiiiff
has always been and still is a member ot

a|certain
ancient Hindu religious sect to Vit

of Valbliacharia or the sect 6f{the

lia^;not ever been guilty, or until the

comniitting of the grievances by -the defe

hereafter mentioned been su%3cted
guilty of holding heterodox-Opinions



connected with his religion or of offences or im-

propet'c :conduct hereafter mentioned to have been

charged upon and imputed to the plaintiff or of

any of^ them, or of any : other such offences or im-

proper conduct, by means of which the said several

premises the plaintiff before the committing of tbe

grievances by the defendant as hereafter mentioned,

had deservedly obtained the good opinion and
credit of all his Hindu neighbours and other good
and worthy subjects of our said Lady, the '

Queen,
to whom he ; was in any wise known to wit at

Bombay aforesaid, yet the defendant well-knowing
the premises, but greatly envying the happy state'

ami condition of the plaintiff and contriving and

wickedly and maliciously intending to injure the:

plaintiff,
his good .character,' of a Brahamin and

in his said character of a Maharaj and High
Priest, and in his said good name, fame, credit and

,

reputation and to bring him into public scandal,,

infamy and disgrace with and amongst all his

Hindu neighbours and other good and worthy
subjects of our Lady, the Queen, and :to cause it

to be suspected and believed by those neighbours
and subjects, that he, the plaintiff,' had been and
was guilty of holding heterodox opinions in matters

connected with his said religion, and that he had
been and was guilty of offences and improper con-

duct hereafter 1 mentioned to have been charged
upon and imputed to him, and to harass and op-
press him heretofore to wit on the twenty-first day
of October one thousand and eight hundred and

sixty^ to wit at Bombay aforesaid in a certain

newspaper j printed and published at Bombay afore-

said, in ihe Gujratee language and character, but
circulated amongst and read anct understood by
divers ^Hindus; and other inhabitants of Bombay,
aforesaid, and of other parts of India, called the

Prakash, which Being;;. translated into the
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English language is as follows, that is to

light of- *nM, falsely, wicked^ willfully;
and ^maliciously hdid^ print and ptibli

willfully, designed!^ and
maliciousljr-

caused to
1

be

printed t>r publmhedv of'and* coucernin^^ the yain-
tiff, and of and concerning the ;religious o'piniofts
of the plaintiff and of and concerning the 1

cdtwiuct

and character of the ^plaintiff as'suck Brahamin,
Maharaj and Hindu High Priest, of and corieern-

ing the said sect to wit called "the sect of fPtiliMa-

charia, an.d of and concerning the plaintiff
1

, as

and being a Member of such sect, and of ari&ebn-

cerning such other circumstances as aforeiaidy a
certain false, scandalous, malicious, infamous and

defamatory libel, which said false, scandalous,

malicious, infamous, and defamatory libel, was .by
the defendant printed and published and caused to

be 1

printed and published in the same newspaper
on- the day and year aforesaid at fidmbay aforesaid,

in the Gujratee language, and character, and was
and is accordingly to the tenor and in the words
and figure following, that is to say-^^ere follows

a copy of the alleged libel in the (Brujratee

language arwi character. ) Arid the plaintiff in

fact says th^t the said false, scandalous, malicious,

infamous, and; defamatory libel so printed and

published
and caused to be printed and published

by the defendant as aforesaid correctly translated

into the English language was arid is, according
to the tenor, following 5 that is to say, (Here
follows the English translation of the alleged libel.)

By means of the committing of which said

\ grievances by the defendant, the plaintiff, has

;
been and is greatly injured in his character of a

Brahamin and in his character of a Maharaj arid

Hindu High Priest and in his. aforesaid,, good
name?

'fame, credit and reputation, and brought



into public scandal, infamy and disgrace with and

amongst the "said Hindu Inhabitants of Bombay,
aftd other ;goo<J ap3 Worthy aubjectsV'of our said

Lady> the Queen, in so much that divers of those

neighbours, inhabitants of Bombay, and subjects
to-? whom the innocence and integrity of the

plaintiffiii the said premises were uhknowij, Jiave on

occasion ofithe printing ^n.d publishing of the
"

:sai4

grievances from thence hitherto suspected and
believed and still do suspect and believe the plain-
tiff to have, been and to be a person guilty of

holding improper and heterodox opinionsin mtfjjtgp.

connected witih~his religion, And of the offences

and improper conduct so as aforesaid charged upon
and imputed to him by the defendant, and have

^ that account from thence hitherto shunned
and avoided the company and conversation of the

plaintiff and have wholly refused and still do refuse

tp
r

. have any acquaintance or discourse with: and

touring and oibher gifts and presents to him as

tt$y were before used and accustomed to dp and
would have done again had not the said grievances
been so committed aforesaid, and the plaintiff has

^een, and is by reason of the committing of the

a^ grievances otherwise greatly injured, and
damnified. To the damage ofthe plaintiff 6f Rupees

Thousand, and thereupon he brings suiti
;
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DJEMIIRRER FILED BY
-
:'<> THE DEFENMNTS-

;
SUPREME COURT PLEA SIDE.

.' (BEFORE THE HON'BLE SIR M. SAUSSE, KT.,

CHIEF JUSTICE.)

First Day^ Tuesday ,
2nd July 1861. ,,;

Judunathjee Brijruttonjee.Maharaj vs. Karsandass

Mooljee and another.

Mr. Bayley, with.^Yr. Scoble, instructed by
Messrs. Collier and Leathes, appeared for the

plaintiff.

Mr. Anstey, with Mr. Dunbar, instructed by
Messrs; Acland and Prentis, for the defendants.

This case was set down for argument on a

'demurrer filed by the defendants. The demurrer

was on various grounds to show that the plaintiff
;

ha4 no locus siandi'm. the Court in that form of

plaint.
-:

;..'.' Mr- Bayley took a preliminary objection that

ihe defendants could not be heard on the ground
that they had not complied with the Rule of the

Court No. 19 of 1825, v?hich required that on

the margin of the demurrer and paper books, some

at 'least of the grounds of demurrer should

be specified.

Mr. Anstey submitted that the rule had been

complied with and that sufficient cause had been

set forth to entitle the demurrer to be entertained.

He adduced English authorities in support.

The Chief Justice said there was no rule in

this Court which prohibited a special demurrer.
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But the Court has, since he had the

presiding here, discouraged such demurrers. - There
was no rule prohibiting a special demurrer, and
therefore a party cannot -be said to have no right
to file one; He thought that under-the authorities)

the reference given in the margin to the grounds
in the body was sufficient, and he could not refuse

to proceed with the hearing.
: >

The objection having been overruled.

Mr. Anstey opened his argument by stating
that a certain Jadunathjee Brijruttonjee Maharaj
was the plaintiff, and two persons, Karsandass

Mooljee, a Hindoo and a Nanabhoy Rustamjee
Kaneena. a Parsi, where the defendants. ;

,

-
- / '

. .
_ .

-
-

_

"

.
- !* fc

He stated that the plaint set forth was-elearly
open on the face of it to a general* demurrer, not
included in the special grounds. That general
ground was public policy. The grounds of de-

murrer set forth specially areas, follows: ^First
that in the plaint, it was not stated, alleged, or

specified that the alleged improper and heterodox

opinions surmised to have been imputed to the-

plaintiff, are or in what manner and to what extent

they are improper and heterodox according to the
Hindu religion or that of the Valabhacharya, or

what were or are the doctrines of the said religion
or sect. Secondly, it was not stated, &c. what:the

alleged offences and improper conduct are^ and to

what extent, if they are to any extent, contrary to

the said religion or the doctrines of the said sect

on the alleged custom or .practice in force in
^3 * __

Bombay and other parts of India. Thirdly, it

was not stated, &c. what is the alleged custom,,

usage, &c., and by what persons and sects the same
is followed and observed and in particular whether
the 'same is a Hindu or ;a Christian usage, &c.
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Fourthly, it is nowhere stated that it is confr&ry
to the doctrine or discipline or custom, &e. d the

Hindusj&c. for the Maharajas under preteiice of

religion, to enjoy the tender maidens, wives'* and

daughters of the people. Fifthly, for that /there

is no. specific offence charged against the de-

fendants or either of them. Sixthly, it is not

stated, &c. in what sense the expressions
"
tetero-

dox opinion
"
and "

offence and improper conduct
"

are understood or applied by the plaintiff or the

Maharajas, or the Hindus generally, :Seventhly,
that the said expressions are insensible and ambi-

guous, and have no meaning in law. JEighthly,
that the several inueniioesr alleging:ttat4;he

^^

plain-
tiff and otlier Maharajas, are guilty of rascality
and shameful conduct, and defile the wives and

daughters of their devotees and other Hindus by
criminal intercourse with them, &c., are not

warranted by the words of the supposed libel* nor

supported by any inducement or introductory aver-

ment to which the inuendoes refer. Ninthly, that

alleged translation is altogether incorrect, and the

sense of it repugnant, and at variance with the

alleged libel. Tenthly, that there are divers clerical

errors in setting forth the libel, whereby the trans-

lation and libel are unintelligible and insensible.

And, eleventhly, that there are omissions of

material statements and averments, especially as

to.the alleged commentary and book published by
one Goculnathjee and by the plaintiiJF himself,:
and to which the alleged libel purports to be a

reply.

Mr. Anstey would first contend that on the
/! grounds of public policy, the Court should not'

\ entertain such an action. He had made many
t researches and enquiries, and not an instance could
' be discovered of an attempt like this, wherein a >
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Maharaj or Hindu High. Priest, sought, by the

machinery of her Majesty's Courts, or by that

of the late 'East India Company's Courts, to en-

force the discipline of his sect. : It behoved the

Court to decline to lend its ;jurisdiction to such
uses: else it might be that the .Court' would find

itself helping soine impure sect for the propagation
of most immorialV-irfeli^iou^ahd beastly doctrines.

Now what is the origin asserted by the Maharaj ?

If one can -discover any meaning of the plaint, the

plaintiff is a priest of a sect which came into birth
IT -- JTe- *

in the sixteenth century, at the same time when
our gracious King Henry VIII. purified his own
Church by much the same means. He is regarded
with singular respect amongst-the Brahmins, who
in their turn are similarly revered by the Hindus:-

and disregarding his duty as a Hindu to venerate

the Maharaj, 'the defendant employed his leisure

time to set at nought the authority of the Maharaj
and expose the immoral doctrines of the sect. It

was declared that the Maharaj was entitle^ to a

different treatment, but that not having
: been so

treated by the defendant he was disparaged and
lowered in the eyes of his devotees, and therefore

he claimed these damages. Mr. Anstey said that
on the face of plaint it was clearly a spiritual
offence -for which the plaintiff sued, for the plaint
sets forth' bis spiritual ascendancy over the
Hindus. It was contrary to public policy that hei

should 1 be allowed to come into this Court, for itft

was not a libel concerning his private character^
but against his office as Maharaj. He (Mr.
Anstey) could find no authority for such a suit,

where ;a heathen priest attempted to establish his

spiritual ascendancy' by means of
7an action, for1

libeK The rule Of non-interference in religion hast

been laid down in the Acts of Parliament, &nd

applied
rtby Charter to India, and the learned
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counsel urged,- that this Court would not allow
that good rule to be violated in a matter where it

was impossible to know before-hand the enormity
of the mischief likely to result from such inter-

ference, Suppose, for illustration, that the de-

fendants are religious reformers, whose sole view
is to promote the truths of natural religion and to

get rid of all superstitions~and~ religious abuses,
which are but of very modern growth, and not to

be traced to the mysterious past, will not the

Court take it to be against public policy to en-

tertain a suit to stop them ? a suit by which it

is endeavoured to support the ill-gotten authority
and presumed ascendancy of the plaintiff? and
will not public policy refuse to allow such authority
to extinguish the progress of reformation in a

smooth .and unobstructed course ? He (Mr. Anstey)
found his own view, to be always entertained by
the Charter Courts. In the Asiatic Journal for

May 1832 was the report of a Hindu case of breach

of promise of marriage, in which the Chief Justice

who decided it, observed that all Hindu religious
matters and usages should be kept out of the Su-

preme Court. In the case of the Khojas and Me-
mans. reported in Sir Erskine Perry's Oriental

Cases, p. "122, his Lordship laid down the doctrines,

which Mr. Anstey conceived to be that of^SMs
Court (reads the. passage). With, reference to/lhe
same question in the case of Ardaseer Cursetjee
vs. Perozebye, *10 Moore's Privy Council Cases,/

p. 414-19, the Lords of Coucil are found:

expressing
themselves thus (reads the passage). On the

authority o this case, which is
sq*|ffcr6ng

in point,
will the Court lend itself to su]^lrt this ecclesi-

astic, this Maharaj to .enffisrce his spiritual

authority? If the scene w.^re changed from India

to England, where the Judges take
"

cognisance of

spiritual suits, even there this Court would hot
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lend its jurisdiction to the Church Established,
inasmuch as although the ; Ecclesiastical' or Courts
Christian exist there, a Court of Common Law
never intervenes, and declines to entertain such

matters, and refers parties tp those Courts
._

This
is carried so far that, where the Ecclesiastical

Court has power to entertain an action of defama^
tion, the Court of Common Law never assumes a

concurrent jurisdiction to entertain such a suit, as

partaking ofan Ecclesiastical nature in illustration

of his arguments. Mr. Anstey contended that

either this action was improperly brought, because
'

his lordship had not the judicial knowledge of the
Hindu doctrines, usages, &c., and especially of

the modern sect of Valabhacharya, upon which

plaintiff based his authority, and consequently his

lordship must disallow the suit from going on; or

that this Court being not congnisant of those

matters, the plaint was faulty in not setting forth

what those doctrines, &c. are. 'To test this he
would assume the first of the alternatives just
named to be true. He would therefore read from
authorised works on Maharaj doctrine and prac-
tice, what are the enormous and horrid canons of

faith and morals, of which his Lordship was by
the plaint assumed to be judicially cognisant.

Mr.Bayley. We are to argue the demurrer;
the facts are admitted^ As to what the ValabKa-*

charya sect is, we have nothing to do.

Mr. Anstey. 1 say you have, unless your as-

sumption is wrong, that his Lordship has judicial

cognisance of those sects and /doctrines,

Chief Justice. I say I have no such knowledge I

nor am I called upon to have it.
"

Mr.. Anstey said that the second alternative
therefore was now the only one open to the plain-
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V namely that the Court was confined to so

much of his doctrine and discipline as was pro-

perly averred in his plaint. That averment was
demurrable for it's insufficiency. The first point
in the demurrer was that it was not stated or

specified in the plaint what the alleged heterodox

opinions or the ; sect of Valabhacharya were. The
learned counsel contended that it ought to have
been so stated, and the plaint was therefore bad,
and the reason for that was that in every action

th6 defendant has right to an answer, to vhave"the

alleged libel set forth fully, and tnat the state-

ment on the face of the plaint must be such as to

enable ^he Court to give judgment as opinion on

law, in suport of which argument he referred to

two cases, Solomon vs. Lawson^ 8 Q. B. 823, and

Cartwright vs. Anderson, 5 B. and A. In the
first of there the omission of a letter in the count
for libel, and in the second that of a word in a

document were held material to the plaint. Again
wlien libel is set out, there must be by way of in-

ducement or inuerido, or both, sufficient averments,
to explain the libel, and if there are not such^aver-
ments, then it is ; no libel. For want of such ne-

cessary averments to connect the libel witfr the

rntroduciQry matter, the plaint is held insufficient,

Grey\ vs. Cooper 9 L. J. 9 Exchequer, and
Robinson vs. Clarke. To call a person a ''damned

fool," and a clergyman a "dunce," were not held
libel [cases cited.] it has been well settled as a

duty incumbent on the non-conformists to set-forth

the doctrines and practices of their body to enable

the Court to judge of inuendoes connecting them
with libel, Hartley vs. Herrick, 8 Term Reports.
In the present case it should have been shown by.,.'.;..-/ '- '.

- .,-.,-,..':; ... --. M ., \ ,J

positive averment that the plaintiff was a lawful
*priest, for he sued as priest, and that his sectVas a

jf
sect capable of beinff protgcted at law and that he

i ^.
* ***~'

"^^^f**""'
<^*~~~*******~~~ ~\ ^**~~
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was liable, and how to be damaged by the slander.

In ajaothercase it Has been held hot a libel to publish
of a? Catholic priest that he imposed a degrading
penance upon a man, in the absence of the averment
that; such would expose him to the censure of his

superiors. The same doctrine pervaded out jaw,
arn< Mr. Anstey remembered the Lord tfustic'e

Knight Bruce, when Vice Chancellor, refusing to

grant injunction for ejecting a clergyman from
the pulpit, on ground that the affidavit was in-

siifficient to show that the sect, to which he

belonged, ha$s the same view of the decencies of

spiritual life and morals as the rest"of the English
world. In Burn's Ecclesiastical Law, he found it

clearly laid down that a man cannot be proceeded
against in a temporal court for mere heresy, except
where the Statute made such offence punishable

bylaw. The learned counsel here pointed out the

distinction between a written and an unwritten

slander, and said that in order to constitute a libel

of an imputation on your conduct in profession,
itmust be such an imputation as to make it probable .

that you would be injured in your circumstances.

Suppose that the plaintiff had professed to be a

priest of the goddess Bhowanee, but not being
recognised as an authority, be deserves no pro-
tection of law, and no amount of imputation on his

illegal pcof^pioh could be construed into libel. In
Morrison vsiSitngdon) 2 Fuller 724-,the Court refused

to .entertain the action for libel brought by a jobber
for being: called a " lame duck." In other cases it

-has been laid down that where .the imputation
was cast upon one appearing on the face of the
count to be unworthy of the protection of law, in

libel he could not recover. The learned counsel

tfeeii Went On to remark upon the law of libel as

regards an alien. It had been at one time held
an alien cannot sue on ground that he had
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no local allegiance, and was a resident abroad ;i but

now it;ha!3 been held that he can but thatvhe ought-
to show that he has some ground to invokeL* the

protection of law. These cases, said? Mr, Anstey
would , apply strongly to the present case in One

of H. M.'s Chartered Courts, because it has been

so. decided by the highest authority, viz., Lord

Brougham's judgment in the case of Mayor of

Lyons vs. The E. L Co. We have possessed India,
and especially Bombay, Tor a period of 201 years

by right of conquest and free gift, an$l during
that period no action of this sort has ever come
before the Court, which furnishes a cogent argu-
ment that no law existed to warrant the bringing
of it, and this law of defamation of a spiritual
man was never comrmmicated to the Natives by
the Crown. Mr. Anstey now came to the objec^
tiqn that ;the word f<

improper conduct,
"

&c., were
insensible and ambiguous, which therefore coii-

stitutied a good ground of demurrer. In Evans
vs.. Button^ 6 vol. Jurist 1052, the words " Her
Majesty's Grovernmenf were held ambiguous, &c.

Who was to define the words ? the~plaintiff talked
. of a custom and usage, but he did -not define whose
custom or usage, what was improper what was he-

terodox, and according to what doctrine, for th|re
were a thousand sects of Hindus, each hating j&he

other: . 'A Reverend friend (Dr. Wilson) had very
pro|>erly asked, how cart we define what is

tl
hetero-

^; doxy,*' that is
"

the other pinion," until we
\ know what "

the opinion" (or
"
doxy^) is ? How

could his Lordship, Dievented by 'common law"

from enquiring into hereisy as respects the Scotch,

the,Irish the Protestant, &c., determine theyimtm-
tatioa

*'
heterodox'' in this case? <1J (Mr. J^istey)

submitted that on the face of the plaint, itilKined
that it was a mere matter of discipline thapfphere'
was no malice on part of theDefendants' w;ho
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were merely actuated by a captive to perform a

public duty. Those inuendoes were not justjficid

by the language of the libel. In support of this

statement the- learned counsel cited at length, the

cases? of Hem vs-
}
Solomdn vs. Ldwston, (rold-

stein: vs. Burst-, and Clement: -
!

xti.
'

Fishef,
; The

only libel tangible can be divided injtb two heads,
the onis imputing the orthodoxy of the doctrines

of the sect of 'Maharajas, and the other denounc-

ing" their immoral practices. The plaintiff als

leges that these imputations have brought Mm
intp contempt, but he does not say in what
manner. These inuendoes have no meaning) at

all.; Mr. Anstey urged that the utmost indul-

gence and license should be accorded to. a fair

criticism, and that the alleged libftl was a fair

and a liberal criticism of a honk written snmfi

years ago by one GocT^athjeeMahara.], apct of

a commentary written Hihlireon TBy the , plaintiff
himself. There was not a single Protestant or

a Roman Catholic journal which would npjt'. l>e .

made; the subject "of an action, at; the Instance

of.ihe^ other for imputing :heresy; to ea^ch other,
if it

bje
, .allowed that, ithe, so-called uhere;sy;V i^ ; a

libel. 7Tnei ^W6:^^ Hbel wq.s. a,,^egi^irBatar:<fe-

nunciation pj a Jaith not partaken, pf \sfr the wiifeer

for the purpose of protectipg , tj^e ;
innocentifopm

being led, into a path of; immprality uand wicke<d- .--

ness.
; vS5yery Protestant writes a rpoiemic; .

; ^gainat-
the Catholic, and every Catholic _ against the

Prpi^stant, and they will dp So tinibil tlie endpf
timej and yet neither of them shall

ch^rg^Dle with libel. Tha|l)pok

cajlfet^jfcjie

''

Prbpagaiior
w

oiigMt
m4niioned in the

:

plaint. Wlten

reli^n'^glect
th^

fbr
r

f^hMF-
?

J)6st,\
'and li^bfe ^."dri^^ifl,

:i

^Hi(Qh ^

cdiiict
"

npt be construed infe
:

a libel.' If 'tliesie
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inuendpes be construed as libel, then St. John
must be held liable for that offetoce when he said*

*.' Come ye put of her, &c. ^ There was one ground
of demurrer which Mr. .Anstey insisted upon,
which was that, the translation of the ; article

contained in the plaint was improper, and not an

official translation. In conclusion Mr.
/ -Anstey

urged that the Court ought not, on ground of

public policy, to interfere in religious .matters

of the Hindus, and submitted that the demurrer

ought to be allowed.

The following is the extract of the case of

Attorney General vs. Wilkinson, before Sir

Knight Bruce, reported in the London Times 18th
March 1844:

(From the
"
Times" of the 18th March 1844.)

ATTORNEY (TENEBAL vs.' WILKINSON:

** Mr. Simpkinson, and Mr. Rolf moved for an

Injunction to restrain three persons of the names
of Wilkinson, Monk and McPhail, from interfering
or meddling with the affairs of the Meeting House

belonging to the Society of Protestant Dissenters,
called the Particular, or Calvanistic Baptists, at

Huncoat, in the country of Lancaster, and from

acting as Trustees under the Indentures of Trust,
under which the meeting-house was held and regu-
latedj aad to restrain McPhail in particular, irbm

officiating as minister of the same meeting-house.

"The information, and bill were filed at\ the
relation of George Lawson, who was one of three

surviving trustees; (of whom the two defendants,
Wilkinson and Monk, were the others) , alleffins;' .,'''.* "

-
- ' i 1 - ' r ?-C3 ' ^^CJ

various acts of misconduct on the part of the:three

defendants, particularly in making ;
use of the

meeting-hpuse as a debating room for political pur-

poses, allowing their adherent^ to express ;their
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opimons of the preacher, by applause , during the

service^ conversing JouiJly, and. even smoking,
dupng the same time, and, partidularly (with

regard to MePhail) that he had of r late preached
Chartist doctrines; and had denied one of the most
material ^religious doctrines held by ttie coji-

gregatjon, namely, the eternity of future . punish-
ment for .sin. ?'

"Mr. Jtolt read several affidavits, in which it

was sworn, that McPhail. had on one occasion,
called on such members of the congregation present,
as were of Chartist opinions, to hold up their

hands, for the excommunication of such members,
as were not Chartists ; that he had admitiecl to

the deponents that he did not believe in eternal

future punishment ; that McPhail had been in

the meeting-house in the pulpit, smoking, ^vhile

there were, in the body of the . building,
-

large
numbers of colliers, wearing their hats or caps, and

smoking short black pipes, and all this on a Sunday
when IHvine service ought to have .been per-
formed ; and that McPhail had .read extracts^

( and commented on them/ ) ftpm the ^orri^ig
Star, and from Richardson's fttacfc Itypk, duringjhis
sermons, and advocated therein Chartist dociriiifes.

'"-Bis. ^yrtar observed fhe deed of trust required
that the minister of. the. meeting-house should

b^iieye in ih? doctrine of eternal punishmnfeln^a
future state for sin .committed in this.' He said

he did not see, as matters stood, and on an intejr-

locUtory proceeding, and as the information ^4^4

not^prifty anything in the nature of a receiver ;xiir

manager, that he could make the
, oi^rfy^ tp

Wilkinson apd Monk. He had no means,ofjudgr
ing, what, according to the peculiar/doctrines, anel

hstbjts of their s^ect, amounted of indecency rfjQr

scandal, whether smokig, or reading a newspaper,



in tbe pulpit or meeting^houSo ; was tso>'f
x

might be indetjenfc, sar^^ini^ilbiis in thje (D

Ohtireh, mightsty^^d in"W Very" -jiiii9fei*en1gi5gJi

by many kedts^^n^^^syMs? ijeiiioiv saidy 'witfcsa

respect to the congregibiWL "ifrbW in
'

r

q^estioii^
1* C)n

the point of doctrinleV -as ^^^rded?Sl<^nl.ili ^the

cia.se seemed tolerably clear; Without slayiiig what

he^might do, on another application, an'd^aDf'amietid-

ed record, he thought, it i/riaTyd no;fc be sajfe, tiiider

present circumstances, to act affainst.tlie two gentle-L'~ --
.

-
.

' '

. -.'; '': > * J ' ;''-; ''"'' l
,' -?*^3 -' ' "'"

men. Wilkinson and Monk. His Hp^or was not

satisfied that there was a case, in which,
'

: looking
at the

:

whole evidence, it 'would be right to act

against McPhail, except on the point of doctrine.

"Mr. Russell, having addressed the Court on
that point, asserted that, if Mr. MicPhail did not

believe in the doctrine of eternal 'future punish-
ment, he had forsworn himself. .. . , ; . : He swore,
''that jt is not true that he does not believe

1

^
5' and

thM> was equivalent^ for ; all purposes j ( aiid

particularly when uttered by. a manj underpin: fact,

a charge of -perjuryy)4o his saying '".he*. does be-

lieve "so and so. i./i, ..,_

c ^ f

Honor
, said, that he expressed neither

approDatioJi nor disapprobation, in
.
a religious

or rtibral point o view, of what ^M(i b|bn}said
oia"either side* Th^ ciase on^ the^

hillj^
^

aiiiwer'atid

affidaVitv
:as to the

^ trustees, wAs riot^ 'with SiM
(jiejiit

'

|AainnesiS,' esfeblished to
^

warrant ffi^ S^^
an order as to them. -It wiasjliol^fer,

'

as to the minister* If the
4

re ^te^^h
minister; ?

holding d^*^^8^*^' 1n

c6nf6rmity'
;witn the provisions of

ld^ be^^plain^ and manifesi; brealdh'

e^general with^he^to
iii

l

sttch;a quatter is
1^

Honor,v/
upbn

"

: the evidence 5

'before
''

nlrnV
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to cqme to the conclusion, that, on the point
he had last__ adverted to, the minister did i not
hold, jbhe: doctrine that the deed of trust, required*
Hi^ Honor, felt, that, so far as the minister was
concerned, he was bound to grant '.the injunction."

Second day, Thursday, 4th July 1S61.

v Bayley, with whom was Mr. Scoble^
tated that he appeared to

?;argue the case on
)ehait of the plaintiff, and that he was taken

.-. _ -;. ?*-"". .^ . ..i," .
J * "; i

'

"JL '- * '

,- , -"^
^

J

"

r -.. i '.
-

i ----'; -
r fT; . -

)y^si(rprise at the great quantity of irrelevant

fgjiment ^addressed to the Court by his learned

riericj, Mr. Ansttey ,
and in answer to a sentence

o which he gave utterance, he would . merely.''"':";; ",- r
' C? . "' ! :

'
-

,

'

, .

'

t -
*

"",

' -'"." - "t "'V ;-

ay that as this was a demurrer not on any
oaatters of substance^ but purely of form, the
ule has been violated, and the Gourt could not
illow any ;'of those eleven points' without over4

lufning ttie rule which has heen in vogue for

centuries in England and here r for many years.
Che learned Counsel would .address a few obser-

vations to shew -his learned friend had no locu&

taindfc and no right to go into general demurrer
and the cases cited thereon. Where a party files

a special demurrer he is. bound to it, a.n3 therefore

could riot, and has no right whatever to argue
)oints on general, demurrer. A.S to: this; ippJnt,
ie referred to what is invariably relied on by -

awyers/^- Comyn's Digest and Stephen's Pleading^
in which it is la|d down that in sbecial demurrer
a. partvC ;waives sail 'points* and; adheres, to,, the

' -' * t -.-""- i " * ''. "

" "*

^points: specified* sPfe cases- cited bg;~

under the title, offinijendqiW:ere
here b^ tha laws ofc pleading^ and

taken. Jby him, \TL ^that: respect w-as:

Hlnglisji .Campion jLaw .v^Prbc-?

|-
was passed Jn 185^^, . anftrhad

introduced here^ merely restored the>
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simplicity of old pleadings, brushed away the

superfluous growth of technicalities and : abolished

special demurrers. He would refer; to the language
of the -clause by which the modes of p^ce^urk
in Common Law are pointed in the Charters of

the Supreme Courts in India, and from that hie

would be justified in saying that special demurrers
are hot allowed. V;l ,

Chief Justice. Mr. Bayley, you neetfinot tro-

uble yourself about that. It has been thelpractice
here for a long time to take special demurrers;, but

the Court discountenances .them by not allowing
costs. It will be useless your arguing the point, for

I am not going to change that rule of the Court.

Mr. Bayley, however would still say that the

English tacjinical points are not incorporated here

byline Charter .* In the case of the Queen vs. Attoo

Paroo, reported in Sir Erskine Perry's Oriental

Cases, p. 551, the Chief Justice decided that the

technicalities of English law and pleading are not

to be applied to India ; and the point to be decided
here was not merely what the law here wasy but
what would ultimately be decided in the Privy
Council. Mr. Bayley's contention, of course,
was. that the plaint was sufficient, for their was
no such thing as a declaration in the procedure
here, and the learned counsel called the attention

of the Court to what was a
^plaint (reading the

definition of
"
Plaint "from Comyn's Digest, and

Wharton'sLaw Lexicon, Edition of i860). The
mode of procedure at common law adopted here

was analogous to that in \Engish County- Courts,
biit in the latter the technical system of^pecial
demurrers does not exist. The matter ,to ibe dis-

cussed was whether the plaint contained the cause

of action, and lie ventured to assert'that it was suffi-

cient. His learned friend was tied down to the
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points mentioned in the special demurrer,- and he

cbtild not therefore digress-from them, arid attack
the fpia/int' in substance. His argument had
branbhed out into a point whether certain parts
of ifcci plaint were or were not contrary to public

policy.
J

If a man demurs specially,ybe waives
all points and is tied down to the special ones,
and Mr. Bayley had shown by authorities that his

learned friend had no right to argue general
points,f they not halving been set down on the

margin. -In Parker vs. Reilly, 3 M. & W., the
Court expressed an opinion that a party could
not go beyond the points , mentioned in the

margin/ and in Arbowin vs. Anderson, 1 Q. B.

Reports, it was decided that the paper books
must state the points intended to be made on
each side, and that counsel could not go out of

them. That had not fyeen clone so in this

casev Therefore on both these grounds, the
defendant was not entitled to go into the question
of public policy, and he could not be heard. This
Court cannot, nor can any ourt travel one inch

beyond what has been laid down in the de-

murrer book. Turning to another part of the

argument, he (Mr. Sayley) said that having
admitted all the facts of the plaint, his learned
friend could not argue that the translation ofcthe

article was incorrect'..

. @hief Justice. But suppose there is a reupg-
nancy:ifetween the translation and the original

docuineiit^hOw is/the Court to coime :

at^ilKat? Qne
of tlte ru^es bf tlie^Gourt is to recbgmse :

0nly the
official translation. '-. ;Suppose thfe bpgittal Guzfe-

rateetdocumentndiffers- from tlw t^nslati^
and;if;one of tM grounds of the^ Htaurref

i^ tl^t
the^ii; tKat difference, then the defendant cannot
admit sU^ transiatronv r

v
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. Mr. Bayley said it was not necessary to set

out the; .translation or copy of , a document, : al-

though the original must
r
be set out (Zenobiovs.

Akiell 6 T. E.}, (Oraft vs. Boyd, 1 Wm$. Sdunders.)
The, rule of this Court as regards official trans-

lations alluded to by his., learned friend was a . ja.-

llacy; as the rule only said that no document shall

be given in evidence without a translation signed

by the Chief Translator, which had been done here,

as the . translation in the plaint was made , and

signed by Mr. Flyno, the Chief Translator,, and
the language of the plaint was "which being
correctly translated," and the demurrer admitted
that. :

Chief Justice. That may be good law in

England, but it would not apply here, where the

practice has been to have documents translated.

Surely that document must be read in Court,
which cannot be done without its being translated.

Mr. Bayley observed that it was not open < to

his learned friend to take that objection at that

stage, it was quite premature; he now sought to

traverse the point, and therefore he could not

demur at the same time. The rule of pleadings
in force in Bombay did not justify his learned
friend to traverse and demur at the same time.

The learned counsel next called the attention of

the Court to what the action was for, viz., that
it was for libel. The demurrer admitted the whole
of the plaint, the introductory averments respect-,

ing the plaintiff and dJie peculiar sanctity in

wjiich as a MEaharaj he was held by Brahmins
and others,-the publication of the libel, that, the

publication was a false, scandalous, idefamatory
and infamous, libel, but M*. Bayley contended
that it was, to determine which ;he read the de-

finition of Libel in Wrongs and Remedies
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Addison, p. 576. One of the eleven points of the
demurrer was that, the plaint did not impute any
specific offence, but that was a Frivolous objection,
for ap action of libel can lie, and the libeller is

punishable for slandering another in his profes-
sion. After admitting on the face of the demurrer

that the liber was published, and that it was false*

scandalous &c., it was idle and frivolous for the

defendant to rebut it, and say that it contained no
offence. Mr. Bayley then said he had . no desire

to shrink from answering the objections raised dri'

the ground . of public policy, if the Court deemed
it was necessary for him to do so.

Chief Justice. I have simply the plaint In
libel and the demurrer that the plaint is in-

formally treated. I do not know how the question
of public policy conies, before me in this demurrer,

Mr. Bayley.i understand your Lordship
does not ask me to answer the points raised on

ground of public policy.

Chief Justice. So far as the grounds of spe-
cial demurrer embrace those points, I am bound

;

to give consideration to them, but I am not bound
to entertain the question of public .policy in a,

separate form i If Mr. Anstey had ^shewn any
authority I would have been bound to hear. it.

Bayley then being relieved of so much
argument, proceeded to remark in answer to an
objection, that however obscene and disagreeable

might be _the character of the eviderice which
would be brought forward at the trial, there wks?

ndthing to prevent the Court from hearing the

actibnV He referred to the case of Stirfdsundseu;

vs. LdJendth Matty, Mdrton*s Cases, decided in the

Supreme Court at Calcutta, .which was an action
f ^crini. cpii. between two Hindoo parties, and



the Court held that the action was sustainable;

and in the case of Queen vs. Dr. Newman^ 1v^oL
jDearsly's Crown Cases, there were twenty-rifeiBiro

charges of libel brought against I Dr. ?AchHM by
Dr. Newman ; one of^the pleas was justification :pf

every fact stated in the libel and though the

circumstances of the case were of a most indecent

character, it did not present the criminal >.. inform

mation Ifrom being brought to trial, and the de^

feridant Was fined 100. 'Now 'what was the

libel here ? The(Chief part of it charged the* plains
tiff and his brother Maharajas with 'i being in- the
habit of defiling the Wives and daughters of their

devotees. Looking at the improper character of

tWievidence which will come out, said Mr.^Bayley,
Dri**Newman's case is a precedent that such
obscene cases can be heard. Referring to the first

in the demurrer/ Mr. Bayley
to state more than this,

that the ^Sintlff has a cause of action. It was
said that the doctrines of . the Hindu Religion !

ili(iijT(T1iiil'|| In i ii set out. In actions professedly

groiBaii^n custom it is not usual, to set out what
the ?ffebom is. (Wentwdrth on JReadin^ Edition '

of 1797, Ivpdi,. f -p. 230). Bill of Exchange and

Msicpbe Polices derive their origin from the custom

of^gsrchants, and no custom used ever to be set

out^n declarations in such actions. In an action

founded upon a custom of bankers, it has been

held not necessary to set out the custom. Bellamy
vs. Marjoribanks, 6 Exc. Supposing :-'we, ^wefe

setting out a libel by setting out the ; doctrines
of Christianity how could that :be done ? p^b jtwo

Ypersons can agree as to what those doctrines are?;

it is possible to state them ; who can say >what the
doctrines of Christian religion are ;; They are

^

diffetent in Rome, Geneva, England and Scotland.
|

With the Hindoo religion the difficultyincreases

1;
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a?,itandredfold. Supposing that the doctrines

oughtl tod>fee set out, how was thatrto he : done

with v;a0areMgion ^which ; is s mysteriousy which
oldefr r by centuries1 than the Christian ; Re-

-

/
' ' " " '.'""' .--.*-!.:-.

d ; has so many ramifications; and-how
unfortunate barrister, whether an .' old

practitioner here or a new arrival, set :qut what
thesfiindu religion is. None but Brahamins study
it> and some 'thirty years are required for that

purpose/ The learned counsel would show that> j

according to the strict rules of law, it was not

cessary toiset out such matters in the plaint. He
cited cases from; Stephens on Pleading and passages
from Gomyn's Digest, shewing that it is _not >ne-

cessagy to Estate whatjfchejaw pregfinie&i ; Irregpee-
the learned counsel contended that

ean\ be :iindftrstood without the

out thej_Hins^^nasjnu^^^ the

Amoral
_

^numerous cases cited by his learnedi^lriend to

impeach the plaint of introductory averments, gave
the 'Court- feutilittle assistance, and did not support
the -argument to the desired extent^ rThe

arguments founded upon by the other- side upon the
case ofJSolomon vs. Wright, are ;cut . awayIby the
case;;of Lefann vs. Malcolmson^ in the House .-

:6f

Lords two years ^afterwards, wherein it is ^decided
that- though defamatory, matter apply to a class, if

the :inuendo point to a particular person, that

person can bring an action for libel; In the

present case thelibel unquestionably- points to the

class of Maharajas, and if the: plaintiff satk^

factorify shews that he ;was one of i them, and
that- it applied to him, he can bring an action.

T}he;<ease of Goldstein ^vs. Fox and other Ceases

cite^b^^ir. Anstey, are those- of oraL defamation
or slander , and did; not apply :to a ease of JafesJ.

~ that the plaintiff and his ; seci
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have no locus standi, and that they are not
entitled to the protection at law, seemed to Mrr

Bayley to he a strange conception p tlie law
administered in this country.

'

Chief. Justice. 'The 3 and 4 William I1& puts
that to rest, for there is a clause there which
bestows upon the people here equal rights.

Mr. Bayley then went on to ajrgue the objec-
tion that this plaintiff must be treated as an alien.

He said that if any persons were to be treated
as aliens, it must be he himself and his learned
friend as foreigners in this land, and not the

plaintiff, descended from the original inhabitants
of India, who describes himself to be a liege-*., .

-.-.,, ^^ .

subject of Her Majesty the Queen, and a resident

in Bombay for a number of years. To shew how
Her Maje.sty's Courts lend their assistance to

foreigners, he cited the well known ease of the

Emperor of Austria vs . Louis Kossuth, decided

in May last, reported 7 Jurist N. S. by V." G.
Stuart and also R. vs. Peltier, where the libel

was on Napoleon Buonaparte when First Consul,
ami R; vs. Lord George Gordon for a libel on
the Queen of Spain. It had been urged that the

denunciation of the conduct of the Maharajas,
who under the cloak of religion, defiled the wives

arid daughters of their devotees, was not a libel.

In answer to this, he (Mr. Bayley ) need only
say that the plaint spoke for itself, and that the,

argument was too premature, and not worthy-
the consideration of the Court at this stage of

the proceedings, and he cited the case of TkorleyX^ -
,
*J *

. . -.
- -

-
-

-. . 7

vs'. The Earl of Kerry, 4 Taunton, where ith^,

introductory averments were similar to the present
arid where the Earl had heenYjehared with

practisirig hypocrisy under the cloak of religion^
arid that was heM by the Courts- of Queen's; iBerich -,

* " .' " ' '

.'.': l
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trid Common Pleas to be a libel. Again it had

jbe6n argued that there was no allegation in the

iint,- that abstinence from women was the
|

)rofession of the Maharaj; but the learned coun-

fsel deemed it lunnecessary to notice such a mon-
fstrous argument, which bore absurdity on the
iface of it, for abstinence from women is no man's

[profession,
anid much less in a climate like this,

(where tne passions are warm, where children arrive

[at puberty at a much earlier age than in thej

[cold countries, and are by Hindu law of age at 16.

[Again it was said that it was free to all people
Ito cast imputation upon people in illegal pro-

fession and obnoxious to law; but he contended
that the plaintiff has been in enjoyment of a legal

[profession,
and the argument therefore bears

[contradiction
on the face of it. There was

~
no

[authority for Mr. Anstey saying that during the

[period
the English have been in possession of

[Bombay there has been no case of this sort on

I
record, for Morley's Digest bears evidence of many
cases of actions of libel brought in the Zilla

Sudder Courts. Even supposing that there are
no precedents, that does not preclude plaintiff

seeking redress for a grievance on the established
[ principle of law, that where there is a wrong
[there

is a remedy. Ashley vs. White-, JSmbrey vs.

\0wen 7 &c. Another argument was that the law

[of
defamation in spiritual cases has not been

[granted to the Natives here, but (Mr. . Bayley
[contended ) this was the libel against the plaintiff,
not in his spiritual capacity, but in his private

[character,
and the mere fact of his being a

[Brahmin, a Maharaj, or a member of the sect of

[Wallabciiarya, did not disentitle him to seek pro-
jection at law. If such a doctrine were allowed,

[no
'Brahmin in.- the land would be 'safe ; he could

[be slandered and libelled with impunity, and
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dress denied to Mm 'because lie happened to-- bte-
'

a,

spiritual person. The Institutes of-Menu ^nd
other sacred books of the Hindus shew ihat[a
Brahmin was considered "i. as -a powerful I5ivinity.
Another objection was that the words "improper
conduct

"
are unknown to the English law ; but

the . learnecl counsel denied that to be so, for if a
libel is libellous without an inuendo, it can be

rejected ( cited several authorities ).

Taking the whole article from beginning ; to

end it was a libel upon the character of the plain-
tiff) and all that the Court had to do, was to

determine whether- the special points were allow-

able. If had been complained that no specific
offence was attributed to the defendants, but
Mr. Bayley urged that it was not necessary to

lay a specific 'charge. The case of .the Quakers,
alluded to by his learned friend with:

regard to the

discipline of the sect, was not applicable to this.

The other complaint was that there was no alle-

gation of malice j but he answered that that was

unnecessary as malice is implied- in the libeK :It

was said that the latter part of the article was

only; tangible as libel, but he would say -thitt the

whole of the article from beginning to end ;was so.

It was hot necessary to state how the plaintiff
was disgraced by the libel. This was an article

in a newspaper, and it was only necessary to set

out the whole of the article^ if as in this case jthe
article was 'complete in itself. As to the trans-

lation being hot 'official, he said it was quite
correct; "and 'bore the signature of the head t|ans-
lator of the Court. :As to ithe clerical

:

^rrors
the learned courisfel was riot satisfied thatv there
were any such errors in the copijr of:the plaint/ al-

though therei might be some slight errbrsr which

inevitably occur in^c?6pieswritten
f

by riatiYer clerks
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iin$erl!ectiy lacouainted- with; the English language,

.i|^-iQp49v3ij^g||/P^tifiQd copfy thai issued from the

p||peS; ofnthe Mast0r .and Prpthonotajpy that he
had seen, bad'been free from them. -,If the argu-

mgnfK^ere allowied, the omission of a 4ot to an (t
i
"

OF '& cr$ss to a single
"

t
"
would be fetal. ;0n the

wjipl|lie submitted that the demurrer was frivolous,
and should be,dismissed with costs.

.... . , :'-'* '

JKr. Amteiji in reply, .said be bowed to the

of his Lordship overruling his ; Abjection

rajggd on. fii|^ground of public policy, and there-

^^, eonlfined his observations to the point of spe-

ci|4 ^einurrer .- Before entering upon L the argu-
ments of his learned friend, he read the clause of

tJie 3 and 4 William IV., to show ; that his Lord-

ship WAS .right in principle^ though ;the modus

op$rgndiw&s different. He then proceeded to say
on authority, that without a good inducement the
inuendo is nothing and that his arguments had turn-

ejjiptr upon the formal passages in,the plaint, but

upon material passages. From the'plaint it did not

Appear, in what way the defendants were guilty of
tj&e alleged offence, and whi0h of the two defend-

ants, on record. It was material to know which of
thra Lcommitted the alleged .grievance, .because one
was a I^arsee and-the other a Hindu, and the former

might^ claim more freedom of criticisni than the
latter would, and vice-versa. It was not stated in

what ;their offence consisted, and here.-was nothing
specifically charged* He illustrated his argument
by the suppositions case qf a Christian bringing an
action

i ,j^gaiijstr; another, Christian, in wliich, ;case
the pojHfl^rwouldtake; it as inatters^aflfecting the

ieligi^n^ The^rjality;ofthe ;Wesjtiis

<
he law, whiliat(ttetj $f:the East is -le^t

and tfterefee itiis necessary t that the

.on ^e^> ifter&l ci^rajc.ter pf;the people
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of the latter must be specified. If the doctrine

tliat no such specification was required was adopt-
ed, there would be no end to the inconvenience and

difficulty in which the Court would be thereby in-

volved, for in the eyes of the Maharaj the defend-

ants might be guilty of blasphemy in taking his

godly name in- vain in such a manner. It ' has
^> a/

"

.

"
- _..._-.. .- . .

been urged that it is not necessary to allege a

custom in pleading, but Mr. Anstey contended

that where parties sue on a case involving custom,
that custom must be alleged, though jt might not

be set out at length. The plaintiff out to have
stated that chastity is a virture according to the

tenets of his sect. The argument that it would
be difficult and not safe for a pleader to set out the

doctrine in case of a Christian clergyman, or

ground that no Christians agree on it, applied,
said Mr. Anstey, with reversed force to the case of

Hindus, where from their religion, or rather many
religions, it was necessary that there, should be

averments of the doctrine. The Court is not the

proper tribunal to determine a suit where a self-

styled god or Maharaj seeks to enforce the disci-

pline of his sect. He never denied! the difference

between ar written and an oral slander as to the

liability of the slanderer, "but what he said was
that both written and unwritten defamation agree
in this if it has been uttered or published con-

cerning a man in his profession, then it -becomes

necessary for him by clear averment to connect
. that slander not only with the special damages,
but with the conduct of his profession. The

Maharaj had chosen to declare that he had ; keen
slandered in his profession, but he ought.$0^ iSaye
shewn the connection between the imputation and
the profession, and that he was liable l^^a .c^io|t!H'e

from his superiors* Suppose the Court was sitting
in Madras to try an action of mm. con*, among
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the Nates; a sect on* the Malabar Coast* where
the custom 'prevails of two7 or three brothers

having one wife inoommon, would' itmot be neces-

sary for the Court then to enquire what religion
the parties belonged to, and,' under an Aet of

Parliament, to respect their usages. This- Court
could not entertain an action for crim. con. where
the parties are Hindus, because by the Hindu law
the offence is made subject to a criminal juris-
diction. The very book Morley's Digest-^ alluded

to oh the other side, is full of cases in which the
Z ilia Courts have refused to entertain questions
of caste and 'those partaking of a spiritual charac-

ter. It was urged that the malice must, be pre-
sumed, but he (Mr. Anstey) said there was nothing
in the alleged libel to warrant the Court in pre-

suming malice. The alleged libel amounted merely
to this. A book has been published since many
years by one Groculnathjee Maharaj promulgating
a doctrine, the plaintiff followed suit, and, in

commenting on the doctrine, the defendants used
terms of reproach within the bounds of legitimate
criticism. In reviewing these books, the de-

fendants denounced their doctrines, that is the true
construction of the alleged libel, and Mr. Anstey
said this was no libel. The whole of the matter
in the libel is speculative, with the exception of
a tangible point which might be observed from

looking to the inuendo. It may be divided into

two parts, one impugning the orthodoxy of the

doctrines; of the sect, and the other impugning
their offensive : and immoral practices , and the

learned 1 counsel contended that it was a fair and

legitimate criticism ol the sect. The^ criticism re^

ferre^r to
; a historical fact, viz., the history of the

Hindu religionMrrom the 16th century, and to the

j)hiloso|ihy of the doctrines ofa sect, and on the

of opinions expressed by Lord Ellin-
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borough aod Lord Campbell; the leaMedH Ccfruisel

maintained that such criticism could ncitf be

a libel. He believed'that his ease wa& iibt In
least affected by the arguments of fhis

friend , and he fully relied on the eleven gbpufids
ofthe demurrer. v . ;-

Thursday, 18th July 1861. ;

THE CHIEF JUSTICE this day delivered his

judgment to the following effectr^It was opeti to

the defendant under the Statute to raise any
question of general demurrer besides those speci-

fied, but by the Court's rule No, 90 he is confined

to such special grounds as are stated; The de-

fendant was limited to the eleven grounds of spe-
cial demurrer exhibited by him, and it was with
these alone the Court had now to deal. By the

rules of pleading irrelevant matter inight be r<a-

jected and cannot be made ground of special /de-

murrer. The principle iftile per inutiU
-iitiji

vitiatur was applicable to all those grounds . of

demurrer.

Now as to the first ground of'the,

murrer, which is that there was no ailegatipBi that

improper conduct is contrary to the dcxjMneis -of

Vallabhacharyaj &c., his Lordship
;said that this

portion of the plaint containing the -av6ipmen| 4f
character was clearly to tie held nkere surjf)lus^g6

by Chitty (Vol. 2.) feom whom the precefen|gfs
evidently taken (Styles 11 Precedent it! M^0||fsb
the words "

By means where6fj? ? ^c^ wJiere ;shewn
to be not traversable according to the au%|
in the same?bopk. No special 'demurrer could



lie- 6tk : this- ground, and 'Consequently in His
'

opinion the' first ground^ bailed. - His
jwould not'hold it necessary for plaintiff

to tnafethe averments;which-the special demurrer
insisted ?he ought to have inadef for what is meanife

by
"

i'* heterodoxy
"

appears from the; libel itself

where *hat word occurs and whereat also, in His

Lordship's opinion, sufficiently indicates what it

relates to. It is clearly stated there that certain

sects are heterodox by the Hindu Shastras or

sacred books, rand it is admittecl that plaintiff is

one pf
;$hat; sect. On that ground alone His Lprd-

ship would not allow this point of the special de-

murrer. This was made abundantly;

ckar by the
libel which goes on very much to identify the

"heterodoxy" with "
heresy.

"

second ground of the demurrer that there

was? no allegation that improper conduct jwas

contrary ;to the religion of the sect, i&Cij must be
overruled on the same <

principle.
A great deal

was said! and it was very muph insisted on that
this was a libel against the Maharaj . as-a high
priest alone. Now that was a mistake. Looking
to the libel . itself it is Charged against t}*e plaintiff,
as a Slaharaj, as?a Brahmin andjas 'a: member of the
said sect

;
.61 Vallabhacharya. The cas.e of May vs.

Brownj $ B. and; G. 138, is a direct authority to shew
that when "a

Ifb^l
is of and cpneerning;the plaintiff

in -various cKaracterSj ijt
ig"a libel ag9,int him rn^i-

viduj|lj^y
so f^at it appeared to tfe' CoiM^'I^Lis

was,:atji&l against &ie plaintiiflfr in1 >his individual
* . ^ ^ "*-

*"

t J I"
:

*. < JL? *-**''';. :~
y

-

,*"

"
'i' '!,'

l ' i -f
'

\ ,
! i

"

T "~- - : '-" -

" "

'_,
-T - '

'*'.'

capacityv s^gregateidfflrotn his chafa<}|er of -

( Leuois^s. falter 3 B. and Q. m nfjtes fa
vs.

Brjvon!) If the Court were to hold^^e
ias wasf here

tvlfcii^: conduct; impiitet t(biiiml A Hindu is
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not more bound to do so than an European;
FTMs

^ Court is bound to treat both; upoi* air equality: :and

to administer the same law to every pne>",J|his
Court has no judicial cognisance of any pecu-
liarities of moral conduct if their are such, but
must leave the .'defendant to come in and 'allege
them in his own defence by way of plea. The

plaintiff is ot bound to anticipate what is merely
matter of defence.

, 4s to the rthird cause of the demurrer the
same rule applied which his Lordship had applied
to the first two. Also this usage was sufficiently

pleaded for the purpose of the inducement where
the same strictness is not required as in the rest

of the plaint. ,

For the same reasons his Lordship overruled

the fourth cause 6f the demurrer which stated

that there was no allegation that it was contrary
to' the practice of the Maharajas to enjoy the

tender maidens, wives, and daughters of their devo-

tees, , His Lordship did not think that the plaia-
tiff was bound to exculpate himself from these

Imputations?

The fifth ground, which alleged that- no speci-
fic offence was "charged, arose in this way. There
are two defendants named in : the plaint ; yet

throughout, the word
*

'defendant" in the 'singular
number was used. There was a rule no doubt that

accuracy must be observed, and a .case in point

(Walfbrd vs. Anthony, .8 tBIngh) was adduced; by
Mr. Anstey. His Lordship was reluctantly obliged
to allow that cause of demurrer; it was, ^owever
a small point. ., ':..;.,. i;

As to the sixth cause of the demurrerr^he
observations his Lojrdship-': had airea^ inadej

applied to it and it must be overruled. The
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"heterodox opinions
" are sufficiently defined by the

libel and so also the words ' t

offences and improper
(Bondubt,'* because these are levelled at certain

specific acts charged to have been done by
'

the

plaintiff;

;
The seventh cause which complained qf cer-

tain expressions being insensible and ambiguous,
was also overruled, as the expressions clearly

appeared in the libel.

The eighth cause stated that the several

inuendoes alleging that the plaintiff and other

Maharajas are guilty of rascality and shameful
conduct, and defile the wives and daughters of

their devotees and other Hindus by criminal in-

tercourse with them, &c., are riot warranted by
the words of the libel, nor supported by any in-

ducement or introductory averment to which the

inuendoes refer. This cause, his Lordship said^
forced on the Court the consideration of what the
libel Itself was. His Lordship was of opinion that
the learned counsel (Mr. Anstey) for the defendants
had very properly divided the lijbel into opinions
and facts. Now, if on looking to this part of the
libel the Court found any one of the iriuendbes not

supported by the libel, it would be the duty of
the Court to allow the demurrer as to that. His

Lordship had atten tively gone through them all

and must say that it did appear to him that the
first part

3 of the article was ah ^attempt to argue
upon historical Tacts brought to bear upon the

opinions of a particular class of people at the'prer

semVdajH It is lawful for any^person to rtakfr up
the history or the historical opinions'-of any sect

or class, and to reason upon them, and if he fairly

l^Qnestly produces opinions not in unison

woulc^ form, yet if there be no
be guilty of libelv

J Now
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to shew personal malice against
(Beading a portion ofthe acfe is

'

and vulgar, but his Lordship was :

to-rsay that they were .; libellous as against the
s !-*>: t*/. : . . . - -.' '* i i

'

-
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plaintiff. ;
His Lordship after alluding to the case
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counsel ,
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;Sinlejd out, ,an

of jthe, ^arti^le); :
* TJiat., ;it appeared ;%^Ms

4

J^raship }

was a direct jcharge7a.ga.inst tl^ ^isfjmg Jp^^bf
IVfaharajas, r it pointst v pu4^

:the: iplaintiflls aai ^pne ; ,of

charsed heretas iibetlqus. -come withiiiJne ;Qase of
J-_r- JTOjj i> r: ^.i-iiiA"- 7 \f., <

;^., _,- j i ' i_;^ : a , ( _j_r^.T- '.:>-.l-JC<t :
l- j...

Lordr,

This^fte^pai^t of the,BbeJ r,^]wejv^,J|^
said,, rwpi$4 pp;n^;bejfpre^
si.pn , and^rhe WiO^d; theei^ce: ^BX^e^s^C);

'

jfujtjtier
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Therefore according to the rules of pleading, the

plaintiff had no right to sustain this inuendo, and
this eause*6f :>tfee demurrer^ His Eiordship said,
must be allowed.
'-'.'." . , . .

.
.

-

,
. ,

As to the iiinth ground of demurrer, it had
been abandoned by Mr. Anstey, and His Lordship
merely stated therefore that the learned counsel

for the plaintiflT was wrong in saying that in

England a translation is unnecessary (Zenobio vs.

Axiiil 6 T. R.) It is a rule of common sense and
of law. >

As to tfie tenth ground of the demurrer, if

the clerical errors were considerable, the Court
would not yield to them. But they did not appear,

considerable, and as some must occur in this

coriritfy, the point taken must be overruled.

As to the eleventh and last ground referring
to omissions of books &c., His Lordship thought
it must be overruled. The office of a special pV
murrer is to point out to the plaintiff what amend-
ment he should make in his pleading. Now this

the defendant had not done, but his Lordship 'did

not think that: either of those books was at
;:

all

necessary to biB further set forth.

The special demurrer was on the fifth arid

eighth points allowed.

Mr. jBeiyley. As we have virtually succeeded
we ought to have the costs.

CJiief Justice. -I eannot allow .that. There is"

no authi^ity in favour of giving costs to a plaini-

ffbi a demurrer allowed. o

;3f$ Bayley asked leave to amend the plaint on
the fil(|^;and eighth ^points. .-

^ .".....

(titief ^wizce.-^-The plaintiff will have liberty ;

to anienc^ qn'amending defendant's copy^ t ;"

The Defen^aBts'to hav^ a fortnight t6 plead.
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THE PLEAS SET FORTH |f
THE

The defendants, by Samuel Lawford Aelarid,

their. Attorney^ Say that the'y^re not nor is -either

of them guilt^ofthesaid supposed grievancesafrpve
laid to their charge or any or either of the same
or any part thereof in manner and form as by the

plaintiff above in that behalf alleged, and of this

the defendants put themselves upon th-Court* &c.

And fpr a second pjea in ttojs behalf .the

defendants say that the persons in the said plaint

alleged to be called Maharajas were not nor are

the preceptors of the Hindu religipn tHerejin, men-
tioned in manner and form as

fey the pial'npijj:

above in tliat behalf alleged and
:
of this the Defend-

ants put themselves upon the jCourt, &c.

"> And for a third plea in this behalf the
..

: '

"::,'-' t.
'
vJ T

'
' '

-.."'' *~ < ,

~ r.
^5=

defendants say that the saj4 persons were not nor
are the chiefs pr heads of tjie class of Hindus
in the -said plaint alleged to be called jBrafimins
in manner aii4 form as by the plaintiff ^op^-in
that behalf alleged and of this the 41
put themselves upon the Court, &c.

And for a fourth pleajin this beliallj;p Wf
said plaint Jijie defendant^say that the s

plaintiff
hath iiot

[

alw^s Men nor is a Hindu
fflgji. Priest

of High caste or a preceptor of llbe^imlu 'religion
in manner and form as by the~plaintiff above ^n
that behatf ai^ed '..fflid of ' this the defefidaiits

put themselves lipon^ the Court, &c. <^~;~n

An<i te a fifth plea in this Jjehalf tfi&} de-

fendants say that the supposed "religious ifefe*py

whicji gect i^-Kplainiiii isQiy.the sanat
^"*

* ' J
' ' s '*

'

'~3 *\ f 1* "!'*'*



^a very modern date to wit^>|
!

ihe date'

of t&| ^&&t
:

century of tne fehcis^ari? Era,,' atid;

altPgefhpr repugnant to and at variance ; with

the'religious doctrines and practicesVof the ancient
*"*<rv ^ *

t i'.j '.''; -,.'"" i.' .",'.:. '" i --
.
v . T

H'Mou 'religion in the introductory part of the

saitf ^iut mentioned, and the usag^^custom/and

practice
" therein ^^also mentidiiedV withbut this

that the plaintiff is a member of an* ancieidtt Hiriclii

religious sect in manner and form as fey him the

plainjbiff ,abav<8 in that behalf alleged nd of this

the,Jefendants.put themselves upon the Court, &c.

And for a sixth plea in this behalf the

defendaiits-say that so much of the allege^iibel
!

as

is next hereinafter set forth in the Grujerati lan-

and character that is to say () H^l^?^j

,

.

. being literally and accurateiyrtranslated
into stjie, English language was and: is tp^the/;tenor
and effect follaw^ng that is to say "(f)h)^ Maharajas
acting, up to thaj commentary, Veiling j.. :

tbe*^ wives
and daughters^ j||your

devotees; desist-from that
and destroy at @nce immorality such as that of the

j * u * +F? , t jf3~ "_~ % > v\ *
,

'

v .

j
"-"_.-

compa|i|5^aj the Has festival without this that .the

said ailegteol
libel being duly or correctly translated

by Janies^ Flynn, Esquire, (

the swprm Qhief Trans-

lator pfrt
this Honorable Gour;fy into, the .Engtish

langii^ge was or is accprding tQj.the tenprv in the
said plaint alleged in manner a,ndi^rm as

; thereby

allege^, and_of this the defendant^ put
upon the Court,, &c. ^

"
:

printed
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said supposed libel thai); is to, say [here ^follows-/
a

great portion of tjie libel in the Qujrajii
Which words are by the -said M piaint'^
surmised to be therein cluly and correctly, . . . ...

i

-

t
: '-;-: '

- / -'" V' ;-.' >-V -.--*/'--

lated into the, English language^ aind toi., l>e

according to the tenor .following tHa;t is^tp-say
[here follows English translation of :the ;abbye

portion of the libel]. The defendants, say that

beforehand at the time of the cpmrnittmg the said

supposed grievances there was at Bombay .and at

divers other places in India a certain Asect -j of

Hindus called the sect of Vallabacfyirya and also

called Vaishnqvas ^^
and in the said supposed libel,

and also in the said plaint and hereinbefore
named and holding professing and pratctising cer-

tain opinions as to religions and morals opposed
to the ancient religious and moral laws of the

Hindus, and more particularly to such of the

said :religious and moral laws as prescribe' to? the

Hindus, the observance of piety towards their

ijrods, and of chastity, sobriety and virtue towards
and amongst themselves for that, whereas by the

said last mentioned laws all good and true Hindus
are bound to believe and to hold that the Grods

and their laws are eternal and unchangeable and
that the Godhead is not capable of Wngprodreat-
ed or begotten by man, and that it is % wielded

and impious thing for a mere man to pretend to

be a God or to be capable of bege^ieg a God or

to practise impostures in that behalf on any people,
and .

that it is altogether against reKgion and

morality for maidens before marriage :tp.i have
carnal intercourse with any marii or for wives to

have such intercourse with any man but theirHown

husbands, yet' nevertheless before and at thfeitime

aforesaid, the said seot then d^d hold, profess, and

practise, amongst other impious, wicked, and aijti-

social opinions, the
ppipipns^fojjqwing, ,that is

L to
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say* "that the leader^ of the. said sect and -the
"

%e^Q^ten ;and ^adppteS /sons of ,such

the "Incarnations of the Gfods Brahma
and themselves &bds/and are and

ought'' to
'"

be worshipped implicitly obeyed and
served us^Grods by the members of the said sect

with all 'the minds, bodies, and properties of such

sectaries, and that the neglect of any such ttp

perform the" said worship implicit ohedienc! and

service, is a siri of:the gravest character ;
and that

it is the duty of the female membei's in particular
o-the said sect to love the saicl leaders mth adul-

terine love arid sensual Iu8,t and pejforn the said

worship, implicit obedience and service with their

bodies by submitting, to have carnal intercourse

F with;any *>f the said leaders ] whensoever called
I

" V . -

* ',..-'. ~J ' -'.'-''- : - * -

upon or required by any of, tlie latter so to dp>
albeit such female membie^s .are or may be 5un-

maririild maidens or wives of Other , men and ijl;no

wise married or betrothed in marriage to the.

I

said leaders; and the defendants aver tliat before
and at the time of the compaitting ;of tfeo said

grievances, the said leaders of the
:
said sect pretend

to be such Incarnations and Gods /as aforesaid
and to -have*' such capacity as aforesaid, and
entitled to be so worshipped, implicitjy obeyed, and.
served as aforesaid, arid permitted oj .sanqtioned
the performance in manner aforesaid ;of such wor-

ship implicit obedience and seryipe, tnereby practi-

sing great impostures on their said sectaries and
on the Hindu people in that behalf. And/the
defeijdaiits^ ayer that before and at the^time of the

committing of'the said supposed grievances tlje

leaders"
^>f the said : sect were ..dispersed Qver . the

Presidency
; of BomBay 'anol'aBiei? 'parts of /Inilia

and we^e in; niunber^ about 70;m all and were^caljed

indisetimmately Gurus, AchCtryasy @ossains, Va^,-
Gfomais and also Maharajas and in fact
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were the said Mahafajas in
and plaint aiid h^w
the plaintiff was bite

the defendants sfver that fit

books ofa%d received1 as

the said seel; and in

book caHef
"Vitha Iesh

commentary tfterebfr,

as the hnstJand oip in;an^ woteeri

tees) even although himself
ina^

only oiie wife atitf as ihe oee^h of

sport with many wbcSen (which i& Jtfte se^ 6f ^fi

tiousness iff the Said supj)bse3 &W> a^4 ^.
plaint herelftbeipte inention^d") a^ : a%b^^s bne

whose; sole aim fe wantdti a^noifoitis Mdlfypt tti&iixy

wom^n; ^nd th^e
v
deferi'daiits a'vei1 thsit feforl a'nd

at the ti'tne* of'tie eottoitting: ftf tiKe;

gpievimces the saftd re1P%ibiis hbblis . of a^
received by the Said se]birx}phtaitfed niiti^

the iitee: incfeeBn-S and iniin^'af c

In b^Bct tetihs a^ofiii^y aTO|t'
'

tne saia aeui/arres werts uueu taugiib ^atti^sjtuobi uuteu

to gra^^y
'

their passfbiis
:m; tlfsji^p^^ljp^ db

iiBel aWp
surest way of |^a;sin^the rd(fev.

eternal fisppin'ess
;

in & future lift* anW
and heretical and? immoral ojMans Tj

eulcated without any optpdsiWrT J^btn^ Jtfie^ fiid

and wrthiheir
:

cbniflivatice and
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by others of, the said books it is mentioned and

professed .to the effect ,
that among the principal

sect Qf^Y^abha^j-ya ^ere the fpllppng, $at is

tosay~o/secure*h>$m su#|pr$ .of soinje one^of
the

a$ijl
leaders ,anE to iwjorship the rpd in/him
are the pnjy principal mfans of the deji-

verancg .

:

of the soul from the fepdy an4 the. .

tion thereof, anq. tlje re absorption thereof into the
Divine essence, and that it is J>he duty of every
member,of the .said sect to forsake the sense of

shame with reference to public opinion and the
commandments of the said sacred books and laws
of the Hindus and to be suppliants Jo some of such
leaders' for salvation, and to be humble before him
and to belive that he the said member is not a
man, but a .woman servant of such leader, and to

praisejjways his the safd Jeacjej^s virtues and the

greatness of his name, and to ojbey his eommamis
and to ||ut |aith in all his acts and wordp and to
be ev^| assocjajbe unto his service and to consider

himsejjtihe said seciary ^n4 his wiff and children
and all |hat is Iris a.s tjie property of his s.ai4 leader
and tq offer then) and present $y,ery thing andf
even the sajd sectary's viyes and children to the
said leader lor his enjoyment ftn<J use a^4 f r $)&

transfocpaatiqn thereof into thp nature pf the great
God Brahma before he the saicj sectary shall him-
self presume to ^se,or enjoy the same, and. that .by
acting other,wis^ the said sectary shall and will

become guilty of sin, and incur the Pivine4 punish-
ments appointed IQ the same,, And iji $eft ^-,
aver tlialjbeifofe ahjd at the time aforesaid in ajj

by bt%r.^ of t^e gaiijl boojks of pn4 re^^veq by the

jtq vit"O^n^f ;bo,ok p^|le3 ""Cho;
. irta" an4 ^|?o to T^it another

tus, .and alsp to >yit another book
f\Iw _ I-C I^i A *^Y*A '

CkTt|| Tffc IST^ *^^k

^^ * ~~
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other .book called Pushti Parvha Maryada
and to wit another book' called J "Svadharma ir-

dhak ,Annay Sainshay chedaky" (aud%wlii<i^- last

mentioned book was- and is printed, 'pu&Ks;hect ^d
circulated in Bpmbay aforesaid by antk^uBcfer^the

aiathiority 6f-the plaintiff himself, and by- and under
the authority of a certain 'society of the-siaid sect

fot the propagation
'

of the doctrines 6f J

'the' Same
seofc to wit a society then and ij<riow called , to -wit

this jFaishnav Dharma Prasarak of which Society
the plaintiff was and is a member and also founder,
and

president,), and also in and brother books it

was:professed, stated, and maintained to the effect

that it is the creed of the sard sect.that God of

whom -the said leaders so pretend as aforesaid to be
the Incarnations doth abide in the houses of and
in union with the members thereof by or with
adulterine love like unto that in the excessive

affection .whereof an adulteress makes abandon-
ment of body, mind, and wealth, to herjifealterer.
And that-when God is displeased with Bny^sectary
his or her said leader saves him from that -dis-

pleasure of God but that when the said -leader

is displeased with the said sectary "none
' can

save him or her from that displeasure of ':the!

leader, and that therefore the said sectary ought
to serve the said leader with his -or her body
and wealth and please .the leader aforesaid,
and also ought necessarily to worship in '-.an

equal manner the said leader and God only aifd '

that he or she can only by worshipping suoh= leader :

** v ^" ' *"* -*.i fat^^f^*ff

go to the heaven appointed as a rewarWM- the '-.

worship of God and that the said leaders'

festly .God, the excellent Being .himself. A:nd that i

the punishment of rhim'6r h^r'who holds-his or~her '

leader and God himselfio be f

different' or .distinct.
'

beings shall be that of feal^g^bcrrfkJ^aiJQ in ihe -<

condition ofn bird called Sichana, nd:"te punish-
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* sits; with^legs fertded?; ih ;

her leader :ShalI* bel that of ; being?
:of0& J serpent, and; ;tKe

or; tier who elJsiplays i hisr or (her

'or her; lealiie^ slMh be that? ofi

and Ifeice :>againr

of: a r

or- heir- w&bl di^plays^acttdf^
that b'-;

" " '

a

him or her :wKo shdw the

to hJs : OP her) leader shallf bef f

hatW^^eiti^ orbx again and: ifor ;1;en /year^ tre- 1

naming
fnr ^the condition o^ a 'secpent ; and the

of himr or her who; disobeys*the :bfrfl^of!
be the going to Aisepatra aiidother

iells, and the forfeiture of all nierit-beiore'

^thut the punishment :o Mmi OE her who
)erfprnas worship without : seeing;and paying his or/

erTe^jjects to;his or her leader- shall be tfe sterility

f/suqh> 'Worship, and ^hat the pirnishmeut of him-
>r her :who divulges the secrets of his -or her
eader or^-of Gjj>d shall dbe that oifiieing y^iriee

tgain born in>fehe condition of dog,
v
Sftd;tbaitin

he Kailiyug in the said supposed libel and plaint
md hereinbefore mentioned there is;nodfeaeans.of
salvation similar to worship to witrtheiworship o
me of.the.said leaders and therefore that .the said;

*ectaries should regard each ^hisi or her ; leader as]

jod nas^nd as a being greater ithan -Obd^and tnatr
'11 peopl%ad*alLthings are Grod% own and ihafcemv-,

sequently-%he isin-o adultery
, iamd? dishonesty- does

affect 'hife- ( to
1 wit incarnate: as JafQiis^iaM)^ butC

s
ordained^only-Jtor .the wofld to ^i^the

of thei,sa^sectf and : thatiifJany persons
thai-it is.sinful to entertain i aduLtemne

;sueh s
'

persons^ are ignorant \- fools;r
tt- Gped>:^aM relaitibn& - abided -sa^ ;Jthe r two species:
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of man Mjid woman dor not exist ,* but that, both
are the spirit of God, and that -

consquei|My
when he ( to wit incarnate as aforesaid ^icomtnits

adultery, he is at play with his-bwn spirit and
in that no sin is incurred either by God to wit
indarnate in the said leaders or -any of them or

by' this world to wit the female: members afore-

said and that God himself had granted to the Veds
tb wit religious preceptors of the Hindus at ;their

request permission to entertain^adulterine love -for

the" God Krishna to; wit the Go(Lofi whom:

the- said

leaders pretend to be IncarnatioiP&s aforesaid^ .and

in the form of shepherdesses to be adulterdusly and

carnally knowja. and enjoyed by the said God and
that in like manner at the request of 16f000 sages
who were enamoured of another God/ 'the - same
became and were in!

t^
forriis of shepherdesses

carnally known and; enjoyed by the said God to

wit iecarnate as aforesaid., and all the shepher-
desses aforesaid loved God as their . adulterer and
lie became an adulterer and made them -happy, and

that {Srod'tb wit incarnate as aforesaid^isr^alb form
arid that he is in the form of father and of husband
and of Son and of adulterer and sustaining cthV-life

ol; 'devotees, by adulterine love, and fthatcthey
who say that this is sin are =ignorant and not

devotees, but wishing for the loveKof ,hllf and
as'it were asses feeding on the dun^Kill%but>know-

i'ttg not the pleasures of the garden i ?anditp^%kom.
to eat sugar is death and to feed on tHerrtibbish of

dunghill^is life; And that by experiienee^ is

^a^ly
:kiw^i that there is no love 3ii t:

a^4'thing i

like a^lterine love> for that by day amd^ig^$nd \

amid ffie ^ujgagetnents of the adultereM4rf^hef \

household work, her mind is directed to tne ;

object of
]

E^tin^her^adulterer and for that during her separa- j

^bn ir^ni Mm and by reason thereof, "-shei loa'ths

ier food and precious attire and dies of exbefeive
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A^ttdfthat they are fqojs who say Aat such

te^fchsome to- wit before /$0$.^ JSuid; i&eseji

yer :tliat:the:several matters afore;-

^^ in the

said sejve^al books^oand received? by:the^siEttd sect

andy&ajtj^ieyiqraye leave to re|^ to^he^aine books

res^eii^ely;^riien -produced and shewn junto vthis

Hoiibrahie Court. Arid thiede^endauts ^a^e^ that
tKe said sect is; in the premises according to the
said ancient ffindulaws and religion -a Bew heresy
and disorder and altogether a faille, and heretical

sect.and .withal a sfect delusive to simple people arid

that in particular it is a jheresyya sham "and a delu-

sion and ^a doctrine not written in ^any^ved^&t puran
or shastra or sacred books of the said Hindus, or

law, book a saforesaid that one's married^ife should
be made over., to a Mahara^r^to a

religjipus pre-

ceptor before being enjoyecr or. that one's daughter
should be so made over. But the defendants
fucbher say that -.nevertheless it is a .necessary

consequence of the- aforesaid commen|;^ty;--,of
the

saidijGfoculnathjee, sa,received by the^-said sect :-as

aforesaid that before a member thereof has enjoyed
his

r own married wife, he should make her over tpihis
leader -to wit to the, Maharaj and that he the said

member should also ^make over to ;him his said

member's . sons and daughters and that after
* *hj * ^3 i

haviugr^got -married 'and before having himself

enjoye^rl^isi'wife, he (he said member should make
an tofferdng.of her to the said leadeffe-to wit ,thie

Maharajaaforesaid; after,which he the.said mem-
ber should* apply her to his the said memVyer's own
use; and th^delendants aver that by reason Jo the
said .heresy,? sham and delusion they \yere as ortho-^ J* < ^ 'T***-* V, >** *

^ f

ao^h'elie^eESxmjpeligion and morality seized with

disgust and indignation ,an(^ that they were and
are ofiO^jon^that there can be no greater .heresy
or dejeefl^iant. this, to .blind, people and tbrxxw
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dust mta their eys -aiad iin>thename;ahdij^
pretence #f religion; to fassept^e^irigM^ifeb^said
leaders to enjoy^the tender-'inaidens and*mme^s^d
dattgjiters 6&the people ^soy^indiad-was] faiaresaixi,

ami the ;d<BJfendarits ayeritfeafcoipt 'xMil^i^bfe ?said

G^ulnathjeejby his. Jieavy^composed^commentary
abbyementioned, but also the epmpose^;

;'aiQ;dJrt30m-

pilersx> all- the said other books hado before >?the

cd^mittjng of;th^ said supposed ::grieyances
;

:bhreby
attached to the said Vaishnaya pursuasion to wit

the said sect a great blot of ink and reproach, and
that in acting according or up t^the saidv comnten-

tary .the Maharaias who did so aeS were necessarily/" '"'"** '

. */

'guilty of defiling 4he wives and daughters iof their

devotees, and themselves appear to be immersed
in the sea of licentiousness,; and by : so iappearing
and so long as they do

s
so appear and: do not desist

from;So acting up to that commentary ^fbr.solong

they^necessarily shall not be competent to convey
religious exhortation nor: can give religious admo-
oriition and .propagate their ;own religious faith.

=Aiid the idefendants aver thafc ^before and^atltth
;time.of thei committing: of the ; said grievance^the
said Maharajas were commonly worshipped ---and

obeyed and served as Grods and Incarnations of the

:great
'

.-

( i od; Brahma by their male an4 . female- de-

votees in the said supposed libel ^ancl . plaint 'and

:he3ceinbefore mentioned with such adulteriner
* love

and in manner and form as-ip and by the said

books of and received by the said sect,as taught
and inculcated and as hereinbefore in that behalf

is set forth, and that thereby and in consequence
thereof great crimeis and scandals were\committed
and occasioned, and great discredit and idisseriBion

brought inon and: into the said^ sectvi And in

particular the defendants aver^ that;,it was then the

epmmon practice and then eommdnly and- as? >well

in the said sect as without the same, Deputed and
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iaostl&arfc ^^^he'saiid^il^iai^ias^^-stbt afte&Fdih'gptot,-, . . . - ~ - gj _ _ ^j

^ngi^a^ddns^i^^ said

i right; b&^eia?^i^ p^tfended
gdd^ipsL arf in the frame of 'the

^ carnal ^intercoufse^ with' Jaiid
y
to

'

defile

their said dfemale^ ;de>ot^es being ^ueit f - wites -or

?dagfeters?as a^Qresatd; Ain

aver -tfet' aGGOrdiag^ to the Hiiidii

gion^aforesaidjbefore and at;th tinofe %f the-dbirimit-

ting
: of the said j

supposed grievatiees;jit ->w8i& and
:

stiffi is^iin|awlul and riminal ior**
&tiy persipri

to
handl6 the: breasts of any wonian Tiot ieing^-his

lawM concubine or to t?hrotv;^g()6lal
:

upon
or to- ;take indecent liberties 1 with her

^
aiid that such offences -then were and still

are 4>y the : ;said -law and ^religioni accbuntted and
j
. deemed to^amount to adultery^ a^^that^et'erthe-
less- it was"before and at th^ -tiine 6$ the1'ebntmit-

tiiig ^of the ^aid supposed grieya
v

nce0
r
aftd $fill is

theJpractiee of th<e said Maharajas publiely
as ^privately tb^lay their hands ti

: <handfe^he : ?breasts ofthe^female
saidrfiect lbiE(it^neither > wives no^
o^them thev said Maharajas anct^b feast

' anS;

iiirow
. goolali tipon^the ^breasts of the :said devotees.-> ^ad
:3ie ; defendantsre aver that before'the time of 'the

-committing: of ifcsaid suppbsed
h
grieyaricesV "the

= tplaintiffMiimself then bein^ such li^h^a^j as

^aii^esard^confessed
r and. declared td twbFifbKa;nts

as the? fiact^was:
;that

theretofore ^ractis^d andbn^^Me? said

harajas thereof ^and he the^fur^e^
they haebbeen corrupted t^ereun^' ah^ to ^b^er
eVrf manners ith*bu^i;br byTeasbn bf their^lisrving
iebme into obnt|tot; and^in%imacy

;^^h^
^ ^eschew marrjage and are called *

v&rkats.
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And the defendants ^aver that shortly - before^the
~-

.

"

*-..'..- * '
- *"--..- .

-

'

-
. *'~J -.:.. &"'- '-'' :;.-.';:.> i ,

'

committing x>f the said stippps^
had bjejen-<alsp recently^ st

Maharaj of high, station in

Jfivanjee ; Maharaj ito drivers

of ;the Mid i sect, ithat he the -said Mahigaji
unable to :

prevent his; said! brotliera ; fl^jiti

mitring,, adultery; ,. or ^fornication : with itjie j

female devotees of the said sect,
j And; :the,defendr

aiote aver that both before and at the 4ime ofh^the

committing of the said supposed grievances) the

licentiousness of.many of the said Maharajas was
a matter of notoriety in the said sect and generally

among the said followers and had frequently been

denounced by some of. the latter in Guzerathee

pamphlets, newspapers, handbills and placards and
by other means of publication amongst the natives
of this jpresidency, and that in particular at the

end of the Christian year 1855 the Bhatias, ;who
then were members, of the said sect incensed at the

number of instances -of the defilement ,of w,ojaen
of the said sect by Maharajas at jfche. temples .where
and On the occasions when the said women were
assembled for the purpose of worshipping the.Grods

and Maharajas aforesaid in conformity with the

teachings aforesaid, convened and ji^et together in .a

public, meeting and there at came to a resolution and
did resolve to the effect that for the future none,of
their wives ;or daughters should be ever .allowed

to r^gprt to the said temples, or to the said

Maharajas for worship except .at and during, eer-

tain
,
-stated hours in the .morning at and during

jrhicJh hoiirs they ;the said Maharajas would to
ihe ^knowledge of the said Bhattias .,be enjbireiy

.occupie:d
: with certain daily .exercises- fof their

reiigibus rreticaL insomuch Jhat . .they wouldij|e
th0n wholly unable to^liave any intercour

any of the! women, last aforesaid, and
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fendants aver 5 that the plaintiff himself as such

Maharajas aforesaid some months befbreHhe time

of^e^mmitting of the 'said- supposed grievances

didf:in*tl3ie course of a conVeMalaori witti a Bhattia
of^feher&Mid sejet^ssert and undertake the defence

dfihe^adnlterotis^ debauched cbnctaet of l&e said

Maharajas
1

xir
r

to excuse the sanie, and ^lid then
anddtov that-^end profess and maintain to the said

last mentioned Bhattia in effect that there was no
crime.or sin iff the practice of adultery, and that
on the dontrary ^he same Was wholesornenn itself

add effectual to sustain and increase the :

vigor
arid strength of man, and that he the plaintiff
had so found and known the said practice in fact

to be from his own experience thereof as Well as

from that of the athletics of the Court of the

Gayakwar each of whom as the plaintiff then
asserted was in the habit of keeping four 6r five

women as concubines and of preparing themselves
for

!

a wrestling or other athletic exercise by a

pMiminary coition with one or more of the
women last aforesaid. And the plaintiff then
als6 defended Jsfmd extolled promiscuous coition

and prpfessed>^fciby the enjoyment of divers

females the bLq^Wlthe man enjoying the same
becomes and is greatly heightened and improved.
Arid these defendants further aver that before
anxP at the time of the committing of the said

grievances
'

'the plaintiff was coinmOnly reputed
and known iii Bombay and in Surat and elsewhere
in India %o be addicted to the society of women
of looee and light life und to be"himself a man of de-
baubhed^ morals and to be

^

iri the hbi| of receiving
womeri^and anibrigst x>th^rs female devotees of the
saidlsedt "^- ifitd ; his T

private apartment and to

chaipietirig 'krid ; wantonness: andf to
?

takirig
; ih-

di6e^jffl$e>|ie^'^it%^wom>niofhis's^iid s^t toutf riot

bertigf
^Ms^WivePo^fla^M^olioulJines^ and in
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cular that about 8or
of the said

room,at;Bedt *m the

said in.

were, the
their

and
^n iin the said room; so tKereby darkened

as a&fsesajd' *tj0k inde&jen* ^I

person ;ther -being oQe of

his;> sect but iiot .being Ms:
i C3 _jl_

conciiblne -to^a^- extent which -by , llmdu'KLaw is

deemed to : be and ins fact -is higlilyr6ri3^na&;nd in

fact .(|uiFalent and tantamount to, the <;crime of

adultpry to wit ^he indecent liberty of laying held
with his hands Her breasts .and handling the same,
and furfchei? in the course of the Christian year
1860 the,, plaintiff did. in a certain conversation
to wit at Bombay aforesaid with a certain mem-
ber of his said -sect confess and admit the pre-
mises in this averment set forth, and further
that in the. course of the same year last afore-

said the plaintiff did retire into apd for the

space of one .hour or thereabouts remain in his

private apartment to wit at Bombay aforesaid

alone with ra certain- female of hie said sect but

not^ being .his - wife or lawful eotwmbine and then
and there have carnal intercourse with her. And
that on another occasion in the coarse of tbe

Christian year 1860 before the committing of

the ,said alleged grievances the plaintiff in his

pmvate/;;apari(/ment. t6 wit at Bombay aforesaid

had carnal intercourse with a female of bis said

se^b^<andv;notH being a wife or lawful^ eqncSubiH^ef

himi the plaintiff. And lastJy that within the
course ;of the last year and before ;tbe committing
of thp j^id-^Mipposed; grieva^eesr|he

v
t^laint^E be-

came and rwas by season ol ^as debauched _e&iiduet
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affected with a certain disease called the Great

prvjfceneh Pox otherwise the venereal disease.

And thei defendants aver that the defendant
Karsandass Mooljee was before and at the'time
of; thencoinmitting of said supposed grievances
a^member of the said sect arid that being such
member thereof and being greatly zealous for

the honor and well being thereof and much
affected -and grjl&ved by reason of thei crimes
arid oscandals aforesaid and anxious to promote
a 'reform of the rsaid sect and of its said leaders

in the premises, he then being the editor of the

newspaper .mentioned in the said plaint, arid in

which the said supposed libel :is by the said

plaint alleged to have been published did cause
and proeitee o be printed and published by the
defendant Nanabhoy Rustomjee Ranneenah there-

in certain articles, and writings which Were by
him jbhe first named defendant designed to'pro-
mote, and which did in fact promote a reformation
of *he said sect in the premises amongst other

matters. And the defendants further aver that

before and at the time of the committing of the
said supposed grievances the plaintiff had com-

m<jne^d
:the composing, printing, publishing, and

issuing "among the members of the said sect of a
certaiji > small Guzerati book or work styled or

named the
' ' Swadharma Vurdhuk tinnay Samshay

Chej^ak
'* and also certain papers in another Ouze-

rati newspaper to wit called the f-habook for the

purpose pf assisting, defending, and maintaining,
and) in--fact the plaintiff did in iand by the sfcid

o^, newspapers, aiid papers^ respectively assert,

fend Icand maintain the cause of theni^ the
:

said

Maharajas in the ^premises and the- truth of the

dociafl^s^ofdie^ said sect and the morality ifeereof

and ?
jq|l?Mie;

said Maharajas arid in a > portion ito

in tlfiijstnuriibef of the said ^a small
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book or work the plaintiff by an article or essay
.therein by him inserted orcaused so to befptabliely
notified to the readers of / his < said * smaltabook cor

'work to the effect that any person w&otwas^or

might become or be desirous of entering -into; Jahy

controversy with him the plaintiff on ny:
i subject

must enter into the same accordingly and that- any
Hindu must be considered to be a dishonest person
who- will or doth riot write in accordance with^afche

doctrines of the -Hindu (religion to* wit ithe j^ncfent

Hindu religion aforesaid. And that- the ^plaintiff
bdfore the time of the committing of the said sup-

posed grievances had also in his said book ior-work
Caused to be printed and published a profession
and declaration on his part to the effect that it; w-as

the doctrine of the said sect and of the plaintiff as

such Maharaj thereof as aforesaid > that the said

sect ought to lay aside and act in contravention

of the said V.eds being sacred books of the said

Hindus and containing the said laws of
>|he

said' ancient jJHindu religion as aforesaid. And
that before the committing of the said sup-
posed ; grievances to wit on the 29th iday:'of

September in the Christian year I860 the plaintiff
in and by the said newspaper called the Ohabook
caused to be printed and published a statement or

declaration on his the plaintiff's .part to 'the effect

that in the same way as some one goes from the

gates
;of the Port (to wit of Bombay aforesaid)4o

proceed to Walkeshwar and <some one ^in the
same OFort to Byculla so exactly :t|e^;oiiginal
courses 'of the said Ved and the said IPpffans inrtiite

said supposed Libel and plaint and hereinbefore

mentioned and wherein the said ancient r

religrous
laws of the said Hindus are contained havidg^orone~^y . fy

forward had diverged into different ?iways^to-mt
ways of a -different riiigion and ofm different^ mo-

rality^frbm the ancient Hindu, religion and? i
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And/he defendants aver that rthe sai& last

mentioned, publications or any or;either of them
in jioY^sesexeulpated the iplainfcifE it* ;then premises
button tire contrary confirmed the^aicb repute and

notoriety of his immorality and-proved him and
the : said other Maharajas to be heretics from the
said ancient religion and morality. And the de-

fendants say that it is true as stated in. the said

supposed libel that no other Hindu sectaries have

ey|4 perpetrated such sjhamlessnessV slubtletyj, an>

rnodesty T rasriallty _and deceit as have thcT said

Maharajas, and that they by their practices; afore-

said thrown dust in to the eyes of simple people
and that the said Maharajas have ^written in their

books about; enjoying the tender maidens, the

people's wives and daughters and have enjoyed
them: accordingly, and that great flames of: zeal

have-sprung-up within the hearts of the defendants

thereatj
and that the defendants have had to

grieve- over their Hindu friends' and the weak

powers of reflection of those friends, and -that' the

plaintiff's ancestors have scattered the thist- of

falsehood in the eyes of simple people and thereby
madeithem^blmd, and that if the plaintiffSwishes
to propagate or spread -abroad religion he ought
personally to adopt a, virtuous course of conduct to

admonish the said other Maharajas to do the same.

!\$herefore r they the defendants j

published and
caused ^aind procured to be published' the said supr
posed- Ji-bellous matter in the introductory partrof
this Mea set-forth as they lawfully miglit, for the

causes aforesaid and this the defendants are ready""
,

'

.

'

,

' "'
.

*
"

for ^ eighth Plea \n : this behalf

the delenxlants^rsa^hat ^he said supposed .libel

^^W therein
:are fcrue J ih lssubstanee aad 1

effect^
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wherefore they the defendants published and caused

Aad i -procured to be published %he ; said supposed
lifoel or they lawfully iriighfribr the cau^e aforesaM

and this the defendants are ready to- verify, &e
!

15th August 1861. : /; f
:

THE CONSPIRACY CASE ARISING

OUT OF TIKE PLEAS PUT IN

BY THE /DEFENDANTS. :

(Soon after the above pleas were^mt in by the

defendants, ... Parbhoodass, the manager of the

Maharaja's case, obtained a copy of them, and

visited several Bhattias* and informed them that

if the pleas put in by the defendants were proved,

jadunathjee Maharaja would lose the case, yln

Gonseq;uen.ce of this, several Bhattias held three ;or

four:priyate meetings, in the last of which it was

"re^olyed .that the whole Bhattia caste should j.be

invited to subscribe their signatures to a document
intended to frustrate the intentions of the,: -de-

fendants. Jn pursuance-pf this resolution, a general

meeting of the Bhattia community was held-in the

Mahajan o^rt,; close to the Elphinstone institution

pu 6th September 1861. In this, meeting it was
resplvecl that whoever gave evidence against ; ,the

Manaraj, should be called to account \aecording
to the rules of the caste. As this resolution

Was illegal, the .Editor of the Satya Jfy&k&sh

charged nine Bhattias, who took a^ leading part in

effecting the above
; resolution, with ^msf^ja<By-

The preliminary .examination ofJihis ; eharg%,eoin-
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menced {<m ;i>be; *lth of < ; September 1 861, in the,

E^oPt^oliceUGourt, before W. CfawfoixU Esquire,
Seni? Magistrate^ -and terminated?on the 16th

November 1861, after being heard for nine clays.;

The Magistrate committed the <iase! to the Sessions.

On the 3rd of December when the Sessions opened,
the flott'ble Justice Arnould UL charging the
Grand Jury spoke as follows with regard to this

conspiracy case: )

"There were two cases of conspiracy. One
of them was a charge ofMnisdemeanour only, in

which Gociildass Liiladhur and eight others were
indicted fbr conspiring to obstruct and defeat the
course of justice, by dissuading and preventing
certain witnesses from giving evidence in a case

pending before this Court. His Lordship said he
had not looked over the authorities bearing upon
the indictment, but from the analogy of law and
decisions ; in somewhat similar casesi he had no
doubt -that the charge would welL lie against the

parties concerned. The facts wei?e these. The
Editor- * of -the

'

Bast (ro/Var -Karsandass Modljee
was -the name of the gentleman; His fiLordship

supJ3dsd^
:

publi^hed an article containing certain

charges and imputations against the Maharajas,
one o:f whom has brought an action of libel against
the > Jjditor and publisher. The Editor has, in

that case^ put upon record certain pleas of justi-
fication j

to the effect that the charges were per-
fectly truey and in order to substantiate those

pleasi it was necessary : for' him to summon a
number of witnesses at the trial of the csiuse/ on
the Civil side of this court. It appeared then
that; withthe view of preventing those witnesses
-from giving evidence in favor' of the Editor; Gro-
culdass Lilladhur and others met in a body; :

'i to
taeasures to secure their object, in ottier
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words* to .obstruct and impede the course o
justice. There was no doubt that the alleged object
of the meeting:, amounted,, in effect^tOi the charge
preferred against the$e ; i^Mplysi Mitf -they; were

properly brought p to;s!^&il^ JjLojfd-

ship might mention that the ease, was iii,:iioi;way

against the Maharaj; it was ionei in which the

Maharaj himself had set the Suprenie Goiirt in

motion, for obtaining redress from ^those who, he

considered, had published false imputations against
him. Sowe^erj/If anjr v^Jai^bi^ iw^^g^ ,on his

behalf, attempted to dissuade and prevent others
from giving evidence in this cowffc, th^v^E||dtKe
guilty of obstructing and defeating justice. ->

:3.
question would be, was tKere evidence.

,
to sustain

the indictment ? The evidence recorded, His : Lqr4~
ship would confess, was conflictingand ^pt, fu^ph
the, whole, clear in some points. But h^vingt :read

the depositions, he thought the jury; iw^d Ibe

justified in returning a true bill against th%- parties

charged with the conspiracy. Mis, Lordship: ^was
of opinion that, on the face of the depositionsr a

sufficient case was made ot9 ^ and the t&rittid

might safely Return a; true bill^ liaaving^ the f

Jury to deal with the <

evidence^such asv it?was

V -'
''

: ''.

~
:

'

-- ~r-;:v"-
. >

'

'*;>: J ; "

:

J
1

" " '
"

; <.".'--
'

J-. !-
'

I" '">_/,'- i
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OF THE IHATTIAv/.J. A JLJL XJ - U L-JL\. L 1 J.JTL

^.vf'- -_ ; '-j'4' - f'-'"
5
'.'

Mr* X Kossi

1861.

JOSKRH ABNQTJLD B^.,. ) . ,.

) 12th December 1861.

EQBDSHIF took his seat on -the beneh
art teii o'clock when the following gentle*

>mpannelied on the

-,. '; BETIT JURY. ;
:

.-:' '-' '.:,-:

. JOHN
"' ' ' ' '

. Maidment.
'

.11 ,
C. Henderson.

. J. A. Menesse.
C>

'

t^v
"

-* *%*r
:-:

"
'-'"-

. D. Viegas
' '..' t

-

*

'..-.

,..,,,._- ,_. ^-,_-, Anundrao' p
C. F. Heydock.
_: .'*..iij. ;_: ^ ;:/-.

,, Faziilbhoy Noor^fahonied
'..'. .

*

i *-'.** " "
> -. :.-- : - -

.

'

..
-

o '-x-Messrsi Bayley and Barton : applied 'to

Court -fe allow; their clients to: sit outside the
dock. The request was complied with. -

*
:

.

The names of nine defendants, Goculdass
Lilladhur, Luckmidass, Damjee, Adut Kirpall,

Canjee Shamjee, Mooljee Moorarjee, Damodhur
Hurjee alias Damjee fleera, Ragoo Shamjee, Djral
Jairaz and Bhugwanjee Dwarkadass, were then

called, and the prisoners answered. The indict-

ment was feitd over bbntainiiig five counts. The
prisoners pleaded! not guilty.

Messrs. Anstey r and Dunbar instructed by
Messrs* Acland and !Prentis for tjie .prosecution.

Mr. Barton, instructed by Mr. Sangster for

Adut Kirpall and Dyal



;
. Mr. Barley, with Messrs. (-Treeiiiand Ganno

instructed ;l^ Mr. (bMier and Lea^fes^ahdAesirs
Bickersteth anjd ^evelanck fpr jthe^sey,en other

defendants. TOe jury were sworn Mien ?

,

.

Mr. Anstey -opejpie^.
the case -Jjy statin^;

there were eTeraf counts in the iniictmetiit which

charged the defendants with conspiracy and that

conspiracy was not less conspiracy for being
directed against the public. There was a certain

action which was yet to be tried on the plea side

of this Court, and that it wa,s for preventing
persons from giving evidence for the prosecutor
in this action, and preventing them likewj.se

from appearing. Every one of the counlsifjfn
the present indictment will be suppoi'ted by
evidence. The first witness that will ^e palled
in this case iis the prosecutor, who is the editor

of a Dative newspaper, and is likewise the, de-

fendanlt^in the libel case, and the jpriuter of that

paper is also a party in that action. There were
certain articles which appeared in the newspaper
in question, advocating the views of the Reform

party, that term being applied to Religion and
not to Politics. . .. The prosecutor in the pler-

fprmance qf his literary labpurs considered it to

be his
~

diifey: to p^iii to the truism, which is

admitted
;l^y learned men and scholars of all

countries, ^hat alt 1 that is good in religion is.

ancient, and that
thajl;

which tends tq jbreak up
those time-honored -institutions are of

,
mocLern

innovation, iaJl these impediments are oj reQentr

date-^such as
"

Suttee "and u
Infanticide.

*'

There is nothing sacred in these practices^ The

prbsecutor belongs to the Reform- .p'ar^ty, because
his family

:

'

1 haver tielohgecT tq that party.' ^pe
believes that if he was t.o violate his principles,
he would Jose all social privileges.
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desired was to restore

in aft its pristine purity, and to jeipbse the rest.

In respect to, th.e action pending against the

prosecutor, he was prepared to abide by the

consequences, and pleaded the j&itificatipn of the

publication of the alleged libel, ho woujd retract

nothing. In that action it waW moist mafcBrial

fo'r'liim to secure the Bhattia witnesses. As sopn
as It became known that he required their evidence,

every means of intimidation had been employed,
so much so that it became necessary for hipa to

seek the protection of the law. On the first

day that the conspiracy broke forth, there was
neither more nor less than a rout or riot, which
would be proved by witnesses. There would bib

witnesses called to speak from the commencement
of the conspiracy. There were caste meetings
held^at which hand bills had been distribute^,
and an ihfluen bial member of the caste h$d Been

tampered "with to prevent him from /assisting
the prosecutor in his case. It would berproved
that the defendants took an ;actjiye part in
those meetings. ,

(1.) Kdtsandass Mboljee, examined :by Mr.

Anstey I am the Editor of a newspaper balled tlte

Rast Goftar and Satya Prakask. This name of tte
sect to which I belong is Willdbha$arid^&ni^ thf

Maharajas are at the head of that sect. T^ere '^re

about sixty or seventy Maharajas in India. I am
the defendant of a libel action on the plea side of

^- 't^t^v l ^- *

pfea
:

0f justification.
the

4}|SctrHte
and discipline of" ^e^gt, and tJKp

con4Uc^ic>f the Maharajas. I a^ll^la^e^-fo call

witties^es at the Jrial on nr^ ^l^ofj^tificlitibn.
ThewMe^nceof tKbse witnesses wfll:^ ^1 a^
docuniervtary evidence. One of 'those documents

9
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used in
; tfeis trial is used^iii -the pM xo v.

jpasti"

fic^ipn^-^^docupi^iit r^e^rdmg .the . interpret^bn
oa <3uzerat|i verse % "Sp^liiathjee M^^r^ yl
have subpoenaed many witnesses, IBnaitias, and

;

'

i ' ri" i . JV* '."--
* * :

"

-' .-
" ' ' V* -

' '

.-*'-''..
* *; v,

1

;', . .. f -.-'-..."-,--. -

Jiaye invitpd jmany ., K tlie r nameis of sonxe , of

i^Qse^ witn"eiBps sBould traiispire Before the trialj

rb -iyquid do Earin. : I have no right to attend r the

p^te^ineetj^igs of the BKattias. In, cqns^qyaenee

p .i^fjarniatiion
I received from Bhattias, 1 took

out summonses for the prisoners on the 9tli of

SeptemD^r, and. on the llth of September I madie

a statement .in prisoners' presence before Mr.
Crawford. There were many Bhattias present in

Court about 2,000 or 3,000, . As I was going
away I was assaulted. I left without making any
disturbance. [ Mr. Bayley objected to witness

saying by whom he was assaulted, as this was
after the conspiracy had taken place. Mr. Anstey
said, there was no evidence yet as to the date of the

conspiracy ;, but if so, then this question was

perm^'sible. This indictment was "of conspiracy
with ^Others unknown "-and the witness had said

he was assaulted by other Bhattias. The indict-

ment did not say that the conspiracy had ended

yet, but found that the action was still pending.
He had a perfect right to give this new overt

act which had occurred before the finding Of this

mdictnient, and would cite authority for the right .

Mr. -Bayley objected on the ground that the de-

fendants were not present. Justice Arnould said

that made no difference. Mr. Bayley begged the

Court to take a note ofthat objection. Mr. Aristey
said the witness liad already sworn that thei ^de-

fendants were present.] I was assaulted
?

by
Shattias/V Nothing was said ,by mysjBlfortjr fhe
defendanis . I Returned to thJe Court,an4 oiiE|

proiection of the jrfagistrate. I
of the defendants,
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Crg?s-examined by Mr- Barton .^--^ I am 28
s.of age, I

belong tp^tlie Reform .party. J dp
iibt cpiisiclerj myself lin^^r the influence jpf the^Ciaha-

caja:

sV'] ;Tni(s alleged libel; 1 did twit consiUer filth.

H was in no way filth. : I did not consider it filth
-i-i -.. ?.-*'/'< ".';*. "-- - v

. --':'
" "'-.->- -

'

- >' '.

"

-

; -. ,".-.- -.

"'
-

'

to;jlejb
it he known throughout the worjd- that the

fejiaraja^ ,
had . connectiion with ouV;wives and

daughters. (His Lordship thre;woiit as- a bini to

Mr. Barton that there was a book ;which we all

re:speQted, ;
where very foul things were spoken of

iii the very plainest language. Mr. Barton\said
it was not a newspaper. He thought the iiiatter

entirely difi^rent.)-
'.:

-

t
. -:/:'..;-, ' v

.

' -

'

-
.

" -
'

.

"

1
-

'
-

" '

Witness continued :

" I consider that puh-
llcatibn would conduce to publ ic morality. The
defendants do not belong to the Reform party.
There is a split in the caste- a difference of

opinion. It is not a caste row. I am a full mem"
her or my caste.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bayley*
"
It was in tlie

Satya Prakash, this libel was published. My eo^

defendant in that action was the printer of .it^ I

have been connected with the press for.five or six

years. I was editor of the Satya Prakash m June
18,58. I had on several occasions previous tp this,

published and written against the Maharajas. I

have not abused them right and left. I have Tor
some years, shown up their practices. I ha.ye not

becpme more abusive as time rolled on. I .re-

member that a meeting was held in the .year 1358
OIL accouot of my attacks . I don't know th$t per-

son? wer then appointed to take proe(Bedings Tor
libel. '.~ t I, xlon't recollect if there was 1 a report of

the proceedings of that meeting published in the

fiatya fyqkasn.on the 28th of June 1858^ -There

ar^iabo^t 10,0^0 Bhat|ias in Bombay, and all

look upon the Maharajas as their spiritual, guides.
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I look upon the Maharajas as-sjJii'itual guides,- riot

as rod. The Bha-ttiaa have '16$e<l^oWhM1^
more^hari God for 150 yearn; The :lJanyas^have-

.

;

; .-".
- -" ".-'-:..-.- .'_-. ;.-/ / r- (-:.-' t.- -%_-'- -T *- '"'-:'-* "? ' s *J ->.--'*.;

always done so, so for as I know. 1 deeMnefto
1 ,--/ ,~ .''.*.

"

Ji

"

'.."" r.V.-,
""

.-
-**" K.* -- -

'

.'.-"'.. . -".''.' ^ r .^. \'v ?:~S.A*\-

say if I am worth Us. 1,000, or; any less .sum.;
M/ -

... -

. .-*";-."'/ i ". / t/ - ,--

'

l" * ; -""-; *
: .

f"f *-"* -'

pay the expenses of this^ proseciitionv I
?
a

sole member of my family who has tajken; ;tbis

independent line of conduct. Not more^ tHan?fiiby

Banyas have taken the samei view as myself.
I have subpoenaed about thirty-five- witnessies in

the libel action . Abou t four or five Bbattias \have
told me that they were intimidatedv

rTwo oi

those men were called before the Police, to ^iye
evidence. A third, Khatao Muccoondieey w'as

~

^ -'/.* ^

called but did not answer to his name. Goculd&ss

Tezpall is not paying the expenses of this prose-
cution. I don't know that Groculdass Tezpall ha-s

set apart a fund for that purpose. I have alrjeady
received Rs. 600 in two anonymous letters. I

don't know who sent it. The defendants were in

the-Police Court when I was assaulted. No other

assault ever took-'place; though I attended the

Police Court^on several occasions. -^ : - :

Re-examined." The Magistrate took proper
precautions to prevent a repetition of the assault.

Mr. Crawford addressed the Bhattias on the

following day. Mr. Forjett was
'

subsequently
present in person, and only a certain^number of

BhattiaS were allowed to enter the Court. I de-

cline to answer whether I am worth Bs. 1,000,
sor

any less sum, because it is an irrelevant- matter
and nothing to d6 whatever with the caise.

'

Tfeere

are not more than fifty of those who worshipMhe
Maharaj that take the same view as I do. I make
a distinction between worshipping4he MathapaJ^as
God, and worshipping him as a spiritual guide.
I presented the facts of those practices of -the
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Maharaj in thf^^ejast .^filthy ^manne\r? possible; con-

HiiuKi '^religion'
:

;

*

the" seVenth plea^'" is
;&" plea 6f

jiipficatibn
1

; '$he ^eighth plea,
si'

4

:f>lea
N}hat

6n as truer in feet and effec

Joined on the seventh ^iid
:

ei^fct

J^ckrMass ^Khimjee, examined ,

j-
t 'l am jOne of the : leaders or head .men

of therBhattia caste. It is necessary to take iny
consent before a,.-meeting of the qaste is calle^l.

Ho application was made to me to
: convene { ;the

meeting; of the 6th of September. I first heard
that ia meeting was to be convened two orrtliree

days; before. I had- ;
a .: communication : wi^h

Luckmidass I)amj^e i
about; : the^mejeting belbie: it

took^\ :place.v. He sent for ; me. ;flte said
:
,t6 c^opie,

f
. Come let^s; go to Mahajun's Oaft ? where jthie

meeting-wiil assemble.' I said
*

Why; is the;yme,et7

ing to .assemble there .?' He said,
' A commejitary

that has been published in ; the ^atya^PraJcftsh
about Goculhathjee is incorrect, and on account of

thatwifche;; caste aregping to assemble.'; I, asked him
if ;he>jbad shown ^that commentary ifco, any Shas^ri,
and^he said. : No:!' I said let. us ]assemble fifteen , pr;

twenty Shastris, and take their opinion; upon the

commentary published in the Satya Prakash on h?
verse oftQpculnathjee.' Gbeulnathjee was a writer,ra

Maharaj , w>hp livedsome 200 years ago, and his books
on' as authority in the^secl;. I,

jke the opinion of the Sj^stris^i
j signatures, tp the writing, and affi

ss aid, s '.^o,. let iUS; g6d^there
there.' I .said, -' Hpwv eanrwe 5ax. pur

;we know the*c|meamng ripf

writing.',, Luckmidass , had iriforin^d me
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meeting was to sign a document ; it was then that
I proposed we should ,^end it- to the iSmaatris^

Luckmidass said, ? They will all sign-^-we jshal)-.'' ' "
'

"
' -*-.-* '. -

_^j ,
;

' '

; j
-

, "'.-; ,_
- ! *.-^7. V ;: . ~T. ""_'

'
'-

'

'

sign.' I said, I have received a suinjnpns "fropa the

Supreme Gourfc to jpye ey.iden.Qe, on jbehalf ,of ifcng

defendants, and if I go to the meeting I wilj^|ajs^
this objection I have just mentioned.. He, then
said

; You must not give evidence in the Supreme
Court against the Maharaj. You are a man of

family^ and your children will have to be married.'
I repeated that if I went to the meeting I should
raise that objection, and he -repeated what he had
said. I then declined to accompany binou He said

to me further that our arrangements would jbe

made in the Mahajun Oart by which any persons
who might give evidence against the i Maharaj
would be punished

;by the caste. [ Mr. Barton

objected to witness stating what he interpreted
from Luekmidass :! remark . Mr . Anstey argued
that tha question was a fair one. Question allowedJ
I understood by that, that if I gave evidence I
would be expelled from the caste. The con-

sequences to my children would be that I could

not then get them married. On the following day
I saw JDyal Jairaz and Goeuldass Tezpal.: The
conversation with Luckmidass Damjee was on the

day of the meeting. The conversation, with

Dyal Jairaz wa,s at Goeuldass' office^ opposite
the Secretariate. I asked Byal Jairaz ?what

* - '- -

'
"

'

- i/ - ; ';_.--'- .

" '

_,

took place at the meeting of the caste in the

Oart, and if any arrangement had beeni made: to,

furnish -those
:persons who might give evidence, in

the Suprenie Court on the 'side^pf the Satyal fkffr

kqsh and against the Maharaj.; ;^ I said, be1bre.this

arrangement was made they bught to yhask made
an arrangement to prevent the Maharaj
ting adultery. Byal, said, ^tam aware;

Maharaj does, but if any arrangement to
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his doiijg sd were itoadiB now, the Maharaj .would

loi&Shiis cause;/ ^DyaFiilien informed me tliat two

(^^fci^e^pfi^a/te meetings had taken place before

the* (fttij- liQ said that one meeting Had taken place
at'Byculia, and another at Cumma Banrjee's place,'' V -

'.""'
"

l
'

*
-

'~
.

~ "
-.

' 1* -

. -

v
* JL

1
'

-
*

a^ thajla writing 'had l>een drawn up to ther efleet

tprt no ^pne should give evidence ih favJpr pf the

printer or publisher of the Satyd PraJcash. He
said that a third meeting had taken place at

Ohimuh'X,lljee
7s temple. "Dyal said he was present

at thbse meetings, and he mentioned the names of
other persons who he said were there. He men1

tipned as being present at the meeting at Byeulla
the names of Goeuldas Lilladhur, Adut JKirpal,

Bhugwanjee Dwarkadass, and others. He did hot

mention the names ofthe persons present at Ohimun
LalTj^fe's but said they were all there. ^But that I

tinderstood there were many persons, 75 or 100;

Grobuldass Tezpal was present all this time while

Dyal* was speaking", and Goculdass said that sbrrie^

arfangeinent ought to be made to prevent the'im-

nioral practices of the Maharaj. I said to ByaK
if you had received a summon, you shpuld:

speiak
the' truths ^Q saidj *I will tell an untruth for iJiq

sake of religion, and the other 10,000 persons who
haye signed will dp the same.' I said, '11 ypii
ha.d received a summon as I have received it VOL

tn^; libel case of Judoonathjee jMaharaj vs. Karsan-
dSss; MooljeC ?

'

Muthooradass Lowjee's name was

inbhtjfoned. Dyal said that Mathooradass was
assisting Earsandass Moolji. Dyal said: that those
who -gave evidence against the Maharaj f wotild be
tiurned -xmt of:ca^te. I am on gopcl terms witli tlj^

deSndan%s-^-particularly witli ^uckmidass Damjee.
by Mr. Barton. ^tT

Gbculdass
hfeii the witness liad the ephversati6n

Jairaz. I wrote to ;Jilr. Porjett about
'

'

' "' ' '
' ' ' '

'
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(3.), William' Henry Crawford
t+f- i. i, "rt-^t-i . -Vt- ^- '-, -'Sp- -

..-,-- . . --,-
j.-.. ,--.-> .--IT.J5

window, ihe street was as full as, it couldfbe.., ,,

saw the prosecutor, hustled about in the crowd, aiyl

saw him take refuge in a house on the opposite side

of the street.
!-

'

Gross-examined: "I saw some ofthe defendants
in Court. 1 ^can't say I saw any of them - touch
him." -

(4.) Hurjeevun Jivraz, examined. r'
f I am .a

Bhattia, and a mehta in the service of Lukmidass
Goeuldass & Co. I remember a meeting ojT^qur
caste on the 6th of September last. ,1 attended.tfiat

meeting. I arrived there at about five o'clock. I

saw all the defendants there they were all.there

whenJ arrived. I went away about eight o'clock,
or. . & .quarter to eight. Proceedings commenced
at about a quarter before six, or six o'clock,
Goculdass and others called a Brahmin, . Jetta,

thanaye. Goculdass said, 'Jetfa, pome here !

'

Goculdass was sitting in a shed. Je^ja, stood, up.
Goculdass said to Jetta. 'Tell these people that
no one should make any objection Jiere. \No one
shall make speeches. Those who want to sigWsigjb!
Those' who do .not, need not sign I

' That was,all.' *LJ* * tV- %
*Jf

""
*J T

Jetta told that to the people. Where^tfoe ^i5etts

were sitting carpets were spread. The, defendants

and about twenty-five, or fifty otheijtf ^Wjpt&jfijHagg
on tKe carpets. . About 2^000 or 3/OObperspns^ere
present. Qf.those .sitting on the carpet,',|welV%oT
fifteen besides the defendants- were Setts.rTheJjopr
was, an ,even floor all round, and/, a^ay.^
middle to go-on to the raised floor. A'bout jL ?

14LX)0 persons were sitting on theofitla.
J

.^^
or 700 were sitting below. Mooljce and-Damj|re\^J - %f -

-^f rv-"-", ?
_ -v". rT*t'



going (about artatiging
"

* for the audierieei Mooljee
not Setts AL book was read out

Klrpall. (Iroculdass said to; him. *:A.dut,

read jit of this* book," dnd Adut read. I hearU
some:j>ajpt: of what was read, and' some v I did nbt
Irelar. 5[Mk 33ayley objected to the admissioii of this

hearsay evidence; The (Dpiirt said it was admissible^

It did not matter whether the matter was 'written

or tspoken.} I heard that those who were of opinion
that the commentary on Groculhatbjee's verse was
correct should not sign ; and that those who werb
of opinion that it was not correct should sign; and
that -those who did not sign should be punished by
theicasteV '0/anjee Shamjee also was Teadihg frdni

a ;

paper, and I heard hiin say, 'If any one- gives
evidence in favour of the printer, he will be punish-
ed by the caste/ Canjee said, 'If any brie ddes
not ;

sigh this he will be excommtinicated.* Cries"

outside 'Sign; sign ! affix your signatures
1

,' I nearjiji

After the
r

reading was finished the bobfc was handed

to'signv People were told to sign then. It 'was

saidrthat no one: should leave the meeting without

signing; Every one who loved his religion would

sigh, was also said Mboljee and ; pamjee
-

said,
"
Brothers, affix your signaturesi'' Then1

peopJe
beg$n to put their signatures. I saw nobody
leay^ after signing, I left without signing. I don't

knbw-whb siffned the book first. I saw Goculdass
__ " ^3

sign^ ILiuckniidassi Adut, Ra^oo and others took
the signatures. -'All- the defendants assite^i. f i^p it,

sdifle were/ standing T^ith ink, ancl
'

some
''

was sitting on it -
*

- '-';.'" ^y -*~.
' " ' '

. \ ', - j
"

alsb: thel*e. Ragpo ana
ntffe ;^6 ajway, brothers, TritiS^t

' I
.atteimptecl to go put^ ai^i

ut my signatureV I said,
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no, jThen heoasked me iffI would sign^to-moji*$w,
and I said yes. I have n0vei^si^eda%^Ql^iilm
I wpuld signdt, because i-wanted tfcgo d'utrf After

I, got out pf .thelegate-. I lingered foi? tatsMfrt time

putside, twhen I heard a person sayVnShut^he gates.

j)p no let any one go out !

'

and 1 :s&w $$& gate
shut. Ragoo was distributing

! handbills; It was

going to take one from Ragoo, when a man present

gave me one. I read a portion of that, ;,arid then

Eit
it by. Afterwards I gave the handbill to

uckmidass. [Mr. Barton said the handbill could

not be put in as evidence against the defendants

unless the handbill was signed by> or . contained

the names of some one of them. Mr. Barton- cited

authority for that argument, Mr. ;Dunbar said

that when the case was before the Magistrater-i he

(Mr. Punbar) had oflPered one in evidence/ and Hhe

Magistrate had refused to admitit notwithstah^ling
he CMT' Dunbar) quoted the Queen vs.

?Cdnnell.

The Magistrate held its identity must be proved
befpre it could be read. His Lordship said

h.e Gpuld not admit the justness^ of such a ruling.
It -would be well to have the handbill put in.

Mr. Anstey said there,were two ;uoticesv He T6ad
them to the Court and they were put in as evidence.]

(Translation of two Guzeratti Print^'Sa^'^lls
distributed in the meeting of the 6th September. ):,.. - ..:'. :" ** *:">_-; ';

'

-.;"->f ;' ^vJT. .-

- -
'-

f.-
- '-*-S-

PUBLIC NOTICE, > r

All the Bhatia Setts anil, all v>th Stief jnen

alnong the Taishniavs are inferriied as

^resent Shri Jadunathjee ]V^^raJ;hi
aclibn df libel against Ka>sandass .

man has written in his Satya jfyakastilsis

"Before one has himself enjoyecl;^Jier^^
make over even hi^ wedidefi wije. icr t

Ma*iaraj, and he should also inajp over
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sons and daughters. -One is to use ( oneV wife )

after having *offered;her*to the> Giisa'rjee Jlaharaj

subiae^meHJbly ftp^smateriage and-even before -enjoying

her^Jtimself.H In this r nianner Shri Gtoeulnathjee

has^madie/a cpmine.nt ;pn the work treating of the

conneciion; with Brahma.* And accordingly the

Maharajas enjoy the tender maidens* wives and

daughters of their followers.
'* In this manner it is

. - -
"

...- ^j-- --,.'",
written and'published in the Satya Prakash. And
in hisi plea to the action this man has also stated

as follows: "In the year 1855 the Bhatia com-

munity assembled together to make an arrange-
ment.; about this matter : so that at the time of the

trial,, the evidence of those Chief men will be

adduced;^ i This is what we have heard*f There^

fore wa-makerknown to all our brethren that the

community ;did not assemble on any day whatr

ever tOiDaajLe any such arrangement
!as that men-

tioned|^.bove Moriwere any person's signatures
affixed to any writing ^or paper to thefefieet of ^hat
is mdri'tioned above. P or different purposes other

than what, is
,,
mentioned above, the hief merits

signatures have been made on several occasions.

The documents bearing these signatures are de-
;

posited with the leading setias of the community
on behalf :ofithe community. Therefore those who
have made their signatures inform the ^setias here

that^some of:the reformers with a view to support
the abbvemehtioncd statement are endeavouring to

obtain^from the leading- setias the deposited docu-

ments /bearing^ those signatures in order to produce
them in; ourt in evidence' in this cause. This is

whatTtwe h^ve' /.
heard. Therefore if this ;thing

shouldicome to pass, and if the persons with wiom
those documents are deposited should give them

*
(isMBi the Sapteme^fining.)

t (Meaning this is what we have heard that he has allegerf.)
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' U

Up, then the risk appertaining ta that, shall fee ;0n

the;:hea|ls of :tho,se who fshall-give rthenirUp; u^Ehis

is the sole representation. The 4th SeptemberotSGl.

Written;
;

by several ''Bh&tias' who have affixed

their signatures
: to the

"

briner Document -( or

Documents.)
o> >i K

true Translation) ;, ;

(Signed} $ FLYNN,

. .-:.= . Chief Translator.

Be it known to alllthe Vaishnavs* Mahajanst
of Gutch and Abhrasa and Halar inclusive ; of all

the Bhatias, that the community ;of reformers -that

are opposed to (our) religion have made ami are

still making ,several softs of incorrect, false, &D.d

immoral attacks -in- the- newspapers against the

perspns of the : Shri GosayisJ in Bombay. There-

fore Goswami Shri Jadunathjee Brijruttonji Maha-

raj| has brought an action of libel in the Court

against an editor of a newspaperand Shri Runchorji
Maharaj also has sent a notice for bringing an

action of libel, in consequence whereof the re-

formers have been thrown into great anxiety here,

it being impossible to prove this case therefore the

reformers with the view of compromising the ease

ofshri Runchorji Maharaj have, it is reinoured

here, sent a Bhatya from this place to Mahdvi that

he might by making some kind of request ; to the

Vahooji . Maharaj of Shri Ghotaji Maharaj and by
making false representations (to her) obtain in

Writing a document from the Vahooji Maharaj
and produce that document as evidence "dri the

Court and;that he might by making B, request

* (Worshippers of Vishnu.) .f (Great Man.) - '<;

Priest.:) (Wife of Maharaj;); :,; : ;



to Jlutiehorji Maharaj- and by= making false re-

presentations rfco^ hinr obtain some way
' or -other

a^'doeument^ ^frbm him:) to compromise' the

case* Such; is the intention of the reformers.

We have .heard that they have for I this -pur--

"'*;
* .----,-- -

;
-

:

'

.
- '

.'

"

t/
'

i ...'-..'-.
.

.

'
-

. Jr

pose sent a man from this place ;
< therefore .the

Vaishnavs community of this place recommend all

to and this representation paper made to the effect,

that if this account be true, no documents of any
kind whatsoever should be passed to the man be-

longing to the reformers, any one who may hear
this information should request Shri Runchorji
Maharaj and the Vahooji Maharaj of Shri Ghotaji
not to passrany document through mistake or

forgetfulness. It is essentially necessary for the

Bhatya Mahajans of Cutch, Halar and Abhrasa to

make arrangements (or adopt measures) in? respect
of this mrtter. Thisiis theprayerv ,

:

\\

Written by the Vaishnavs 6F :Bomb$iy who^e

eonipliments be pleased to read.
?'

..

"
:

*

,'

'-
';

'

. ,
. : ; : : .

'

: :
' :

].
"-

: -.' /-.-'.' .
-

' '
f .' ...".-

: (Signed) NABA.T&AN DIK&.NATH,, ;

*
: Translator.

Witness cross-examined by Mr* Barton-r-1-" I

-have read through the/ handbill. I believe the

handbill correctly contained the objeet, of the

meeting. ;

By Mr, Bayley:- "I would not know the. bbok

again il was to see it. Tt was bound up Kkathis
one'iiow slipwn me (a foolscap-sized day

1

'book j,s

prpduced iii Court.) I heard Aclut Kirpal read
/'- ?

'"
. v- "i

'*
-"^'-n ; - -:-:' .'".'." J .'".- .- *!;.--'.'.

from the book. 7

-,: -' :

:'
: 'fJWU: <

>: '.: -

:

.

' '

- v.-.':T-i.... ,

v- (5 .) KhMtaoo i Ludha , -examined by Mr. Dun-
bart r-I airi a Bhattia* I deal in cotton; I attend-
ed the meeting. In the morning of ! the day when
the meeting was heicT the thannaye went round and .
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warned the people. I had heard at Jewuujee's

temple that the ^meeting was ,tp; be held* It was
a matter of notoriety among the caste ; members
that the, meeting of the thri of^feptember.-jwas to
have been held, and the object of the meeting .was
also a matter of notoriety. Some members -of"the
caste knew that some secret ^meetings had been

previously held. The object of the .meeting . was
a matter of^notoriety throughout the castel: ; TDhe

object, which was a matter of notoriety, was to
make an arrangement respecting the libel casey
and to prevent persons from giving evidence

against the Maharaj. I met two of the defendants

Dyal Jairaz. and JBhugwanjee Dwarkadass be-

fore the meeting in the oart took place. It?was
about one or two o'clock in the afternoon. I met
them at Jewraz Balloo's place of businessin
Bazar Gate Street, within the Fort. Eight or ten

persons w.ere sitting thereGrpculdass .T!ezpal,
Khuttaoo Muccoondjee,my two brothers, and others.

Dyal Jairaz- spoke to others about the meeting.
Khuttaoo Muccoondjee asked Dyal Jairaz why the

peoole were going to assemble to-day. Dyal and

Bhugwanjee^Tboth spoke, and said it was to make up
an arrangement. Khuttaoo Muccoondjee asked E>yal
Jairaz ifany arrangement was to be made about the

Maharaj committing adultery, and I)yal said^it was
true the Maharaj committed adultery, but if wje

made any noise about it now, thye Maharaj v Wjould

los.e his caiise in Court: he said we would speajt- ,tp

tie Maharaj about that afterwards. IJyal sajd,
'if \ye ^,.0^116^ to giye evidence,,and all put upon-
our oatlis, we will stete that the Maharaj does npjk

commit adultery.' I went to the meeting at

five o'clock in the evening. (His Lordship said as

the case would likely last sometime it 'Was not
advisable to sit longer* Xhe Jury were
retire to their homes for the .-night-)-

-
'.,

'
:

'

- * -. , - O <
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Friday, 13th December'.

Witness bontinuedP
"
jWhfeh I went there^

^re H 200 or 300 persons presebt. Several
came afterwards . The defendants ^eite all

there Mien I Arrived. Damjee Heera and: Mooljee
Morarjefe "naade people sit ; Before the proceedings
coiiimenced, Gocurdass Lilladhur, Dyal Jairaz,
add tBhugwanjee Dwarkadass went aside and con-

sult&t together; Proceedings cbmmenced at about

ha^.f-past six o'clock; After they went aside and
consulted .together I saw a book with Ragob
Shamjee/ 'It was about half an hour after; Retook
theibook frbm a cloth in which it was' wrapped Up.
Goculdass saidj 'Read this to the meeting/ Adut
readitl I was as for as from the witness-box to
Mr. Barton (about five paces). I could hear what
was^ead. I know the purport of it. [Mr. Bayley
objected to witness stating the purport of what
was

'

in the book . The book itself could be pfo-
duced. -:'Mr.' Anstey said he must reply tb

:

the

objection with the same statement he had made use
of yesterday. They had no means -of kndWiflg
whether the book produced in Gourt was the book
or not. Mr; Anstey believed it-to" be a' forgery.
The book was' not produced in the Police Gburti
Mr. Bayley said he only took the objection, and
wished to continue the objection^ His learned
friend? had no right to let the jury know f in an in-

direct manner that the book wais not produced at
the Police Gourti Mr; Anstey^ said, Mr. Bayley
had himself ^yesterday mooted thatj-<juestionv and
had giveil unsworn evidence on behalfi bf his clients;:

ion;recorded^and overruled i ] So fkras I r^-

itj said' the -commentary oti^ the verW of

lfchje^ by^ the printer or publisher was in^

correct ; and those 1 who ma'y not consider it iff-

correct ^will not sign this bookf while those who
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may consider it Incorrect will sign this book : and
those who consider their religion is the true re-

ligion should sign this.book. And those who' may
consider that the present Maharajas do not commit

adultery should sign the book. And, as for the

printers and publishers^ and their abettors and aiders;

they will be called to account according 'to law.

They did not say what law, but I understood it to
mean the law of the caste. The members bf;the
caste were to call them to account, as I understood.
That is all I remember, as it was a long time-ago;
After that had been read Canjee Shamjee made a

speech. Canjee was standing behind Adut Kirpal
when he spoke, and about five paces distant from
me./ When Canjee was speaking he had a paper
in his hand. Canjee said,

c Our religion is the true

oneV and our religion inculcates bathing, the wor-

ship of the gods, and pilgrimages to holy places.
These are unholy comments upon our religion;
and whoever may assist those printers will be

punished by the caste. Then Canjee sat down.
After that Adut Kirpal called the crier ^ Jetta, and
said to him,

' Do you ask the members of the caste

whether they approve this speech, or not ! And
whether they would sign the book after the Setts

had, signed it ?
' The majority said 'yes, we will

sign. '. Then the crier put another question to the

meeting, fle said .-..* it will be necessary to write

letters abroad, and will you assemble again if

desired ;by the Setts ?
'

That was by the direction

of Adut Kirpal. Then the meeting approvjed^ and
said the.v would .attend. Luckmidass Damiee^ or.

"
' v i

~
- ''"*'' v ..-'

Grpculdass Lilladhur signed first, then all i&eidefen-

dants signed j other leading Setts then signed.
Then Ragoo Shamjee took the book and wenfc ;to

the ofatewav-^Damiee Heera and Mobliee Morari^e
^3 /. - " . .

-
.' V >-

"

^.
,'":

went with him. -I think the gate was open: then-^

shut afterwards. The gate was not en-
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tirely
shuta .wicket

; wj-s left ggen. They .were

taK|ngT}signatures. Kagoo, ShamjlS^was sitting on
a D^nch'plac^d;oppQsite the gateway. .The bench
was Inot'before the gate when I wettt in.- I di4 not

see^wKo ! placed, it there. It
,was__<|uite close

:
to the

ite..
?? |Those> wh.o signed the book, went out.

nlj. one.jpe.rson at a time could; go through the

wicjcet. | f ^ Kagoo and the two defendants who were

sitting, close -to him said, those who consider their

religion 5

the true religion should not leave without

signing.. For three or four days, till the 10th of
the month, signatures were taken on the verandah
at Goculdass Lilladhur's. .Members of my caste,

signed the book there; some men, and some boys.
A boy f who lives in the house where I live, ten

years of age, said he signed it. After the thannaye
put the question at the meeting, no one raised any
objection. All remained silent. I was present at

Walkeshwur at a conversation between Goculdass

Tezpal and Dyal Jairaz. I was not near enough
to hear well. Kuttonsee Callianjee. was there.

Corjee Ludha, Callianjee Ludha and Khuttaoo

Mnccoqndjee were also present. Kuttonsee Callian-

jee an
}
<J I were sitting apart. We were conversing

together and looking at some object.

Gross-examined by Mr. Barton. " That object
was a Bhattia going into the house of a courtezan
near by.

-^1 am a Sutchee, and not a/Halaee. -I""
say before the police that the Halaies had ex-

commiinieated me. There was no leather 'on the'

bench
u]B^r"the^door.'

It was made of wood, and
those who t^St u^6n^ it must know 'whether it was
soft oivlu&& '>-,'' I ; .

>rr-" I did, npr
t sign the

1 .-- .igC^ff j jTs3 * j5Vi -C 7 >* -*j ri . > -^ i.
-

-j TT'

oook was a book bound like this now shown me.

11
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(same as described by a former Witness). I

all that was read; (Mr. -Sa^le^
witness upon a paper* lield bj himself)V

_

Re-examined. "I worship ths Mal^ai'aj
'as a

spiritual "guide. [Mr* Aiistey asted.lihsitjthe Do-
cument which : Mr. Bayley had examine

;

d iipdn
should be put in for the purpose of re-examin4tion

upon. Mr. Anstey cited a case to the pbint. Mr.

Bayley objected to it. He submitted that Mr.

Anstey had no right to it. The case cited by Mr.

Anstey was not to the pointi ^lr. An/stey said

that if the learned gentleman chose to cross-examine
from his brief, he (Mr. Anstey) was entitled to see

the brief. Mr. Anstey cited Taylor in support of

his argument. His Lordship was under the im-

pression that the prosecution were entitled to see

the document. He would look into the authorities,

arid in the meantime examination shbiild be re-

sumed.] Adut, when he read the paper,' said 5 that

religion, religious preceptors, and reputation; were
to be protected; but I don't remember if* he said

how. As Adut read I understood him to say that

the printers accused the Maharajas of adultery
with our wives and daughters, and that their Was

nothing of that kind in our religion. The. mean-

ing of the printers was said to be this:
, that the

wives of the members of the caste, should be offered

up to the Maharaj before being enjoyed by us,

Qur caste proceed against persons pfiending .by the

law of the caster : the chief .law is exjpul&ion from
the caste. Jf can't ,say\ that book sfio^ia^ me by
Mr. Bayley was the book I saw at the

the Court*
" T Sett is nliereiJitary

title? Among the Bhattias vle^raz :BalIoo; :|SL coii-

sidered ^he principal Selt,
: as ^his fe)refatn^0

chief Setts/'
- ""-' '* :^ :

: '"'- ^-"--^
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Charles Forjett-, examined. "In my official

yXpenuty Commissioner of Police) I receiy?

ed~a letter. ,1.produce it. I acted upon it. In con-

sequence of 'something in. the letter I issued an

orcjer \
to a

1
cqnstable to be in attendance with a

sinall party qfpolicemen to see that no disturbance
took place. I think the prosecutor was .present
wlien the -letter was delivered. The -letter was

signed ;|jy Luckmidass Khimjee, Muthooradass
Lowiee and two others. I was not applied to, to
; :.

| tf tl| i -

' '-

f _ .

- - -
-

"

-
'

-L- A' -
.

*

the jbest of my recollection, to take the chair at

that meeting. I passed by the place in.the evening,
ascertained that everything was quiet and went
-,^.-r

; .,,yr .':- ;

; * & T- -
-

away. ,
-

.-..: -

.

_

Gross-examined by Mr. Barton "I did not

hear that any threat or .intimidation was offered

there."
"

j -.'.

By Mr. Bayley. "I saw Goculdass Lilladnur
with reference to the meetin g, and told hina that
he had better be careful and not let his party create

any disturbance. Goculdass said
that'.'tli^re'.'tffiis

no intention on the part of his men to create a

breach of the peace. He said the object ,
of the

meeting was to ascertain who were the Maharaja's
friends, and who were not. It was at fiyeV half-past
five, or a quarter to six, when I rode past." I don't

think -I haye any Bhattia sepoys. The .gate was

open when I went by.
"

freprge Grahagan, examined*-^' -I am-a eon-

'pey-'jApd do duty atj the Picquet . : In
of instructions from' Mr^ Forjett' I

went to tie meeting on the 6th of Sepitember, 'at

ast six o'clock. I took two seppyes inside

Jsffc :a sepoy anth a trooper outside.

j" 1^1 inside, were put ^outsidB by
6f )ahijee



u
no fear of*a row. I recognize eight of'tb| deitafaits

as being present. Six oftHe.defendanis :MeW|tt1IMg
on a bench. Damjee Heera amd^llagoo^onamjee
were[Walking atout. Goculdass LilXadhur app^red
fo be at the head of the meeting. ^ETqceeciikgs
ebaimenced immediately after I . went in. r Oejta
called the meeting to .order~to!6yihem, ?toJ|eep
silendel After that . a book, was reakl by J&Jut

Kirpall; the book was handed from a bench where

they were all seated. I don't know which of "the

defendants handed the book. After the defendants
-*^ . *

signed the book, people standing about came and

signed* Then it appeared to me an objection i^as

taken to signatures being taken there at the bench,
and the,book was taken outside the gate. Irwent
out about eight o'clock. The gate was then shut

the wicket was open. Signatures were then ;

being
taken by Ragoq JShamjee and Damjee Heera out-

side the gate. The people who had the,book were

standing at'the corner of the gateway. People, I

think, might have passed out behind them without

being seen* I had a conversation with Eagoo
Shamjee and Damjee Heera. Ragoo said -the meet-

ing was to ascertain who was for and whp was

against the Maharaj. Ragoo said those whoMiked

might sign, and those who did not like, need not

sign. : This conversation was before the meeting
commenced.; I was intimate , with Ragoo before

that. Damjee said the same as Ragoo, and added
that there was an action of libel in- Court*; on
account of some of the. caste: Also "he kaid ;that
there were missionaries mixed' up; in hJ&J?|easte."''"". ' * "*

**^r ~*_

the same as there were in ours.^ Theffi

asked me to show him the paper I-hacTgx"'
.

-'""
JL. * v t^l^J

Mr; Forjett, as he wanted to see the/s'

attached to it. I had the -Jletter with
not show it to him. Handbills
in the street >by Ragoo Shamjee.



about two feet and a half 5 wide. I- am not suffi-

"
acqtfaintedl with the language

* ta .tell

,4 i.~ Lvt^!" *lj! .JL* It : rnu ? i,w-r-u^ r*,Li~,i: ~~>

,-i t- .-.-,-. -^ -*--.- object ,
of?the , meeting

losea bt)th in^tha paper and "book;',more in the

3T.
J
than i^the book as, after the former w&s

reM, th&y ,aff shouted. There was lio shouting
after tne 'reading from the book. I do

'

not - thrak

all the persons present could hear what was read,

onfy those immediately round the spot, 'from the
low -tone of voice; in which it was read. I heard
the words "contrary to caste" and that ""the

Maharaja has been served with-a summon ''
read

from the paper, which made me think that the,
most important of.the two. The paper, was a slip
about six inches wide about eighteen 'inches long,
and |igHt yellow paper. The book was half-bound.

. ,

tpross-examined "I should think there were
2000, people present. I ventured_ there without

anyJFear. So far as I could see there was no inti-

midation. I judged the -people were anxious . to

sign at,' from their action. I saw no force used, or

^pressure of.any kind."

- (8) Goculdass Tezpal, examined -
by^ Mr.

Anstey
*'* I am a merchant, a justice o'f tne peace,

and a cliief Sett of^he Bhattia caste, and reside

near fche Bazar Gate in"the 'Port. I ain one of
thev founders of a school at which Bhattia children
are educated- Oil the 5th of

'

September,, T heard
froml&jal Jairaz that a meeting was to take place.
I W^sl^m fair at Walkeshwur when I heard' that.
I asked Byal

?what all the noise was about, and,he

rii^iiet's^go -aside and -speak tbgetheft'
f

tfen
we J^gnfe'ito' 'tiUr dhurruinsaH(i*j wftere ?

Khuiftap
others- "were: Dyat then said,

hasTeceifed'a note 'from 'Goculdass



lalladhjir.' Dyal said

and Dyal .said, ijb refers tp; WP* cp^imen^ir^J^of
Groculr^athjep and to^tjjie ,actip^ |>$^
nathjee Maharaj ; v . Kars^ndass

^

^Mpplj|e. "[ I

asked;Dyal if he had referred '.to ,any /S|^sytree* jpjd
he said Jje had not. He s]aid fffijeeji pi ;;fe?v^ly
persons had assembled at Cumma^amieefs '-^^anjdL '

: -
.

' -' x
'

' ' '" " '

'v
'

f \'- -'. .-"-(.'. , -\.
-

-; -j

'

'-
.

;
f
: v\ '"-^t:^ *;

'

^Ti^'-7 ;? ^ f"1 'fi^r*'

jnentipned the names of three or'

fpujc^^of |Jiegaj.n JHe
saidi that Canjee ]hyamjee rea4 a paper and rfter

tliat said some arrangement shouid Defmacje jfco

pi-event our religion from being upset. He
v ^aid

that a meeting took place that ,day at Chimun
Laljee's temple, and that he with others i^eiit

tji^ere. Bhugwanjee sent for Gpculp!ass LjiUadhrir,

injviting himi to come there, with Jus other friends.

Dyal mentipned the names of GrQculdass
1

, Jtup|:mi-
dass, Adut, Ragpp, Cajee, Bhugwanjee, and others
as being present. Dyal said a discussion took

place there regarding the commentary on Gocul-

nathjee's verse, and that it was resolved a full

irieeting should be held.

? "The following morning about 7 o'cloclk I was

sitting rat the shop of Jewraz Ballbo with Ehuttao

Muccoondjee* when Jetta, the crier, came there, and
said Luckmidass, Pitam)ber and two others had

Desired him to ask my permission for a ca^ nieet-

ing. He came two or .three times that morning.
I did not give my consent. I am in a

jpositipii
<that my consent should be obtained.
ani Dyal came to my house

;
at, lialf

o'clock, and we three went to the Jiqusie pf }

Balloo. Khuttao Muccoondjee came ^there.

went upstairs; I asked Bljugwanjee ^hat, the object
of the r meeting was, and lie said it was, abpujb tj;e

commentary of Goculnatihj^e, and a. pperv^|!Jo
be drawn o } andt$e
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The'frritirig Was to be prepared in tlie

ii
1

^ DyaF asfcfeid ^ine ^at
vmy s

dpiriibiv
He ^aMp^ycnr have received a summons on

jiafct'
6? Jl&r&^dags Mobljee. What

Mil: $&ti give ? 'I said I would sa^-ftothmg
-: ^al itien sai^ *It is ti-iie ttei

bot^its^ adultery, but' as tKis quiestion i^

wilrf r^li^ibn it would ;be as well% say
outit.' Bliugwanjee also said that/ 1)^(1

aid^
* T

jioise Wto assist Karsaiidass will be punished

by fhei caste/ I did ;not attend ;the meeting; 0n the

following day I sow Dyal again in iny offieeV He
camei of his own accord. I asked hiM w^fc

1

re-

soltitions were passed at the meeting of th 6th.

He said a writing had been prepared, a;nd it was
Written th^re that if any one shdiild give Evidence
for the publisher he should be punished^

by the

caste,,
I said 'Did you assemble in Gfoquldass

LilMiM'^ bart, at MatOonga^
7 He saiii>

' No
m Grpcuidasst Jjilladhur's oart iat Byculla.

-

Dyal
said Ihere wer0 fifteen or 'twenty persons at;: that

meeting. He mentioned the namesi bf some of the
defendsints as.being present. He said that Pur-

bhobda"ss brought
;the !

plea put m by Earsandass
in the libel ^itibn and .explained it; 'arid said that

btfr religion 'was abbut to be destroyed, arid that rib

one must go .arid give eVidenee on ^behalf of

Byal did riot say tin what day that

took place. It was on the 7th that I
of it. 1 saw Luckmidass Ehiinjee at my

thv Hexjairie there while I^al arida
IjieaMrig itidge4;her; A.t the meeiing-at' Wai-

kesHwur Khuttao Ludha
'

f *

Gros^exaiattiried 'by' Mr. BaMm^^l? was -fined

sisvein"brei^t years
5

ago by the Magistrate^ for

D^||dLg; ilalsiB
!

rblu>n
jp bar^riages; The* prbsectttor

of ffils^llse %a% a'
?

s^hbbl"riiiaster
r

eii^)l6ye(J by me^



When at Walkeshwur, . and we were con
fvejr|dng,

Khuttao went to look at, a ,holy woman !
( .$fjat"

holy'woman
"
lived in a house opposite, j neVer

went to look at that "
holy woman

"
myself. I

don't know the character of that w
f
oman.

t
Khuttao

went to see who that Bhattia ,was that wenjVinJo
the house where the woman w,as. .jLhave known
the Maharajas committed adultery ^ror se.vehtjepn
or eighteen years past; and. yet I worship them.
No man can be expelled from .caste unless a majo-
rity of thercaste decides he shall be. , The nineW * * ? j

defendants have not the power of expelling ,
me

from the caste., There are only two Set,ts among
the defendants. . :,

' "

n^'* My mgjhta appeared for me
when I ws. fined. 7

'

/

(9) Hemraj Khetsey,exa,mmed-^
tclam a

and live in the Fort. I attended a meeting of

the caste on the of 6th September. I arrived there

about seven o'clock. The nine defendants were
there. Adut Kirpall read from a book. I did :npt
hear well.->: I do not remember what it w^s^XlanjiBe

Shamjee read from a paper, and : after he Md
finished reading, he said,

'*

Brethren will, question
persons who give evidence for the publisher;."
After that the crier was called. I have not been

subpoenaed as a witness in the Supreme Cdurt% I

have not been threatened in case I give evidence
in the Suprenae Court. All that wa& stated was,

that he who assists the printer or publisher will be

questioned by the brethren. -

\ ./

;
Cross-examined ;by Mr. Bayley

rt I did not

sigi the book. I was not asked to sign it. 'I;;was

at the meeting the whole time. 1^ remember a
lfpart

of what was read. A part of whajfc was read from-. ' .- 4- i '
: .- , '%'''*'*'!
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=:7*I ddn't kitow of*any other object .of ) the

tKan to iexpress an opinioW upon the

coln^ehtary. I heaifd no threat. ,; : ;

^u I was about thirty yaoes
;

dis-

taM from the; spot when the paper was read!.''

'"^/-^'.V/.:;;-. i--;.:-::i;.=--: .
. .

~
> if.

. ': -: :-J
....

::
:

;i .- .::;--.:

:

;

(10J) Nwrijee- 'Morarjee exainined\ ^by Mii

An^3y^-^^am a Mu^
man Lane. -I wa^ present at the meeting of the
6thbfSeptember. I was aware that meeting was
to be>held one orjtwp days before. I was aware
that ^handbills had; beeEL issued on the 4th of

September. I saw one of them ; I should recognize
them. One of those handbills ( one produced ) is not
ther one djstrltortQd. on the 6th of September.
(Witness here recognized a second handbill shown
him as one of those distributed on the 6ijh

Septimber. It was read to him by the Interpreter,
and .witness said it was the same ) Ragoo dfs-

trihuted ten or twenty, and said the rest were to

go to Cutch." ( The official translation of this

handbill was read, to the effect that all people in

Cutch should 4ake care and communicate . Ino in-

telligende ito the reformers' emissaries who ; had
beem sent^ to Gutch to obtain information^ f

:.(l li) Purskotum JHemraj called by the . prose-

cuting counsel, and "examined by Mr. .Bayley.^* I

amia^obr man and I.cannot give any evideiice. I

wasrgfeatly alarmed, and could not give evidence.
I donft /want to name anybody. I am very inuch

afraid;. I don't want to name anybody. <
,

^'I am a Bhattia^ ^
IThet

; wli(4e
world abuse me.,

,
' W-. :"?.',- '.? --

"
-- .'-.' ' '

-
'-

'

"-.' i' *

f|^ 3pri ^nstey-^"I do 'Know some, but I am
afraif tb^ill what I tnow."

12
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Bhanjee Dhurrumsey,. called, -by; prose-
cuting counsel for cross-examina^ This witness,
was not cross-examined.

[On account of the very great confusion in

Court, which the Court crier found it impossible to

repress, his Lordship was compelled to call upon
the Deputy Sheriff, costables, arid ciphers, to shew
increased activity. Quiet was very soon restored.

The Court was densely crowded, and made the duty
of keeping order consequently not a light one.)

Mr. Anstey, when quiet had been restored,

read the defendant's answer in the libel action,

which revealed the most abominable doctrines' ever

heard of as guiding the Bhattia caste, or that "sect

of it to which the conspirators belonged. Mr.

Anstey read for more than half an hour, when he
Was stopped' by the Court. Sufficient was read to

inform the jury of the materiality of the pleas .

. (13.) John Doming Mozario, a clerk in the

Prpijhonotory's Office was called, and swore to the
answer.

(14.) Pestonjee -Bazonjee, examined-r-" I- am
a clerk in the office of Messrs. Acland and Prentis;

I delivered the pleas put in by defendants in the

libel action on the 15th of August."

. (15.) , Hurichand JBJianajee, examined "I.am
a clerk of Messrs. Acland and Prentis. I sorted
a, summons upon Jivanjee Maharaj before the 6th

of September?' ;

.".. ~J .. '.*...'
"

-. ; . '. : . .
- i.. -'.-. i .--....':'.'','>..:-..

(16.) >Kessow Bhowo, a .clerk in : the. Supreme
Court, examined" The cause of Judoonathjee
Maharaj vs. iEarsandass Mootjee is set-down for

trial."
- -

;. V,'-
' ... - ,'.'",,. CjT^

f Mr. Ainstey said tha'ir -was thf case for the

prosecution. .



. c Barton asked if: his Lordship wias^ of

opinion there was' any case to go to thevjury~
isi iibrdship said there was. ....'." :

.

. , ,

; Saturday1 14tk December... .

, (The Cp^rt-rooni was more carefully guardetl
than on previous days, and but few natives were
admitted. The considerable number of European
gentlemen in Court manifested the great interest

which has been felt in this case.) .

Mr. R. B, Barton, on behalf of two of ihe de*

fendants, addressed the jury in a most able and

eloquent speech. They had heard this great
Bliattia case to the end, so far, as the prosecution
was concerned, and it now became hi& duty^as
counsel for some of the prisoners to address -them

upon
* this most unheard of and perplexing prose-

cution perplexing as to what 'defence could be

made to charges in support of which little if any
evidence had been adduced and that little so forced

and perverted as to create a difficulty even by
its own obscurity. The jury must be aware of"the

extraordinary interest the case had excited* and
still continued to excite amongst the native com-

munity of this vast and densely populated town ;

and that for reasons that must be obvious to

every one-first, on account of the novelty of the

accusation, this being the first case of the kind
ever presented before a Bombay jury ; secondly,
from the known and well established respectability
of the accused ; and, thirdly, from the nature of

the -charges trumped against his clients j and laid

out in that cloudy and Overgrown indictment they
had all seen in the hands of the Clerk of the

Crown, when the defendants were arraigned*
i Mrl

Barton did not consider that there would be any
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*

difficulty in upsetting all those charges,*or that
there was' any thing in them worthy! of remark; ,

conspicuous and remarkable as ;

they were
;
,
in

nothing but their vagueness, and peculiarly in

their want of precision, unworthy of comment,
were it not for the dangerous precedent sought to

be established by the prosecution should ,a con-

viction be obtained. The openingfaddress of the

learned counsel for the prosecution in itself be-

trayed a knowledge of the weakness of the case ;

for instad of giving some insight, into the
v
case

he intended to present, he ( Mr. Anstey ) rolled

about like a dismasted ship in a heavy sea reaching
at one point ancient Rome, then modern Italy,
back to England in the time of our Harry the

Eighth as he called him, fit man to name in a

case connected with so much blasphemy and filth- j

and then with a peculiar and eccentric roll we
were taken, said Mr. Barton, to Strange's Hindu
Law; and the horrors of excommunication, seasoning
his weak and ;

tottering statements . with grains
of Attic salt and classic pepper, utterly forgetful
of the charge of conspiracy, most carefully kept
in the background 5 and when they were at the

end of that opening address as far as proof was
concerned there they were now. The men for

whom he (Mr. Barton) appeared were charged
with ah infamous and wiejbed crime, if it were

legally crime at all, and he trusted the jury would,
as men'who had a solemn duty to discharge^ look

carefully into the case with all its bearings,

m6tivesj and peculiarities, ere they ventured
; .tp

return a verdict of guilty against all^praiiypf
the' prisoners, now for the first time in their lives

arraigned at the bar of a criminal Court J; :The

case he ;would endeavour to make on behalf x>f

his clients -would be a simple ;one because/it;^uld
be a true one. The learned counsel; sai(j jthis
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prosecution was not got up for the purpose of

advancing public morality, but for the purpose of

crfeatirig an unfair and dishonest prejudice agaifist
the ptlaintiffs i in -the action -now pending on }ihe

plea sid6 of the Court, and to create a money
interest' on7 behalf of the defendant in that action
antb the prosecutor in -this most miserable arid

o^ressive" '^prosecution*" Before 'entering on
the demerits of this extraordinary case^ Mr^ Barton
said' he could not help animadverting upon the
course'pursued by the prosecution from first to

last, and he considered that means had been used
and intimidation shadowed forth by application to

the Court-to set aside a few seats for members of the
caste to which prisoner belonged, and application
for

!a force of European police to keep order. The
effect of this application , although apparently
made in good faith, had had its effect, and the

Cour% had never been half filled upon any day of

this .trial. He (Mr. Barton ) protested againstithis

Court being any but an open one to ^all Her
Majesty's Indian subjects without distinction of
creed or caste. - <.-..

His Lordship here interrupted the/ jspeaking,

observing that the request preferred to thVDeputy
Commissioner of police was simply |o have a boHy
of men to prevent the overcrowding of the Court.

The^request did not go beyond tnat.
' '

.

Mr. Barton continuedr-^He said as long^ <as he
had life arid power he would protest against a, hole

and corner conviction being: obtained* and^ undue
meftns of any kind 'being used to turns the machinery
oftMs?htmprable Courtinto an instrument oftorture.

After^sbirie further comments on the conduct;of

the^roteecutiori> arid the natureiof the evidence, Mri

Baf^^^tered very iully into^ hii^ owri-casex whieh
was ^^statement of the j

meetings held sihee Jue
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1858 to take into consideration the disgraceful
publication in a Guzerati newspaper, ;th&

A

oaf^a
Prakash, against the Bhattia religion and ^com-

munity, and to adopt measures id prosecute the

publishers and to have them punisheid by the laws
of the land. MrJ Barton told the jury they were

brought to give a verdict on the -libel- action

pending on the plea side of this Court. The
defendants had only done what they had a perfect

right to do. Mr. Barton concluded ;his address
with a very able appeal on behalf of his clients.

Mr. Bayley, on behalf of six of the defendants,
followed in a very able speech, holding the

attention of the jury for nearly three hours. He
stated what it was that constituted a conspiracy,
and how the present trial was constituted. He
argued that this trial could not be supported, and

cited several passages from Smith's speech in the

trial of O'Gonnell and seven others, in Dublin,
in 1843. in support of the argument, passages
which were laid down as good law. Such an
indictment as this, Mr. Bayley said, was never
before foamed it was an old law indictment,

( Russel on Crime). There was not a modern case

like it. The defendants were indicted on a

common law offence, and the learned counsel. (Mr.
Anstey) had asked the jury to look at the case

through English spectacles. He (Mr. Bayley)
said the case was without a parallel, arid could not

be so viewed. The people were a peculiar people,
and the English would always be profoundly
ignorant of their habits and modes o^ thought.
The-defendants, the learned gentleman would^ave
t^e jury to bear in mind, were not the

the streets. The jury were trying the

meriin the:Bhattia community two ofj;h|
: 1;he

highest Setts of the caste; and his learned-bend's
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(Mr. Anstey's) lariguage, calling them "most
igBLorant ;and degraded," ought not to have been

used. These men were living almost the same aa

they did centuries ago? so far as we knew, ; and
the; English would never know more of them.

This matter was wholly a caste matter, said the

learned gentleman : the East India Company had

always, made it a point not to interfere with the
natives in their religion and matters connected

with.it;; and the same, freedom was held out to

the.natives by our present good and wise govern-
ment. The learned counsel here entered into the

history of the Indian Press from the time of the

publication of the first newspaper in Bengal in

1780, when it was so closely guarded as to be but
a mere receptacle of advertisements, fetes, balls,

etc., down to a recent date when it first enjoyed,
and continued tp enjoy the greatest freedom. , But
that freedom was not to use the press, .as a vehicle

of private malice and unlimited abuse of the reli-

gion of a large and respectable community. .

The learned gentlemen called no witnesses on
behalf pf the defendants. -

r- . .

His LORDSHIP, in summing up the case, made a
few general observations upon the charge preferred

against the defendants. The essence of conspiracy
wag a combination for an unlawful purpose,, and it

was immaterial whether or. not the measures taken

by the persPiis entering into such combination

ensured, or were the best adapted tp ensure, the

oiec&^nied at* The evident .object in
'

ihe present
ent' was stated to be to obstrucC^he course

of
^|$tipe, by_ preventing witnesses in a case
inf this Court from coming forward to give

^eiice.
T?he defendants were thus charged

awfuilly combining to defeat the jadmin>
pffjustice In this Court in feet, tb turn it
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into,an instrument of injustice. I

niiii'lked 'by one of the brightest x> tEiiglisli^mtellects

that secresy was'-a necessary ihgredieatiii^ charge
6f 'conspiracy, and that %hei^-W0:'pfbbie^iii^...rWQre
conducted openly they would not coihe -uiide.r

1

this

office. Though this might be correct according to

poetic justice, His Lordship, as an- udinmistrktor of

criminal law in this Court, felti bound to say that

such a doctrine was not correct in criminal jttstice.

The essence of conspiracy was combination, no
matter if the object was pursued openly or secretly.

Secrecy is not an essence of the charge:. Much
stress, His Lordship went on to say, had b>een Jaid

upon the argument of counsel that the principles of

English criminal justice, could not rigidly be ap-

plied. to the present case. In this opinion His

Lordship could not agree: this was not a case in

which the Maharaj of the Bhattias sought redress

for any imputations cast upon his private character

or upon his high office of spiritual guide 'and

preceptor. This was an attempt in a combination,
to turn; into an instrument of injustice the very
tribunal for the adjudication ofjustice,, to iW.hich the

Maharaj himself had applied for redress, fpr im-

putations cast upon his honor .and authority. And
if the evidence satisfied the jury that

jfchese persons
entered into the combination, as the agents of the

Maharaj, they were amenable to the charge of

conspiring to defeat public, justice; therefore the

principles of English criminal law wkre/m ap-

plicable to tM any other case. There-was
this remark to be made, which did nbt^&ppily; to

other criminal cases, viz., that theclear ii&Lcl as

liable to punishment all parties -prlvyvtio taelpom-
bination and its objects, thotign thiey rm^3| be

present or. absent at any piarticular
the ccwispliratdrs. lii a case of this ki

evidence was admissible as
1

to tHe 6bjeci?s
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conspirators: the general effect produced upon
the mind ,of a hearer by any speeches made
or by extracts read from a book at tHe meet-

ing, would be evidence, as to the objects of the

combination. With these and other general
observations upon the nature of the charge, His

Lordship proceeded to read the evidence in

extenso, during which he observed that the language
of the plea was perfectly unobjectionable when

taking into consideration the occasion calling it

forth. It was a false delicacy introduced only
into modern society which named such articles in

a bad light. The truth is, said his Lordship,
nothing less than hard terms will answer in des-

cribing hard practices; and in answer to a serious

charg in a court of justice it is better to speak

plain.

fhe jury retired for deliberation at a quarter
to 4 o'clock, and returned into Court at precisely

half-past 4 o'clock with a verdict of GUILTY.

Mr. Anstey, as soon as the verdict was pro-
nounced, appealed to the Court not to be too
severe in the sentence. Justice has been vindicated,
Mr. Anstey said, and the puny efforts o the
defendants had failed. He (Mr. Anstey) would

appeal to his Lordship, if he could consistently,
not to go beyond the infliction of a fine on the
defendants. .- .;

Mr. Bayley asked the Court to suspend judg-
ment. He would move the full Court on some

legal points. . : ;

IJhe Sessions was accordingly adjourned till

next. Defendants were admitted to bail

in the&X)wn recognizances*
^i*V> ':'

;
,'

-

" "

-
- "

-

JETis'Ijordship, in dismissing thejury, said that
it

ini|*ht\t>e~ satisfactory to them, as -there was

13
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great interest excited in this case, to haye his

opinion. He could say that he entirely .concurred
in Ibhe . verdict at which they had arrived.

Tuesday, 17th Deceftiber 1861

BEFORE A FULL COURT;

(THEIR LORDSHIPS having taken their seats on
the bench shortly after eleven o'clock, the'"nine

Bhattias, convicted on Saturday last of conspiracy
to obstruct the course of public justice, were

arraigned. The Court room was early crowded
With people of all classes, so great was the interest

to know the result of this peculiar case.)

Iff. Bayley moved the Court that judgment
should be arrested, or that a new trial should be

had. Addressing himself first to the cause of

arrest ofjudgment he said no criminal offence was
set forth in any count of the indictment. If set

forth at all, it Was in the first for counts. The

charges contained in those several counts were

charges which were perfectly unknown to the law

o England and of India, and in point of fact no

legal offence was stated: it could not be paid that

such an (offence was ever before stated in any in-

dictment in this Court, or in any Court in Great

Britain. The indictment was for conspiracy, and
in the first four counts several overt acts were set

out, and in the description of the offence the word

used, ^'intimidated," had no legal signification.
The first count, after certain introductory remarks,
states that "the defendants on the 6th .September
did :among themselves conspire to intimidate

persons from giving evidence." Then the indict-

ment set out six overt acts, one of which was that

the ;defen(Jants would punish all persons -who

should come forward to give evidence; , another,
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that they called a meeting oh the 4th 6f Septem-
ber for conspiring to prevent persons from giyin^
evidence; another, that may next called a meeting
on the 5th of September for intimidating persons;
another, that they called a meeting on the 6th of

September for providing for the expulsion .of all

persons from caste who should appear and give
evidence against the Maharaj; and another overt

act was, that the defendants compelled all persons
to sign a book. It was a count framed on some

supposed common law offence. In the first four

counts the word ' '

intim idate'
'

was: used . Now ,

there was no authority for such an indictment.
Tie learned counsel referred their Lordships to a
ease 2 Strange's Reports, p. 904, and others, all of

which sustained the argument. .The learned

counsel cited a case decided in the 4th year . of tha

reign of George the 2nd, where the indictment,tiras

for persuading a witness not to give evidence in a
case of forgery, and said it was no doubt highly
criminal to persuade persons from giving evidence
where the Queen was prosecuting; but the. ease
before this Court was for intimidation in a civil

suit, and no case whatever could be found where
an indictment had been drawn under such circum-
stances. The cases were entirely different ; one
was a case where the King or Queen was prose-
cutor, and in the other it was a case of civil

right. In this case there was no ground of criminal

proceeding. Mr. Bayley cited (13 East) the case
of The King vs. Turner and others; and The Queen
vs. Mowltinds and othersj which was a recent case
in the Queen's Bench, in which it was Keld that
he defendants conspired unlawfully to intimidate,
and the Oburt held that the indictment was bad.
^Phe -workmen conspired unlawfully to intimidate
their master, and that was a more active case than
the present one. He (Mr. Bayley) submitted tfcat
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it. lay upon his learned friends for the prosecution
to show that the indictment would lie. In Russel

on Crime, page .557, it is stated in the third para-

graph on conspiracy, to be a misdemeanour to per-
suade a witness not to give evidence ; and the, note

appended to that referred to 2
;Strange, which he

had already cited. The learned gentleman said it

was only a case for damages on the civil side, and
cited Gommyn's Digest Action on the case for

conspiracy, A.

Justice Arnould threw out as a suggestion,
that although the conspiracy was to intimidate

witnesses in a civil suit, and there might be a re-

medy at the suit, the law as relating to conspiracy
should be administered equally strong.

:
Mr; Bayley submitted that this Court Would

be guided by the law as laid down, and that it

would not now be making a case by its decision.

He submitted with, due deference that were their

Lordships to hold the indictment good, they would
be making law instead of administering the law as

it exists, for the only one legal authority referring
to anything like the present case favoured his

( Mr. Bayley's ) argument. Assuming that the
Court was against him he submitted that the first

four, counts were incorrect, the words "intimidate"
and

'**

prevent
"
being used in all, and unless those

two words described a legal offence, the indictment
would not lie. Now as to the word li

intimidate
''

two counts in the indictment in O'ConnelPs case

were held bad; Chief Justice Tindal's judgment
on thatjx>int delivering the unanimous judgment
of nine ^English judges was, that the word ' '

inti-

midate
" was not a technical word. O'ConneM's

Case, 11 Ch. Fin. 125. The context inthe present
indictment did not state what was an offence

against the law.
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Justice Aj-nouldi "Maliciously to intimidate

and prevent "are the words.

Mr. -' Bayley. Well, that States no offence

whatever^, If your Lordships declare that to be
aii offeircfe

' in the statute, you declare that to be
law which no judge in England or here ever before

has declared law. If your Lordships will admit
the validity of the argument against thei indict-

ment, I will move for a new trial on the following

grounds.

Mr. Anstey said, that up to this moment
the parties had not pursued the course they ought
to have done to move the court for a new trial.

In such a Court as this, an adjourned Court of

Oyer and Terminer and Gaol Delivery, no motion
for a new trial could be made. Mr. Anstey said

that a new trial could only be granted on & certi-

orari. .The case cited by his learned friend, Mr.

Bayley
-The Queen vs. Rowlands was such a case;

the 11 and 12 Viet. ch. 78, stated how a question
of law might be stated, and the case of The Queen
vs. Miller, cited, in the last edition of Archibald,
illustrated it. Now what he (Mr. Anstey) sub-

mitted, was this: we are now before the Court of
General Sessions of the Peace for the Town and
Island ofBombay, and not before a Court ofQueen?s

Bench, and therefore this Court could not hear a

mojbipn.' for a new trial. The Chief Justice sat not
as. one of the Court, but as an Assessor or Axlviser.

Mr. Bayley said that his learned ffiend
?

s

argument did not apply here. If their Lordships
wer to refuse the motion, they would take ;

away
from the defendants convicted of misdemeanour, a

right which belonged to them to have a ;new trial.

In .aJLl cases of misdemeanour, after xjonviction the
Couists -may? .grant .a new trial; And as to the
present not being a

:
Full Court, he (Mr* Bayley)
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referred to a case which came on before Justice

Arnould some months ago, in which he ^ Mr.

Bayley ) appeared for the prosecution, and in that
case his Lordship the Chief Justice, gave judg-
ment, and the prisoner was now suffering the

imprisonment.

Chief Justice Sausse said he generally ex-

pressed his opinion. He was sitting as an Assessor

merely, and where he coincided with Justice

Ariiould, it did not much matter who expressed
the opinion of the Court.

Mr. Bayley. This is really a branch of the

Supreme Court.

Justice Arnould thought the difficulty seemed
to rest in this way, the means of getting the case

from the Court of Sessions to the Court of Queen's
Bench in order for the motion for a new trial.

The only consequence of deciding in favour of Mri

Atistey's argument would be that the Court would

suspend the Court of Sessions, and would constitute

a Court of Queen's Bench for the time being for

the purpose of the motion.

Mr. Bayley called for their Lordships to

adjourn the Court of Sessions, and to proclaim the

sitting of the Supreme Court through the Court
crier.

Justice Arnould said supposing the Court to

be sitting as a Full Court of Queen's Benclv could

it at this time take notice of the motion for a new
trial without;a certiorari ?

Mr. Bayley argued that the difficulty lay in

the variety of jurisdictions pertaining to this

Court. By the charter the Supreme Court held

Criminal Sessions , but it was still the-Supreme
Court. The very indictment b^fbrb them was Held

in the Supreme Court of Judicature' at
:

Bombay
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But ; if the ;objection taken by the learned counsel

on behalf of the ; prosecution be allowed, it might
have the effect ofdepriving, the defendants of that

right which unquestionably they have to a new
trial.

;

This . case was : not a case in, an inferior

Court, but in a branch of the Supreme Court.
Would a certiorari have the effect of bringing into

Court that which was already in the Supreme
Court?
.;"

? "'"*.". ' -
'

-

'

Justice Arnould referred to the constitution
of the Supreme Court. There was no special com-
mission given the Judges for the Court of Over

j m r & J
and Terminer.

Mr. Bayley thanked his Lordship. He was
aware that the constitution of the Courts here was
different from those in England. In England
there were five special commissions for the Circuit

Courts. Mr. Bayley referred -to K. vs. Gompertz,
vol. & Queen's Bench Reports, p. 824, where in a

trial for conspiracy before Lord Denman : a rule

was made absolute for a new trial ; and to K. vs.

Whitehouse 1 Dean C. C. 1 where a new trial in a
case of conspiracy was granted on the .ground of

surprise, and the Court would see that none of

these motions for a new trial were made before the

judge who tried the case.

Justice Arnonld In the case of King vs.

M(iwb$y the question of new trials was very fully

argued. , ........ :
; ;

'. ..

Mr. Bayley Yes, and sustains my argument
that every man convicted of inisdemeanour is

entitled to ;a new trial.

; j^^hief Justice Sausse-t-You lay it ;dow.n as; an
abstract proposition that every misdemeanant is

move for a new trial, ,. ,-
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Mr, Bayley laid ,it down as a
when the case was either

'

originally inithe

of Queen's Bench, or removed tfherfc vby
'

writ /of

cerUorari. -
; V .'"

:

-.'''' :i;
:

- - ;
:

-

./ .-.
r

v-~-
:

Chief Justice Sausse said he only sa
s

t here -at

present as an Assessor. He knew nothing of^e
case except as he heard it from, counsel/ "The
matter must be brought before the Court in -some

way if the Judges sat as a Court of Queen's Be'nch.

Mr, Bayley thought it need not be by a ,writ

of certiorari. In England the proceedings could

only be brought to the superior from the inferior

Court by a writ of certiorari.
!

, Justice Arnould said the questions was j
is the

Court of sitting as a Court of Oyer and Terminer
and inferior Court ? ,

Mr. Bayley Certainly not. There was no more
difference .between this Court and the Supreme
Court, than there was between the Supreme Court
on the plea side and equity side. This Court was
a Supreme Court on :

the criminal .side, and is

expressly so stated in the charter, and their

Lordships had the full power which the Court of

Queen's Bench in England hand.
"

Mr. Anstey, with regard to the iremarks of

the learned counsel moving for a new trial said,

that their Lordships' attention had been directed

solely to the charter. Now the ^chatter rhad

nothing to do with it. Their Lordshipsi had five

special jurisdiction, and when they were exercising
the jurisdiction of the Court of Oyer arid Terminer

they were not exercising the jurisdictipn ^>f a

Court .of Queen's Bench. The motion fori a

certiorari ought to have been maderbefore^ an|jl as

it was not made, and as it was now f

a writ to issue, motion for"a mew^ trial
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he* made. If the trial had taken place before their

Lordships sitting as a Court of Queen's Bench,
then motion for & new trial might Have been made
in Queen's Bench. His learned friend (Mr.
Bayley) had nioved the Court iri arrest of judg^-

ment, as he had a perfect right to do, but he was
not^competent to go beyond that. In the case df

The King vs. Mawbey in vol. 6, Law Rrports, it

will ibe seen there must have been a writ of

certiorari. The case of The King vs. Oxford was
similiar. If the wlrit were now granted in. this

case, he (Mr. Anstey) could foretell no end of

litigation at future criminal sessions when every
prisoner, either personally or through counsel
would apply for a new trial.

Justice Arnould. A certiorari was issued ac-

cording to practice only the other day by a single

judged sitting as a Full Court. It was simply a v

writ from a superior to an inferior Court.
, .*.

'

:

".

'

V ....'....
Chief Justice Sausse was of opinion that every.

person who \$as convicted of misdemeanour, at the
Assizes at home, here at Oyer and Terminer, was
entitled? to a new trial on good grounds.

'-< 'Mr. fiayley had stated several .grounds; He
had been told that a certiorari was never applied
for here.

/
- - -

Chief Justice Sausse. The other day a writ

was applied for in case of a corporation. The law

coftnpel^ defendants to appear in person, and as a:

corporation Cannot be personally present, it was.

the*re|ore thought necessary to bring the case

thie 4e ên?ant might appear by attorney or
'

. ..
x

; Bayley said there * was a clause
;
in

chart^riwhich gave the defendnnts the privilege
of appealing to the Privy Council ; and certain
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objections taken by Kim had: nofc beeitf idecided ?

by>
the Judge, anH had not been^argfeed sfr|MJy?^is
they would have been if the poiiitS had'hibt' been/

reserved ;

'by
> the learned 'Judge for furthei? aet>n'si^

deration iri case of
!

a convictiqnv < 'PheX

were greatly prejudiced, and it was
than a fraud -

upon- them to Reserve <certairi

of law and afterwards' refuse to have them? argued
and he and* his learned friends were~e6nvinced
that evidence had been most imprope-rly 'received

at thei trial and that the conviction ^could^ not
be sustained. :

,. Chief Justice Sausse. Thie Judge. wh,p(

the trial has the right of ruling different p^rts
of eyidence as it appears before Jiim.
V * "*

.

- - -

i.

Justice Arnould said he took a note of the

objection, and at the end of the Court gave leave

to counsel to apply for a new trial in general
terms. There was a concession given which ought
noib to have been given^that was all/ The mo-
tion fbr a new trial must be disallowed; /

Motion in arrest ofjudgment resttme^.- f
-

;

' Me. 'Green, who appeared with Mr. Bayley,
offered a few arguments in addition. The only ;case

of. obstruction of justice was such that from the

nature o|,the case justice might be obstructed by
tjjre conspiracy. The learned gentleman s$id that

tjie cbnlpiracy to prevent, if sound at all,;oUght
t6

be to prevent persons from giving evidence* "who
* .

.- ; -x '.': - '

JL-
" ' ' '

''.'' ^^,
" *^ -'-.' --"". .' **"". '

fiatd been lawfully summoned to appear an(J give
evide.nc4; he citeci Queen vs. Turnerj ii^^Btst;
Queen vs. BpworiK, and other cases. Nbw^irf Mis
case there was no lawful summons-^only a p^rsbnal

request to person's to appear an$ give evi|tenel It

was riot ^tated that those p6rMdn ;%ere^i^le rt6

appear arid give evidence in this Cdurtf^an^ it
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w/asihghr authority in support of this poiiit.

tlearne% gentleman tit^ &infl ysf y}R/t0elli

elMriger ?
and :other cases. ) Really there

case parallel to the present to be < found in
-

regarding persons conspifm^ to prevent
from giving evidence. There might be

an action \ iaa every one knows against the witness

himself for damages, should he refuse to appear and

giMe-evidence* JTn vol. 7i Law Journal, New Series,

p.,i028% .there was a case of conspiracy td abuse a

process of the Court by puttin-g it 'in -motioti;' and
in that case there was no summons, and_ therefore

no damages. On those two points the use r of the

woEd;"uriiawful/ ? and the second, the r absence 66 a

summons, the /learned gentleman* let the case :td
their Lardships' consideration.

Connon followed and said that he had
a substantial ground .for moving for an arrest

ofjudgment, lie was of opinion that the evidence
did not disclose a criminal offence; he cited the

case of O'Connelj when judgment was arrested j

and he g-itliered from what
s
Lord Campbell said

on the occassion, that when .the parties indicted
had done WJiat they had been conspiring to dp

they could be charged with obstructing the course
of ptiblic justice. It was the .

first time in his
jife^.

continued Mr. Connon, that the editor of a n^iiyie

paper sougttt to be dignified by the pubiicatiph of
a libel, a suit, for which is pending on/|He ples^
side of this Court. These parties, ^Hetrpreseiit
defeiad

(

4nts, could have iio direct interest in the
settlement of adisputebetween thesetwo mdiMduals.

ThejM^ <jasepwhicb:he remembered and which he

thought ;bore a ^somewhat reseniblancei "to thisj i^as
a (^spiifa^pto Mss in a!

publi^. assen^bl^X tmt as

bf a cwil characte-r it was ;otily a
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civil injury.- It had also- been: suggested/ observed
Mr-. Conrion , that if the parties subpoenaed ?fo at-

tend did not attend, then there would be an injury,
and an action may be maintained, i He submitted
to their Lordships that it did not appear by the

indictment that the parties 'charged, were within

the jurisdiction oivthis Court> and he hoped that
the Court would take,judicial notice of this objec-
tion. The Bhattias wera a class of people number-

ing large * and the Court could only have jurisdic-
tion-over such of them as were within the town
and island of Bombay, and therefore the indict-

ment was faulty in . this respect. He submitted
that the Maharaj, the prosecutor in the plea suit,
had just as much a chance in being bribed as any
witness, and concluded his remarks by stating,
that the evidence adduc 3d for the prosecution did

not bring home to the defendants a criminal
offence.

Chief Justice Sausse.- The present is a motion
to arrest judgment, and you cannot travel out of

it. You are treating with the evidence brought
before the Court at the trial, but which is hot

before the Court now.

Mr. Cannon. I may ask your Lordships, what
would be the consequence, of finding these men
guilty ? It would only tolerate abundant .prosecu-
tions of this character, arising out of civil suits.

There is not a case pending in this or any Court
in which parties are not asked to give evidence one
side or the other. It were better if each .washed

his dirty linen at home than come here to do so.

Mr**Anstey . I shall confine myself, my Lordi
to the motion 'for arrest of judgment. Before I

enter upon it, I must ask your Lordship's leWe to

point out the fallacy of Mr. Bayley's and the other

learned gentlemen's arguments. The indictment
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};been<< perfectly good
' had it ^omitted

the overt acts?altbgetheri= It was> only out? i of

grace
>and favour that I ?did not press -them to- be

made out stronger.- The -eases ^of Queen vs. Brown
and'1 others f and Queen* - vs* St.apletdn and others^

reported -in 6 ?

Weekly* Reporter 1861, are in point.
The Gourt ion -,the occasion makes remark, that al^

thouglvit is not necessary to mention overt acts

iff the indictment> it may, however, be done. The
defendants are not charged with tampering^ with
witnesses in giving evidence, but they are changed
with intimidating witnesses to give evidence;

Away goes the objection just raised upon thia-sufoV

ject.
An offence to obstruct justice is not an oflBnce

in law ! a witness cannot be a witness unless he
is subpoenaed ! he cannot volunteer to be a witness!

why cannot the witness be voluntary ? why is' not
the prosecutor prohibited in giving his evidence t?

The absence of a subpoena cannot affect the quality
of the crime charged ! My Lord, I think I have
said sufficient against this frivolous objection.
I now.proceed to the other objection---a ^specious
one* I find in that book, that conspiracy is a
harmless word, but may be taken by the com-
mentary in an ill sense. Objection has been taken

by> Mr. Bayley to ths word "intimidate" in the

indictment. What are words? They specify the

meaning ^they specify the purport, and they
specify what is laid down. The introduction of-the

word ''intimidate" does not affect the meaning of
the word "prevent." (Here Mr. Anstey read the

indicthient.) The defendants attempted by certain

overt acts
1 mentioned in the indictment, to pitnisu

those members of -their caste by excommunication
on their giving^ evidence in the plea action. Your

Lordshipisbound to take judicial notice of this (fact.

Now comes anranswer ito another objection which is

entirely-frivolous; .It^S' not for conspiring amongst
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themselves, but for deterring Bother* itam

evidmee, especially of persons who? ; at ia-vited

give evidence. They are threatened with expulsion
from the caste, also with the loss -of cetiitain

privileges. The indictment says,
"; then an4>there

witnesses.'' Another count ofthe indictment says,
that the forties were to be prevented from giving
evidence by a caste meeting. The overt :ae]^ ?was,

they~did call a caste meeting, and the next lehrert

act was, that at the meeting they proposed to ;take

measures to expel from the caste any person who
should give evidence on behalf of Karsandass

Mooljee, the defendant in the libel action. The
next overt act was, that they induced divers Hindu

persons to sign a certain book by which they bound
themselves to suffer excommunication in the event

of their ; giving evidence against the Maharaj.
This is a motion for arrest of judgment which
cannot be entertained by the Court. As the verdict

was a general one, and which I must ask your

Lordships to infer from the very fact that the

jury appeared satisfied on their returning their

verdict. Strange's Hindu Law states 'the con-

sequences of excommunication, and which is very
severe; they are not only expelled from their caste,

but they are prohibited from contracting ; the

marriage of their sons and daughters. In the case

of O'Connel the eharge of conspiracy was to/ alter

the law by intimidation and physical force : in; this

ease the law was different and the, charge was

framed'~upon it. Now look at the word- "pie^ent";
it has beeiit used by pleaders since 'the earliest, time.

The* objection thai applies to intimidate, does ?not

apply txy prevent. Ihtimidatej itris ar^uedy has no

contentf the^counts nH say "prevent from giving
evidence."v (Here Mr;i Anstey ireads from tte2nd
'<vo&-~-0f iRussel on Crvriw andf cited: a ease.) K.Where/a

person is charged with coasj)iring : to !pretie44; ; a
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tailor ihy ; indirect means from .carrying , on his

trade, the presiding Judge.- held tbat the indictr

.

: ,. ,. - -

Justice^ Sftusse, I dp not
it Vas sugges^ecf that tB$ worcl

'

'prevent" in tb? 5tji indiotmeiif was not
lr r.

jiv . s,- - _--.. ->^. - v-j-v. - .
. .-: -

'
: '"

; ^.ustey here rea#tfce 5th indictnieht

said. -^-EVeW overt act charged 5h the itidicttrient
. -.

'

-.':-.-- -.

'

- '/ r t
...... ^J . . .

WAS proved in the evidence at the time o trial ;
?

the;jur^ found guilty on the word "prevent/*
1

There is "no ground fot criticism in the way the-

jury found the verdict, or in tHe' way the Clerk of
tHe Crown frataed the indictment. We are'iiiit

living in an age when a trifling error of law
can destroy an indictment. Assuming aff,

'

how-

ever, to be
:

true, there is no defeneie whateve?
to tfe four corners of the indictment. (The
Judges were consulting and* Mr. Anstey sfcopbe'd'
1' . ''^*vi .""' , \- ,:':

'

- ..--. .: *_..-

his address.) *

Justice Alrnould. I was drawing 'his Lord-

ship's attention to Lord Campbeirs Act which^em-
powers the Judge to couple hard labour with ther

sentence if convicted of preventing, perverting and

defeating^ the ends of justice.
;

Mr. A-nstey.-^-Open conspiracy rby means of
forces and threats o a barbarous, aye, ..and un^
eultivaited race are crimes of an .uncivilized epoch.
In forme? days< the. star -chamber was; resorted to
to . effect intimidation of witnesses,! but . in the
present day, a constable is sufficient to put to flight
a number of intimidators. Since the star chamber
ha;s been done away with, weihaYe, had charges of

perju!^) subornatibn of/fieijiufjr. Ifat the present
case we hate had^ jas^^ycnir Lordships < know>

i riob

the defendants ^ the prosecution has been
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will

such go unpunished. In the" cas^ of-

Mayobey .there Wav n<> distinetipn_ fir -J& .^.'.-, A . .' . . . T :

' '

. . ..-..._ * "

- . ,'~

_
spirac^r to obtain false certificate;

- In the"
* ba

r

se

ofJKifyg vs. -Mawbey these parties' dixi conspire 'to-
l-'-i'-f vr-i-jU j: . V '

.; .>%;.: --^a.^ .'?' : '.'- ivi- '-'.- -^'/i. ***' i

g^wier r-fcp: optaiii: a tals
?

e certificate: t;he> _second

cojan j;, ^as ^ith inlienl; to ,4ec6iv^ i*frp i Goipt ".fey

pr9cliicingi a ;ifelse ceriifipate, and t^ie, |hir.^; poiint

w^s /sp.mey^at simiiar.. Lofird Kenn^yon "sayjs tjat
the; offencei ',maj lie an indictable bne

" ~

[MrV j^Liistey referred to the following: :

vs. ^Roebiicfc, Queen
^ jys". 'ftoberi^ p, T29,

EgyfeJbn, p. 80; and others, j r
:

.
: .

As^uiiiiilg thai a! n>pi can comniit
-^a

could^e trieci only on the civil side, still thiere are
' A .

'
~

, .
* - ; / r , , . . ; _.-. t

* -

i r *
,-"

-
- * -

i t ,

cases ( the present is/one), which; are, . indictable and

punishable. Defamation, libel, conspiracy .ma^ be
made the subject of an action at law, and they
njay, consistently/ her put pn- the; criminal side;of the

lar.
;vW^at cto yr$ know hut that; the jppseet$or

is gSining by< ;this; apt o ,the ^ons|featprsj? -.-, In,a

criminal action,, .the Injury dpne ;
is

; <Jon^ to the

Queen. She has
.
no right of actipn in a cjase of

tort. - I page of the state trial. Jn the ?case of

Raines it was contended that?a -
defaulter -t the

Queen could,be: actionable at criminal law ?but' of

a iprivate person or company he cannot be Assum-
isngl tte:-indictment 1

tto 3 be --true/ ? there
? r

hialr^been

an ) attempt %fco^ impoverish him-r-iani i

attetegt^ to

dispuade $fl$hers ! from ? giving ^evidencei
\

_ _ _ . - ^^
.

^y _ _ . .
-

**
.
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], i 4fi|.

M'- the argument of Mr. ai$e%. r In/
', **f"'-r

''
' '

"

"' ' '" " '^5'" '-'-' '

V .'
' '

" './*/* "

-

"

.

-'---

JjiiBe.0 the jury fbun<^ a verdict ^%pn some of the

counts, and as dt was a sp^euii ;verdict
r a new

tpi^ wa|i ! allowed; but ih^ ^is -case thfc'venKci;

w,as genersbl , and therefore no new ; trial dan

be-had. _-.;. /_ .-'.-_
';, .-.;

--
/'_'-.-

-
. -':'

'

, Mr. v
Bayley then replied and. said, there was

no atiibhority to support these \ yaribuB; counts.

The^, cojints in the indictment in tyGonrieFs case

all relied on the same matter : the samte words
were used in all by means of

w
intimidation

''
; and

all were upheld by ; the judges, though they found
fault with the jury. ( The learned gentleman
cited cases). The Court's attention had been
called to the word " intimidate

"
and "

conspire^'
Now the word "

intimidate
"
only meant an im-

proper Action. The word "
conSspire .-"' no, doubt

meayit an illegal' action. The , nitfe iudgjes ;we^e
,- > %^f

'

^
' """." V ^J "

,."

unanimously of opinion that \there ;

. was flo teoh-

nically bad meaning to the word "
intimidate. *

Mr..: A.nstey had said that the purport
~

of the

word was
.,
the essence of the world. Thatj^wSs

mere quibbling. The opinion ;
of the. judg^s^Iwas

that
'"

intimidation
"
was not an iljegal ward?

Justice Arnould. The defendants are here

charged with intimidating by means
eet but following; there is a great differehcej.

^
"X

f

iifc Baylay said one count in the present in-

dibtment was a conspiracy toi intimidate tlie ^

world^-tb present all members- of ^th*
'

' " '

4s. ...feorn

'

igiving evidence; it was? tooog
> indictmerii/ did. not even state -thattihSsi persons
were in existence-^-no .avermeni? ofttnUfc: it^sty-S,

persons. ^ Now ;it assumes that ^thi&re'^ae
in'' persons. The i arguments taken i

15
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learned friend, Mr. Green, were good, and .had not
been answered. These persons had ,not been

...
sum-

moned : then the indictment did not state that

those witnesses were alive or were within the

jurisdiction of the Court, or were willing to come
forward and give evidence. The indictment raised

up a certain class of people as existing in order to

charge them with being intimidated by the de-

fendants. Now the persons ma|y be at Poona or in

England, there was no averment that any other

supposed witnesses were within the jurisdiction,
or that they were summoned or able to attend, and
it was consistent with the averments that not a

single witness could or ought to attend. He cited

K. vs. Stevenson, 2 Hast. 362, where the witness

intimidated had been duly summoned according
to law.

Chief Justice Sausse.-^-The conspiracy, as

the counts allege, occurred within the jurisdiction;
and it don't matter where the persons are.

Bayley said it did with his argument.

Supposing there were 10,000 people in Cutch,
and there was merely a meeting in Bombay to

'

try to persuade those people from coming here,

surely the calling of that meeting would not
be an illegal act. The count did not stat'e that
that evidence was .material. And there had not

been a single text-book or decision shewn to

ma'ke the act an illegal act. Then much had
been said of the word ". prevent

" which he .(Mr.

Bayley, ) contended in some cases meant {(
assist

"

We have a collect, said Mr. iBayley, beginining,
with "Prevent us, O Lord'' &c. &e.,lwhich

. plainly had this meaning, and surely those good
men-who composed it had as good a -knowledge of

English as we ourselves have, ,
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Justice Arnould-^-Do you mean to say that
*'
intimidate and prevent" in that collocation the

word ''prevent
1

" means assit ?

Mr. Bayley did not argue that. He thought
some, other word ought to have been used. The
word had. not that comprehensive meaning that

"murder, ".and such other words, had. -As tf
con-

spiracy,
'' as his learned friend had said always

had a bad meaning. Now, in this charge, there

were four words used combine, conspire, con-

federate,, and agree together, that the case should

not,, if possible, slip through. Now the indictment
should have gone on and stated the overt acts and;

damages done. For argument, he would assume
tliat an action in the nature of a conspiracy would
lie if damages had accued : it followed that a per-
son would have a remedy for years before the time
when?he might have a right of action, which right
of action might be successfully defended^ It is

perfectly consistent to say that, no injury has been
,

done to the prosecutor, public justice, or any thing
else. It was not shown that what the defendants

d|d; in any degree affected the case, or that a single
witness had been intimidated. No harm had been
done it was an abstract proposition laid in the

indictment, and not supported by -any authority.
There was a verdict, and their Lordships could not
alter that verdict. He thought judgment had not
been received here.

Chief Justice Sausse said he understopid the

present motion was in arrest of judgment.
'

~, Mr. Bayley said the verdict was general^ and
therefore the Court could not alter the finding."*"

^ury had been discharged without being asfcedf

whfoh' Count they convicted. Judgment was
and should be arrested.

r
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Justice Arnould said the Court did not con-

siddr that sufficient grounds had been shown for

arrest ofjudgment. After enumerating the counts,
and the overt acts which were to carry them
out, the learned judge said this appeared to him to

be an offence at common law. There was an action

brought before Her Majesty's Supreme Court for

redress of a wrong, it was necessary that the

Court should proceed in a certain way, among
other things have the evidence of witnesses, to do

justice; and any attempt to change that course was
an attempt to prevent that Court from doing what
it was appointed ,to do, justice. El ow an action was

brought by the Maharaj for the redress of what he
felt a wrong, and then intimidation is offered to

those witnesses by his devotees to'prevent them
from appearing in Court and giving evidence. Now
it would be a very great injustice, to hold that a

man who has to defend himself against a serious

charge in the Supreme Court has not the right to

defend himself. It clearly did not make any
difference whether the defendants carried out their

plan or not, or whether the present prosecutor had
a remedy at civil law. The parties suffering had a

right to call upon the aggressors to account for

their _ misconduct. With regard to the mere
technical objections which had been taken, the

learned judge said there was nothing in them.
The whole gist of the case was in the word ''com-

bination." In a case cited it was not clearly shown
what the meaning of the word was, but the case

here was totally different it was to intimidate

and prevent by means which were set out, so that

there was no possibility of vagueness. It also ap-

peared to the learned judge that it did not matter

though the witnesses were not summoned.?JT The
essence i was the combination for a common object.
The quality, kind, and nature, of the offence was
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the same, though the-degree might be mitigated.
The verdict was; general. In< his; Lordship's
opinion each count was good. Judgment had not

yet been, entered up.

Mr; Anstey asked that judgment might be

entered up on each count.

Mr.. Bayley requested as a matter of right a

new trial for the six defendants whom he re-

presented, and he also moved on the ground that
the points had been expressly reserved for argu-
ment by Justice Arnould.

Justice Arnould said that question had been
decided.

Mr. Bayley asked the Court merely as a
matter of form preliminary to further proceedings.
He had understood that the question of a new trial

was^not fully decided.

Mr. Anstey pleaded for judgment on the de-

fendants.

Mr. Bayley said he wished to call a few wit-

nesses as to character.

Mr. Anstey took some objection, when

Justice Arnould asked if he (Mr. Anstey) had
not asked for mercy 'for the defendants for the

Saturday ;when they were convicted ?

Mr. Anstey said he had, . and .although He
would not retract, yet the prosecutor and all cpn-
cerneo! in the. prosecution had received nothing but
siieers from the defendants in consequence .of \ the

; Messrs. 3. Cassels, M. H. Scott, T. F.C/ray,
J. Bevi% B. Hannay, merchants of high standing
were* called on behalf of :the defendants. Mostr
of them .spoke to an acquaintance with the de-



fendants, for terms of ten, fifteen OK twenty; years,
an&tb: the high character they >bore in- the nier4

cantile community. >i ;r ,

W. Crawford, Esq. Senior i^agisirate of
was also called, and said that Be had

known Ragoo Shamjee he believed* for twent^-1^6
yea&s. Defenda.nt. was one o the mildest mannered
me.iv andli one of the gentlest men, he, 'ever
dealt with.

Bayley made a few remarks in mitigatfon of
/ v

.

-

- ,O

punishment, on the position of the defendants,
the novelty ofi. the offence, the Absence of any
proofs that the defendants most of whom only

sjDoke their.native tongue, knew thev were doing
wrpug; ^n^with all dejEerence sujamitte^. tha,t a

ligjit sentence would; meet the ends of justice.

Mr. Anstey said that after this= he would re-

tract, every word he had ,sai<I on Saturday, in favor

of the prisoners (Sensation and strong expressions
of dissatisfaction.)

Justice Arnould in sentenginy. tfa

said t Gentlemen of very high respactabitity in

this comtnunity have just been heard* to give you
a* J^igh;

;

o|wi*a:tei^ ; and* ofi the >

perfect, trut|i ofs their

ev.i^Jei?fle 5I ha^e> no manner o doubt. Erom, tjie

beginning to the*end o this^ trial ther^-has l^en
no imputation u|>on your character as peac.eably
*{.:_ ii& id JA Qr^iy persons. The charge 'against

that a person who^n you hold: in the

_ ^rd
4 Ms broiight a^ a^ption

in this, Court

._ "damage' on account of puBlication of an article

charging him with adultery and other immoral

piac&besv The editdr of that journal when; the

aftfeiowae bsought againsii him*, as one of, Her

Majesty's- sb^cils, he had a clear right , tei do, put
on* the reeoitds of this Court a pleate ,defeia4him-
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self at this trial. I haveinordoubt but^that y@u have

beenrput up to do what you did do^by B^c^hoadas
who Was ^managing this case. Tihat tplea
been represented as an attack*-^!t as not,.ttn tti

but a defence, as you were perfectly mil . -aiware \

And you being men of respectability as you are,

could not 'have been so .perfectly ignorant >aS(B6t

to^know that bribing a witness was an oifienoe ;

it was then endeavoured to ^prevent tuuth and

justice from being done by another course. But
although in iOo,urts the? allegation ol^be^ieff^appot
exclude or mitigate punishment, t-ani not^going
to exclude human nature in -the sentence I shall

now pass upon you. In passing sentence I have
two extremes to guard against; qn the one had
I am not going to pass a sentence 'wliich will

seem vindictive, Awhile on the'Pther hand I must

aypid the appearance of overlooking . $&^ ,faojbs

as it would seem to exclude tlie whole truth of
the prosecution. It is fitting that you should
know ^the law -iff ''England

f on this offence as ap-

plicable ^here, and 5I will read it f

l>y way ?^a
warning jagainst .any future crime.

-....( His Lord-

ship read -from 'Lord vGampbelKs ^ct, the i^w

emppwering judges to couple .hard labor with

imprisonment for the w^hole term df seritence ).

That islthe law. I don ?t itttencl on*ihis aecasion
to avail myself of the power given. '(The sentence
of thefCourt rupon the two leading men, you)iGocul-
dass Lilladhur, ;and you X*ukmidass

~

that .*each .pay?a fine of?Rs. "^tOOO; ^a
other :

- defendants eaOh -a fine of Jls.

fines were ammediately ipaid and ^he.(

leftithe Couut -with their Mends. ]

-There >was great confusion iin iCourt (f^f^n
the sentence ^was proclaimed, '^but ^the^aojse >w^s
suppressed -without trouble, iwhen.
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Mr. Anstey applied to have the costs of this

case from the Fine Fund. Mr. Anstey stated

that the costs already amounted to about Rs. 4000.

Mr. Anstey was told to make the application
to the Full Court.

The application was accordingly made on

Thursday, the 19th December, and the Court
ordered Rs. 1000 to be given to the prosecutor
out of the Fine Fund.

THE TRIAL OF THE MAHARAJ
LIBEL CASE.

SUPREME COURT. PLEA SIDE.

(BEFORE A FULL COURT.) ;

Jadoonathjee Brijruttonjee Maharaj vs. Rarsandass

Mooljee and another.

Mr. Bayley,, with Mr. Scoble, instructed by
Messrs., Collier and Leathes, for the plaintiff,; :

Mr. Anstey, with Mr. Dunbar, instructed by
Messrs. Acland and Prentis> for the defendants.

First Day, Saturday, 25th January 1862.

Mr. Scoble opened the case by reading a por-

tion of the pleas.

Mr. Bayley
" In this case I have the honor to

appear with my learned friend Mr; Scoble to ask

your Lordships for damages for a most wanton and

unprovoked libel published on the 21st October

1860; in a native Gruzerathi newspaper, the Satya
Prakash. The plaintiff your Lordships will ;

i see

from the plaint, bears a high character amongst a

ee'rtaiii
1 clabs of people, and as the case presents

some circumstances of a peculiar character^ and as

this is the first time that any one othe Maharajas



have sought redress in a court of justice, the, plain-
tiffis subject to all advantages and disadvantages
attendant } upon it. <Also amongst others of being

e^minedfand cross-examined on the -part of. the

defendants. Now y:our Lordships will see that a

persoifc situated as he is/ respected and revered

among numerous followers in Bombay andr ; other

places, it becomes a matter of importance that the

practice set forth in the pleas should be proved^
He, of course, would have abstained from bringing
sjach an action, so Confident is he of the falsjty of

the, , allegations that he is disposed to risk every
tjirag, but ii is important for him to vindicate his

character. Your Lordships will see that he could
not well remain silent. The case before the Cour(t

on the part of the plaintiff is a simple one,; but
before I proceed?: to the question of libel I may in-

form^your rLordships that the piaintiff is a person
of thirty-four or thirty-five years of age, and;th$t;
he resides for the most part in Surat, occasionally'

coming to Bombay. Though not educated in the

European sense of the term, he is conversant with.

several native languages ; he has always taj;en an,

inte^egt in the cause of native female education,;

which alone gives him respect and honor in this

country, and speaks volumes in his favor. He
seeks redress through a proper channel^ to which
he is justly entitled. With these few introductory
remarks, let me call your Lordships' attention i?o

the libel : itself. I shall not at first enter at all

into'1 the 3?ebutting proof of the evidence which nq.ay
be brought forward, the burden will lie upon the
defendants/ as they are going, I believe, tojustify-the
libeli i -It is unnecessary to trouble your Ldrdships
with the-case>' a^ one of your Lordships' is already

bf the' particular $acts and circumstances
case. The authorized^translatins

itself is in these

16
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[Mr? Bayley here read before the Court the

alleged libel.J-
4 * Now your Lordships will see tha't the article

divides itself into two parts. The first part is to

a certain extent historical ; in the second, the

writer singles out the plaintiff, and in company
with other Maharajas charges them with the most

filthy and obscene conduct; now that that is a

libel, I apprehend your Lordships will have no
doubt. I will read Addison on Wrongs, p. 578. 579,

from the chapter on libel and slander. It is there

shewn that every publication making a person's

society shunned and avoided is a libel. To publish
and say a man has insulted two females and there-

by to make his society shunned, is a libel. Those
cases cited by me are merely foot-notes, to-:show
what constitutes libel in the opinion of learned

judges in England. The defendants have filed

justification. I am prepared with a certificate to

prove that Karsandass, one of the defendants, is

the publisher of the libel. Hearing his admission
in a recent case that he was the publisher, arid*the

other defendant the printer, I need not put myself
to the trouble of proving the printer and publisher.

*' The sixth plea is as to so much of the

alleged libel. I think a special traverse as to its

being properly translated will have no effect, as I

am of opinion that it is correctly translated by Mr.

Flynn, the official translator. The seventh plea

goes into minute circumstances, and details a hor-

rible character of the plaintiff. That disposes of

all the other pleas. I submit that unless my
learned friend is prepared with substantive justi-

fication, this is clearly a case for damages. The
/bur.den of proving, every substantive plea of the

| allegations, rests with my learned friends on be-

half of the defendants. The plaintiff is ;
not aetu-
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ated by 'any vindictive feelings; he does not require
substantial damages ; nominal damages and an

apology would satisfy him, arid save trouble to the

Court, and much annoyance to the feelings by the

recital of horrible details. If the defendants do
not choose to retract, I am prepared to prove my
client's case, and to rebut at the proper time the

allegations set up for the defence. I will ask my
learned friend if he admits the publication and

prititing of the libel, and also that the publisher
and printer are the defendants. "

Mr. Anstey
" I admit all. No doubt there

was a publication. I deny all inuendoes; I deny-
that it is a libel, and assert that it is a privileged/

justifiable communication.''

( 1 ) James Flynn, examined by Mr. Scoble.
"
I am the chief translator and interpreter of this

Court. I produce a copy of the Satya Prakash
of the 21st October 1860, and an official transla-

tion of an article headed
"
the primitive religion

of the Hindoos and the present heterodox opi-
nions.'' It is a paper in the Grujarathi language
and character, printed and published in Bombay.
The translation is correct, and according to .the
best of my ability.

! /,./ '

Cross examined by Mr. Anstey.
"

I see
the equivalent of a passage bracketted in the

original 'Maharajas acting up to the commentary
desist from the defilement of the wives and daugh-
ters of your devotees, &c. ( Witness was exa-
mined as to the grammatical construction of the
above passage in the vernacular language. ) The
word Maharaj is used in the vocative case. The
*
Brij Bhasha "

language is not court language^
and in my 'Opinion it is not a language in which
translations have to be made.
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To the Court.
" The '

Brij Bhasha
'

language
is an ancient dialect of India ; it is not a spoken
language now. but a written one.Oi <->

.
.

' -
'

Re-examined by Mr. Scoble. -" The article

which I, have translated is in the Gujarati

language, and not in the Brij Bhasha language;

To the Court
" The Character vof the Brij

Bhasha is somewhat similar to the Sanskrit.

To Mr. Scoble. "The original seat of the

Brrj Bhasha language is round Agra in the North
-West. In the native newspapers punctuation is

not carefully marked. Looking at the passage
translated in sixth plea, I think it forms two
sentences ; and I hold that view notwithstanding
the omission of the full-stop."

>

(2.) Gopalldas Madhawdass, examined by
Mr. Bayley.-1 am the head of the Mahajun or

a Banian caste of all denominations. They are

numerous in Bombay. Mahajuns are Banians
assembled in a meeting. It is necessary to obtain

my permission to hold meetings of caste. I know
the plaintiff Judoonath Brijruttonjee Maharaj,
who is about 40 or 42 years of age. He occasionally
resides in Bombay at intervals of 10 or 20 years.
He is a resident of Surat. The Banians and Battias

consider the Maharaj in very good light, and re-

spect him. (Mr. Anstey objected to. the last state-

ment of the witness, and read the 355th Section

of Taylor on Evidence to show that the plaintiff
cannot give evidence of good character or conduct
unless the countrary has been offered or alleged

against him. The learned counsel alluded to some
cases in point, and remarked they were not to be

goit over by any explanation of his learned friend.

Mr. Bayley said the question was not as to character.

He would call attention to the 4th plea, which
stated *'the plaintiff is not a high priest of high
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Caste" &c. Si Joseph Arnold. Taylor has laid

down the rule in reference to aggravation of

damages. I understood the question in a spiritual

light. I thought there was a misunderstanding
on the part of the witness, and that's the reason

I asked him if he spoke of Maharajas in general.
Mr. Anstey.- I have no objection as to -his position

among the Maharajas. I object to his personal
character being reffered to.) The plaintiff is a

Maharaj : he is our gooroo or spiritual guide,
who worships our idols and performs divine service.

The Maharaj is a Brahmin, and is above the

ordinary run of Brahmins. Some Brahmins who
receive a particular religious character from him

regard him as a gooroo. The Bhattias are wor-

shippers of the Maharaj. The Bhattia caste is

different from the Banian. They respect the

Maharajas equally asStheir gooroos. A gboroo per-
forate divine service and worships the images.
The Maharaj might preach sermons, But I am in

the habit of going to him only three or four times
in the year. The Brahmins read the Puraris and
other religious books to the people. The Maharajas
occasionally read the Purahs, but are generally

engaged in worshipping the images. The Maharajas
have temples in Bombay? there are sometimes two,
sometimes five, and some times ten, and perhaps
more Maharajas in Bombay. Some permanently
reside here, as, for instance, Jeevanjee Maharaj.
In India, I believe, there are now about 60 or 70

Maharajas. The Maharaj at Sreejee is considered
the chief ; he has a temple at Nathdoowar, near

Oodeypore, in Northern India. The Maharajs are

spread over the cities of Hindobstan. The rajahs
and native princes respect the Maharajas in the
same manner as the devotees do. I have resided
all my life in Bombay. I am a subscriber to the

Satya Prakash newspaper. I may -have 'read the
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articles upon which this action is brought. The

Satya JPrakash is now amalgamated with the East

Go/tar.

Cross-Examined by Mr. Anstey . I have never

been to the principal seats in India, nqr have I

seen the Maharajs worshipped by the rajahs > and

wjiat I have said about the Maharajas is what I

have recollection of an unpleasant controversy

which was going on in 1911-12 (1855) between the

Maharajas and the Brahmins. The controversy re-

lated to pur religion; I was engaged in it against
the Maharjas. 1 don't remember Lallmuneejee

Maharaj issuing an order eight years ago, calling

upon members of his caste to repair to his house

and to give him presents; neither did Lallmuneejee

Maharaj give such an order ten y^ars ago. I do

not recollect incurring the displeasure of Lall-

muneejee for denying his right to ask for presents.
1 have not heard of the complaints among the

Vallabhacharyas of the adulterous practices of the

Maharajas with their, wives and daughters, but I

have read, some complaints in the Satya Pfakash

and Parse^ Punch, which I first began to read about

five or six years ago. I have not signed; a paper

prepared by the Maharajas binding me, to implicit

obedience, especially with reference ,to these ac-

cusations ; but many persons have signed such a

paper, which I have heard was prepared by the

Maharaj. I have heard from the Banians, mem-

bers of the sect, that an engagement has been

entered into by Banians, Bhattias, and all

the sects to do their 'utmost to prevent the

Maharajas from being called as witness in a

court of justice. This engagement has been

designated tlie 'slavery bond' by those printers

and newspaper writers. I can't say whether Qthers;

it so. I have not signed ibhis bond. It is true
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that to get the bond signed, the Maharajas kept
the temple closed eight days. This was about

four years ago. I do not know of any attempt
being made by the Maharajas to get Karsandass

excommunicated from the caste of Banians for

writing articles against them. Such an attempt
was made. Two persons came to me and said that

as the Bhattias had made an arrangement we
should make it also : this was but a day or two
after the signatures were obtained, to intimidate,

witnesses to give evidence in this case against
the Maharaj. One was Purbhoodass, and other

Jaykissondass. They are both Banians, so am I,

and so is the defendant, Purbhoodass is the person
who is managing the case for the plaintiff in this

present action, and is sitting down in Court behind
the professional advisers on the part of the plaintiff.
He came to me once only about the business of
excommunication. I said that if what Karsandass
had published is false, the Court will punish him-
I refused to interfere, as the Maharaj had brought
an action against him : they went away. I can't

say that they knew whether I was going to give
evidence for the defendant in this action. The
Maharajas are not the preceptors or spiritual guides
of all the Hindus, but only of the Bhattias and
Banians and Brahmins. The majority of the
Banians believe in the Maharajas. Some of the
Banians are Jains. Jain Banians don't believe in
the Maharajas. I have not heard of any Banians

regarding the Maharaj as almighty God incarnate
in the flesh. I cannot say whether Bhattias re*

fard
the Maharaj as the incarnation of the Peity,

ut
;

i some may believe in the Maharaj as the
incarnation of God j while others do not. [l^r,

Anstey* Do the whole sect of Vallubhacharya
regard the Maharajas as Gods ?] I cannot say what
they think. Some people do say that they are
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gods, while-some deny that they are. (Mr} Anstey
here read a portion- of so much of the first aver-
ment of a plea to the witness in which the doctrine
of the sect was laid down.) It is the opinion of,
the Vallubhacharyas, that the Maharajs and ;thejr
descendants are incarnations ofBramah and Vishnu*
deserve to be worshipped with the mind, property
and body of their followers; I believe it to be a sin

of the gravest character to neglect this wdrsliip\ I

cannotsay ifit is the duty offemale devotees l

(as stat
-

ed in the plea ) to love the Maharajas and to-be-
connected in adultery and lust with them. .., ;If such
doctrine or passage was shown me in any. of the
books I call Shastras, I would take it as good and
true. Referring to the i( bundobust ''

( arrange-
ment) I meant to refer to the Conspiracy Case of

the Queen vs. 'Goculdass Leladhur and others. I

heard the arrangement was to prevent any person
from giving evidence here on behalf of Karsandass:
and the "bundobust" I was asked to sign was to

the same effect. The Maharajas decide caste dis-

putes, and also themselves fall into caste disputes;
I do not know if some castes have had to complain
of the Maharajas seizing the property of widows
and orphans ; I have never heard such a things
The Maharajas have temples in Bombay : some-

times when there are marriages and such occasions,

dancing and singing go on in the temples ; but

not in the part where the idols are kept. Prosti-

tutes are invited on such occasions to dance in the

temple. Prostitutes are also invited to the party
In those temples the Maharajas worship the idols,

and men and women worship, sometimes, the Ma-

harajas. They prostrate themselves at the Maha-

raja's -feet, fey worshipping the Maharaj, I

understand applying to him scent and stufff an<^

offering him fruits and flowers, in the same way
as the idols are worshipped. When we, fall jVd6wn
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worshipping the idol is by swinging it, and our

wojnea worship the Maharaj by swinging him in

a s^Sfg. On certain occasions the Maharaj throws
- gotat ( red powder used during the Holee holidays )
on the person of men and women. It is thrown
from a distance, and it may fall upon the necks
and breasts of women. _It is not considered among

people equivalerit to adultery tn

of.a woman. If any person throw
the breast of a woman, OUT people don't

t cindeeent or shameful. I do hot kiifow

if other people consider so. I have not heard of

any Maharaj touching the breast of any of my
relatives or of any other female. The pan sopdrree
thrown off by the Maharaj is taken in hand and
eaten by his devotees. The water rinsed and

wrung from the Maharaj's dhotia (trowser), is

drunk by his devotees and is known as charnamrut,
i. e.y ambroisa or the nectar of the feet. Some
portion of the remnants of the food eaten by the

Maharaj is eaten by the followers. The water with
which the Maharaj bathes is not drunk. I have
been .only three or four times in the year to visit

the Maharaj. *The Maharaj sees men and women
in the same open space. I don't know if there are

rooms of the Maharaj to which females only have
access. > If the Maharaj has a family, he keeps a

separate
" zenana

"
in the temple. I do not recol-

lect whether two or three years ago a meeting of
the Bhaittias was held with the view to prevent
females from going to the Maharaj in his private
rooms.
'..-:' '

. .',: ':'-'". '

'

.

'

.

"

Re-examined by Mr. Bayley.-?-" Blaintiff was
not in ? Bombay four years ago. People of our
caste ^follow the customs and usages of our ances-
tors ; while some others follow the Shastris -and

17
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religious instructors. They take their opinions
from the gooroos or Brahmins. I have never
been to a dance at the Maharaja's temple. The

Maharajas usually reside in the Temple on one

side, or in a separate dwelling-house, sometimes in

a place-within the compound, and sometimes in a

house opposite to the temple. There are doors ! and
entrances between the house and the temples. The
dances take place in the house on one side, and
sometimes in the compound of the temple. All
nautch-dancers in Bombay are prostitutes, Nautch
dances are frequently given by respectable persons
on occasions of the celebration of marriages and
other events. The plaintiff is married and has
children. The Maharajas object to come and give
evidence in courts. They would not incur . any-

body's displeasure if they came here ; but as they

might be detained two or three days, they would
be prevented from the usual ceremonies and prac-
tices in the temple. When I say: "worship the

Maharaj," I mean that when we wish to invite

the Maharaj to our house, we fetch him to our

house, we offer him flowers, wave -a light round

him, present him money, and prostrate ourselves

at his feet. We do not worship the God ; the

Maharajas do that. They bathe the image in se-

veral ways : they wash it in saffron, flowers, &c.,

dress it, wave a light round it, and then men -and

women go to worship before it. N"one touch the

image .except the Maharaj and particular servants

of his, who are appointed to the office. .The qoldl

is thrown about during the Hoolee festival : it is

a kind of powder prepared from wood called
"
Patanghee.

"
It is usual among the Hindus

to. throw it! it is an ancient custom, and I

cannot explain it. Now I am an old man,
and I don't throw it : when I was young I used

to
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<;, To Sir Joseph Arnould. --'When I said two

people o the caste came to me and said "the
JBhattias have made "

bundobust/' and that we
ought to maker" bundobust

"
also,

'' I indended
"we '' to mean the Bania caste,

To Sir M. K. Sausse " When I say
"
worship

the Maharaj,
"

I don't mean to say it is the same

thing to worship the Maharaj just as he worships
the image : there is a slight differance between
the two. The image is bathed and dressed, arid

food is presented to it; but the same is not done
to the Maharaj. The Maharaj eats of the food

presented to the image, and also distributes it

among the Vyshnavas.
To Sir Joseph Arnould. " When the Maharaj

worships the image, I consider him to worship
God. When I wave the light round the Maharaj
and prostrate 'before him, I don't consider him as

an incarnation of the Deity.
To Sir M. R. Sausse.

"
I have said there are

soine of the Bhattias and Banias who consider
the Maharaj as an incarnation of God. I cannot

say if the majority or minority of the Bania
caste hold that creed. I cannot say if the num-
ber of persons holding such belief has increased
or diminished within the last few years.

''

( The Court rose at 5 P. M. Throughout
the day the hall of justice was excessively crowd-
ed Tby followers of the Maharajas, and peace .was
maintained by a select band of European of the
Mounted Police Force.)

Second day; Monday, 27ih January, 1862.

(3). Jumnadass Sevaklal, examined by Mr.
-^-I am a shroff and a .member of the Laud

nia -caste. I am not a shet of my caste. I
know the plaintiff, who is our Maharaj. He

A



instructs us in our religion.1 have read the
article in the Sutya Prakash containing the lifeel

for which this action is brought. I was a -/sub-

scriber to the Satya Prakasfa This ds a copy of

the Satya Prakash of the 2 1 st October JL860, in

which I see an article about the primitive religion
of the Hindus. I observe in it the name of

Jadoonathjee Maharaj introduced, the plaintiff in

this case. I have not heard of any other Jadoo-

nathjee Maharaj.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey.~" I give as

much respect to this Maharaj as to any other;
but the love of the people towards him, since the

publication of this article, has somewhat di-

minished. I remember his arrival from Surat
about two years ago. I have not heard of any
complaint from Jadoonathjee, since his arrival

that people did not respect him and the other

Maharajas as they ought to do. ( Mr. Anstey
hands a paper to the witness, and repeats the

question. ) I don't remember to have ever read

this paper before. I have not heard of Jadoo-

nathjee complaining of the neglect of his fol-

lowers towards himself and other Maharajass"pre-
viously to the year I860, and before the arrival

of plaintiff, I did not hear the Vyshnavs com-

plain that the Maharajs did not give them proper
instruction and advice in matters of religion.
We used to go before the Maharajas, to prostrate
ourselves before them, to go to the" idol and

to return. They did not give any other instruc-

tions execpt those connected with Brahma. Those
instructions are given only once in a life time.

Plaintiff used to say that if the Vyshnavs came
to him and asked him any thing, he would-answer
them. Plaintiff did not, to my knowledge^ com-

plain that they did not come to him, liiave
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not heard him *say so. I did not hear the plain-
tiff say that he would give instruction to those

only whoveame to ask him. I have not heard the

Maharaj say that; according to the Shastras,
the goaroo should not give instruction without

being asked by the pupil, nor that, giving in-

struction without being asked is to give food to

one who is not hungry. The company or society
of Vyshnavs, not the Maharaj, published a reli-

gious magazine. The Society is known as
*'
the

propagator of the Vyshnav religion." They in-

serted my name and sent me message to the effect

that I was made a member of the Society. Plain-

tiff is at the head of the Society. I have not
heard that Jadoonathjee has called upon all the

Yyshuavs to come forward and support the

magazine, nor have I read a handbill to that

effect; I do not remember the name of the

magazine. I believe the name of the magazine
is

'* Svadhurma Vardhak "( propagator of our

religion.) The Vyshnav families in Bombay are

numerous. I cannot say if they are ten thousand.
The Marjadees (strict observers of ceremonies )

are the Bhattias. I have not heard of Jadoo-

nathjee complaining that, out of so many Marja-
deesj only one hundred have subscribed to the

magazine, and that, out of so many Banias, only
120 have subscribed thereto. I have not heard
him complain so. The Maharaj does not practise

any tyranny, what tyranny is it ? By connection
with Brahma I mean the chanting of mystic
verse relating to the worship of Brahma. I don't

read Sanscrit. By God I mean Krishna. The
verse was not explained to me in Gujratee. I

believe, the meaning of the verse was once ex-

plained to me by ;some Brahmin. -In my opinion,
the Maharaj is a.representative of Krishna ( This
answer was extracted from witness on the threat
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of a fine of Rs. 100 from the Bench. ) It is not

that I hesitate to answer these questions against
the .Maharaj, for the fear that I inay be born

again in the condition of a bird or dog. [ Mr.

Bayley objected to the Court being taken, into

such excursive details. Sir M. Sausse remarked
that the libel was of such an extensive nature,
that the Court must go into the details. The

objection was overruled. Mr. Bayley again ob-

jected that this line of examination was not

pertinent to the matter at issue. Sir M. Sausse.

What is the question ? Mr. Anatey, That Krishna
is your protector, that therefore you surrender
to him your mind, body, wealth, wife, sons,

children, and every thing else ? The objection
is overruled.] Yes, the sense of this Sanscrit

passage is, that Krishna is my protector, and
that I, who aqa destroyed by internal misery
and pain, do surrender to Krishna my mind, body,
my breath, my heart, my feelings, as also my
wife, my house, my children, my relations, my
wealth, and other worldly things, together with

my soul. Some five or seven thousand Banias
1 assemble at a caste feast. Besides these there

may be five or ten thousand' Jains. It ija true

that about half the Bania caste ( the Jains ) don't

believe in the Maharaj. There are two. sects of

Banias believers and unbelievers.

Mr. Anstey. Do some Banias believe the

Maharaj to be a God ?

Witness.
" We consider him to be our gooroo.

Sir M. Sausse. Tell witness if he_ does not

answer the question, be will be sent to jail.

Witness.
' ' What is the precise question ?

( Interpreter explains ) Some consider the Maha-

raj a god in the shape of gooroo. ^
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;
Mr. Ansteyr^Is Gooroo a God ?

Witness.-
" Gooroo is gooroo.

Sir M. Sausse. -Tell him if he does not

answer the question, most indubitably will he

go to jail.

Sir Joseph Arnould. Tell him he is asked

what others believe, not as to his own belief.

Witness. I don't know if others believe him
as God; I consider him as simply a gooroo. I

don't know under what name others worship him.
There is no "bundobust" in my caste, to prevent
witnesses from giving evidence in this case on
behalf of Karsandass. I was not asked to join in

such "bimdobust." I have not been to the/plain-
tiffs attorney to give instructions, I went to him
for -my own case which is pending. I am not a

Marjadee. I don't know of my caste people going
to the /'Rasmandalee.'' I don't know what sort of

thing it is. There is no festival among the Valla-

bhacharyas in which married men and women mix

promiscuously in a room.
%
I may have read in the

libel article a reference to the Ras festival ; but
there is nothing of the sort in my caste. I do not
know anything of the history of the Vallabha-

charya sect. My only reason for believing the

Maharajas to be ofhigh caste, is that even Brahmins
believe them. I don't know if those Brahmins are
few or many. The Maharjas are originally Telinga
Brahmins. I don't know if the Maharajas, on ac-

count of their practices, were outcasted by the

Telinga Brahmins for some hundred years. I
don't know if they are so outcasted at present
by the Telinga Brahmins. I have never heard of
a JM&haraj intermarrying in a Brahmin family.MaW and females of my family visit the Maharaj.We worship him when he comes to our house :
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we don't go to his house to worship him. I have
not at any time swallowed the spittle and leavings
ofpan soparee thrown out by the Maharaj ; but
I have sometimes partaken of the remnants of his

food. My family may have eaten the leavings
of his food but not the pan soparee thrown out.

In the month of Shrawan, the image is swung in

a swing ;
if the Maharaj also sits therein, we

swing him. The females of my and other families

have swung him. The Maharaj has- thrown

golal on thousands of females, not the females of

my family alone, By Thackorjee'I mean Krishna.
I don't think that throwing the golal makes women
pregnant. It is not the fact that young men
throw golal and not the old. Throwing the golal
has no relation to sexual intercourse. 1 would con-

sider it a great insult for any other person, but
the Maharaj, to throw golal upon my wife. Throw-

ing golal from a distance 1 don't Consider as an

outrage upon chastity. (Witness is fined fifty

rupees for not giving a direct answer.) I cannot

explain why it is an insult to throw golal'on a

female at any other time but the Holee holiday.
I have not heard any complaint of the Maharajas
handling the breasts or necks of females in play-
fulness. Complaints similar to this have : been

published in the Satya Prakash^ I have not read

the Parsee Punch, theSammacharjoriheSammaehar
Durpitn. I subscribe to the Jame-Jamshed, but

don't recollect reading therein any thing of the

kind, (Mr. Anstey reads a list o all the vernacular

papers.) I have not read any of these papers.
I subscribed only to the Satya Prakash and the

Jame-Jamshed. Mr. Anstey hands witness an

article published in the last-mentioned paper six

or seven years ago, containing
ran expose "which

must put to shame the followers of the MahaUaj.")
I don't recollect having read this -article.:
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;, Re-examined by Mr. Sepble. *'! have been
askecbas tojswinging the image and the MaKaraj.
It-is aoCereinpny performed pn Certain religious

and^sUyai d^ys. ij It ,is performed publicly, in the

presence: of men
;
and women belonging to the

V^simav persuasion. Throwing the golal is also

part of pur, religious ceremonies during the Holee

holidays. The golal which remains after throwing
over the idol, is thrown over the worshippers.

[Mr. Scoble. You are fined fifty rupees for not

understanding why it is .an insult for a stranger
to throw golal upon your wife. Sir M. Sausse.

Mr. .Scoble has misunderstood why the witness
j. ;-.- t -

;. -i
- i . ; . .

-

ff

was fined fifty rupees. It was for evasion, pre-
varication, and .delay. Sir

: Joseph Arnould.
The Court would not fine a witness for not under-

standing a question, and your assuming that it

did so fine him, is assuming what you have no

rigM to assume. Mr. Scoble offered an explana-
tion, and the examination continued.] "If the

Maharaj or Gosaei handled the breast or neck of a

female, it would be considered adultery not so

his tihrowing golal on females from a short dis-

tance;
;
I have been present at the marriages of

Maharajas. It is not lawful for a Brahmin to

marry; put of his caste.

Tp Sir M. Sausse. "As we cannot touch and

swing the image of the Deity, we swing the

Maharaji When we do so, we regard him as our

gooroo.
* The Maharaj is the only gooroo of those

of the sect who wear "Kantees
5'

(necklaces of beads,)
and1 who :are known as Yyshnavs."

, Vurjeevandass Madhowdass, examined by
Mr. Bayley-rtr*

'

J i
ain * justiceofthepeace of Bombay.

I.beJ^ra^'^^e'-'Bania^st'e.-. J know the plaintiff.
I ha^%aowGn: the , plaintiff these last two years
sincelhis arrival ;in Bpml^y. I; am a shet of ray

18
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caste, arid one of the members of the Mahajan.
The Maharaj is a priest of the Bhattias, Lohahas
and Banias. The plaintiff is a gooroo or spiritual

guide and Brahmin by caste. He is in a higher
position than the ordinary Brahmins. The Maha-

rajas are looked upon as descendants ofthe Vallaba-

charyas. The plaintiff has no temple in Bombay.
Maharjas are looked up to with respect by the

Hindus, particularly by our sect.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey. ''I deny that
I was ever called upon to give evidence in a court

of justice against a man charged with double
murder. My name was not mentioned in a native

paper in regard to that matter. I have seen a

paper containing that charge signed by Mr. Fojett.
That was about five years ago. I am brother of

the witness Gopaldass Madhowdass. I do not
know whether my brother was in opposition to

any of the Maharajas, except to Jeevunjee Maharaj,
in respect to a dispute between some Brahmins.
I do riot know the history of the sect of the

Vallabhacharyas, nor whether he was the son of

one Luxmon Bhut. Maharajas were originally
Telinga Brahmins, but have not heard that they
are outcastes. I have not heard that Brahmins eat

* with them. One-half of my caste are Jains; they
* do not worshipThe Maharaj ; they are Buddhists,
some worship the Maharaj as well as Shiva, ^nd
those who worship Vishnu, have a reserved wor-

ship for Shiva. &ome persons when they abandon
the worship of Shiva, worship the Maharaj. I do
not know whether the Raja of Porebunder was dis-

gusted with the worship of a Maharaj .on account
of his immoralities. I do notknow why a Maharaj
was flogged by the Portuguese authorities at

Daman. An application was made for the
v

release

of a Maharaj who had been imprisoned at Jalua-
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patan. The Maharajas adopt sons from their own
sects,,and they become priests by adoption. It may
be criminal in the eyes of the Hindu religion to ex-

pose the vices of their parents, but I do not con-

sider it so. The Maharajas wash their own bodies

on their .birthdays or religious days, and we throw
saffron and other scent on their persons. The

image, too, is washed with saffron water on these

sacred days. The females also sprinkle saffron on
the Maharafs person and they consider the touch-

ing of his feet as sacred. I do not know if the
dust> on which he walks is regarded as sacred.

If a Maharaj dies we do not say he is dead, but
that he has joined play or amorous love in heaven
between men and women. I am not able to

state whether it is a part of our sect that Krishna
had intercourse with 16,000 women, and that

they had salvation thereby. I do not know that

the
^

Maharajas are called the Avtar of the Maha
Prabhoo. The Maharajas have imposed a tax
on the gains of the Bhattia and grain merchants
that fall on the community. There was a meet-

ing held at the plaintiffs house for considering the'

re-marriage question and opposing it, I do not
know when the Vishnu Punch was started. I

have not drunk the water wrung out of the

Maharaj's lungotees after bathing, nor that with
which his right toes are washed. Some people
drink such water. I have not signed the ^bundo-
bust ''

to help Karsandass in this action, nor do I

know if my brother has signed.it. I know only
from the newspapers that my brother was asked
to .sign it; I signed a document by which we
agreed that no members of the caste should call

upon a Maharaj to give evidence in a court of

justice ; if they did so they would be expelled,
we intended also to memorialize the Judges of the

Supreme Court, and if this Court did not grant
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Us exemption we would appeal to the Privy
Council to be relieved. The temples were closed

for 8 days in order that the followers should sign
the document. Maharajas visit the steamers, shops,
aad nautch parties, but do not like to come to this

Court as they have not done so from time im-

memorial. (Mr. Anstey. -How do. you say time

immemorial, when your sect has been in existence

only 400 years.) Our sect has been in existence

only 400 years. Groverdhanathjee Maharaj was a

large trader; he received visits from and paid Visits

to Parsee and Mahomedan traders. I know not/hing
of the Mahomedan mistress of Vachallalji Maharaj.
I do not know if there is such a book con-

taining verses written" by the plaintiff. I have
not read it. There is a separate zenana where
all the ladies go to visit the Maharaj's wives. The
devotes are allowed to see the image eight times a

day. I have sometimes heard that women's dresses

are handled indecently in the crowd, and their

persons disgraced. In the winter 'the men and
women attend at so early an hour as 4 o'clock. I

did drive the Maharaja's carriage as coachman ; . I

do not consider it disgraceful to do so. I did not

slight the late Governor Lord Elphinstone while

driving in public in order to pay respect to our

Maharaj. Before the publication of the; libel I

have read in some of the papers that the Maharajas
were in the habit of committing adultery. This

was about 4 years ago. There was a talk amongst
members of the Vallabhacharya caste. I do not

know if any replies were made to this. There was
a talk, I believe, among the Bhattias that their

females should go at proper hours to the temples
of the Maharajas. The women were to j

go only in

the morning and evening. This was about ten

months ago. lam not on bad terms with the

defendant, I have been attacked by hiin in his
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newspaper. The attack was made on account of

some ; caste disputes. I took no notice of the

article. I do not read the doctrines of my sect ; I

learn them by hearsay from the Gujerati Brahmins.

Re-examined by Mr. Bayley.
" I am still a

justice of the peace,, and do not think my character

injured in any way by what is called the double

murder by Government or any other .body. Ttie

charges were without foundation. I have merely
heard that the Maharaj was found dead ; I know
nothing further about it. The plaintiff said if

the Shastras allowed him to support the re-mar-

riage of widows he would allow it, but if they did

not allow, he would not allow it. There was some

discussion, but I have not heard how it was settled.

Vishnoo Punch means Vishnoo assembly and not

a caricature. These articles that I saw had no
effect on my mind as to the character of the Maha-

raj. I frequent the Maharaja's temple. Several

people are kept at the temple to keep order. They
regulate the admission of people into the temple.

They enter into one passage and go out of the
other. The defendant attacked me three or four

times in his paper, but I thought the attack too

contemptible to notice it.
"

Third day, Tuesday,28th January 1862.

(5i ) Runchor Munjee examined by Mr.

Bayley.
<C I am a merchant, and have visited

many parts of India on pilgrimages. I have been
to the great cities on the banks of the Ganges and
the Jumna. I have not been further than Pore-
bunder towards the West. There were Maharajas
in many of "* the places I visited, in others there
were not. I believe there are in India some 40 or
50 Maharajas. There were two Maharajas at
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Benares. In a religious point of view, the Hindus,
as well as the native princes, regard the Maharajas
as gooroos. The Maharajas are Brahmins, and are

looked up to and respected by other Brahmins.
;

Cross examined by Mr. Anstey.-
" The whole

world say that the Maharajas are Brahmins. I

don't know if they are outcasted Brahmins. I have
not heard so, I have not been to Telinga country :

it is said the Maharajas belong to the Telinga
country. I have had no conversation with any
Brahmins about the Maharajas. I used to see

many Brahmins sitting at the Maharaj's when I

used to visit him, sometimes five, sometimes ten.

sometime twenty-five. 1 can't say if they were
there for asking alms, they often come to me for

alms. I never saw a Brahmin eating with a Ma-

haraj. I am a Bania and a Vyshnav. I have dim

eyes and am not now able to read. I have read

the story of
" the 84 Vyshnavs,'

"
also

"
the story

of the 252,
"
(witness does not say 252 what \ ) I

have read another book called the "Instruction

Paper.
'' I have not read any of the literary

publications of Jadunathjee, the plaintiff. I have

read, either in the 84 book or the 252 story book,
the story of Krishnadass carrying his wife on his

shoulders for the purpose of her fulfilling an adul-

terous engagement which she had made with an-

other Bania. [Mr. Anstey. Is the conduct of .the

husband approved or censured in the book ? Mr.

Bayley objects to the question being put; his

learned friend might as well examine the witness

on the contents of the Bible. Mr. Anstey read a

few sentences from the plaint, showing that the

question was necessary to disprove an allegation
in the plaint. The objection was overruled. ),

The
conduct of the husband, the wife and the,, third

party in the story is praised. The good faith of
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the wife to her promise is particularly praised.
I don't know the story of the Bheel who killed his

wife for adultery with a Thackorjee, who re-ani-

mated the wife and stamped her as a virtuous

woman. I am ignorant of a story in which a Ma-

haraj declined to commit adultery with one Gunga
in a privy, but afterwards made her pregnant in a

dream. Not being acquainted with the Shastras,
I cannot say whether or not these stories are re-

pugnant to religion or morality in one sense. I

ought to act according to what is enjoined in

pur Shastras, but 1 think one ought to be mindful
of his belly before he learns the Shastras. I do
not know the ten principles of the Yallabha-

charyas. [ Sir M. Sausse suggested if Mr. Anstey
would think it necessary, to swell the depositions
with the negative answers of the witness.

Mr. ^A-nstey. This witness is called by the plaintiff

to show the morality of the life which the Maha-

rajas lead, and the high respect in which they are

held, and I am bound to show the contrary. The
witness seems to know nothing, and yet he is

called to give opinions on the virtuous life of his

spiritual preceptors. My client being poor, it is

unfortunate for him that the trial should be

lengthened over as many days as the plaintiff's
advisers could possibly do so. The objection was

overruled*] I do not consider my gooroo to be an
incarnation of the Deity. I cannot say if other
men believe so. I am not a "Varkat," or a beg-
gar who goes on pilgrimages. He begs only when
necessary. Varkats are of the Lohana, Bhattia,
and other castes. Some of them marry, others do
not. A. man can marry after having turned a
Varkat. I have not heard if the Varkats act as

procurers of women for the Maharajas. I have
been present when the Maharaj has attended the
silk bed of a dying person, I have heard that the
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Maharaj puts his foot on the breast of itherdying
person. I have not seen hirn do so. For :putting
his foot in this manner, the Maharaj get&t from
five to twenty-five rupees or any other

; amount,
according to circumstances. He gets the money
as gooroo. I know the festival called tliejRas

festival, which is 'held at uncertain .periods.
Married and unmarried people of both sexes

go as spectators % to the festival. I am talking
of the drama. I don't know what is called the
" Ras mandali. "

To Sir M. Sausse.
" The story to which

I alluded is a sacred story and is so considered

among my sect. The man had come to the wife's

house, she gave him food, made an engagement with
him to go to his place and fulfilled it. It was, I

presume, an adulterous engagement. The wife's

conduct is praised in the story for keeping her

engagement? with the man, whawas a hermit holy
man.

To Sir Joseph Arnould. "It would not be con-

sidered in my sect a good thing if a woman visited

a Maharaj for a similar purpose. The woman in

the story did what she thought proper.

To Sir M. Sausse.
4 'The husband on hearing

of the wife's engagement, said to her r "I consider

you now as my daughter ;" and the hermit^ on

hearing what had occurred, said to her^ "You

having fulfilled your enagement, I regard; you as

my daughter.'' /

To Sir Joseph Arnould. "The moral of the

story is that all the three parties were true to

their faith as regarded the enagement.
-

: .
- i

'

- t i

To Sir M. Sausse. 1 "I believe, from, th t
her-

mit having called the woman his daughter, .that

no sexual ^intercourse took place, ;; >

'
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Mr. J^nstey.^ Was it the Bania or the her-

mit wfoo said to the woman,
U
I consider you as my

?
"'

.

'"'It was the person from whom she

brought food for the holy man.

Msr, Soofoie. Your iLondship will find when
the -story is produced, that this man has told it

t/ j '

all wrong j!

Sir Joseph Arnould. I don'tthink it is wortli

following it up. It is a story without a moral
after a!i !

To Sir M. Sausse. "The holy man asked the

wexman for food ; she had no food in tfoe house ;

it (Boast be provided soHfcehow ; sh/e went to .a

Bamia for it, and it was to the Bania she made
to temgagement . The hemait ate the food ; ;aaad

when she went to tke Ba^iia, he (thfi Bania) said

he ^oasid^ired -heir to be his daughter."

(&.j) S&iod&ss Mffkumjee, examined Joy Mr.
Scoble. I am a member of the Bhansalee caste,
and carry on a general trade at the bunder in tjie

name of my sons, I know tike plaintiff in this

ease. He iitid tke other Maharajas are regarded
ija the light of gooroos anM&ogst our casite.

Cross-examined toy Mr, Aostey; -'-My caste
i diyidied iato fos* .different seetions. My caste

numbers ten or twenty-five thousaidl persons i&-

wands Gateh. The people of any caste <don't foHow
isect f .'sonae are called Ramaniand.ee, Shaves,
bint they do -not reg?ard tiie Maiha,raj as gooroo,

imply fiespeeife him, I-don't know ifothers
f my jseet beM*eve la the Maharaj asa'Grod. I
have never read any books of my sect ; nor heard
them reaioL I-idoa't' know i\rhat the 'doetriio.es of

my eet are. I iaave heard the "Bhiagwat'' r^ad
Brahmins. The Mahaaiajj tied-thebSad meeklace

my; neck wlaen he iyQld nie I should do

19
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was right. That was the only instructions I ever

got from the Maharaj in my lifetime. I pay my
respects to the Maharaj ; I don't worship him* I

have never drunk the water from his
. "lungotee,*'

nor swallowed his spittle."

(7.) Gungadhur Nanackram, examined by
Mr. Scoble. I am a member of the Mesree Mar-
waree caste. T belong to the Maharaj seek There
are not many Marwarees of my sect in Bombay.
Other Marwarrees belong to the Maharaja's sect.

There are Maharajas in Shreejeedwar and Joudpore.
They are regarded as gooroos.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey. "I, cannot

say how many of my sect there are in Bombay,
perhaps ten, twenty, or fifty. I don't know the

number of the Maharaja's sectaries in my native

country. I regard the Maharaj as my gooroo. I

cannot say what the consciences of others are."
f

Mr. Bayley. That is the case for the plaintiff.

DEFENCE.

Mr. Anstey submitted to their Lordships as

a jury, not as the Court, that there was no case

made out by the plaintiff, and that, therefore,

the defendants were entitled to a nonsuit. He
trusted their Lordships would not hold that there

was some evidence to go before a jury ; and even
if they did, that they would dismiss from their

minds the seventh and eighth pleas and issues

raised upon them, and would return a verdict

upon the facts as regarded the first issue. To sup-

port this proposition he would cite the case of

Robertson vs. McDougall (4th Bingham, ) the

doctrine laid down in which has been followed ever

since. And it is so laid down by Mr. ;Wingrove
Cooke in his work on Libel, viz., that it is not for

the Court to give any opinion, at an early stage
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of the proceedings, upon the justification. Mr.

Anstey would ask for a nonsuit on the first issue,

that of not; guilty , on three grounds. First, he
woul<l say this document (the article) was not a

libel, and per se, secondly?
that the plaintiff has

not proved his iriuendoes, not a single inuendo,

whereby the libel is pointed} and thirdly, that

the document, as appeared from the evidence of the

plaintiff's own witnesses, was published upon justifi-

ably grounds and upon a justifiable occasion. If

their Lordships should think that there was some
evidence, however infinitesimally small, to go be-

fore the Court, then he must say he would take

the benefit of these observations. He urged, how-

ever^ that he was entitled to the Court's verdict

on the first issue. On the second issue, though
the plaintiff produced no proof, or rather the proof
produced by him disproved his plaint, Mr. Anstey
wo\ild say it resulted upon the evidence that
these persons called Maharajas, most improperly so

called, are not the preceptors of religion, and none
of them has any right to sue in that character.

There is no evidence offerred at the Bar to prove,
there was some -, apparently to disprove, that they
are .high priests. The sect of the Vallabhacharyas
is a contemptible sect of 400 years old, and not
an ancient ruling sect, as the plaintiff has averred.

Mr. Anstey said the first five issues were proved
1

by plaintiff's witnesses for defendants; and he
did not prove some issues at all. The learned
counsel's two objections were that the libel is not
a libel, and therefore, per se, the Court ought to re-

gard the libel as it is, without any regard what-
ever to the inuendoes. The plaintiff has not

proved the characters he ascribes to himself in

the plaint; his witnesses have proved that he has
them not, and, therefore, he has no right in any
of tiibse assumed characters to sue. Before pro*
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ceeding to read the material portions
1 of the

libel, Mr. Anstey wished tohave the libel entered as

read along with the documents to wMeh it refers ;

otherwise he should object to its being entered
as read.

Mr. Bayley. The learned counsel may put
what construction he pleases ; the libel has been
entered as read.

Mr* Anstey. Then the documents to which
it refers must be taken as also read.

Mr. Bayley objects to the proposal..

Mr.; Anstey. Then I insist upon the libel

being read, and I will make my objections.
The Prothonotary reads the article containing

the libel.

Mr. Anstey applied to have1 read! the docu-V i *

ments in which Jaidoonathjee says
1 that "

in the
same way as some one goes from the- gates ofthe
Fort to proceed to Walkeshwur, aiid some one fco

Byculla,
'"

&c., and also the commentary of Gocul-

nathjee referred to in the filbel. The learned coun-

sel applied on the ground that the plaintiff is

bound to produce all references in the article of

which her complains. His not having produced
them had deprived the defendants' counsel! of his

right of referring to and commenting upon them.
In support of his argument the learned gentlemen
cited Solcman vs. Lawson (15th vol. Law Journal)
in which the Court held that there was variance,

owing to one of the letters only being produced,
and no mention made of a second letter in the

count, which was referred to in the first. Lord

Kenyon held that the other letter ought to feave

been also set out.

Sir M. Sausse. They both together made a

libel, and, therefore, it was argued that one pught
to have been incorporated in the other.
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Mi. Anstey.' I rely much more on the second
ease, Qartwright vs. Bright, in which it was laid

down as a maxini'. What I am arguing for is this>

that according to these easesy references in this

document ought to have been set out. The libel is

said ta be against the sect, against every member
of it, and against the plaintiffi !

Sir M. Sausse. The libel does not say that

Jadoonathjee wrote the reference. The words are
u
Jadoonathjee says '*; it does not show he wrote

anything.

Mr. Anstey. Very well, my Lord, then I

proceed ta the other reference to Goeulriathjee's

Commentary. The first thing to be proved is the

libel, and then it must be shown with what intent

it was written.
"
Holding improper and heterodox

opinions
>r

that is what plaintiff is charged with in

the first part of the article.

Sir Joseph Arnould. Defendants are debarred

from asking for the reference, from all the works
of Groculnathjee, they select a passage in point to

explain their meaning.

Mr. Anstey proceeded to comment upon tibe

different inuendoes, remarking that none of them
was proved, and therefore the Court had no evi-

dence before them of the sensus verborum* TEe
Qaurt : has IK* judicial knowledge of what the re-

ligious . opinions of the sect are ; there is no
evidence to show what the doctrines of their re-

ligion "are, and, therefore, as regards the sensus

verboruw, the case fails. What is left to juries at
home in such cases is Given the sense, the plain-
tifi's meaning of the inuendo, was it in that sense

that the words were written or spoken by the de-

fendant of and concerning the plaintiff ? and, then,
Whether the construction put by the plaintiff is

borne out by the evidence. In Staple vs. Jonesr it
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is laid down that if the meaning of the defamatory
matter be obscure and cannot be made out, the

alleged libel is nonactionable. In England, the
rule is to take the words in their ordinary, popular
sense. Now, what is the sense of heresy, hetero-

doxy, &c. ? In this country, interpreting such

terms, the Court must take the surrounding
circumstances into view.

Sir Joseph Arnould. We don't know what

heterodoxy is, and we don't know what heresy is ;

for we don't know what the Shastras themselves
are.

Mr. Anstey said it appeared from Brooke's

Reports that one of the courts in England refused
to enter on its record an action in which a clergy-
man of a certain persuasion wanted to sue, and
referred him to the court having proper cognizance
of the matters concerned. What, then, is the

course to be adopted ? The popular meaning is

taken, the witness is asked if there :.is anything to

give another meaning to the words, and, then,
what did he himself understand by them ? Their

Lordships could not read the Purans, or read the

doctrines of modern times, to be then able to say
what the heresy referred to in the libel is. There
was no evidence to show what the heresy consisted

in.; There was evidence the other way. It was
the evidence of witnesses that plaintiff's religion is

of a modern date, and consequently he has esta-

blished no standard.

Sir M. Sausse. There is, Mr. Anstey, great

difficulty in the question. The__standard ^is not

proved, nor is it proved wheg_jjie Kali Tug set in.
"

; Mr. Anstey. I say, my Lord, the Jibel is not

alleged and proved.
. O , ; : . j '.-.'<;.

Sir M. Sausse. As at present advised, ^
we

should . read the clause leaving out the worcls
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" Shastras '' and " Kali Yug
"
There is no evidence

to show what they are.

Mr. Anstey. The onus o proving every in-

uendo lies upon the plaintiff where the inuendo is

material. I have already cited two cases to show
that, and there are two other cases to which I

will now refer, Griffiths vs. Lewis (8 2. B. R. ) and

Galway vs. Marshall (9 Excheq. 94.) This

brings me to a proposition to which I would call

the serious attention of your Lordships, and to

which I did not do justice in the recent Demurrer
case. It is that, although it is competent to a

person in his private character to recover damages,
if the libel refers to his professional character, he
cannot recover any, unless he prove -by first

laying the foundation of proof by showing his pro-

fes^ional characterwhat damages in his private
character he has sustained by the libel. (Cites

May vs. Brown and comments upon the points
raised therein. ) No evidence is given here to show
that the Maharajas would be subjected to any
punishment by the publication of the alleged libel.

In the case I have cited, evidence was given of

practices inconsistent with the doctrines of the

Roman Catholic religion i and it was urged that

the plaintiff would incur the displeasure of his

superiors, and yet the court granted a new trial

for the important defect on the record. Nothing
could compensate for such a defect on the record.

The court held, How could the words be action-

able, for the manner in which the plaintiff could

be injured was not shown, either in his private or

professional character. Here there has been^ao
averment of the manner and form in which -the

libel would, have damnified the plaintiff, .but

positively he has given evidence to show that

the witnesses treat the libel with great contempt.
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One oiE them says that although, since ike

cation of the libel, love towards the Maharaj iias

diminished, yet that respect has not. But there

ie no evidence of 'the manner in whish the love has
been lost, nor to show whose love is meant. There
is ;an utter absence of tfoe averment both of manner
and dF&rm.

Mr. Anstey had not done with his able speech;
and the Court rose at half-past 5 p. M.

Fourth day, Thursday, 30th January,

Mr. Anstey3 resuming the thread <of his obser-

vations of the previous day, alluded again to the

case of May vs. Brown and cited two other : cases,

Lewis vs. Walton and Herne vs. Stovett, enlarging
at some length upon the principal points mooted
in each. A much more stronger case than May
vs. Brown, a case long subsequent to iia was that

of the Queen vs. Burdett, in which Lord Teiga-
mouth remarked that all the faeti descriptive of
the offence should fee set out on the record, as also

all the references if they contained new matter.

The learned counsel repeated, with fresh Ulusira-

tions, what he said on a former occasion., pointing
out the only difference between an action of libel

and an action of slander. ,

.Sir Joseph Arnould. Is your view, sonnewhaut

this? When a libel is ^lleg-ed a@aiosi a person.
both in his private and official character,, it ifjEo
libe-1 unless it is stated on the record how Jae4s4"

jiutcedin both capacitifes. , v ; 1

Mr- Anstey stated this was ?sfcortly ifcibe.sub-

stance -of his argument. It was n1

lifoel to !say
a clergyman that he was a

''fit-rapid :ffool,

it would be libellous to impute to- loam ipractieal

adultery. It is not. actionable to
! say?of a maai in

clerical capacity ihat (he is a rubber aiasd ia
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though the same words applied to a tradesman
would be indubitably libellous. According to the

principles of the cases cited by Mr. Oooke in his

bddk on
libe^Mt

is libellous to publish of a gun-
smith?-thatw|Bhooi8 out of a leathern gun ;

to say
of a {Romanjlllitholic priest that he tries to convert
Protestants by promises of money ; to say of a

newspaper that it is low in circulation, although it

is no libel to call it vulgar and scurrilous ; or to

publish a story which may make a man ridiculous

although he may have told it himself. Another

objection closely connected with the last one is

this : Supposing all that the learned counsel had

said, went to nothing and that it was necessary to

proceed with the case in spite of the want of proper
averment, the objection was that the plaintiff
could not carry the libel further than the class to

wh^ch it belongs. No doubt it is true that a libel

on an individual may be a libel on a class; but the

averments being made, they are to be proved as

such. That is the very point decided in Palmer
vs. Makolmsoh, the principle maintained being
that, where the class is referred to, it must be

proved that it is a libel on an individual. In all

these cases, the surrounding circumstances must
be looked to; and this argument the learned counsel

applied to the whole of the plaint. He said this

was not a case in which, without looking to the

surrounding circumstances, the Court could

give its opinion that it was not a libel. This was

properly a question for a jur$. The plaintiff is

bound to show how he is damnified in his private
and his official capacities; and no introductory
matter or inuendo can change the burden of proof.

Thetpatfts of the libel where the plaintiff is referred

to, are parts where, the learned gentleman sub-

no libel certainly could be found. His
occurs in an abstruse allusion to the

20
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doctorines of the Shastras and the latter days of

the Ivali Yug, which may be summed up thus :

<f
the sect of the ^Maharajas has arisen in the Kali

Yug, therefore, according to the doctrines of 'the

Shastras, it must be false. Jadoonathjee says that

the original courses of the Veds and Puransi hav-

ing gone forward, have diverged into different

ways. What a deceitful proposition this is." There
is nothing libellous in all this. Sir Robert Phil-

more was a maiutainer of all the filthiest abuses

which disgraced English leterature, and Mr. Locke
did a public service in exposing and censuring
such writings. Would any Englishman think Mr.

Locke ought to have been prosecuted in an action

of libel ? The critic does great service to the pub-
lic when he exposes a stupid book, and if the writer

of it suffers any loss, it is a loss of fame and of

profits to which he was not entitled.

Sis M. Sausse In the Demurrer case I ex-

pressed an opinion that the first part of the article

is a common and historical comment ; and brother

Arnould coincides in that opinion.

Mr. Anstey therefore proceeded to the latter

part of the libel in which the plaintiff is directly
referred to : "Jadoonathjee Maharaj ! should you
wish to propagate or to spread abroad religion,
.then do you personally adopt a virtuous course of

conduct, and admonish your other Maharajas,"
&c. This passage and others are hypothetical
statements and not a libel upon -the class at large
or upon any. one individually. If the plaintiff
makes the cap fit him

Sir Joseph Arnould. There is no inuendo
that the exhortation to adopt virtues personally,

implies the absence of them in plaintiff. ,

Mr. Anstey remarked the defendant's obiectM qj

in writing down the doctrines of the sect was
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two-fold: first, because they are heretical, and

secondly, because they were such as jnust^lead to

greater arid more serious

Some- ofthe allusions were Introduced merely for

the illustration of his argument. It is a great
amplification -.of-the original stanza, says the libel,

to say that the meaning of it is. Give your wives
to adultery and your daughters to whoredom.
What evidence the plain tiff has^ given is in favour

qf thft libftlj >nH the learned counsel would suEmit
that if the doctrines mentioned in the criticism

were contained in the sacred books of the sect,
there was nothing adduced against the libel it-

self. "In the Kali Yug many other heresies and

many sects have arisen besides that of Vallabha-

charya, but no other sectaries have ever per-

petrated such shamlessness, subtility," &c. The
words in the passage are the sect of the Maharajas,
not the class- The entire sect is hinted at, the sect

of Vallabhacharyas or the Maharajas. The plaintiff

sought to narrow and extend the meaning of

"Maharajas" in the plaint and in the libel re-

spectively. This inuendo, Mr. Anstey hoped, the

Court would not allow. He would say the true

meaning of the above passage is: Of the many
sects which have polluted India, none have ex-

ceeded the Vallabhacharyas as appears from their

sacred books, and particularly the passage in the

Commentary of Goculnathjee, to which reference

has been made. He goes on to say: "When we
use such severe terms as these, our simple Hindu
friends are wroth with us.'

5 What friends, the Maha-

rajas ? no, but the entire sect "we have to grieve
over our Hindu friends and over their weak powers
of reflection.

3 '

Connecting the whole of the

passage with what follows, it is nothing more than
a hypothesis "Should you wish to. propagate,"
&c., "then dp you personally adopt/' ~&c. "But
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when throwing dust in the eyes of simple people,
the Maharajas write about enjoying the tender

maidens,'' &c., "great flames spring within our in-

side, our pen becomes heated and on fire." Is

this libellous ? The learned counsel could not

think it was. If the Court decided otherwise, he

thought that the whole body of missionaries from
the East to the West, who preach against the im-

morality of heathenism or the debaucheries ofthese

monstrous religious preceptors, would be brought
up for libel every day ! The defendant, being a

member of the v allabhacharya s6ct, has a distinct,
a direct interest in the debasing practices of his

brethren, as well as a general interest which any
rightuiinded person must feel in the cause of

ni^ility^ and virtue. The above passages, the

learned counsel contended , were based upon hy-

potheses or suppositions. The libel proceeds.
"Your

ancestors having scattered dust in the eyes olf

simple people, made them blind." Do you wish to

make them see, or taking a false pride in the up-

holding of your religion, do you, (Jadoonathjee
Maharaj) wish to delude simple people still more?
A natural question to one who set himself up to

propagate his religion ! "If you wish, then, do

you personally adopt a virtuous course of conduct?5'

Is that libellous ? Why the Times newspaper -for

several days admonished the Prince of Wales to

persue the paths of virtue and morality, and has
he sued Mr. Walter for a libel ? This part of the

article is but an advice, a recommendation, to the

Maharaj to adopt a line of conduct which shall

distinguish him from the rest of his brethren and
from the upholders of the doctrines of these pestilen-
tial books. Why, here is the plainest language as

language can be. "Do you adopt
^ a virtuous

course of conduct, and admonish your other "Maha-

rajas." The meaning of this exhortation cannot
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great weight was attached in the Demurrer case,

and to which Mr* Anstey now called the Court's

attention, viz., as to the character of the Maharajas
as religious preceptors. That inuendo was not

proved: on the contrary, it was disproved by plain-
tiff^ own witnesses. There must be a proof of the

averment tendered; but no experts had been called,

no witnesses had been called to prove the Maharajas
to be the preceptors of religion. Those who had
been called, said they did not know what the doc-

trines of the Shastras are. One. said he had no
time for enquiry; he did notknow what the Shastras

said, and followed the customs and usages of his

ancestors. Another said the Maharajas gave no
instruction; it is the Gujeratee Brahmins who
read and explain the Shastras. Another said the

Maharajas never taught any thing, nor did

they ever preach. The vast majority of the Hindus
follow the original religion of India, and, do not

recognise the Maharajas at all. To prove that

they are the preceptors of such Hindu religion, it

ought to be proved that they preach any religion
at all. No averment was tendered by the plaintiff
on any one of these material points ; and a
nonsuit must be allowed for want of a proof
to sustain it. Returning from this digression to
the libel itself, the learned counsel said the next

passage must be read as follows: "You Maha-
rajas ! Who, acting up to that commentary of

Groculnathjee, defile the wives and daughters of

your devotees, desist from that, and destroy at
once immorality such as that of the company at
the Ras festival. As long as you shall not do s~o,

for so long you cannot give religious admonition
and propagate your own religious faith. Do you be

pleased to be assured of that." Now, what is in
this passage to connect the plaintiff with it ?
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There must be something laid by the .plaintiff be-

fore the jury to show that it is meant as a general

aspersion upon his own character and that of the

other Maharajas. Considering the context, asked
Mr. Anstey, is that e?en a libel upon the class ?

The meaning of the passage is this. "You.(Maha-
rajas) have put forward certain books in which
adulterers and adultery are praised, and you allow

your followers to read and believe in those books.

Unless, therefore, you repudiate these doctrines
3

the cause of religion will not advance. Do you be

assured of that !

" That's meaning of the passage,
that is what the writer meant to express. If the

sacred books of the sect are of that kind; if the

defendant, from an early period of his life, knew
that the books of the sect contained more than

permission an injunction to the crime ofadultery
where the adulterers are the Maharajas, then, said

the learned counsel, it fell within the bonds >of

legitimate criticism for the defendant (a member ,

of

the sect) to say that these were the doctorines in-

culcated to the followers of his sect. The official

translations of the libel, Mr. Anstey proceeded to

observe differed; and the meaning of the passage
was so given in the plaint as to fix the inuendo

upon the plaintiff and the other Maharajas. The
construction which Mr. Flynn, when in the witness-

box, put upon the passage was inconsistent with
itself and with the context.

Sir Joseph Arnould. Mr. Flynn was positive
that there was a full-stop before the word "Desist."

Mr. Anstey said the passage must be read as

he had given it above; the other constructions of

it was inconsistent. In no part of the plaint, was
it averred that the plaintiff was charged with

adultery. According to the principles of the cases

already cited? the sensus verborum must be, first,
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clearly ascertained; the libel must be proved in

the sense in which plaintiff understood it; and

;here must be a distinct averment. Unless these

objections could be answered, the case was already
made out for a nonsuit. All that the defendant

had said, came within the legitimate range of

criticism. Following up his argument, Mr. Anstey
asked, who ever heard of an action of a priest

against a person or a person against a priest ? and
he submitted there was nothing more in this. It

is in evidence that the defendant is a member
a protesting member of the sect; he wishes to re-

main amicably with its members, but has no desire

to remain unreformed and unpurged of those

abominations, in which some of the members noto-

riously engage. If there have been publications
on one side, there have been publications by the other

also. These question of adultery, of blasphemous
adultery and sacrilegious pleasure have for some
months filled the columns of native newspapers,
tracts, and magazines, and the plaintiff himself was
the originator of some of them, and took part in the
discussion. Such is the complexion of the times,
which have come groaning for reform, and the de-

fendant finds himself in the capacity ofan instructor

and a teacher to his less fortunate casteraen. He
has denounced gross abuses. In the deplorable
state of things by which he was surrounded, he
felt himself called upon to write, under the in-

spiration of -his better nature, which has been cul-

tivated more or less by the precepts of our own
moral philosophy and probably our own better
faith. The counsel said, the occasion was justifi-

able, and such as would justify much more stronger
language than had been used for the reformation
of public abuses. To support his argument that

publications for the exposure of public abuses and
for the public good, are justifiable, Mr. Anstey
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cited from Mr. Starkie's book several cases in

point, Hugo vs. Spanier, Somermlle vs. Hawkins,
Harris vs. Thomson, and others. The same doc-

trine is laid down by Mr. Cooke, and also in the

general work on Torts by Mr. Anderson. In

one of these cases, Baron Parke held that
honest communications for the common welfare

of society must be protected. If prima facie,

it is so, it is incumbent on the plaintiff to

give evidence of malice, in which case the de-

fendant would have to prove the innocence of the

words used by him. But a mere excess of words
is no evidence of malice, as appears from the cases

of Cooke vs. Wyldes, Taylor vs. Hawkins, &c. Mr.

Anstey had now gone through all the leading
authorities, and had only to remind the Court that

the allegations of the plaint entirely disproved
were the following: the all-important allegation

pointed to by the inuendo as the Kali Yug : the

characters of the Maharajas as preceptors of the

Hindu religion; that the plaintiff is a high priest
of a high caste. The learned counsel had every
reason to rely upon a nonsuit being entered.

Mr. Dunbar, arguing on the same side as Mr.

Anstey, .addressed to the Court a few arguments
on the question whether there was any libel. The

passage alluding to the plaintiff was not directed

to himself personally, but to the sect of which
he is a member, and referred to him as one who
had come forward .to propagate his religion. It

calls upon plaintiff, and says that if he wishes

to propagate and spread religion then he must

adopt such conduct. It appeared, upon plaintiff's
own showing, that this passage was addressed

not to him, but through him to the whole sect.

If it reflected upon him, it did so only upon his

character as a preceptor of religion, button this
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later point the Court had no evidence at all.

Unless there was sufficient evidence to show that

the libel
, pointed to plaintiff as a preceptor of

religion, the Court would be justified in entering
a nonsuit. The learned counsel referred to the

case of Solomon vs. Lawson, remarking that it

applied to this case. If the plaintiff said the
inuendo was pointed to him alone, the whole case

falls, because there is no personal imputation
upon plaintiff in the libel, ( Cites and comments

upon Smith vs. Kelly, 3rd Campbell, 460. ) The

only case against the arguments for a nonsuit

was May vs. Brown, which however, was not

generally cited, and did not affect this case in

reality. The plaintiff could not recover any
damages unless he showed how the libel affected

him personally, and how as a preceptor of religion.
There was no evidence whatsoever to support

any of the averments, while the statement of and

concerning the plaintiff must be taken as affecting
his professional character. On these grounds, and
others which Mr. Anstey had so ably and fully

argued, the Court must nonsuit the plaintiff.

REPLY.
Mr. Bayley, in reply, stated he would notice

one or two points, and if the Court decided in

favour of either of them, there would be no neces-

sity for him to go further. It had been said by
both the learned counsel on the other side that

May vs. Brown was not recognised as an authority,
but he would say his researches had been more
fortunate, and it appeared that the case was often

cited by Baron Parke and others. Several of the
cases which were cited by the learned counsel were
decided pre vious to the modern system of pleading,
and this system was adopted here by the 166th
Common Law rule of 18 84. That rule is appli-

21
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cable to this country and the members of 'the

Bombay Bar were under no necessity to resort to

the pleadings of ancient times. (Calls attention

to a para, in the pleadings of the time of William
IV. as to actions on the case. ) The plaintiff was

only here to prove the issue between the parties
and what was not expressly traversed. The
learned counsel cited Drummond vs. Pigot (2

Bingham,) in which the action was brought for

an unfounded and malicious claim of debt. Now,
the learned counsel's proposition according to the

decision in this case was, that all introductory
averments, not traversed, are admitted on the re-

cord. It had been held by the learned Chief
Justice in this very case* that the introductory
averments are not material and are admitted ge-

nerally. They are necessarily admitted in the

plea of not guilty put in by the defendants in thjs

case ;
and in this view Mr. Bayley said he was

fortified by the judgment given by the Chief

Justice in the Demurrer case on the 18th July last.

(The learned counsel cited Waikins vs. Lea and
another case from Meason and Wellesley's reports.)
Let u& ask the question, said Mr. Bayley, who are

the Judges or what is a libel and what is not ?

The Court, as jurors, were constitutional Judges
of facts. The sum and substance of all the argu-
ments addressed to the Court for a nonsuit was,
Is there a case to go to the jury ? Their Lordships
had to define the libel, and say whether it was a

case to go to a jury or not. The Court must not

be asked to say what must come out at the close,

and these lengthy arguments of the learned counsel

might well have been reserved for a motion in

arrest of judgment. Coming to the inuendoes, Mr.

Bayley said an inuendo is only explanatory of

some matter ; It cannot add to, or enlarge upon,
what has been stated ; it cannot extend the sense,
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and is an explanation of what is said before.

There was no inconsistency in any one of the in-

uendoes in this case ; in the first part of the libel

the plaintiff and his sect are distinctly pointed at,

and the inuendo applies to him as well as to his

sectaries. The closing part of the article distinctly

points to the plaintiff and other Maharajas:
11 Then do you personally adopt a virtuous course

,of conduct, and admonish your other Maharajas.
"

It was said the other day that this was the only
inuendo that was correct ; and now, to-day, it is

argued that it does not apply to plaintiff 1 The
witness Jurnnadass stated he took the later part
of the libel to refer to Judunathjee only, and that

there was no other person of that name. This
witness was not contradicted nor cross-examined

upon the point; and Mr. Bayley had every right
to suppose it was taken for granted by the de-

iendant's counsel. The Court, Mr. Bayley be-

lived, had no doubt whatever that in this in-

uendo the plaintiff was referred to. The only wit-

ness who knew English, Vurjeevundass Ma-
dhowdas, said the plaintiff was a high priest and
was respected by the Brahmins- The learned

counsel might, therefore, take it as admitted that
the plaintiff is a Maharaj at all events. There
were very few inuendoes in this plaint and the

first occurred in the very first line of the libel
<
In the Purans and other Shastras of the Hindus.''

Was it necessary, Mr. Bayley asked, to set out

everything, even the facts settled and admitted ?

An inuendo cannot be used without previous aver-

ment ; and the subsequent allusion to the Purans
and Shastras, being preceded by the very same
words in the introductory averment (where they
are taken as admitted, ) it was not at all necessary
to explain it a second time. The learned counsel
would repeat that the" introductory averments were
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immaterial and could not be traversed, and that

there was not a single inuendo which was not more
than explained in the averment. After referring

again to the judgment o Sir M. R. Sausse in the

Demurrer case, Mr. Bayley said, the plaintiff had

given proof by the evidence of his followers and
others who have been on pilgrimages to -different

cities of India, that the Maharajas are respected
in Bombay and elsewhere by the Bhattas, Lohanas,
and Banias as their high priests. The second plea
is that the plaintiff is not a preceptor of religion,
while it had been sworn that he and other Maha-

rajas are the preceptors of religion. There was

satisfactory evidence on both these issues ; and the

simple question now was Is there evidence to

send the case to a jury ? The first four pleas, Mr.

Bayley went on to say, as to which the burden of

proof lay upon the plaintiff, were all proved. The
learned counsel was quite ready to proceed to a

consideration of the authorities cited and the argu-
ments addressed to the Court upon the other pleas,
but the question was now extremely narrowed, and
it only remained for the learned Judges to say ,if

there was a sufficient evidence to submit the ease

to jury as a libel. .

M. Bayley. If it is no libel in your Lord-

ship's opinion, I shan't proceed.

Sir Joseph Arnould. ^As far I am concerned,
I should like to hear yout further observations.

Mr. Bayley now proceeded to a consideration

of the authorities cited by the learned counsel on
the order side. (Reads Addison on Slander, under
the head Wrongs.) The learned counsel said the

libel had been dissected word by word; but this

was not the right way of juding of it: it must be

taken in its entirety, and then the reader is to say
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what is the impression produced upon his mind by
a perusal of the whole article. In ninety-nine out

of every hundred cases of murder, the decision is

arrived at by circumstantial evidence, when the

minutest parts are gathered up and meet in a whole,

and it is then that the offence is established. Now
as to the article in this suit, the first portion was
a historical summary, which is introduced by way
of prelude to the charges. It shortly ceases to be

historical, and comes to the doctrines of the sect,

where it is gradually becoming offensive ! *'Do

personally adopt a virtuous course of conduct,"

implying that plaintiff is following any thing but
a virtuous course.

Sir Joseph Arnould. There is no inuendo
that he is not.

Mr. Bayley. After the argument and ex-

planations submitted to the Court, are your Lord-

ships prepared to say it is not a libel ? When the

plaintiff is signed but, and told to adopt a virtuous

course of life and to export the other Maharajas
who are said to be immersed in a sea of licentious-

ness ;- when these circumstances are taken in con-

nection with the general aspersions and imputations
upon the whole sect of the Vallabhacharyas; and
then winding up with the personal attack upon the

plaintiff, I very much doubt if your Lordships
will say it is not a libel- "You Maharajas defile

the wives and daughters of your devotees;" Is not
this libellous ?

Sir Joseph Arnould thought that the words
of Goculnathjee's Commentary were necessary in

considering the doctrines of a sacred book.

Mr. Bayley said there was no proof that such
a person existed, or ever wrote the Commentary !

Xhe question was what impression - the article
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would produce upon- the minds of Hindu readers,

and not the mind of a European.
'

Sir Joseph Arnould. We are not to import
European notions into the consideration of a ques-
tion of this kind. But how are we to arrive at

"libel or no libel,"- that's the difficulty which at

; present presses upon my mind,

Mr. Bayley. The way is to consider ourselves

out of Court, and then judge what impression
must have been produced upon the tninds of the

readers of the original article in 1860.

Mr. Bayley said he had not finished, and the

Court therefore rose at a quarter-past 5 P. M.

Sir M. R. Sausse. Since yesterday Brother
Arnould has looked into the pleadings, and is of

opinion that there is a case to go to a jury as to

libel or no libel. I have already expressed my
opinion that the first part of the article is historical

but it is a very different matter indeed when we
come to the latter part alluding to Judunathjee
personally.

Mr. Bayley therefore proceeded with his reply
to the application for a nonsuit, and concluded .at

half-past 2 P. M. Mr. Scoble followed on the same
side and finished his address at a quarter before

4. P. M. Mr. Anstey then made his reply till 6 p. M.

when the Court closed.

Fifth Day, Friday, 31st January, 1862.

REPLY CONTINUED.

Mr. Bayley resumed his reply this morning;
he said that much stress had been placed by the

learned counsel for the defence on the question of

libel or no libel, and the case of Hern vs. Stowel

had been constantly referred to. The Court there
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held that it was not actionable; inasmuch as it was
not a libel upon the plaintiff in his individual

character. In this case it is said that this is not a

libel upon the plaintiff in his individual character

but in that of Maharaj and Brahmin. (The learn-

ed counsel here cited several cases.) The Court
was bound to regard the plea of justification, and
even if the Court thought that this was not a 'libel,

it could not from the averments come to any
other conclusion, even if the whole of the other

arguments were disposed of, this was clearly a
libel upon the plaintiff in his character. The 'de-

fendant charges the plaintiff with defiling the

wives and daughters o his followers. (Here the

learned counsel commented at great length on the
authorities cited by Mr. Anstey, and remarked.)
On looking, at the libel which we must now prove
by evidence, your Lordships will see that the

commentary stands in bold relief it has not been
stated that Goculnathjee made it, or that he worte
it. It may be quite consistent that the com-

mentary was iiot written. We must not look at

the libel itself, but at the plaint. Amongst the

introductory averments are those relating to the

plaintiff, and he would call the attention of the
Court to the translation of the article and to the
other pleadings. The libel is upon him in his
double capacity as man and as Maharaj. The case
of Hern vs. Slowell does not apply the case of
Robert vs. Stowell (4th Bingham) to which he
alluded shows that the action of libel can be

maintained; the plaintiff could abandon one of the

capacities, and sue upon the other. It is stated
that the alleged inuendoes are not proved with re-

terence to what the Shastras are, and what the
Kali Yug is: he would say that it was not necessary:
also that the Court has not been invited to look
into the Pooranas. The Court has been told that
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this sect is not 400 years old : this he would submit
had nothing to do with the libel Protestantism
is not so old : and the doctrine of the Im-
maculate Conception in which the Roman
Catholics believed is of a very recent date.' It is

also alleged that the plaintiff must show special

damage, This is not necessary (here the learned

counsel cited cases to bear out his view.) The
next allegation is, the letters were written as a

privileged communication; that he not damnified
in his sacerdotal character; he had said that the

plaintiff is injured in his private, character, and
this was quite sufficient to constitute a libel. If

your Lordships are of opinion that it is a libel,

then malice is implied. It is stated that it was
a reflaction upon the class and', not upon the plain-
tiff. Great deal of argument has be|n brought
forward to show that the plaintiff is not signled
out personally: but what would the learned counsel

for the defence say to the passage.
'' Do you

personally practise a virtuous life and admonish
&c." It has also been attempted to be shown that

the Maharajas were not the preceptors of reli-

gion the Court has had no evidence to show that

they were not, whereas one of the witnesses dis-

tinctly told the Court that they did instruct the

sect: the Court has had no evidence to show that

there were any other preceptors. If the Court

was, however, not of this opinion, he would submit
that there was an issue, and a case to go to a jury.
It has also beed contended that there is a variance

between the translation and the oral evidence of

Mr. Flynn: this was immaterial: he would submit

that in the Gujarati character the libel stands.

The Court has full power under the rules to correct

any translation, and he trusted that language so

ambiguous would not prevent the Court from
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letting the case proceed. The next is, this is a

privileged communication, (Mr.- Bayley here read
from Starkie on Slander and cited cases.) He said

that not a case had been cited by the learned coun-
. t -,/ . . . j/

-

sel on the part of the defence to show that every

publication in a newspaper is a privileged com-
munication. Justifiable occasion would give a

writing character of a privileged communication :

as in the instance of a master giving a certificate

to his servant. He contended that the privileges

applied to certain cases only, and that any abuse
of a people, of a class, or ofany member of a class

would not prevent the party abused from being
entitled to protection. Your Lordships could not,
Mr. Bayley said, think for a moment that this is

a privileged communication, but if your Lordships
are of opinion that it is, then he would submit
that there*was malice in the publication to rebut
the evidence. He would submit for the reasons

stated, that the application for nonsuit must fail ;

a prima facie had been made out and that the case

should go to a jury.

Mr. Scoble said that he appeared with his

learned friend, Mr. Bayley, for the plaintiff.
He would endeavour to make his observations as

brief as possible, regretting that he would have
to do so. First then, he would remark that the

f
round upon which the application for a nonsuit
as been made is not one which can be deter-

mined by the Court: his learned friend asks the

Court to nonsuit the plaintiff, totally disregarding
the plea of justification. He would venture to

say that this was an unprecedented application.
Had their Lordships been sitting as jurors, he
should have asked them to take into their con-

sideration, two of the eight pleas, but his learned

friend had unfairly taken advantage of the double

22
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position. : The seventh and eighth pleas-are pleas
of justification, and his learned friend cannot now
be allowed 'after having put the pleas on record
to ask the Court to leave them put of ^11 con-

sideration. ( Referred to text books, and said- it

was clearly supported by Chitty. ) Nearly all

the evidence taken is not the evidence of the

plaintiff. The major time has been taken up in

cross-examination. The plaintiff's case had been

framed on the pleas drawn up by the defendants,
and he would say it was not proper that he should
be now turned round upon. Much had been
said on the introductory averments, as to the

plaintiff being Maharaj. (He referred to the

case of Jones vs. Stephen, an action in a case

for libel in which rules ' for pleading in an action

of slander are laid down. ) If the^ defendant-

wanted, Mr. Scoble went on to say, to reply
on the defence now raised, proving the general

issue, he ought to have struck :on the two pleas
of justification. Mr. Scoble referred to one or

two cases on privileged communication, and said

that those cases establish that communication

published in a newspaper must be proved to be

true. The case had been put forward unfairly.
The defendant is represented as a .Reformer, a

Martin Luther of the Banian caste. This he

would say was not a religious .question at all ;

the Question is, has the plaintiff been libelled'?

Here we have a man, who up to the ptiblipation .of

the libel, was held in respect and esteem, and has

borne an unblemished character up to,the time of

bringing this action. He has brought an action

on the Plea side of.this Court, he .might hafe done
it on the Crown side, but his object is to show to

the world that he has given the defendant . kn ap-

portunity of proving the statements ma4e t>y him,

reflecting on his (the plaintiff's) character. His
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learned friend, Mr. Anstey, had said no evidence

was' brought forward to show what the Shastras

and the ICali Yug are, he would say -that their

Lordships were supposed to know the religious
laws and customs of the natives, and that by the

charter their Lordships were bound to make such

rules as would not interfere with the customs,

religion, laws, and usages of the natives: and he
had a right to assume that their Lordships knew
something of the facts and religion of the natives ;

he should say that it was unnecessary for the

plaintiff to call experts to show what the religion
of the Shastras is. Here Mr. Scoble went on to

say, we have a clergyman of the sect of Vallabha-

charyas, a sect in existence since 400 years ago.
The defendant is a person who dissents. The
Maharaj is in the position of a clergyman of the
established church of England or of the Romish
church ; in fact more, he is a gooroo or spiritual

guide of the Hindu religion, which the Court is

bound to regard according to the charter. Public
life is subject to criticism, but when one comes to

a private home and draws up the curtain and ex-

poses private life, so that it is detrimental and

injurious to interests, surely, he would say, there

could not be any thing to make the act a justifiable
one. Here their Lordships are told, the Maharaj
is a public man, and that he under the guise of

religion defiles the tender wives and daughters of

followers : he could say that public comment on

any characters cannot justify it, unless' it can be

proved to be true. In the case of Levy vs.

(4th BingHain) the plaintiff was charged with pub-
lishing a facetious poem of eight verses, whereby
the defendant was held up to scorn and ridicule.

The bailiiff (defendant) was called a bum, no doubt
it was amusing ; but C. J. Best, who decided the

case, was of opinion that it was a libel, inasmuch
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as the publication was hurtful to the feelings and
calculated to make him appear mean in the eyes
of the people. There is no doubt, Mr. Scoble con-

tended, that the plaintiff is charged with a high
and grave offence in the Hindu religion : if that

offence is allowed to be imputed to him it must
make him little in the eyes of the European com-

munity ; then the damage appears on the face of

the record and is a libel. Now as to the. question
of' malice as to the presumption of malice, he
would refer their Lordships to the case of Simpson
vs. Wallace ,

12 Q. B. How would contend that

there was no occasion to justify the libel: it was
not within the range of a privileged commu-
nication. As the case stands the plaintiff bears an
unblemished character, and is held in respect by
the Hindus: and as to the point raised by his learn-

ed friend, Mr. Anstey, that the libel was incom,-

prehensible, he would maintain that it was not sol

The Court had before it only one version the

translation by Mr. Flynn, the chief official tran-

slator: for aught he knew another translation may
be in his learned friend's pocket. Two points had
resulted strongly from Mr. Flynn's examination.
The word '*

defile" was not in the past tense the

sentence was not in two parts but one, and there

was no full stop. A great deal had also been said

that the word "Maharaj" in that sentence was in

the vocative case '. and that since his learned friend

had been allowed to make a suggestion he would
make one also. No grammar would justify the

word Maharaj being used in the vocative case. It

was nothing more than an apostrophe. He would
with tnese remarks submit that the application
of his learned friend be refused, and the defendant

called upon to answer.

Mr. Anstey rose and commented at great

length on the cases cited by Mr. Bayley and
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Scoble; he said that the case of'Roberts vs.

McDougall referred to by Mr. Bayley was no autho-

rity for .the plaintiff; he produced other, cases

and read passages from the Weekly Reporter and

text-books, and submitted that there was no case

made out to go to a jury, that their Lordships
were not then to consider whether there was a

libel or no libel, but as to whether the plaintiff
had made out such a case as should go to a jury.
Averments the Court had, but proof it had hone.

The learned counsel commented on the different

points of Mr* Bayley's arguments; he laid before

their Lordships the law on the question of libel>

and privileged communication, and said that

it would spare their Lordships much time and
trouble and the parties expense, if instead of

entering upon the defence which must occupy at

least twelve weeks (!), they would declare that
the defendants were entitled to a nonsuit.

The Court rose at 6 o' clock and said that

the decision would be delivered the next day.

Sixth Day Saturday, 1st February, 1862.

The Chief Justice this day pronounced the
Court's decision on the application for a nonsuit,
which was refused, and the defence was ordered
to be proceeded with. The power of the Court
to entertain the motion, said his Lordship, has
been contested, but the Court was of opinion
that it had that power. It would be an unseemly
thing to stop the proceedings however, except
in the presence of a very clear case for it. It

appeared that this application was made upon
a two-fold ground, viz, that the plaintiff has used
in a particular character, and the character must
be proved; and it was argued that^ as he has
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failed to prove the character, the case must fall;

and that even if the proof of character were
sustained, and the Court came to that opinion,

yet that the publication was not libellous, His

Lordship was of opinion that tne averments in

the plaint, which were not traversed, must be

taken to be admitted. Having looked at the

evidence adduced for the plaintiff, the Court

thought there was some evidence of a libel. The
case of May vs. Brown and Lewis vs. Walter are

not expressly overruled, and the Court would
act upon them as good law, while, according to the

principles of these cases, the plaintiff had esta-

blished the characters in which he alleged he was
libelled. Then came the legal question, there is a

case to send to a jury on the question of a libel,

His Lordship considered, after the very able and
erudite discussion of counsel on either side, that,
as to the libel, there was a prima facie case dis-

closed on the face of the publication: and it was
his opinion that the tendency of the latter part of

the article is to bring the plaintiff into hatred,
and to injure his character. That being the

opinion of the Court, it remained. With the de-

fendants to proceed with the case, and to discharge
themselves, by proving the libel to de justifiable,
or by disproving any of the allegations which
were traversed by their pleadings. His Lordship
thought the mere cross-examination of the plaintiffs
witness made out nothing to show that the libel

was entirely justifiable. It was said the evidence
for the defendantwas very considerable, and possibly
it was very lengthy, but every endeavour, said

his Lordship, will, he was surej be made on all

occasions to economize public time. Having ex-

pressed his opinion that the gist of the libel con-

sisted in the personal charge against the plaintiff,
his Lordship would hope that the evidence which
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might be_brought forward would have its bearing
upon that particular issue, whether as to the fact

of a justifiable .occasion or as to a justifica-
tion ,of the libel itself. The Court thought that
the strictures on Goculnathji's commentary in
the earlier part of the libel, although they con-
tained strong expressions, did not appear to go
beyond the range of legitimate criticism.

Sir Joseph Arnould entirely concurred in the
views of the learned Chief Justice. He would con-
fine his remarks only to two points, whether the
oft-cited case of Home vs. Stowell conflicted with
May vs. Brown that is, whether the libel must be
shown- to have affected the plaintiff in both
characters. His Lordship considered that the
decisions in those cases did not conflict with each
other in any respect. With regard to the other

important question, whether it was a justifiable
occasion for the publication of the libel, his Lord-
ship said he threw out observations during the
hearing to guard against any thing being surmised

against the free, open, and unreserved discussion
of public questions by a public writer. An article
is hot libellous because it is free, open, and bold
in the exposure of measures and men, nor because
it transcends the bounds of polite journalism.
The strictures on the commentary of

Goculnathji,
it appeared to his Lordship, were not. libellous,
because the defendant in his capacity of a public
writer, gives vent to a strong, honest, and virtuous

indignation against the upholders of what he con-
siders to. be the atrocious doctrines of the com-
mentary, All this was no libel, but honest, bold
and justifiable comments. But then comes the
question,- is he justified in singling out the plain-^
tiff -and. attacking his personal character ? As
very -properly observed in the able address of Mr.
Scoble, the bbvibus tendency of the

v

expressions
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used must be kept in view, in deciding a question
like this. The enquiry naturally occurs to the

minds, what must have been the impression, pro-
duced by a perusal of the article upon the minds,
not of a certain class, but of readers who . are by
no means remarkable for acumen or judgment ? -

"You Maharajas ! acting up to that commentary,
defile the wives and daughters of your devotees."

Here is that which constitutes the libel; and the

question arises, Did or did not the defendant in-

tend to say that the plaintiff, and other Maharajas,
defile the wives and daughters of their devotees.

To his Lordship there appeared to be some proof

necessary of a justifiable occasion for this direct

personal imputation upon the plaintiff. Sir Joseph
concurred with Chief Justice in thinking, that the

justification ought to be addressed to this point

only, and it would be a waste of public time to

justify any remarks which preceded those just re-

ferred to. :

Mr. Anstey here asked that leave may be

reserved to the defendant to show cause against
the decision on the application for a nonsuit.

After some discussion, the Court reserved

liberty to the defendant to move, after verdict, to

enter a judgment on the nonsuit, but no fresh

arguments were to be addressed to the Court by
the defendant in that respect, Unless called upon
to do so by the Court.

SPEECH FOR THE DEFENCE.
Mr. Anstey, on the sitting of the Court after

tiffin, commenced a very able speech for the de-

fence. It became now his duty (said the learned

counsel) to address to*the Court such observations

upon the facts of the case as might prepare their

Lordships for the evidence which would be ad-
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duced on behalf of the defendants. If for the

purpose of proof the iriuendo, whereby the alleged
libel. 'has '-been interpreted into a direct attack

upon the plaintiff, had failed ; or if it could be

proved that it was nothing more than the bare

enunciation of true criticisms on the doctrines of

the commentary y or if it could be shown to have
been used merely for the purpose of giving support
to the view taken by defendant of the commentary,
then Mr. Anstey hoped that any one of these cir-

cumstances would exonerate, in the opinion of the

Courfc, the defendants of all misconduct, more es-

pecially with regard to the concluding words of the

paragraph. The history of this case is a history
of the justifying occasion on which the de-

fendant relies. It is proved that the defen-

dant is a member of the Bania caste ; that the

caste as a body is divided as nearly as pos-
sible between the worshippers of the Maharaj
and the worshippers of Shiva ; and that the latter

are naturally antagonistic to the former. That in

addition to the Bania caste, another caste called

the Bhattias, the most ignorant and the most
inveterate in superstition, are to a man worshippers
of the Maharaj, and believe in him as the incar-

nation of the deity, sent on a mission of impurity
from the other world. Some of them believe that,
in virtue of his divine authority, his power over
the doctrines and all subjects pertaining to religion,
is omnipotent ; in short, to use the language of one
of the plaintiffs witnesses, the people's credence

in a doctrine, however atrocious, depends upon its

being contained in a sacred book. It then overrules

the authority of all previous cases, and the Bhattias

believe in it with' a blind zeal. The Bhattia is the

only community in which the Maharaj can boast
of commanding an unanimous following. In "any
other caste, the number of his devotees is com-

23
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paratively very much smaller. And yet he is for-

sooth addressed by all as the "MahaPrabhu" (great

God) -.or "Maharaj," great king, is worshipped
with divine honours, is swung in the swing in the

same manner as the sacred idol, is bathed with
saffron water as the image is, and is honoured
with prostrations as the image is honoured ! Less

indifferent to public opinion than the Bhattias are,

the Banias are less blind in their zeal. To these

are to be added a wretchedly small sect of

Marwaris, a few Bhausalees, and a handful of

outcaste Brahmins, to make up the catalogue of

the Maharajas' worshippers.
This is the sort of evidence, Mr. Anstey said,

offered in support ofthe plaintiff's case. In a country
swarming with a numerous population, some two
hundred millions of persons professing the ancient

religion of the land, the Maharajas, the Court^ is

seriously asked to believe, are the preceptors of

the ancient Hindu religion and the spiritual guides
of the people ! Mr. Anstey laid some stress on this

point, because, even if the question of damage
sustained by plaintiff from the publication of the

libel be taken into consideration, he would most

strongly urge that the prefatory averments are

not proved. Neither the presence of malice nor

any inuendo whatsoever, can compensate for the

want of proof of those averments. The learned
counsel here cited several cases to show that this

has been ruled over and over again. Even if the

plaintiff ,were damaged by the libel, there is no
evidence of it, while there is no avernlent of a

special or ordinary damage. The witnesses for the

defence will tell the Court that plaintiff is in no

way damaged by the supposed libel, that he is not
a Brahmin, that he is an outcaste, that his ancestors

were outcasted by the Telinga Brahmins fpr heresy
and schism, and that he is execrated generally in
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his character of a Maharaj. It will be in evi-

dence that these Maharajs cannot intermarry
out of their body without procuring the ex-

communication of the wife and her family; and
as the outcasted of the Telinga Brahmins, they
cannot get a wife without making large promises
of money, proportionate to the loss of casfce and
other advantages incurred by some indigent family.

Long before the libel was written, the plaintiff
had but a bad reputation among his own people;
and the circumstances under which he suffered

in that reputation, will be brought to the notice

of the Court. Previously, also, to the period of

the publication, he refused to give instruction

except to those who went in search of it to his

house. As to the female devotees, they were
enticed to his rooms under-the pretence of religious

instruction; and the opportunities thus afforded

him were misused for the purpose of seduction

and adultery.
The evidence will show that, at this juncture,

the plaintiff became acquainted with defendant,
himself a Vallabhacharya, and that the acquaint-
ance was kept up for some time. The secretary
of the Maharaj communicated with defendant on
the subject of reform, and other subjects in which
the plaintiff pretended to take an interest, though
his professions were miserably belied by his sub-

sequent conduct. The plaintiff made an outward
show of taking great interest in the promotion
of female education and in the reformation of

religion; often expressed a sanctimonious horror
at the adulterous practices of his brother Maharajas,
and said that he was aware of their adulteries,
but that the crime was so widely prevalent that
it could not be prevented. Their seducers.were
the "Varkats," the hereditary procurers of women
for the Maharajas. It would be shown, said the
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learned counsel, that as far as the immoral practices
of the Maharajas are concerned, the plaintiff was
the first to deplore their condition. It would be

shown that, in connection with this libel, a meet-

ing of the Maharaj's followers was held under the

superintendence of his agents and secretaries to

effect a "bundobust;" and that those who put their

signatures thereto, agreed to do one ofthe two things,
either not to appear in the Court as witnesses, or

to swear falsely that the Maharaj never committed

adultery. And although the Maharaj
J

s agent,
who was also conducting this case, should deny
the making of any such "bundobust7'

as that im-

puted by a witness for the plaintiff who swore
that it was the same as had been enquired into

in the case of the Queen vs. Goculdas Liladhur,
the learned counsel -would prefer to believe the

other. He would show what that bundobust was,
and that it had been punished as an attempt Ho
defeat the administration of justice in Her

Majesty's Supreme Court. The veil of hypocrisy
under which plaintiff affected to feel a great in-

terest in female education and the re-marriage of

Hinduwidows, was rather prematurely torn asunder.

A more zealous, but less discreet friend of the

defendant invited the Maharaj, through the columns
of a newspaper, to come forward as the advocate

of these very desirable innovations. The defendant

thought that the Maharaj would not so soon de-

clare himself in his true colors ; but he (plaintiff)

instantly renounced his doctrines concerning the

subjects in question, and repudiated the opinions

imputed to him. He at once quarrelled with the
defendant and threw out in print reflections of a

provocatory character against him. The learned

counsel alluded to these circumstances to show the

position in which theparties stood at the time. This
was in the month of July 1860. Plaintiff threw
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out those provocatory reflections in a paper over
which he has direct or indirect influence. (The
learned counsel here cited Watts vs. Fraser, and
other cases in respect to reflections of a provocatory
character.) It would be shown that the plaintiff
went further ; and in a pamphlet, a serial book
in fact, publicly challenged the defendant to a
controversy on the subject of religion, and also
ridiculed the defendant's views and opinions therein.
A letter signed by plaintiff's secretary, and pur-
porting to be written under the plaintiff's

authority, was inserted in the Chabook newspaper
of the 29th September 1860, whereby, also, de-
fendant was invited to the controversy. It would
be shown, the learned counsel went on to observe,
that the plaintifi communicated with defendant's

paper through his secretary, and with other papers
through other secretaries and agents. Mr. Anstey
here adverted to a handbill, published and cir-

culated by plaintiff on his arrival from Surat, in
which he complained of the Vaishnavas not visiting
him as they ought to have done. It would be
shown that about the end of August 1860, the
plaintiff convened a public meeting to discuss the
subject of widow re-marriage with a Gujaratee poet
of thename of Narmadashunker. This was after the

challenge published by the indiscreet champion of
re-marriage. The defendant agitated the subject
and the plaintiff joined in the discussion, but was
unable to answer his arguments or resist the
logical conclusions to which they led. Baffled thus
in a controversy in which he voluntarily took a
share, and apparently chagrined by his bad suc-
cess in the matter, plaintiff started a pamphlet
called the "Propagator of our own Religion,"
alluded to in the libel, and with the view of secur-

ing subscribers* issued hand-bills to be distributed
among the Vaishnavas. At the end of the first
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month after the periodical was started, a lecture by
the plaintiff was published therein, .and a distinct

allusion is made^to the defendant in the same:
"Whoever may wish to write upon this lecture

should do so (a direct challenge to defendant) by
quoting the Shastras, but he who would not do so,

should be unworthy of belief by his own people*"
Here, therefore, Mr. Anstey remarked, the defen-

dant is denounced in the very first number of

plaintiff's periodical, as being unworthy of belief

by his own people, his castemen. Accepting this

direct challenge, and from a consciousness of his

responsibilities, the defendant reviewed in his

paper the lecture in question. Upon this the

plaintiff resorted to aggressive measures, prohibited
the Vaishnavas from subscribing to defendant's

newspaper, and gave expression to his cordial

wish that the defendant should be punished by
excommunication from his caste for writing thdse

reviews of the lecture. The article containing
the alleged libel, Mr. Anstey therefore maintain-

ed, was written in answer to the challenge to

which the learned counsel had alluded before.

The defendant wrote another article in vindication

of himself, and in reply to the charges levelled

against him by plaintiff. The controversy was
continued for sometimeafterwards , Amongst others

the plaintiff published articles distinctly referring
to the defendant as theeditor of iheSatya Prabash,
and accusing him of assigning false meaning to

the doctrines of the Maharajas. One of these

articles says: ''The (defendant) walks on the

support of opium, and will fall to the ground, and
will never be able to get up. He is the. firefly,

while we (plaintiff) are the Sun.'' The controversy
was a bonafide one on the defendant's, part, long
before and after the libel. It is noi, however
Until six months after the publication of it, that
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the plaintiff thinks of commencing the action for

reasons best known to himself. But why this long

delay ? Subsequently to the publication of the

alleged libel, and in the second number of his

pamphlet, the plaintiff made another attack

upon the defendant, accusing him of falsehood for

having stated that thebooks of the Yallabhacharya
sect were kept concealed in the temples, lest the

Brahmins should read and repudiate their doctrines.

The plaintiff in one place describes the Brahmins
as persons of another religion, and "not worship-

pers of the Supreme Being.'' He again attacks

the .defendant shortly afterwards and applies to

him (the defendant) the very words of the libel:

"What hypocrisy ! Oh, you Vaishnavas, you see

whose is the rascality and whose the hypocrisy !"

So unconscious was the defendant of any im-

propriety or offence against the plaintiff that, in

the month of November 1860, after the publica-
tion of the alleged libel, he wrote in his paper a

calm survey of the public career of Jadunathji
Maharaj, this unworthy champion of monstrous

doctrines, on his departure for Surat. In this

survey of plaintiff's career, defendant writes .to the

following effect in his issue of the 18th November
1861:

"We have thus made a note of the career of

Jadunathji Maharaj during his short stay in

Bombay. In concluding this note we beg per-
mission to give our

impartial opinion about Shri

Jadunathji Maharaj. The praises of this Maharaj
formerly published in the Satya Prakash paper
are not lessened by the subsequent controversy.
Of all the Maharajas who are known to us, Shri

Jadunathji Maharaj has been found to be the
most courageous and the most discriminating.
^Vithout regard to the unjust means the said

Maharaj has latterly adopted to injure us, we must
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say that by a public approval of female education
the Maharaj has rendered himself worthy of no
little respect. Had not the poet Narmadashankar
erred, and had he not plunged him into the re-

rnarriage controversy, we should this day have
seen the Maharaj advancing instead of retiring from
the field pf reform. But often times some slight in-

cidents prove unfavorable. The same is the case

now, and we are really sorry for it. * * . .#

"O religious preceptors ! You are not our

enemies. You have not in any way injured us.

We entertain no malice against you. We wish
that you may receive all due respect as religious

preceptors. And we have not had any business or

dealings with you. Then, O religious preceptors,

why should we entertain any malice against you
and annoy you without cause ? If, in telling you
the truth, any hard words have ever been used,
do you forgive us. Remember that those who be-

come flatterers and do not endeavour to lead you
from a crooked path, are your enemies in the shape
of friends. And those are your true friends who
warn you that if you do not leave the crooked

path your persuasion and dignity will be prejudiced.
I We heartily wish that you would quit the

evil path and come up on the good path that we

may never be under the necessity of writing any-

thing acrimonious."

Jadunathji, then addressed the ignorant
Vaishnavas as follows: "The editor of the Satya
Prakash defiles our religion; are you not going
to punish him ?" The defendant most emphatically
denied that charge in his paper.

Oh the 18th November 1860, so far as the

defendant was concerned, the controversy with
the plaintiff was abandoned. The action was com-
menced in May 1861, and the notice which called
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upon the defendant to retract his statements in

his very next issue, was written in the last week
of April. That was indeed a very long interval

after the publication of the libel, and this was but
a very short notice to consider and retract. The
defendant accordingly, in the next issue of his

journal, said he saw nothing to alter or retract in

what he had written, and nothing to apologize
for, as required by the plaintiff. Now, whatever

may have dictated the spirit of the libel, it was
evident in the opinion of the learned counsel, that
the plaintiff, in filing the action, acted so from a
desire to injure the defendant, against whom he
cherished ill-will, and by no means from a sense

of public justice, for the extracts cited above had
shown the absence of malice on the part of the
defendant. A strange circumstance it appeared
to be that the plaintiff should have taken full

six months to deliberate on' the tendency of the
article. By the statute of limitations, according
to the new Indian Act, a period of one year only
is allowed for instituting libel actions, whereas
the plaintiff allowed half the time to elapse in

coming to an opinion whether it was a libel or no
libel. Coupled with the above was the singular
fact that even after the libel, the plaintiff pro-
secuted and continued the controversy with the
defendant ! ! It was a precious long time, certainly,
for the plaintiff to find out the grievances he had
suffered ! The real solution of the problem lay in

the fact, that the Vaishnavs showed themselves

determined not to be subject to the plaintiff or

any other Maharaj in matters of education ; and
the plaintiff sought to revenge himself upon the
defendant for this beneficial change in public
opinion.

The circumstances to which he had alluded

at 'such length, would, the learned counsel trusted,

24
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tKrow some light on the history of the case. Now,
as the- action was commenced, it became necessary
for the defendant to protect himself by such means
as he might be advised to adopt, and he was aware

that the libel could be justified in every particular.
The new enquiries which he instituted, further

satisfied him of the correctness of his views ; and

learned men, who knew nothing of the history of

the case, would tell their Lordships that the pass-

age alleged to contain the libel, though it was

obscure, was capable of the meaning which the

defendant gave it. It bears only a hyphothetical.

meaning, and is but the enunciation of doctrines

given to the world by the plaintiff's ancestors.

It is this, "If you will act according to

your precept, the precept of your ancestors,

why then must you defile the wives and daughters
of your devotees !" And what is the character

^of

their "sacred books'
1

so reverenced by Mr.

Bayley ? Why, they contain nothing but the most
obscene and beastly adventures If the Maharajas
are to pursue amorous sport, putting their arms
round the necks ,of their female devotees ; if such

are the doctrines of their sacred books ! the de-

fendant is justified in calling upon the plaintiff,
.who had set himself up as a monitor and a pro-

pagator of his religion, to begin by desisting
from such practices and so to admonish, the other

Maharajas. They claim to be considered, as

Krishna was considered in former days, each the

husband of many women and the
'' ocean of Has

Lila.
?> It has been (for the plaintiff) shown that

they received the public in one room, at 3 or 4

o'clock in the morning, where the darkness of the
hour favoured the designs of some evil?minded men ;

and that a portion of the public which .consists

of women of certain attractions, are received into

another room, towards which the Maharaj
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bends his steps and is followed into it by the

women. It would be shown by evidence such as

any of the Ecclesiastical Courts at home would
deem sufficient) that adultery is committed in that
room. It would be shown that the plaintiff had
been bred and brought up in the adulterous

doctrines of the sect, and that he at one time
maintained that adulterine intercourse with the

devotees of the Maharajas leads to the strengthen-
ing and development of the body, and is akin to

the physical education of athletes. And this is

the leader of high caste Brahmins, the incarnation

of God on earth, the gentleman, in short, as one
of the learned counsel called him ; and these are

the professions and practices of a man *who says
he has sustained damage by the libel ! ( The
learned counsel then made some remarks upon the
absence of the Maharaj from the Court, though he
had been served with a summons, and upon the

fact that not a single Bhattia witness had been
called for the plaintiff's case.) It would be

shown, Mr. Anstey went on to say, that the

language made use of by the defendant is not at

all excessive* and that it is only expressive of an
honest indignation against the doctrines of sacred

books, which are full of blasphemies and tales

of adulterous practices, and in which adultery
itself is held up as commendable. (Alludes to the

story mentioned by one of plaintiffs witnesses,

according to which the husband .anointed and
dressed his wife, and upon his shoulders carried

her to the house of the intended adulterer.) The
Court would learn from the mouths of the wit-

nesses that the doctrines of the sacred- books
enforce the culture of adulterine love and sensual

lust towards the leaders (the Maharajas,) and it

is said ^that these are the only means of "the
deliverance of the soul and its re-absorption into
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the Divine essence," as if God meant Jadoo*

nathjee Maharaj (suffering under a loathsome

disease) to propitiate Him, by engaging in hot

love with his devotees ! But, say these preceptors
of religion,

*' This principle which we teach is not

a barren principle : it must bear fruit. To each

of us, (himself a Krishna,) you will offer your
body, your soul, your wives, your sons, your
daughters, your

' tua mun, aad dhun '-(your body,
mind and property). If you wish to serve God,
and we are God to you, doit in this three-fold

manner." The sense of this application of body
in reference to woman, the learned counsel would
leave to the Court to infer. A true Vaishnaw
is enjoined to feel no shame and no regard to

public opinion ; and that is service with the

''mun," mind "dhun" property of every kind.

And say the Maharajas, "Before you enjoy a^iiy

portion of your 'dhun/ you must offer it, him, or

her to your God, personified in us ; you have* no

right to enjoy it before us.
" These practices were

commonly known and commonly spoken of in the

sect, but until the time of Goculnathjee, no Maha-
rai had the audacity to illustrate the three grand
principles. "That doctrine," says defendant to

the plaintiff,
tl I call upon you to denounce ; and

I call .upon you especially, Jadoonathjee Maharaj,
because the others are sinking deeper and deeper
still, while you alone of their number once came
forward to propagate your religion! and if your
words are not so many impostures, do you ad-

monish your other Maharajas, do you scorn the

writer of the commentary (repudiate the doctrines

of it, according to one translation,) and such of

you as defile the wives and daughters of your
devotees, according to the doctrines oft that

commentary, desist from that>
if you wish to pro-

pagate your own religious faith, and to be heard."
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The defendant is thus addressing himself to those

who have set themselves up as teachers ; and says
to them,

"
unless you do so and so, you cannot

expect to be heard.'' If the Court, Mr. Anstey
remarked, had once any doubt as to the meaning
of that passage in the libel, it must now vanish.

As to the nature of the evidence, Mr. Anstey
remarked that the plaintiff's secretary, ever since

the Bhattia Conspiracy Case, had been trying to

dissuade defendants' witnesses from appearing in

Court, threatening them with excommunication.
The difficulties of obtaining evidence in cases like

this are great everywhere, but here they were

magnified by the Maharaj's attempt to withdraw
from the ken of the Supreme Court all of his sect

who are likely to give evidence in behalf of the
defendants. For these reasons, Mr. Anstey said,

the defendants were entitled to the utmost indul-

gence which the Law of England, as administered

by their Lordships, would allow. There was evi-

dence that the Maharaj's tyranny was not Only
spiritual, but was also temporal, worked by spiri-
tual means. And such it was that a Justice of the
Peace Mr. Anstey regretted to say, the man
was still a Justice of the Peace -admitted

having subscribed his name to the "slavery
bond/' a document whereby he bound him-
self to excommunicate all persons in his caste
who should write against these doctrines or

attempt to procure the Maharaj's presence in the

Supreme Court. The signatures to that document
were not fully obtained, until an interdict was
issued and the temples were closedj and the
devotees were denied for some days the beatific

vision of the image! Allusion was next-

made to the visits of the Maharajas of the sick

beds of dying persons, and then* putting (for
fees received) their holy feet on the breasts of
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and struggle with death. When all tne evidence

was given, the Court would, Mr. Anstey had no

doubt, be of opinion that the plea of justification
as to the language was fully sustained. He
hoped their Lordships had been now enabled to

understand much that was at first unintelligible.
There was no evidence of any loss to entitle the

plaintiff to damages; on the contrary, it was
stated that he was respected as much as ever before,

though not so much loved and ho doubt ithere

were averments in the plea to make intelligible
that sectarian distinction.

Seventh day, Tuesday^ 4th February 1862.

(1.) Karsandass Mooljee, examined by Mr.

Anstey.'
" I am one of the defendants in this case,

and a Bania, about 28 years of age. I was born
in the Vallabhacharya sect. I am one of those wlio

believe in the Maharaj as a guru ; I never believed

him to be a God. I was the Editor of the Satya
Prakash at the time the libel appeared : the paper
is since amalgamated with the East Go/tar, and
is now known as the Rast Goftar and Satya Pra-
kash. The other defendant was merely the

printer. I edited the
"
Stri Bodh" (a magazine

for the instruction of females.) I have also written
several pamphlets and books. / am somewhat fami-

liar with the doctrine of the ancients Hindu religion.
It is broken up into about a hundred sects, in some

respects differing widely from each other. lam
familiar with the distinction between the worshippers
of Vishnu and those of Shiva : those distinctions

are strongly marked. The Vallabhacharya .sect

are the followers of Vishnu. Both differ in morality,
the creed of the Vallabhacharya does not inculcate

self-denial ; I think that of Shiva does. The
ancient religion is one of self-denial, mortification,
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and penance. The Vallabhacharya religion com-
menced about 375 years ago. Vallabh was the
founder of the creed, and a Telinga Brahmin.
Luxmon Bhutt, the father of Vallabh, and Vallabh

himself, were excommunicated by the Telinga Brah-

mins, for founding a new sect. According to the
doctrines of the sect, as mentioned in the "

Nij
Varta'' (written in the

"
Brij Bhasha" language,)

Vallabh, on his death, ascended to heaven in a
mass of flames. The Maharajas marry among them-
selves : those, out of their body, who intermarry
with them are outcasted. They intermarry by
holding out large promises of money and other
rewards. Thosewho intermarry with the Maharajas
are poor Telinga Brahmins. In one instance of
sueh marriage which came under my notice, I think

the Telinga Brahmin was poor. I am prepared to

state that the Maharajas are not Brahmins of

high caste, and that^the creed of Vallabh is of a
modern date. They are not the preceptors of
the ancient Hindu religion to any body. Asa
general rule, the Vaishnavs receive religious
instruction in their own peculiar doctrines from the

Maharajas. In respect to other opinions they
receive instruction from the Brahmins. The learned

Brahmins openly teach the doctrines of the
ancient religion. The Maharajas conceal their

doctrines : there is a prohibition against re-

vealing them. [A good deal of discussion took

place here as to the unfitness of the witness to

speak with authority on matters of which he could

have no personal knowledge. Mr. Bayley objected
that the witness's statements, being founded upon
hearsay evidence, could not be admitted. Mr.

Anstey replied to the ojection by citing one or two

leading cases, in which he had the honour to

appear, and in which it was solemnly decided by
learned Judges, in England that a witness, a litter-
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nteur arid a scholar, is competent to speak on

subjects which come within the line of his studies].
Witness to Gourt-r-I have given considerable

attention to the : religion of the Vallabhacharya
sect, and am acquainted with the

lf

Brij Bhasha"

language. I am not acquainted with Sanscrit. [Sir

Joseph Arnould said the difficulty was how to

consider the witness, although a litterateur, as a

professional or official witness. Mr Anstey remark-
ed he did not bring forward the witness as a pro-
fessional man, but as one who, from his studies as

an author and a controversialist, was competent
to speak with some authority upon the questions
asked him. (Cites the case in Nisi Prins of Bank's

vs. Buckingham. The learned counsel said the

objection, if not overruled, would be fatal to the

entire case for the justification. It was very hard
to believe that the witness should not be considered

competent to give evidence on matters involved in

the libel itself, and in respect to which he had
been conducting discussions for several : months

past, and with which, therefore, he had i an every-

day familiarity. Mr. Bayley replied that the

point was very simple. The witness is asked as

to the contents of a book which, for aught he

knew, might be in the witness's pocket at the

moment ; and therefore the very best evidence

ought to be produced. Sir Joseph Arnould. But
it is not so in respect to books of science. Mr.

Bayley spoke further in support of his argument.
The question was not as to cases of foreign law,
but as to the contents of a book which; was in

existence. The witness could not be asked to give
the contents of a book which is available. Sir M.
Sausse said, the question was put to the; witness

whether there was any prohibition against reveal-

ing the tenets of the VallabhacKaryas ? to which he

replied that there was a prohibition or penalty men-
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iioned in a book. Mr. Bayley raised an objection
to the witness being questioned upon the contents

of the book. The Court thought those tenets

couldbe proved by the evidence eitherofthe teacher,
or the sectary who has received instruction. The,

first mode would be reliable, and the second
would be an admissible mode of giving evidence. If
a witness be asked to state what is contained in a.

particular book, and if he said he had read the

book fot some years of his life, the sectary so inter-

rogated must produce the book and read from it-

Sir Joseph Arnould concurred with the Chief
Justice. The evidence of the <f

taught" is admis-
sible evidence, but any evidence of the contents of

any particular book is inadmissible unless the book
itself be produced.]

. Witness continued:
" Whoever divulges the

secrets of his spiritual guide, or of the
"
Shri

Thakoorjee," or the image, or the God, shall be
born again in the condition of a dog. The number
of doctrines taught by the Maharajas are of such
a nature that learned Brahmins are not in a posi-
tion to teach them. The doctrines which the

Brahmins teach our sect are the same that they
teach to others. The sacred books of my sect,

containing the doctrines of the Maharajas, are

named -(witness gives the names of fourteen

books.)

(1) (Translation of certain passages from a work
in Brij Bhasha by Harirayajt, entitled

" The

Sixty-Seven Sins and Atonements and their

consequences):
8... Whoever being a Vaishnava,* respects

ham wha is not .a Taishnava, shall for three births
be a shoemaker.

32. Whoever holds (bis) spiritual gufcte and
* TKe f611'ower of Vishnu.

~' ~~

25
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Shri Thakurii (or God) to be different and distinct,

shall be born a Sichand.

84, Whoever disobeys the orders of (his)

spiritual guide, shall go to Asipatra^ and other

dreadful hells, and lose all his religious merits.

37. Whoever divulges the secrets of (his)

spiritual guide or of Shri Thakurji shall for three

births, be born a dog.

39. Whoever, before (his) spirituous guide
or Shri Thakurji, sits in (the posture called)
Pudmasan shall be born a serpent.

54. Whoever displays (his) learning before

(his) spiritual guide, shall for three births be

dumb. For three births he shall be a dog (or)

an ass.

55. Whoever displays activity before (his)

spiritual guide, shall be born a Jarakh. *

56. Whoever without paying his respect
to (his) spiritual guide, performs worship (his

worship) shall become entirely fruitless.

59. Whoever shows the soles of his feet to

(his) spiritual guide or to Shri Thakurji shall be

born a serpent for ten years.
Translated by

NANABHAI HARIDAS, Translator.

Bombay, 27th June 18.61.

(2) (Translation of an extract from a Manuscript
in Brij Bhasha called

" Ashtakshar Tika.")

Behold ! hbw is Shri Gosaiji* ! He is totally
without desires; he is without wants; he is with

desires fulfilled; he desires all Virtues; he is pos-
sessed of all Virtues; he is the very (personifica-

*Gosai;ji is said to be tfie son of VullabhacMrya'tHeTIounder of the sect,
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all incarnations; he is as beautiful as a million

of Kamdevs;* he is possessed of the six virtues;
he is the head of all those who appreciate sensual

or intellectual pleasure ( or poetry ) ; he is desirous

of fulfilling the wishes of his devotees; such is

Shri Gosaiji ! Why should he want any thing ?

He is himself the creator of the ( endless ) erases

of worlds, wherein his glory has diffused all over.

He is the inspirer ( or propeller ) of the souls

of all animated beings. He is praised by Brahma
( the God creator ) ,

Shiva ( the God destroyer )

Indra, and other ( Gods ). Such is Shri Gosaiji !

Translated by
BALAJI PANDUKANG, Translator.

Bombay, 2nd July 1861.

( 3. ) ( Translation of a passage from a Com-
mentary in Brij Bhasha on a work called the
" Chaturshloki Bhagvat.

"
)

Therefore in Kali Tug, there is no means
of salvation similar to worship. Therefore, when
a man seeks the protection of Shri Acharyaji
alone, all his wishes are fulfilled. We should

regard our Guru as God, nay, even greater than
God. For if God gets angry the Gurudev is able
to save [one from the effects of God's anger]
whereas if Guru is displeased, nobody is able to

save (him from the effects of the Guru's dis-

pleasure.)

Translated by
NANABHAI HARIDAS, Translator.

Bombay, kth July 1861.

* Kamdev is God of love.
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(4) (Translation of certain passages from a work
in Brij Bhasha, entitled the

" Guru Worship.")

(a) When Hari (God) is displeased [with any
one] the Guru* saves hini [from the effects of

Hari's displeasure]. But when the Guru is dis-

pleased [with any one], no one can save him

[from the effects of Gurus displeasure]. Therefore a

Vaishnav should serve the Guru with his body
and money and please the Guru.

(b) But the principal Gurus are Shri Acha-

ryaji and Shri Gusainji and their whole family
(called) the Vallabha family. They are all Gurus
as is mentioned in the Sarvottamji.

(c) Therefore God and the Guru are necessarily
to be worshipped. If a man worships God,, he

goes to Vyapi Vaikunth.f But by the worship
of God he goes to Vyapi Vaikunth only, when
he worships the Guru. The worship of the Guru
is to be performed in the same way as the worship
of God,

(d) Offerings are to be made to the Guru.

There is not particular quantity of offerings

(ordained). You are to make such an offering
as you feel inclined to make. But you are to

reflect thus :

" In this world there are many
kinds of creatures. Of them all, we are most
fortunate that we have sought the protection of

the illustrious Vallabhacharyaji, Shri Gosainji and
their descendants ; who are manifestly [incar-
nations of] God, the excellent Being himself."

Translated by
NANABHAI HARIDAS, Translator.

Bombay, 4th July 1861.

*
Spiritual guide, f Name of a heaven.



(5.)~^(Traiislation of a portion of a Gujrati printed
book called "Svadharmavardhakand Sarashaya
Chhedak" (meaning promoter of our religion and

destroyer ofdoubt,) published by the "Vaishnav-

dharmprasarak Mandali" (i. &. Society for the
diffusion of theVarshnav Religion) commencing
from page 27 ; Volume I No, 2, dated in the
month ofAso, Samvat 1 91 6 (October and Novem-
ber 1860).

' CHAPTER II.

In the above chapter it is stated that God himself
has become by parts all the forms, conse-

quently this whole Universe is his spirit,

consequently he is at play with his own spirit :

with God therefore, (the relation of) my-own-
and-other's does not exist. All is his own ;

consequently the sin of adultery does not affect

him. ,

The sin of enjoying" other people's things, affects

this world. With God nothing whatever is

alien. God has therefore ordained the sin of

adultery for this world. Now the ignorant
say this :

" Should a daughter or son propose
to (her or his) father to become his wife, what
sin and immorality are contained therein !

How sinful therefore are those who entertain

towards God the adulterine love." Thus have

they argued. Now the intelligent should con-

sider this matter as follows: The Gopis*
made the adulterine love with Shri Krishna
(is it to be maintained that) therefore they
committed sin ? Further Mahadevji and

Ramchandarji married women of this world,

namely, Parvatiji (and)Sitaji ; and Shri Krishna
married sixteen thousand princesses: (now)
it would follow from the argument of these

* The Shepherdesses of Gokul.
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fools, that they too, acted improperly. If as

between God and this world there had existed

only the relation of father and children

(as maintained by them) then Shri Krishna

would not have married these .maidens. But
.in God all relations abide. Both man and
woman have sprung from God. Wherefore
with God the two species of man and woman
do not exist. Both these are the spirit of Grod.

Consequently he is at play with his own spirit.

In that no sin is incurred either by God or by
(this) world. If any sin be* committed (by
such conduct ) Shri Krishna would not have
married the daughters of the kings. (Thus

you ) see how much contrary to the Shastras

have they represented the subject and con-

founded the ignorant. If there be t any sin

committed in entertaining the adulterine Iqve
towards God, then the most excellent Being
would never have granted to the Veds (their)

request, to entertain the adulterine love. That

Story is related by Brahmaji to Bhrigu Rishi

in Brahad Yaman Puran; which we now re-

couiit for the information of the people.
% * . *. * *

.

*

(Sanscrit text quoted.)
'

Meaning Having heard the long offered

prayers of the Veds, the Lord spoke in a

heavenly voice: "Oh! you Traditions I am

pleased with you wherefore ask such favors as

you may desire." When Shri Krishna so spoke,
the Traditions saidr -

* In this sentence the present tense of the first part does not cor-

respond with the past tense of the second part, bat the form as .given

in the original is preserved (this at the expense of grammar) as implying
that what is intended to be conveyed thereby is true in' all times.

f Vide note above.
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(Sanscrit text quoted.)

Meaning "-Oh Lord we regard all thy forms
such :

as Nardyan and others as Brahma invested

with attributes in regard to which our belief is

not full. And as to that which we call (usually)

by the term Brahma, the form of which is with-

out attributes, and which is different from the
indestructible Brahma that form is beyond the

reach of our mind and our speech, therefore

beyond our knowledge- we request thee therefore,
to cause us to see that form." Thus spoke the

Traditions of the Veds. Thereupon Shri Krishna,
the most excellent Being showed (them) his all

occupying heaven, and allowed himself to be
seen. The kind of sight which the Traditions

had on that occasion is thus described.

(Sanscrit text quoted.)

Meaning On that occasion the Traditions

having seen the form of Shri Krishna, com-
menced to praise him thus: " Oh Shri Krishna,

thy form is more beautiful than even a erore of

Kamdevs,* at the sight whereof, desire is pro-
duced in us. Please therefore satisfy our heart's

desire, so that we may enjoy with thee in the
form of women. If thou wishest to grant our

request, this is what we require." When the
Traditions of Ihe Veds spoke thus, the most
excellent Being said :

(Sanscrit text quoted.) /

Meaning
" Oh Traditions this your heart's

desire is very .difficult to be satisfied and very
difficult to carry out ; however as I consent there-

to, your heart's desire shall be satisfied ; but
it will not be satisfied just now." He (further)

jsaid :

* Gtod of love,
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(Sanscrit text quoted.)

Meaning.
4 ' When the Sarasvat age shall

arrive, you will be born as'Gopis in Vrij. There,
in the forest of Vrinda, I will gratify your
desire in a chorus ; and your adulterine love for

me will exceed all (other love.) By means of

sueh a love, you will gain me and your object
will be thus accomplished." In this manner Shri

Krishna told the Traditions to gain (him) by
adulterine love, These Traditions of the Veds
who became the Gopikas are called the Traditional

persons.

In the same way, it is related in the Ramayan
as follows : (When) Shri Ramcliandraji proceed-
ed to the forest of Efandaka (he found) there

sixteen thousand Rishis ( sages ) called Agni-
kumar performing penance. These Rishis on

seeing the person of Shri Ramchandraji, became
enamoured. Thereupon, folding their hands, they
made a request to Shri Ramcharidraji thus "'Oh

Lord, a desire is produced in us to enjoy with thee

in the form of women. Wherefore be pleased to

gratify this our heart's desire/ Ramehandraji
thereupon havimg been pleased, granted their

request (by saying)
"

this your hearts?s desire will

be gratified during the incarnation of Krishna.''

Henee these Agnikumar Rishis Became Grbpis in

Vrij, whose name is Agnikumar -Gbpikas* The
tale thereof is recounted in the Kurma ( Tortoise )

Puran and also in Atharva "Ved thus:

( Sanscrit, verse quoted. ) !

leaning. These .Agnikumar Risliis ^having
beeii borii as women in Vrij, also attained the

most excellent Being with the Traditions.

Thus it is related in the Veds and Furans,
at various places, that by whatsoever faith, this
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soul may serve God, Had gratifies her desires

accQr4ingly. If there be any sin committed in

the" a^tilterine love,, why did Shri Krishna and
Shri . pamchandraji grant them their wish to be

wqrtienV The;y would have been displeased there

anc |hen ancl punished ( them. ) But God is all

form. He is in the form of father and he is in

ihe form of husband, he is in the form of brother

(and ) he is in the form -of son. In whatsoever

shape one may ( wish to ) love God, his wishes
are cpmpjied with accordingly. Nandrayji and

Vasudevji asked the boon of the son-form and
their wishes of having ( God for ) their son, were

granted. The Gopis loved ( God ) as their para-
mour, and he became a paramour and made them

happyr And this the ignorant say is son. How
contrary is what they say to the Veds and
Purans. On this subject a devotee has said in

the Saki ( verse ) thus; ".what can the ass who
feeds on the dunghill know the pleasures of the
Garden ? Sugar is his death, the world's refuse,
his life.

"
Meaning the Asses who feed on

dunghills, what do they know of the pleasures
of gardens ? that such and such pleasures are to

be had in gardens ! By eating sugar the ass dies;

ancl by eating the rubbish that lies on dunghills
he lives. Similarly,

* those devotees who long
for, the Para-brUhma, ( Divine Spirit ), their life

is sustained by this very adulterine love. What
could the non-devotees know of this love: they
wish for the love of hell. (To them ) to get
( good ) Bodies, wo.noyen and property, is to meet
with GocL Even, by experience, it is clearly

known that there is no love in any thing like adul-

terine love. We are therefore enjoined in the

* If this : sentence should make out an analogy between the filth-

loving ass and the aspirer after the divine spirit, the fault should not

be attributed to the translator, but to his text.

26
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Shastras to feel in Hari a love like the adulterine
love. For, see! although the adulteress iriay be

engaged in the household work, y^i &&J 'and

night, her mind is directed to the object of

meeting her paramour, and if ( her ) paramour
goes to a foreign country, in consequence of ( her)

separation from him, she does not relish ( her )

food, does not like to wear good ornaments, arid

by the excessive grief consequent on the separa-
tion, she even gives up her life. To feel such
love towards God is described in the Shastras
as the most excellent thing. Of such love, these

fools say that this love is loathsome. But it is

no-where mentioned that by the adulterine love

(we should) carry on a criminal intercourse with
God ;

because our souls are not qualified like the

Gopis; nor could our souls have immediate con-

nection with God. We will illustrate this by
an anecdote. A certain woman was one evening
going to, her paramour. At the same time a

Fukeer was sitting in ( her ) way praying to God.

But as it was dark she did not observe the

Fukeer and ( accidently ) struck him with her

foot in passing, of which she was unconscious.

Just then the Fukeer did not say any thing.
But? when that woman returned, that Fukeer
addressed her thus.

" Oh hussy, you struck

me with your foofc and passed on. but then my
attention being fixed on God, I did not speak.

''

Thereupon the woman replied thus
" Had your

attention been so fixed on God, you would not have
been conscious of my having struck you with my
foot.

)

See, owing to my contemptible love in my
paramour, I did not observe you and was not even

conscious of having struck you with my foot. Oh
man ! had your love really been in God and your
attention fixed upon him, how could you have

known of my foot having struck you." No sooner
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had the Fukeei1 heard this than he seized his own
ea)r^ and prostrated himself at her feet (and said)
"
Qh mother, what you have now observed is true.

From 'this day I have adopted you as my spiritual

guide. In this anecdote also a lesson is drawn
from' love. As Dattatreya Rushi derived instruc-"

. -
~

-'
' " -.. V ' '

. r t
-

'

-. - T

tiq'n from twenty-four things, so should we draw
the

"

moral from the adulter i rie love . Thus (we see

that pur religion) does not tell us to commit

adultery.

The devotees of Hari know the intrinsic value
of this principle as pointed out in a verse.

She who is in labour can alone know the pain
,
: (of birth).

She who is not in labour pulls her by the

cheeks (to silence her.)

The woman separated from her lover (can alone)
know her grief.

Such is also the case with devotion alone.

Moreover in the same chapter in which, the

compliance with Tradition's request (is re-

lated) it is (further) stated.

(Sanscrit text quoted.^

Meaning- If either man or. woman serves Hari
with real devotion, he or she will gain their wishes
in- the same way as the Traditions gained (theirs.)
It is -also stated in the Shastras that whatever

may be the object with which one serves the:Lord,
such .his object the Lord will fulfil. This is what
is stated. Wherefore those who have good sight,
should not walk by putting their hands, on the

shoulders of the blind, as is said in the verse '.

"Whoever shall walk by placing his hand on
the shoulder of the blind, 'will fall into a hole,

though a good man, and remain behind."

N
* in-token of acknowledging his OVFD. shortepmingsi
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Those, who do not kriow the Shastras, are in

the Shastras called blind. The people with eyes
should not believe their stories, and shutting their

eyes, walk by placing their hands on their .shoul-

ders ; for, the intention of those who keep bad

company, is to pollute the Hindus. They there-

fore by every way find fault with and misrepresent
the Shastras, wishing to pollute the people'. To
this end is improvement (or civilization) going
on in Bombay ; and it spreads to other countries

also. This 2nd chapter on the adulterine love is

now concluded.

Translated by
BALAJI PASTDURANG, Translator.

Bombay, "2lst June 1861.

' \

(6) (Translation of an Extract from a Manuscript
copy in Brij Bhasha, of Pusti-Pravaha-Maryada
Tika by Hararaiyji from page 55).

It is stated that (God) in the Pushti-marga (i. e.

the creed observed by the followers of the Maharaj)
abides in the house in the Vaishnavas by the
adulterine love ; which (I) now describe : -As

when we bring another's son to our house, and (or ?)

when we keep another's husband in our house by
any mode whatsoever, he is won over by excessive
affection. If we serve by our body, mind, wealth
or by any other mode, than another's son or Hus-
band will remain with us. In the salne way does
God ever abide in our house in union.

Translated by
BALAJI PANDTJRANG, Translator.

Bombay, 2nd July 1861. ;



(7.) -Translations of Extracts taken from a manus-

cript copy of a work in Brij language by Gocul-

nathji, called Itasbhavna (Love faith) bound up
with several other works into one book).

Extract No* 1 from the second half of page 98.

Thus* came Krishna to be called a great
Charioteer (a warrior) ; Similarly in this Pushti

System (i. e. doctrines taught by Vallabhacharya)
the most excellent Lord himself having conquered
millions of Svaminijis in the Vrij devotee's forest

of sexualf enjoyment, came to be called a great
Charioteer. Thereafter he began to dance with
Shri Svaminiji (the chief mistress) when he could

not cope in dancing with Shri Svaminiji and was
defeated in (other) sexual commerce.

Extract No. 2 from the second half of page III.

Thereafter the female companions (of Shri

Svaminiji) having collected all her hairs and
twisted them with a string and tied them into a

knot, wherefore the same should be regarded
thus : The string in the form of Shri Svaminiji
and the hair in the form of Krishna, having
coupled together, are enjoying in a contrary
manner.

Extract No. 3 from the first half of page 119.

There are maidens in the house of Jasodaji
(mother of Krishna) ; they regard Krishna (who is

now a child) as their husband. The maidens
therefore prepare a swinging bed instead of a

cradle, whereon they lay Krishna and enjoy
with him.

* The proceeding passages allude to the.war which is the theme
of the great epic of Maha BJiarat, wherein Krishna by his superior
power procured the defeat of one of the belligerent parties.

f The terms sexual enjoyment and sexual commerce are used here
and hnreafter to signify all the pleasureable and familiar acts that
take place between two lovers of opposite sexes. The original terms
being ViJiar Surat, &o.
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Extract No. 4 from the first half of page 120.

The Lord plays with the followers of Pushti

System (i. e. followers of Valabhacharya), (Such)

play is fearful to the opponents, whereas such play
is pqetic , happiness (ecstacy) to the devotees (or

initiated}.

Extract No. 5 from the second half of page 125.'

The elephant's ivory .toys are (symbolic) of

the internal desires of Shri Svaminiji (the chief

mistress). So when she goes into the forest, Shri

Svaminiji by means of those toys enkindles (in

him) the desire to amuse or enjoy like elephants.

Extract No. 6 from paye 130.

Shri Chandravaliji and Shri Yamuiiaji and
the.Virgins and all the (married) women of Vrij
join together in a humble speech to Shri Svaminiji*

(thus) :

" Let us become your servants. We
are not like you. We are your servants* How
can we reach Grod in your presence^ Still we are

yours/' Having heard this humble speech, Shri

Svaminiji addresses them thus : (Thought saga-
cious and possessed of the sixty-four (good) quali-

ties, yet is she guileless ! though the foremost among
the accomplished, yet is she guileless ! Wherefore
Shri Svaminiji seeing the humility of all the

females, was pleased and spoke thus): "Your
name is Vrij ratna (/. e, the jewel of Vrij) for you
.are the jewel in Vrij ; for there is no other love as

the love of husband, which you cherish towards God.
Therefore you are (the most) excellent among
excellent. Therefore your love for him is greater
than mine. Firstly, you keep yourself always
holy, you have no connection with any Gopees4

" *
^TJhie chief mistress of Krishna otherwise called Gopika.

- '

t This parenthetical pt is the author's and not translators.
.

j Cowherds of Vrrj.
i .- -;?"."* .'

'
- ' J . .
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Even sons, husbands, &c. in this world are for

show, in the world's intercourse, but they have no
connection with you. And, secondly, you are harm-
less.

7 Ton are useful in your sexual commerce. You
have no harm or jealousy in yon.

"

Thridly, you
are penetrated with the passion of love. Your pas-
sion is for,the different modes of sexual commerce.
You are very dear in my heart. In our coupled
form you act as (our) servants and with affection

wait on as.

Extract No. 7 from the second half of page 131.

Thereupon Shri Svaminiji being pleased tells

God thus:
" Because they are dear to you, they

are exceedingly dear to me. They should be

therefore alloted separate groves so that you
might carry on sexual commerce ( separately
with them. )

"

Extract No. 8 from the second half of page 133.

. There Shri Svaminiji produces from her

person millions of female companions. They
were named Lalita, Visakha, and so forth.

Those that were exceedingly skilful and beauti-

ful in sexual commerce, are called Lalita; those

that, are very expert in the inverted and other

postures or positions ( at sexual congress ) are

called Visakhas.
Translated by

BALAJI PANDUBANG, Translator.

Bomtiay, 8th October 1861.

(8.) At Page 6th of a work called Vithalesha-

ratttavrivarana, the Ach^rya or Maharaja is

called" ;
Shrisha

" which is rendered by the
commentator to mean !the Priyah, or husband of

many women.
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Again at page 19 of the book, the Acharya
( or Sfaharaja ) is described as

" the* ocean of

tl^e Ras lila" and also as
"
onef whose sole aim

Isi"-t he Ras Ijla/' which means wanton or amorpus
r with many women.\rt.t */ - - -

*

. .
.

-

(9.) ( Translation of an Ejxtract marked
No. 32 from a book in Brij Bhasha, composed
by Shri Goculuathji and containing an account

of 252 devotees of Shri G-osayinjiJ Maharaj. )

Now, there was Gangk, Kshatriani, a female

devotee of Shri Grosayinji, who was living in

that Mahaban.j| This is an account of her.

The motner of that Gangabai was very
beautiful, and was also very good-looking, and

slie was in the bloom of her age. On one occasion

Grosayinji went to the Mahaban and put up in the

house of a VaishnavH and that Kshatriyani was

then residing close to the house of that Yaishnav.

That Kshatriani paid her homage to Shri Gosaiji

when she witnessed a very great beauty, equal 'to

a crore Kandraps^* Feelings of lust were thep
excited in that Kshatriani and she then became

very much enamoured. So that she did not feel

easy without seeing Shri Gosaiji once (daily.) So,

she daily got up, and came to Shri Gokul, and

having se,en Shri Gosaiji, she used then to go her

hous(
e ; and she constantly said in her mind. Were

I to meet him in a solitary (or private) place, the

wishes of my heart would be fulfilled." But she

could not find an opportunity. Then, one day,

that Kshatriani thought in her mind,
" when

Shri Grosaiji goes to the privy, I will go there."

f Baa lila inahodadha. t Bas lilak tatparyah.

A female of the Kshatri caste. High priest.

H The name of a forest literally great forest. ',;-
TJ A worshipper of Vishnn. ** The Hindu Cupijl.
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So, one day, that Kshatriani remained concealed

in the privy ; and afterwards, Shri Gosaiji went
to the^privy, when that Kshatriani said,

" Maha-

raj; Pray fulfill the wishes which I* have in my
heart.'' But Shri Gosaiji refused ( saying )

"
I

do not know any thing about that matter.''

That Kshatriani then became very obstinate* when
Shri Gosaiji getting angry said,

" Do not be

obstinate, and the wishes of your.heart will now
j fulfilled, without your leaving ( your ) houser-

These are my ( prophetic ) words and therefore

you may. go home/ That Kshatriani having
leard these words of Shri Gosaiji, went< away.
Afterwards, one day, when that Kshatriani was

asleep, she dreamed a dream in her sleep, that she

lad connection: with Shri Gosaiji, and from that

very day, that Kshatriani was in the family way.
Afterwards when the time of pregnancy was com-

pleted, she was delivered of a daughter. She was

extremely beautiful, was a fountain ofgood qualities
and was beautiful. She was then named Gangabai.
Then that girl grew up ; after which she was
caused t6 tell her name to Shri Gosaiji.

Translated by

NABATAN DINANATH, Translator.

Bombay, 18th September 1861.

A narrative, related first of all, by the Shri

Acharyaji,* with hisown mouth to the Yaishnavas,
on a certain occasion and (afterwards) related, by
Shri Gbpinathji to the Vaishnavas.t There was a

(and a Btiili) being two persons, husband

. . - .:. .. . . -
.

* Valabhaeharyai the founder of the sect.

t The worshippers of Vishnu.

^ A person belonging to a wild tribe in India.

27
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and wife. They*used to go to a Jungle ;and to

bring (fire) wood daily, and they used to maintain

themselves by selling the wood. -There was another

Bhil, who Was also in the habit of going to- the

same Jungle to fetch wood. An intimacy then

arose between the wife ofthe Bhil and the other Bhil.

At first, the two persons, husband and wife used to

go together for wood. She then fell in love with

the other man. Afterwards that woman commenc-
ed going for wood to another Jungle, with the

other (or stranger) man ^ with whom she had con-

tracted an -intimacy. So the ; woman went with

him -to a Jungle, and there was a temple of God in

a certain spot in- that Jungle. The two persons,

'having gone there, used -to sweep - and clear the

temple and then rest themselves there. They did

so for several' days, when being overpowered with

love, they took to singing. They then^both got

up from that 'place, and went to their respective
houses. Afterwards, some one came and told

the husband of the ; woman, that his wife lived

(or was in love) with such and such man; and
that those two persons were in the habit of

foingtosuch
and such place in such and such

ungle. Afterwards, one day, the husband of the

woman, followed his wife to the Jungle. The two

persons went first, and having gone there, they
swept and cleared (the spot) all round the place
of God, that was there? and then sat there in

happiness. The husband of the woman then wit-

nessed while standing (there), all the acts of the

two persons, and when the two persons had com-

pleted their worldly (or carnal) pleasures, the

husband of the Woman, killed them both on the

spot. The^angels of Dharmaraj* then came for

the two persons, and immediately after them came

* The deity that judges dead and punishes the wicked,



the angels of Vishnu, when the angels of Vishnu
said to the angels of Jam "

Why have you come
here? Shri Thakurji (God) has conferred, on
them the best place (in the heaven) and these two
persons will moreover obtain better, and a more
desirable pla.ce than this (in the heaven).'

? The

angels of Vishnu then took the two persona with
them, and having . gone there, they made them,
stand before Shri . Thakurji, ( God ), whoa .Sljri

Thafcurji, told the two persons to ask of any thing
they liked. They then having folded their hands

together in a suppliant manner) made the following-

representation :?
*'

Maharaj, we have committed
a very mean act; what is the cause of your-showing
so great a regard towards us ?" When the angels
of Vishnu told them as. follows ' "

It is true you
two persons have committed a.mean act, but you
cleaned a temple of (God,) and Shri Thakurji (Gpd,) .

has favourably accepted the service performed by
you, and therefore you both have now obtained
the best place ( in th6 heaven.")

"
Having there-

fore become pleased with you, I tell, you twio.

persons, that you may ask (for any thing you like)."

The>two persons then said,
el

Maharaj, if you are

pleased with us, and wish to confer a favor, then,

we pray, that we may be born ; in the.mortal

world, and that we, having become husband and
wife, may serve you. Pray, favor us with, a-

compliance with this ( request. )" When Shri,

Thakurji ( God ) said
"
Go, your wishes will be

fulfilled.*? Then the two persons became incarnate
in this world. The man was born a son oka

ja and .a woman was born a daughter of a Raja.

Translated by

Translator.

Bombay, 12th November 1861.
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(10). -(Translation of an extract marked No. 62,
from a book in Brijbhasha, containing the

account of the eighty-four Vaishnavas.)
The 75th Vaishnav. A narrative of

Krishnadas Brahmin, a;deybtee of Shri Acharyaji,*
the great lord. Krishnadas was living in a

village. He Was a worshipper ofBhagvat (God.)
There were five or ten Vaishnavs, who, on one

occasion, were going to Adelt .
for the purpose of

paying (their homage to Shri Acharyaji, the great
Lord. They came to the house of 'Krishnadas.
At that time, Krishnadas was not at home. He
had gone out on some business, and the wife of

Krishnadas was ( at home. ) When the Vaishnavs
came to the village, Shri Krishnadas had gone
out .to .some (other) village. After that, she

went inside -the house, and began to consider
as to what she should do now. She then recollec-

ted, that the Banian Daimaro? always said to

her, that she should meet him, (and that) he

would give :her what she might ask for. So (she
said to herself)

"
I will fetch provisions and other

articles from his shop^ today, and will tell him,
I will meet you today"" Give me the provisions
and other articles, that I require.'' Having made
this determination, she set out, went to his shop,
and having given a promise to him, the woman
brought all the provisions, and other articles;

and having come home, prepared the dinner, and

presented an offering, of it to Shri Thakurji
(God); and having^removed the offering^ at due

time, she caused the Vaishnavs
jto feast oil the

blessed food, of which the Vaisnnavs partook
in good style. After that, Krishnadas came

(home) in the. evening, met all the Vaishnavs,
and after saluting them, he entered his house,

* (A title applied to Vatlabh the founder of the Vaishnav seat.

t (Name of a towir. )

'

,



asked his wife, what the news was, and

whether she had given food to the Vaishnavs.

She ;re.plied that she had given them food; when
Krishnadas inquired, whence she had got the

pr^vjsipns, and other articles; when the woman
/related ( to him) all that had taken place.
Krishnadas was thereupon much pleased with (his)

Wife: Afterwards, the husband and wife .both

jointly .partook of the blessed food, and Krishnadas
then went to the Vaishnavs, and passed the

whole night in talking on the praise of Grod.

When it was morning, Krishnadas, having des-

patptied all the Vaishnavs, they walked away, and
Krishnadas went with them, to a short distance,
to see them off. Afterwards, he came home^ pre-
sentectthe food offering to Shri Thakurji (God), and
then haying removed them as usual, he covered;them
up and placed them aside. When Krishnadas returned
home in the evening both the husband ;and wife

jointly partook of the blessed food. Krishnadas
then said to his wife: "You gave a promise
yesterday to the Banian, and the Banian must
be expecting (you), and that therefore the promise
given to him must be fulfilled." The wife there-

upon haying rubbed her body with an ointment,*
and bathed herself, and having ornaments, as are
usual amog the women, she set out. It was rainy
season, and it had rained (that day), and there
was mud

r
on the road, in consequence; whereof,

Krishnadas. said, "if you place yourself on my
sHouldef , I will convey you there, and Teturn ;

otherwise your feet will be soiled with mud, as

the^e is a great deal of mud on the road ; ah'd if

your feet sHould get soiled, the Banian would'treat

ypu
'

with disrespect."- Krishnadas, thereupon
placed his wife on Eis siioulderf land placed

7

her
down near the shop - of" the Banian^ -when the

* A scented pomade used by Indians as toilet.



woman called out to the Banian, and asked him to

open the door. The Banian then opened the door,
and took the woman inside, and then brought
some water to wash her feet with, when the woman
said to the Banian, my feet are not soiled with
inud." The Banian then said,

" There is a great
deal of mud on the road, and how is it that your
feet are free (from it).

7' When the woman said to

the Banian "
you had better proceed with your

business," when the Banian said,
"
you must tell

(me) the circumstances" The woman then said

to ,the Banian :
"
My husband placed me on his

shoulder, brought me here and went away." On
hearing this account the Banian was struck with

wonder and he questioned her on the whole Subject,
and asked the cafcise of it, and requested her .to" tell

him all; when the woman related to him all that
had occurred. On hearing it, the Banian thought
of himself with contempt^ and said,

"
Happy is

your life whose mind is so pure" and having put
his, hands together in a suppliant manner, saluted

(her), and said "Pardon me my offence" "Regard
me with kindness" you are my sister.".

Translated by
.'"' NARATAN DINANATH, Translator.

Bombay, 30th November 1861.

(11.) (Translation of extracts, marked No. 58,*

59," 60,' and 61,'from a book in Brijbhasha,
called the Vachnamrat* of the Pushtimarg'f
of Shri Goeulnathji.) ^

(No 58. PageQ.)
He who getting angry, in his heart, maligns

(his) Guru,f and utters harsh terms towards (his)

Gruruj becomes dumb and after that he becomes
* (Precept as sweet as nectar.)

f (The name of the saystem of religions doctrines
''

established by the Maltaraja.)"
;

J (Religious preceptor.)
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a serpent. He is then born a creature of the

region of the vegetable kingdom and after that,

he is born & creature of the region of the dead,

(or Ghost.) >*

!

(JV0. 59. Page 10.)

As he (Vaishiiav) remembers Shri Bhagvan
d), in the same way, he remembers and repeats

in his mind the name of his Guru* -.'<<',.

^
- (No. 6Q>Pagel2.J .'" ,-,.".

One having become a Vaishnav,t .should not

see faults of for in) others. He should not hear
them with (his) ears. Even if he should see them
with (his) eyes, and hear them with. (his); ears,

still he should not consider any thing of them
in (his) mind. He understands (or says to himself)
as follows:-

"
I, who have fallen into this Avidya

(ignorance), in the form of maya (delusion), see

nothing but the faults
; (but) there is not a particle

of fault therein."

(No. 61. Page 20.)

He does not consider himself happy, ;by the

acquisition of any thing. By hearing :
the

Shastras of the duties of GrahastaJ doctrines,
from any one, he does not allow himself to be
absorbed into the Lavkik (and,) Vedik.|| The
moral precepts of the Shastras connected with the

Pushtimarg, should be freely heard and related.

All other Shastras cause one to swerve from the

Pushtimarg. This should be .firmly believed, in

one's own mind. _
;

Translated by :
. '...-(. i'/'-

NARAVAN DINANATH, Translator.

Bombay, Qth November 1861. *

* (Beligious preceptor. ) f CA worshipper of Vishnu.)
t (A person belonging to the Second of the four . .

religions orders of the Hindus.) - - ._ ._

(Popular doctrine). j| (Ceremonial doctrine of the Vedas.)
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( IS.) .- Translation, o an cextractlf from^a? book
in Sanskrit, called'

' ' ^irchita : jBhafciiee ^Si-

; dhant Viyj*uti
'' *

; by Sbrir Groci3Math|ee.^
:

Therefore, in the beginning, even Jbe ore? our-

selves enjoying wives, sons, &c. should be made
over ; [{because of] the expression

"
Sarya Vastu "

'

( i* e. all things. ) After marriage, even -before,
ourselves using her, her [wifeVj offering 'eiitoul|t

be made with the view that she may become
useful [to ourselves]. So likewise even after the

birth of a son, sons, &c. should1 also be mstde-over.

Onfall occasions [ and ] on account of all occasions,
the .thing to be used on that occasion shbuid 5be
made over. After making [

th e things ] over, the

different acts should be done. :

Translated by "^
'

VlSHVANATH
Sth November-.1861.

(13.) Translation of Siddhant Rahsya.
At midnight on Ekadashi in the month of

Shrawan Shood, God visibly uttered the [following]
words which are here repeated word for word.' \

By entering into relation with Brahma, all

persons
7
sins of body and mind are washed away.

These sins are said to be of five kinds, tiz . those

which are congenitals ; those which owe their

origin to time and place T those described in the
Vedas ; those which are results of intimate asso-

ciation ; and such as are produced by contact.

These sins .are not and never to be believed in

(after the above relation has Jbeen established).

'Otherwise (that is
j--;-
when guch a relation has npt

been contracted) expiation of isins itiever tSkes

place. That which has not ,been, in therfirst i^-

stance, dedicated should not be- accepted^ Offerers,

*; A epmmentary of Goeulnathjee on Siddbajit Bahsya.
:
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after making their offerings, should do with them
what they Tike, such is the rule. That offering
which has (in the first instanee) been engaged by
its lord is not acceptable to the God of Gods.
Therefore in the first instance in all doings all

things should be dedicated. That which is given
should not be taken because the whole -comes,to

belong. to Hari, is the doctrine of other sects.

^With us) the relation which subsists in the world
between [ a master and his ] servants, holds good.
And every thing should be done accordingly, that

is, after dedicating it should be enjoyed, and hence
it is that the Brahmatva or the quality of Brahma
is obtained. As when all merits and demerits
obtain the quality of Ganga, all of them pro-

miscuously have the quality of Ganga, so now
that such is the case here. Thus is concluded
in Siddhant Rahsya composed by Vallabhacharya.

Translated by
JAVERILAL UMASHANKAR.

(14.) ( Translation of a piece in verse taken
from the first half of page 65 of a manuscript
book of collection of various religious

works.*)
(His) only firm support is that of Vallabhadhisba, f

(Els) only habit (that) of serving (God) mentally.
(He is) one who has given up the popular and the Vedio (opinions)
A supplicant for the protection of the Gopisha J .1
(He acquires) humility, faith, and knowledge by singing the

praises.

() ||
Both (sexes) know the faith of the women of the hamlet of

the cowherds.

* Mis, lie and him given hi brackets here, evidently allude to

orthodox Vaishnava.
t Vallabhadhisha is literally Vallabh, superior lord, which according

to rules of construction may mean either, Vallabha, the

superior lord, or the superior lord of VattdbJta.
* Lord of the Gopies. -

|| II both is made to qualify faith, then .the ling would run he
knows the twofold faith of the women, &e.

By women, e. are meant the Gopies of Vrij.
:

28
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The name of Krishna swells -(him). Not a moment; are the
Commandments avoided (by him). ,

,
-.

He brings the faith in the made precepts to (his) mind and
heart. 2 ;

( '::.:
-'''-''

. -;'"} -;';:' .':
-'

(He) "adopts the society of the good knowing them (as) divine.

(He) sees' not the faults and speaks the truth.
''

The ten principles of the Pushti sect these are the religion, these
the practice, says Dwarkesh (he) constantly keeps in the heart.

" "
' '" '

[Translation of a piece in verse From the second
half of page 63 of a manuscript book of

collection of yanousreligibus work.]
Of these feet the support is firm

;

Without the glory of the moon of Shri Yallabhas' nails, there

[would be] darkness in the whole world. 1

There is no other means in this Kali (yug) by which the solution

of the problem of salvation is obtained,
Soor [das] says [this| saying the two* fold blind man has a
worthless head. 2

"

Great is the assurance of Shri Vallabha.

Oh, thou mind why dost thou wander [and waver] if thou
wouldst have the fruit given. 1 ;

AU (his) children beginning with Shri Vithal [and] Girdhar have
saved the world. .

They administer the spell of the name of " Purshotama Prabhu"
by placing their lotus-like feet on the heads (of the Yaishnavas.)

Translated by
BALAJI PANDUBANG, Translator.

31st January, 1862.
" One of these books is

%
in the Gujaratee

language, the rest are in Sanscrit and the u
Brij

Bhasha
"
language. There are songs in the Guja-

ratee language sung by the female devotees of the

Maharajas: they are sacred, religious songs.

They are sung by the female devotees when the

Maharajas are invited to, the houses of Vaishriavas.

I hold two of these songs in my hand. (Mr. Anstey
read in-English translation of them by Mr. JPlynn,
.and puts them in as exhibits.

(15) (Translation of three :Gujarati

Songs marked No. 51.)

Sengs sung before the Maharajas, by th&ir female devotees.
An excitement, extreme and great, in my body is created,
The azure coloure'df beauteous husband,$ with nib' is sitting. 1

*
i, e. Physically and spiritually. - -

~

f An-appellation of Krishna. v

t This word may also be rendered "the best of meriv'
r
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.Without seeing (his,) beauteous face, eyen water, Twill
fiiO)t'

' J

drink;,
:

. ,... ,

:

.'

'

. .''."'. '."" V
The amonrous and beauteous husband, by seeing oft and oft

rillive. 2,

Restram me not, Oh ! my mother, .

To pay my homage to. him, daily I.will go. 3. ;

As to the eonnectionship, that of the Savalya* is the only
true one.

(And.) all others, appear to be but imperfect. 4.

Him, who tells, may tell, we will permit to do so,

;
And to them (with indifference) we shall listen. 5.

If to foreign lands, you the descendant of Vallabh, t should go,
Soon dp yon return.

And to (us) gentle women, messages do you send.
. If to foreign lands. 1

To your commands, obedient we are, -

Us, the suppliant, yon have accepted, with all your heart.

If to foreign lands.- 2
A pleasant look, you the compassionate, by casting upon us,
Of our bodies and hearts, have deprived us.

If to foreign lands. 3
For your sake, the sense of public shame, I have not entertained
A great desire, I entertain for your feet.

If to foreign lands. 4
Many such intreaties, (your) female slaves are making,
If soon you will return, pleased will become (your) female slaves. - 5

The descendant of Valabh is the amorons ana,+
Enamoured, he has made (us), in the roads of Vraj.

Bowing down ? 1

See, sisters, the full moon-like face,
With his sharp eyes, my heart, he has enticed and attracted.

Bowing down ? 2
To that dear (soul) having become a female slave,
The public shame, I will now no longer fear.

Bowing down ? 3
Now, sisters, the household affairs, I cannot perform,
By seeing the dear (soul) my heart has become enticed.

Bowing down ? 4
A descendant of Valabh is the amorous Kana
The sound of the jingling of (his) toe-rings has deprived me of my heart.

Bowing down ? 5
The very personification of God,' yon are,

Having married (or accepted.) the Valabh husband with extreme love

Bowing down ? 6
But our submitting to the Valabh husband, nappy we shall become
By his association, the VaiknntH we shall obtain.

Bowing down ? 7
' : .

Translatedby
V. NARATAS DiNAiiATH, Translator.

-BoniiMyl-lZtkNovemfyr 1861.
*"
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*." An appellation of Krishna.

t The founder of Vaishnav sect. $ An appellation of Krishna.
A city in ttpp'er India. Tl The paradise of Vishnu.



(16) [Translation of a song at the end of a litho-

graphed Grujrati book of poetry.]
O life of Vraj* ! I pray the,

Illustrious beloved one [source of] pleasure.^ Moon of Gokul, t
An invitation send with speed.
Without seeing thee, O illustrious, beloved one,

'

.
.

Say dear, how am I to live ?

How shall .my heart be restrained ?

[My] eyes with tears are suffused [O Life of] Vraj ! 1

Hearken attentively to [my] prayer, O revered mother Jamna, TI

The pangs of separation are unendurable,
Now, how am I to live ? [O Life of] Vraj ! 2
How shall I abide at a distance ?

Say dear, whence this law,
. -

.

Neither of 'us is of today or yesterday.
'-

[Our] love is from the first [O life of] Vraj ! 3

Hari, in thy heart retain

[Our] love [which] is of former times.
Be merciful, O Lord of the lowly and destitute !

Otherwise -I will put off this earthly tenement.
O life of Vraj ! An invitation send. 4 -

1 want a resting place amidst the jasmine [bowers] of Vraj.
That always exist in the town of Grokul,
On the banks of the Kalindri, ||

At the landing place of Thakarani, ||

life of Vraj ! An invitation send. 5
When shall I satisfy my eyes with a full view
Of the landing place of Thakarani,
Inwardly I have a great desire,
I am longing to be called to Vraj,
Of life of Vraj ! An invitation send ! 6
I am withered like [dried] cinnamon

Hari, brother of the plough$ bearer
1 can have patience no longer.

[My eyes] are constantly filled with tears

O life of Vraj. I beseech thee ! 7

What wrath is this against [me] an innocent person.
O Lord, [who art] merciful to the humble,
Regarding [me] as thy servant,
Protect [me thv] servant,
O Life of Vrajj I beseech thee ! 8

- A true translation,
J. fc'LYNN, Chief Translator.

Stfpwme Court, Translator's Office,
'

.'

31st October, 1861.
.

* [Vraj signifies a village or station of cowherds. Krishna the Eighth
incarnation of the Hindu deity. Vishnu is here addressed as the chief

of the Cowherds. ]
-

f The expression VallaolMnanda in the text rendered in the second line

by "beloved one [source of] pleasure," may also be translated child [or

Children] of Vallabh ;
but the song is evidently addressed to Krishna.]

t [The name of the village at which Krishna was brought up.]
H [The name of the rive'r here personified as 'a goddess,, on the banks

of which .the village of Gokulis situated.]
'

...

[A name. of KrisWha.] || [Names of the river Jamna. ]

$ A title applied to the deity BalibJutdra the elder brother of Krishna.



"Three of.these songs were printed at the

Bombay "Union Press" the property of the co-

defendant. It is said in these songs that

_ is the descendant of Vallabh.

That is~tE? belief entertained by the sect. I am
somewhat familiar with and know the History of

Krishna. He is the subject of several-
u
avtars

"

(incarnations,) God (Krishna) came to this earth

in the shape of ir?an ; and 16,000 "Gopees
5 ' "female

cow-herds obtained salvation by falling in love

with Krishna, "Has Lila" means amorous and
wanton sport with women. (Witness reads the

different meanings of the word '

Lila' from the late

Horace Hayman Wilson's Sanskrit and English
dictionary.) There is no sport imputed to Krishna,
which is not amorous sport. When; a Maharaja
dies, he is said to extend his journey to the other

world in amorous sport. The Maharajas have

neglected the instruction ofthe sect in their peculiar
doctrines. In the strict sense of - the word, they
are not the preceptors of religion. The vow (or

"kanthee") is applied to males and females at the

age of eight or ten. Both in the songs and in the

vow, reference is made to tun^mun, and dhun,

(body, mind and property.) A person who makes
a vow to give all his "dhun," binds himself to

give his property, his wife, his son, and his daughter
to the Maharaj or Thackoorjee. I have heard of
instances in which these pfferings^-harve^-been

praebica|ly_made by the most devoted foIIowefs~oF

tlSTMaharajas. It is a matter of general reputa-
tion in the sect that all the Maharajas have carnal
intercourse with the wives and daughters of their
more zealous devotees, Girls are sent to the Maha-
rajas before being touched by their husbands.
I know of such instances. The knowledge of.these

practices, among the sect does not in any ,way
diminish the influence and respect of the Maharajas.
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Within the period of my recollection, the Bhattia
caste, composed entirely of Vaishnavas, have taken

steps to put a stop to these practices of the

Maharajas. In 1855 the Bhattias convened
7 a meeting of the caste, at which it was

resolved that females should not be .. allowed to

visit the Maharajas unless at certain fixed

hours, when they may not have any opportunities
for carnal intercourse with the Maharajas.
According to the Hindoo religion, the laws of

God are unalterable, as regards morality, piety,
&e. It is considered a sin to act contrary to them.

Adultery is a great sin. Handling the breasts
'

of females and throwing
"
gulal" on their persons

Vis considered as a sin equal to adultery, according'

ifco the Shastras.
" Red powder

"
(gulal) is a

jSign of a bad design, of an adulterous character.

During the Bolee holidays, the Maharaj throws

gulal on the breasts of female and male devotees,
and directs the current of some water of a yellow
colour from a syringe upon the breasts^ofjemales.

During the
" Has "

festival, wives and husbands
collect promiscuously in a room, and have carnal

intercourse promiscuously among them. The
" Ras "

festival is held unto three or four times
in a month. The Maharaj has actual sexual

intercourse with many women, and is called the

husband of many women. I used the passage
in the

"

libel.
" You Maharajas, acting up to

the doctrines of that commentary," &c.,/ in a

hypothetical sense, and with no other meaning.
I am not ashamed to say there was

r

a time
when I followed the doctrines of the Yallabha-

charya religion more strictly than I do :now.
I and others have prosecuted enquiries on the

subject of the religion of our sect; TKe "views

of our small party were directed towards the

doctrines as well as towards the history of the
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religion. In mv sect, particularly, our labours

have been rewarded with abuses. I was an

author and a journalist before I became a reformer.

The tyranny and evil practices of the Maharajas
induced me to write against them. Besides my
own works, there were pamphlets, books, placards,
&c., published in different languages to expose
the practices of the Maharajas. They were

published long before my time, and one of them
was a drama written 250 years ago. There was
no prosecution for libel by a Maharaj except
this. My object in writing was to get the

Maharajas reformed. The plaintiff had organs
to oppose us. One of them was the Vishnoo

Punch newspaper, patronized by plaintiff; another
was the religious pamphlet edited by plaintiff
himself. Plaintiff wrote several times letters .

to the Chabook and Satya Prakash and other

newspapers. The communications were made to

me through Goverdhundas, plaintiff's secretary.
Plaintiff has been in Bombay for some years past ;

he returned to Surat last year. He showed great
interest on the subjects of female education and
widow re-marriage. Subsequently, at a public
meeting, plaintiff declared himself against re-

m^rriage. From that time, he became unfriendly
to me, and discussed with me, through the

publications, the questions of re-marriage and
the creed of Valkbh. These are the pamphlets
in which the discussion was conducted by plaintiff.

(17.) (Translation of a passage at the end (page 23
and 24) of a Gujarat i printed periodical, en-

titled, "The Propagator of our Religion and
the Annihilator of Doubt.")
Thus comparing thejanteceden t and subsequent

connection (i. e. the context) of the Shastras,
whatever meaning is established that only is the
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true meaning of ( any passage &c. of ) the Shastras,
and the authors of the Shasfcras have prescribed
this as the sole method of determining the mean-

ing. Whoever, therefore may wish to write upon
this lecture should do so, by supporting: his

opinions by quotations from the Shastras. And
whoever shall find fault merely according to his

- O
erroneous farces without quoting the Shastras,
should by all people be considered as unworthy of

being believed.

A true translation,
J. FLYJO, Chief Translator.

Supreme Court, Translator's Office,

January 1862.

(18.) (Translation of a passage at page 37 of a

printed Gujarati book entitled,
" The Pro-

pagator of Religion and the Annihilator of

Boubfc."

CHAPTER THE FOURTH.
The "Satya Prakash" newspaper in the issue

of the first (day) of the first Aso Vad Samvat 1916

(30th September i860) the Editor of the
"
Satya

Prakash" has published and made known to all

the people as follows : In the first number of the

book (periodical) entitled,
u The Propagator of

Religion and Annihilator of Doubt, Shri Jadu-

nathjee Maharaj has quoted a stanza from the
sacred Gita and has informed all the people, that

whoever behaves contrary to the precepts of the

Shastras, does not acquire happiness in the next
world. But in the Ten principles his own ancestor

Shri Dwarkeshjee Maharaj has inculcated that (we)
should act laying aside the precepts of the Veds.
Thus he has represented to the people. But in

no one of the Ten principles is it stated that (we)
should abandon the precepts of the Veds. Never-
theless this person (the editor) says so. But as to
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the meaning of the Ten principles which .he has

given in his paper he has extracted the same from
a book called Kavi Charitra composed in Bombay
by, Janardhan Ramchandra and published in .the

Marathi language. But who knows for what
reason he has assigned a contrary (i. e. wrong)
meaning to these principles. Of that the Editor
of the

"
Satya Prakash n

is quite unaware; as is

described in a Shaki (couplet.)
He who may walk on the support of opium will fall to the ground.
Although he may struggle with his legs, he will never get up.

Of this description is what the Editor of
the

"
Asatya Prakash ?>*

says. But as the light
of the fire fly is rendered nought before that of.

the sun
5
so in regard to Brahm (i. e. the universal

soul) will his false meaning be nullified before

the true meaning. Of that he has no conception
at all. In these Ten principles of the way of

strengthening (Devotion, &c.) Shri Harirayji
has benefited all by giving (them) the essence

of the Veds and Shastras. On these same Ten

Principles Shri Dwarkeshji Maharaj has com-

posed a short stanza. Therefore O Vaishnavas
do yod behold what is stated in this (stanza.)
The musical mode of (chanting) the Ten Prin-

ciples is (termed) Prabhati (Light).
A true translation,

J. FLYNN, Chief Translator.

Supreme Court Translator's Office',

25M January 1862.

(Translation of a passage at -page 46 of a printed

Gujarati book called the
"
Propagator of

Religion and the Annihilator of Doubt.)"
What deception ! what rascality

- this (is) !

Oh, you Vaishnavas ! God has given you undgr-

* The meaning of the word "
Satya Prakash' ? is Light of Truth,

Asatya Prakash means Light of Untruth.

29
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standing and sense. Therefore do you reflect.

Thus the Editor of
"
Asatya* Prakash " has written,

but on examining the meaning of these Principles

every one will immediately understand whose is 'the

deception and whose the rascality, Oh ! You
( Vaishnavas) the more the calumniators shall dig
into this way the more will the people comprehend
the strength of this way.f

A true translation,
J. FLTNN, Chief Translator.

Supreme Court, Translator's Office,

25th January 1862.

(19.) Translation of a passage at page 25 of a

Gujarati printed book entitled "The Pro-

pagator of our religion and the Annihilator
of Doubt" No. 2vol. 2..

In (his issues of the 23rd September 1860 and
30th September) the Editor of the "Satya Prakash"
has asked Shri Jadunathjee Maharaj questions as

follows:

1 . First question, you write that the Shastras,
have been made by God. Then of the four Veds

you believe in one the Yajurved. That Yjurved
consists of 101 Shakhas (branches) of them you
believe in one, the Apastambh Shakha. The others

you have rejected. If the Shastras be the work of

God,.then all the passages should be regarded as

God's. Having put such a question it is represent-
ed to the people that he (the Maharaj) dbes not

believe in all the Shastras, whereas he represents
to the people that he believes in all the Shastras.

And this statement is such as the people are likely
to regard as true because among the Hindu com-

munity there prevail many ways (i. e. religious

.(* The meaning of Satya Prakash is Light of Troth. Satya means
;. Truth. Asatya Prakash means Light of Untruth.) ;., > ;

(t i. e, way of religion or religious persuasion.)



persuasions) wherefore there exists a doubt in the

minds of the people as to W;hich doctrine is true

and which doctrine is false, in. consequence of

which people's minds are alienated from their

religious persuasions.

A true translation,

J. FLYNN, Chief Translator,

Supreme Court, Translators Office,

25th January 1862.

Translation of a passage at page 29 of aGujarati
printed book entitled, ''The Propagator of

our religion and the Annihilator of Doubt."

No. 2. vol. .2,

And the Editor of the "S&tya Prakash'' says
that the works treating of Vallabh's religion are

kept concealed in the mansions, lest the Brahmans
should refute them. But this statement which he
has made is entirely incorrect. For these works
written in the (Brij ) language are in the houses
of all the Yaishnavas. But those Vaishnavas do
not give them to persons following other religious

persuasions because they are not worshippers of

the Supreme Being and speak ill of the way of

emancipation (by) Devout Adoration.

A true translation,

J. FLYNN, ChiefTranslator.

Supreme Court, Translator's Office,

25th January 1862.

"Plaintiff wrote a letter which was published
in the Chabook of the 29th September 1860. In
the "Propagator of our own Religion/' of about
the same period, there was an attack upon the

"reformers,'' that is, I and my friends. I was

challenged to review .the plaintifi'.s lecture published
in his pamphlet. That was after the article, scon-
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framing the alleged libel ^ appeared. Haintiff
called my paper, named the Satya Prakash^ (Lig&t
of Truth,) the "Light of Untruth/'

(20.) {Transaction of a portion of a letter print-
ed in the correspondence columns of the

Bombay Chabook Grujarati Newspaper of

the 29th September 1860, and headed
"Shri Jadunathji Maharaj and the Satya
Prakash.")

Your statement is simply that of ignorance,
for I shall give a short illustration (thereof; as

follqws: ; There are two travellers, of whom one
has to go to Walkeshwar, and the other has to go
to Byculla. Now, he who wishes to go to Byculla
goes by the way leading to Byculla, and he who
wishes to go to Walkeshwar goes by the way
leading to Walkeshwar. Now, in the opinion (of

each) of these two persons is the road followed by
one and the other (of them) a wrong (road) ? No,
it is not. But why will he who does not wish to

go to Byculla, go by that way ? Now the

established conclusion (from this is that) for souls

to go to different places there are various different

means mentioned in the Shastras ; consequently
to whatever place a man may wish to go, the way
to that place he follows .

, Written by Goverdhandass Gopaljee, Bombay,
the 27th September 1860.

A true translation,
J. FLYNN, Chief Translator.

Supreme Court, Translator's Office,
24th January 1862,

Eighth Day, Thursday, 6th February 1862.

Karsandas Mooljee, further examined by Mr.

Anstey. (The learned counsel reads from the

pamphlets issued by plaintiff,, passages expressive
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of adulterous love for and amorous dalliance with

Krishna, personified in the Maharaj.) ''From the
measure of enlightenment in my sect, I do not
think it likely that they are able to understand
the nice distinction made in the concluding passage
of that article, that is, the Maharajas cannot be

exculpated from the horrible doctrines mentioned
in these documents, by the distinction in question.

(Mr. Bayley objects tothe question and the answer.

Objection overruled.)

To Sir M. Sausse.
" That distinction is not

the opinion of the less reformed of the Vallabha-

charya sect.

Witness proceeded to say. "I think that the

plaintiffs power, influence, and respect have in no

way been affected by the controversy or the

alleged libel. They are just the same. Before
the commencement of the controversy, there . was
dissatisfaction in my sect at the conduct of the

Maharajas. The plaintiff had complained of such
conduct in a hand-bill issued by him from the
Chabook press on the 19th September 1860, and
circulated among the Vaishnavas.

(21.) Translation of a printed Grujarati hand-bill.

On the part of Shri Jadunathji Maharaj a warning
to the Vaishnavas.*

By order of Shri Jadunathji Maharaj may it

be known to all the Vaishnavas as follows: The
Lord has graciously given to them this human
body. Moreover he has caused them to be born
in a high caste. And you have sought the protec-
tion of the sacred great Lord. What a body this

is which saves us from the pains of being born
form of eighty-four hundreds of^thousands of

* Wo'rshippers of Vishnu [whose- impersonation or representative is

the Maharaj.
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wombs,* and dying, and it enables us to attain

to (union with) the Lord. An invaluable body
such as this, you employ day and night in occupa*-
tion tending merely to obtain a livelihood. Not

only this, out you keep much bad company ; and
for two hours even, with a mind free from
solicitude you do not worship (the deity) Hari,
or call to remembrance (his) name. Observing
this I feel exceedingly concerned on your behalf,
for after (the dissolution of) the body, what
will be your condition? And after (the dissolu-

tion of) the body you have to deal with (the deity)
Shri Thakurji. How is it you do not meditate
a little upon that ?

For some time (back) the people of Bombay
blamed the spiritual guides (saying) thus: The
instructors of the sacred great Lord's (religious)
course do not impart (spiritual) knowledge to

the Vaishnavs. " But after my arrival here,
the reading of (religious) books was carried

on and the discussion of questions was carried

on, in order that all the Vaishnavas might
acquire a knowledge of their own religious
course. But no Vaishnavas came to listen to

that. Now what can the spiritual guides do?
In the Shastras it is said, when a pupil being
anxious himself asks his instructor, then only
is the instructor to give instruction to that

pupil. "But should he give instruction without

being asked, the instruction would have no
effect on the pupil's mind. Such instruction

is like giving food to one who is not hungry
.to whom it is tasteless. Such is the mode
of giving instruction prescribed in the Shastras.

Still I continued to hold discussions. However

(* Meaning that the soul of a Mortal who devotes .himself entirely
to the worship of the Deity in this life is exempted after death from
future birth throughout all the various orders of animal existence. )
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when no one attended them, I caused to be

printed monthly a magazine, in order to enable

the Vaishnavas to acquire a knowledge of their

(religious) course and intimated (that they were)
to purchase that magazine. They were told

to subscribe their names as purchasers of that

magazine, but in the list of subscribing Vaishnavas,
names have been written (the particulars of)

which are written (below) for general information.

In Bombay there are about 12,000 twelve
thousand houses of Bhatias Vaishnavas, of
whom 5,000 five thousand are Marjadis.* And
the Bhatias assume the name of "worshippers
of Vishnu alone," and are consideBed the chief

of all the followers (of Vallabh) of all those
Bhatias only 100, one hundred individuals

have written their names and of the Banias 120,
one hundred and twenty names have been written.

There -are four Brahmans, eight Marwadis, and
two Mooltani Vaishnavas. Out of the whole

city of Bombay so many names have been written.

As to most of the names they have been written

by poor people.

From this it will be immediately perceived
by all persons what sort of understanding the

people of Bombay have. No one cares to under-
stand his own (religious) course. Not only this,
but no one .cares even to obtain (the favour of)
Shri Thakurji. It clearly appears that the

only thing they care about is blaming their

spiritual guides. Now in this matter I am
helpless.

Alas! Vaishnavas, you have come and

sought the protection of the sacred great Lord.
Therefore I find it necessary for

" me to advise

you to understand your (religious) course. If

{* A class of individuals strict to observing certain ceremonies, &o.)
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you do not understand it, what will be your
condition in the end ? Reflect on that consider-

ing y u as my (disciples) I thought of impart-
ing to you a knowledge of your (religious)
course through the magazine, for which, however,

you could not subscribe. Consequently it appears
that you dp not care to read even books relating
to your own (religious) course. You will have
indeed to spend 11. J for the magazine, but 'by

reading it you will be exceedingly benefited.

In the first place you will understand your
(religious) course, as it is contained in the

Shastras, by (understanding) which you . cannot
be corrupted by evil company. Not only this,
but you wiir be able to answer the objections

urged against your excellent (religious) course

by several people without understanding it.

Secondly you will acquire a love for devotion

directed to (the deity) Hari. In consequence
of that love you will obtain (the favour of)

Shri Thakurji, and you will be exempt from
the pains of (successive) birth and death, and
from the pains of hell. Do you therefore open
your eyes and reflect a little. You will not

again obtain such an opportunity of understand-

ing your (religious) course.
,

Copies of the Magazine for this month of

Bhadarva (August, September) having been

printed have arrived. Therefore every Vaishnav
who cares to understand his (religious) course,
and who may care to obtain (the favour of the

deity) Hari should come to my place, and he is

to take (a copy of) the Magazine, and write his

name for a copy monthly in order that, that

Magazine may be regularly delivered to him every
month. After all, there is the proverb (which

says) that, "The master's advice extends as far as
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.gate, and as is- the food so i the belly.-
7 The

of the first Aso Sud of Samvat 1916 (19th

> the command of the holy Ma^araj, Written

by Vaishpav Gordhan^as Gopalji. Printed at the

^a6aoj& Press
? Bombay.

A true translation,

JFLYNN, Chief Translator.

Supreme Court, Translator's Office,
7 19M September 1861.

Witness continued. "Plaintiffcomplains there-

in of the carelessness of the Yaishnavas as to

religious instruction, and of there being only 100

subscribers to his magazine, the --Propagator
of

pur own Religion," out of a population of 1?,QOO
Yaishnavas in Bombay. The bad company, alluded

to in the hand-bill, are the "reformers," The

person whose signature appears at the foot of the
hand-lbiii js Goverdhandas, the plaintiflTs secretary.
The subscribers to the Magazine are chiefly of the

lower class. The Vaishnav Punch is conducted by
some Vaishnav, under the plaintiff's patronage ;

an4 was so until ihe 8th November I860i (An
article in a number of tie Vaishnav funch is put
in as an exhibit.

(22)- (Translation of portion of an Editorial

article in a printed Gujarati newspaper pub-
lished every Thursday entitled Vaishnav

'*

(i. . the society of the Vaishnavas

fpilowers of Yallalbhacharya) dated the

of Noenilber I860. No. 3 YoK I.

7 q'clpck in thi evening the

.Disarm Pr^sarak Sabha
r
s(i e- tlie society

propagation of the Yais}|nay Beligibn)
mansion of SUn phimanl^ljee

30
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Maharaj. On that occasion Shri Jadunathji Maha-

raj and Shri Gokuladhishji Msharaj and Shri

Vithaleshji Maharaj presided, and Bhatji Jumkaji
Lai Grordhanji and other members were present.
After the proceedings of the last meeting had been
read out, Vyas Jekisan Morarji delivered a speech
as follows "IT-

* * #
"I intimated to the Vaishnavas before, that

they should daily attend here, and have explained
to them our religious books which are read every
day. But the Vaishnavas have neglected to do so.

Let that pass. Nevertheless I in my speech again
intimate as follows : It will be exceedingly well

if all the Vaishnavas will come to this society
which has been established. Behold for our sake

Shri Jadunathji Maharaj having taken great pains
in order that we may acquire a knowledge of (our)

religion has arranged for the issue of a small book

(i. e. a periodical) every month ; moreover he has
established a society for the propagation of our

religion still you are indifferent !

"

A true translation,
J. FLTNN, Chief Translator.

Supreme Court, Translator's Office,
;

24th January 1862.
,

"Attempts were made to injure me, and to

put me out of my caste, but without success, as

.the castemen were afraid lest I should institute

an action of damages. The plaintiffandbis agents
asked the Vaishhavas not to subscribe to my
periodical.

One Kanjee told me so. These at-

tempts were made before this action was filed. I

received a notice of this action about the end of

April 1861. I replied to that notice, in the East

Goftar and Satya Prakash of 5th May.? Itjs. the

tyranny of the Maharajas which makes the
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Vaishnavns obedient : they don't allow a man who
has incurred their displeasure, to visit, the temple.

Visiting the temple once in a day is indispensable.
I ;haye seen Maharajas put their feet on the

breasts of dying men, with the view of puri-

fying them of sin. Rewards are paid :
for this,

Rs. 5 to Rs. 1,000. A penalty is attached to

the breach of the "Kanthee" vow. The, general
character of the Maharajas in my sect is

"adulterous" and licentious. This plaintiff is

known to be debaucherous. The consequence of

the Maharaja's practices has been general debau-

chery in the sect ; and great scandal and shame-
lessriess prevail. The dedication or bowing of

maidens to the Maharajas before marriage} has

given occasion to these practices. The Maharaj
is called, also, "one whose sole aim is amorous

sport with women/' Certain portions of the sect,

the Marjadees, consider these practices as

meritorious, and in no light worthy of blame.
In addition to Marjadees, there are the

"
Varkats,"

who are considered the most zealous of the

Maharaja's followers. They generally act as

procurers of women for the Maharajas. Every
Varkut is necessarily a pilgrim : they form a
distinct caste. The first thing in my studies,
which arrested my attention, was the commentary
of Goculnathji. The ten .principles are explained
in a Marathi book called

*' Kavi Charitra."

(S3.) (Translation of an extract marked C from
a Marathi printed Book, page 96, entitled

"Kavi Charitra'' by Janardan Ram-
chandarji.)

Afterwards, Vallabhacharya having invited

his tenets with those of that System* of religious

* The system described in the proceeding paragraph.
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persuasion, set up a system of relrgidiis doctrines,

called the Pushti-Marga. The ten articles of the

principal rules thereof are as follows-
1 To secure the firm support of the Aeharya (spiritual guide;)
2 To worship Shri Krishna, is the only principal means of

Mukti* (salvation.) :

3 To forsake the sense of shame, with reference to the public

opinion and the commandments of the Veds and Shastras,
and to be supplicant to the Aeharya for protection (or

salvation.)
4 Humility towards God, and the Guru.f ;

5 To believe, that I am not a Purush (man) but a Gopi (female

cowherd) of the Vrandavan.
6 To sing (or praise) always the virtues of the Goswami. t
7 To praise the greatness of the Goswami.
8 To obey the commands of the Guru.
9 To put faith on what Goswami may do or say.

10 The association with and the service of the Yaishnavas.t

These are the principal doctrines of the

system of Vallabha. He only, who conducts

himself agreeably to these ten commandments, is

the chief worshipper (or devotee); and he who
conducts himself according to the shastras is the

treader in the regulated path. Vallabhacharya
established these principles. According to those

(principles) the followers of the Pushti-marga are

the only principal Vaishnavas (followers of

Yishnu).
Besides this, there are strict words ofcommand

written in a work called the Sidhant Rahasya,
to the effect that all things should be offered and

presented to the Acharya, and that afterwards

these jfchings should be enjoyed.
(Sanskrit verse quoted.)

The substance ofthis verse By those things
being offered respectively, they are transformed
into the nature of Brahma and (thereby) five

kinds of sins do not attach themselves (to persons)

by the enjoyment of them.
* The deliverance of the soul from the body, its exemption trom

further transmigration and its reabsorption intovthe divine:essence.

f A title applied to Vallabhaeharya and his sneoes'sors. :

t A title applied to the worshipper of Vishnu.
' ...

The divine essence. . -.- '
.

-
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( Sanskrit verse quoted.)

Goculnathji has given explicit exposition- of

the sin' arising from not doing as described in

this verse: It is as follows.

(Sanskrit verse quoted.)
To offer every thing means, that even our

wives, sons, &c. should not be brought into our
use -without offering (or presenting) them. Regard-
ing this, there are written down other dicta and
their exposition.

(Sanskrit verse quoted.)
The substance of this verse is, that liberty

is also given to the effect that lastly those, that

may be incapable of performing this difficult act,

should live (in the world) by considering them-
selves as (the property) of the Acharya. We have
thus briefly described the constitution of the

system of doctrines of Vallabh, and on his having
gained a great number of disciples conducting
themselves agreeably to his tenets, Krashnadev,

BajaofVidya Nuggar made a present to him of

an image of seven maunds of gold equalling in

weight his own body. With that wealth

Vallabhacharya made ornaments for the image
of Vithalnathji (and) paid off his father's debt and
retained (the remainder) for (his) house expense.
He disposed of it in this way.

' A true translation,
NABAYAN DINANATH, Marathi Translator.

Supreme Court, Translator's Office, llth June 1861.
"The Maharajas also promulgated a hew set of

doctrines called * Pushti Marga.* (Mr. Anstey reads
the principal doctrines of Vallabh, as illustrated

by Gpculnathjee). The. Sidhant Rahsya is written

by Vallabhj arid his grandson Goeulnathjee, has
wtitteii. a commentary on it, I had my doubts
excited as to portions of the Commentary, which
led me to studies and enquiries, the result of wiiich
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was, that I believe that these were the real

doctrines of the sect. I announced in my paper
the result of my studies as soon as I had satisfied

my curiosity. I was aware that the females of

my sect believed the Maharajas to be incarnations

of Krishna, and as the
* '

gopees
"
obtained salva-

tion by falling in love with Krishna, that our
females were bent upon adulterous love towards
the Maharajas. But I did not know that such
doctrines were contained in any of the sacred

books of the sect, until I learned the fact from

personal enquiries and research. The Maharaj is

known by different names, such as Agni Svaroop,

Acharya, Gosaiji, Vallabhcool &c. The Maharaj
pretends to be, and is believed to be the personi-
fication of God. In respect to salvation of souls

the Maharaj is superior to God, for it is said that

when the Maharaj gets angry with any one, God
cannot save him from the Maharaj's displeasure;
but the Maharaj can save one from Grod's displea-
sure. To believe the Maharaj to be merely a Guru,
is to be born again in the condition of an animal or

bird called 'sichana.' The love enjoined to be

cherished towards the Maharaj means adulterous

love. These horrid opinions are held wherever
members of the sect reside : they are not confined

to Western India. They prevail at Benares. ...I

caused a copy of this book to be procured from
a press at Benares. I produce these papers as

specimens of the attacks made upon the Maharajas
previously to the publication of the alleged libel."

(These specimens of attacks, .which were never

noticed by the Maharajas, were tendered .as

exhibits. Mr. Bayley objected on the ground
that newspapers could not be admitted in evidence,

and that, for aught he knew, those newspapers
might have been printed and published by these

very defendants. Objection overruled.) ,
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Witness to Court.- "These are hand-bills,

newspapers, and pamphlets published from 1855-59.

The purport of the attacks is similar to the purport
of the libel, that is, that the Maharajas are

adulterers . I saw and read these different publica-
tions as they came out. I am able to say that

these publications were generaly circulated and
read. I read and believed them to be true. To a

certain extent they influenced my mind, but I

was already convinced.

(24.) The Bombay Times, 23rd August 1859.

"The deeds of the Maharajas are evil and so

they love the darkness and not the light, and have
resolved to resist to the death, the inevitable ex-

posure of the witness box, which is sure to bring
on them the detestation of the majority of the

public, and must at last over-throw their influence

even with their most benighted and bigoted
devotees. It is not our purpose to describe their

lives, their insatiable avarice, their greed of power,
their insufferable pride, their grinding tyranny,
and utter contempt of their people, and their

abandoned profligacy ; it suffices to tell the reader

that they claim to be gods and we leave them to
conceive how abhorrent and infamous must be
their yoke."

(S5.)-^(Translation ofportion ofan editorial article

in the Bombay Samachar a Gujarati newspaper
of the 21st December 1855.)

TRUE REFORM.

We have (felt) much pleasure in learning and
feet joy in announcing that several -persons of the
Hindu Community have resolved to be freed from
the bondage of their religious preceptors, and in
order to adopt a proper course for the purpose of
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preventing the injuries occasioned to their cha?acters
and various interests by such bondage tliey have
come to an agreement. It is as follows:^Many
pf the reputable and sensible people of tjhe Bhatia

X5aste held a special meeting among themselves,
and after having consulted together agreed as

follows : "The authority which their -

Maharajas
exercise over them is often improper an<l injurious
and thereby their money is unnecessarily wasted
and injury is occasioned to their (reputation for)

intelligence, and a blemish is attached to the

honorable so of their families." These ^people
have consequently determined that Hindus should

as far as practicable, avoid taking the opinions of

the Maharajas in any matter, and should not
allow females after they coine of age to go to the

Maharajas mansions to perform their devotions.
# - # * * * *

It is quite needless for us to say that unless

they break down the present authority of

their Maharajas they will afterwards repent, even
more with regard to what they now greatly suffer

in respect of money, manners, and the honour
r

of

their families.

(26.) (Translation of a portion of an editorial

article in the Jam-e-Jamshed; a Guj^r&ti
Newspaper of the 25th December 1855.)

~K

"In this manner sensible and right thinking
Hindus have seen their error though last, and
have made fit and proper arrangements with

respect to it. They have called a meeting of

their own caste men and have arrived at this

resolution: that in no case unconnected with
matters of religion they should ask the : opinion
of their, religious preceptors, as tj^ey ^nr'many
occasions exercise over them improper ; iftftthority

and cause .theni to commit, acts whioji reflect
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shame on the reputation of their families, and that

aftgr a certain hour of the day, they should not

permit their females to pay Darshana (divine

honors) to their religious preceptors in their

temples ......Thus very often they gave to their

religious preceptors with great willingness permis-
sion to destroy the reputation of their families,
and- thought it an act of holiness sufficient to carry
th.eir progeny to the seventh generation in heaven.

But all this folly has spontaneously now been
made public. The meaning of our words is

simply this: that they should be backward in

respecting tlie notoriously immoral, the honor-

destroying and the unrighteous as well as improper
commands of their preceptors of religion."

(27.) (Translation of a portion of an editorial

article in the Samachar Darpan, a Gujarat!

newspaper of the 29th November 1855.)

A. very great discussion is going on now about
the irregular conduct of the Maharajas of the

Hindus, and many complaints of them are made
to us. And we have received many communications

too, and in them these is written something more
than (what relates to) the irregular conduct of the

Maharajas. Should a Maharaj not entertain the
fear of God and walk in a crooked path and should
~he commit evil actions then it is certainly necessary
to punish him .

?

. .

And according as the people shall improve
the acts of the Maharajas will appear to them to
be oppressive. And the Hindus will not regard
the Maharajas oppressive acts as God's commands
in.tjie same way as they did before. Now their

knowledge holds before them a torch by the -..light

of, which vthey emerge from darkness into light.
Therefore they will not now approve the actions
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of the Maharajas and they will not behold their

families corrupted. The Maharaj is not god that

they will fear him. The Maharaj also has been

made by God and they also have been made by
(rod. They will not therefore submit any longer
to the Maharajas evil actions.

(28.)-(Translation of a portion of an editorial

article in the Bombay Chabook a Grujarati

newspaper of the 21st June 1859.)

According as education advances in India,

according as we begin to reflect UDon the

savage conditions (of man) our minds begin
to be exceedingly expanded. The cause of

(our) saying this is as follows: With regard to

the Gosainjee Maharajas of the Yaishnavas here

instead of their giving instructions as spiritual

preceptors, these lords practise very licentious

courses towards their devotees. This when viewed

by a savage does not strike him at all, but when

rightly regarded it appears to be very iniquitous
behaviour. These Maharajas seem to these Hindus
to be pure incarnations of the Deity but their

actions are very base ; and their, intentions are

full of sin and their conduct greatly transgresses
all the rules of the world, and their religious

-practice appears to ,be contrary to religion. In

this respect their own disciples expose their short-

comings.

(29.)-(Translation of a portion, of an editorial

article in the Ap-akhtiar (i. e. Independent)
a Gujarati newspaper of the 22nd June 1859.)

In regard to the various deeds done by the

Hindu Maharajas and how far they act contrary to

the character of religious preceptors, there were

carried many general discussions which the young
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men have now begun to punish by means of books
from which good consequences are expected to

result. .

It is proper to know the opinion which every
one has been constrained to form with regard
to the Maharajas of the Vaishnavas from (perusing)
the small books which have appeared such as

those entitled
"
Spiritual preceptors and famines/7

" The authority of spiritual preceptors and licentious

preceptors." The mansion of the Hindu Maharaj
is a brothel, his hall is ,. the abode

.
of procuress

(women) fallen (from virtue) without -reputation,
the aspect of his eyes is that of gay laseiviousness,
the members of his body are the tenements of evil

passions; every particle of his person is replete with

unholiness, uncleanliness impurity, and in, short

instead of being as they are held to be incarnations
of God, the Maharajas, have been found, to be
incarnations of fiends possessed of the qualities .and

dispositions of demons and (of) satan.

(30.) (Translation of an extract from an article

in a Marathi newspaper called the Vritsar

of the 15th August 1859.)

Should a katha,* or instructions in, religion
be given in the Mandirf of a maharaj> or should
a nautchj of a courtesan take place (there)?
Is it worthy of a Maharaj to give encouragement
to courtesans ? Because one Maharaj has performed
such an unworthy act in his own Mandir should
not another Maharaj question|| (him)? We
recommend the Vaishnav community to consider

those questions. It is necessary for them to

direct their attention to those question's. They
should direct (their) attention to the present state

* Hindu religions preaching. t Temple. + Dance.

High priest. ||
Or bring him to an account.
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oi the Maharajas. They should make their

Maharajas act in a proper way. The Maharajas
act just as they think (proper). This should he

put a stop to at once. If the Gujarati commnnity
direct (their) attention in a proper manner,
towards the conduct of their Maharajas their

spiritual guides will conduct themselves according
to their religion. Should any Maharaj not

conduct himself properly, he should be turned

out of his Office.

(31.) (Translation of a passage at page 13 of a

printed Gujarati book entitled "A Treatise

concerning Licentious Spiritul Preceptors.'')

In the mansions of the Maharajas there are

several attendants and whippers, Sachora (Brah-

mans) female servants, and other people who
are employed by the Maharajas to procure other

people's wives. Although the wives of the

Maharajas are not for the most part very beauti-

ful, yet they keep them in privacy.
1* In the

service of those wives there are several widows
and married women. By means of such men
or women appointed for those iniquitous deeds

the Maharajas send for and have brought, at

the same time or later, (the females) who may
have been selected from amongst those who
come to perform their devotions. As for the

various wanton women who are acquainted with
the blandishments of love, they are called by
the Maharajas winking at them. When called

by a Maharaj they consider themselves called

by Shri Kjrishna and as having attained the

highest rank, and they quickly go and filled

wi$h joy, and all confused, view the Maharajas
private parts and receive favours. Sometimes

*
i. e. concealed from the public gaze. >
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the sturdy fat Brahmin domestics the at-

tendants and the whippers dine first and cause

the Maharajas to eat their leavings. And in

committing these deeds they* (the Maharajas)
do nob have intercourse with women suitable

to their age, but those bulls exert their strength
upon poor tender innocent girls not of age.

.)- ^(Translation of a portion of a Gujarati
book of poetry entitled

u
Whips for the

Hindu Maharajas.)

I have witnessed the deception of the Maharajas ;

Now women let none ( of yon ) go to the ( Maharajas ) Mansions.
Chorus

1. Sending for females of tender age
They give them sweetmeats as tokens of favour.

Showing them ( as ) examples ( the action, &e. ) of Kan f and
the (Jopis. t .-.'. -

'They cause Kamdev to make his advances ;
I have ( &o. )

2. If they see money, they affectionately call ( us )

If not they cannot bear to see ( us ) :

. .

They rob other people's wives of their wealth and youth.
Behold the virtue of the spiritual guides ; ITiave ( &e. )

.

3. In the season of spring they fill their syringes TI

And taking aim at, they wet the breasts ( of females )

"
' '

'

Without regarding the modesty of those standing near
.Whether aunts or.mother be looking on ;

I have ( &e. )

4. Chewing rolls of betel leaves

They spit after eating the betelnut
Their spittle they make others swallow.
Behold what rascality this is, I have ( &c. )

(33.) (Translation of a portion of a printed.

Gujarati handbill printed at the Daffar Askdrd
Press in 1855.)

Gentle readers, do you attend. Behold ! how
the banners of the Maharaja's good conduct and

* The pronoun they may either refer to the Brahman domestics, &e.
or to the Maharajas. t i. e. the Hindu deity Kanaiya or Krishna.

$ Females of the Cowherd caste in which Krishna was brought up.
The name of the Hindu oupid or god of love.

U This alludes to a practice at the Holi festival when persons amuse
themselves by filling syringes squirts with a yellow fluid and dis-

charging them at one another.
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understanding, are flying. And he writes. "As
for coming to the meeting, it is not my custom
at all." Behold then i behold! does he write

correctly when he writes that it is not his custom
to go to a Brahmasabhd (a metting of Brahmans.)
For, on receiving invitations to prostitutes' dances
he always attends them with pleasure.

Witness continued:
" These are only some

attacks amongst many. I know what the
"
slavery bond " was. The temples, were closed

for a week to force parties to sign the bond,
and the person signing it bound himself not to

write anything against the Maharajas, nor

attempt to procure his attendance at the Supreme
Court. One of its objects was to excommunicate

me, in which they failed. The bond is still

binding, and I have read in it that persons
not obeying it shall be guilty of a crime against

religion. I have seen the females bow to the

Maharajas, at the time of worship in the temples,
and I have seen the Maharajas touch the toes

of females of whom they are fond. Touching
the toe is indicative of a desire for carnal inter-

course. The females go into the zenana, and
the Maharajas go after them. 'I have seen

the managers of the Maharajas giving water
to Vaishnavas to drink, the water which fell

from the Maharaja's
i(

lungotee." I have seen the

leavings of the Maharaja's food eaten by some
Vaishnavas. When the Maharaj walks on foo,

males and females follow him in the streets.

I have seen the
" Ten Principles

"
in two other

books
j pne in verse and the other in prose.

Ninth Day, Friday, 7th February, 1862.

( Mr. Spencer Compton read English transla-

tions of passages from the sacred books of the
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^allabhacharya sect, which were put in as exhi-

bits the previous day. These passages support
the pleas set forth by the defendants, and allude-

to the horrible doctrines^of the sect as mentioned
therein.

Karsandas Mooljee, cross-examined by Mr.

Bayley.
*' I first became acquainted with the

plaintiff in the year 1860, but have never been in

his company, nor even spoken to him in my life.

He has no temple in Bombay. Maharajas having
no temples of their own, go to the temples belong-

ing to other Maharajas. I have no ocular

knowledge of any improprieties committed by
plaintiff, but have had in respect to others, when
I used to visit the temples about ten or eleven

years ago. I have observed the improprieties
of Jeewanjee, the head Maharaj. I have not been
to the temples, I believe, since 1848, because I

knew that the Maharaja's conduct was blame-

worthy. I mean improprieties to the extent of

pressing the toes of females by Jeewanjee Maharaj.
1 went once a week every Sunday, to Jeewanjee's

temple. The temple consists of two parts, and I

have seen both, I saw the toes of the females

pressed three or four times when I myself went to

touch the Maharaja's toes. I did not mark this

when I was young, that is, under fifteen. This

circumstance, combined with their general re-

putation as regards adultery, made me secede from
the Maharajas. Jeewanjee is still my guru hut
I have stopped visiting him. I have a daughter
round whose neck I put a "kanthee" myself ac-

cording to the ceremonial forms of my sect. Many
Vaishnavas have out "kanthees" with their own
hands round the necks of their children. There

may IOQtwohundred reformers among the Vaishnavas
at the utmost. When I say all the Maharajas
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.
......

Brave carnal intercourse with the daughters and
wtves of their devotees, and ~ihat maidens are first

se
:

nt to the Maharajas after their marriage, I say
so from general reputation. Besides pressing the

toes, I have seen the Maharajas throwing gulal on
tie breasts of females during the Holee festival in

different years, when all the men and women were
in the temple. It was gulal which had been
offered to the idol, and is considered holy by the

people. The gulal was sometimes thrown in balls,

which were pointedly thrown at the breasts of
females. I received spiritual instruction from.the

Maharaj once in. my life when the "kanthee"
was put round my neck. 'These sacred rbooks are

the property of two of my friends and of Ramlall

Thackorseydas. I found out the particular passages
with the assistance of one Mathooradass. I was

acquainted with these passages before the time of

the alleged libel. I said there are about a hundred
sects in India, but I don't think the old religion is

represented by any one sect at present. Some of

the sects follow the old religion more or less. The
Vallabhacharya sect

. professes to follow the old

religion, but I am not certain whether, it does. It

differs widely in its doctrines from those of the old

religion, and conceives itself to be far superior to

all other sects. - The number of the v allabha-

charyas inBombay may be thirty or forty thousands;

they extend from here to the Ganges and to<Agra,
but not uninterruptedly. I heard six or seven

years ago that the Maharajas were excommunicated

by the Telinga Brahmins. I think it is the general
belief in the sect that Vallabh was a Telinga
Brahmin and was outcasted, Telinga is a province
in the Madras Presidency. The Telinga Brahmins
form ,a. large body in Telinga as in other parts of

India, and are the worshippers of Shiva. They
are like any other Brahmins in anj^ other part of
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India, The Vaishnavas and the Shaivas are "at

daggers drawn." Luxmon Bhatt, the father of

Vallabh, was excommunicated by his own eastemen
for founding a new creed. Manu and other books
are considered to be of divine origin. The story
of the "gopees" and the incarnations of Vishnoq
are believed in by several sects, but are opposed to

the ancient religion. The Shaivites believe in the
incarnations ofVishnooequally with the Vaishnayas.
As far as I have reacl, all the sacred books do not
contain amorous passages. I am not aware whether
Sir William Jones has said that "Krishna is to
this day the darling god of Hindu women." I have
heard the story of Brahma coming out of an egg
after remaining three millions and millions ofyears.
I do not believe in the modern stories in books
which are written after the Veds, which 1 have not
read. The stories are considered by most
Vaishnavas as literally true. I was not present
at any of the

' ' Ras festivals ;" it is a matter of

general reputation, and is described by Captain
McMurdo of Cutch, in his work, on that province.

Adultery is considered a crime whether committed

by a
"
Gosai/

5
or any other person. The instruction

which Vaishnavas receive from the Maharaj is

only once in their life-time when the " kanthee" is

put round the neck. In certain respects the

Maharajas are regarded as religious preceptors,
but they don't teach more than once in a person's
life-time. Each family has its priest, who gives
instruction in religion. The plaintiff is not, a
Brahmin of high caste; he is an outcasted

Brahmin,, and no high-caste Brahmin would dine
with him or the other Maharajas under the penalty
of being ex-communicated. I collected and
printed the licentious songs sung by females when
the Maharajas are invited to their houses. I have
heard the songs sung within the last year or two.

32
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I heard them sung. They are sung generally

among the sect. What I printed are not the exact

words, but the substance of the songs, Which
I got printed for the purposes of this trial. There
are many other songs of similar tendency ; these
are mere specimens. The Brahmins are highly
respected; they are not divine. The "amorous
Kann" plainly means the Maharaj ; he is

generally regarded as God, the Supreme Being
himself. It is not possible that I can be mistaken
as to the construction of the words "

tan, man, and
dhan* " Dhan" means property, but the
Vaishiiavas have extended the sense. I differ with
the Gfiyf Translator as to the translation of the

latter portion of the libel. The word ''bigado chho'*

simply means "defile," but from the context it is

a participle and not an active verb. I had nothing
to do with the article which appeard in the

Sammachar: its editor was a Parsee. I had nothing
to do with any of the articles which appeard in

other journals against the Maharajas, i don't

know who wrote the article against the Maharajas
in the Bombay Times. I have seen Maharajas
follow females into their private rooms, not the
females of their own family, who,are not allowed
to be seen by strangers. Plaintiff pretended for

some time to be a reformer. I have not read

Grokulnathjee's commentary in the. original, t. e.

. the Sanskrit. I did not intend to convey any
reflections against the plaintiff, but against the

body of Maharajas. I have had no personal

knowledge of the adulteries of plaintiff : it was a

matter of notoriety that he committed a rape at

Surat. I heard from a friend that plaintiff suffered

last year from the venereal disease.

Mr. Bayley.Who is your friend ?

Mr; AnStey applied that the witness might
u
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not be compelled to give up the name, as, from
the fact of so many

u
bundobusts" having been

made against the defendant by order of the Maha<-

raj, it was to be presumed that if the name were

revealed, the witness would be exposed to im-

portunities and manaces, and thus justice would be

defeated.

Mr. Bayley objected on the ground that he
had a very good reason for asking the name, and
that the Court cannot extend the rules of evidence

in defendant's favour.

Mr. Anstey repeated that justice would be

defeated if the name were given up, and begged
the Court, in the exercise of its discretion, to

obviate the mischief by a special order in this case,

which, he maintained, had no parallel in the con-

stitutional history of England ; and the special
order might well be made.

The Court decided that to obviate incon-

venience to the defendant, the name of the party
who had a personel knowledge of the fact, must
not be exposed ; but that the name of the friend

who conveyed the information to defendant, might
be given without much inconvenience.

Mr. Bayley. Who is your friend that in-

formed you ?

Witness to Court. "Am I bound to answer
that question, my Lords ?

Sir M.Sausse,-^-Yes, answer it.

Witness continued, "Lukmidas Khimjee is

the name of the friend. I know nothing of this,
of my personal knowledge. ,

To Sir M. Sausse.^ The females go to the

zenana, the place for the Maharaja's family. They
go to the zenana, and then into the Maharaj's bed-

room. The zenana has more than one room ; but
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I don't know of my personal knowledge. At the
time I wrote the article, I believed that the Maha-

rajas did defile their female devotees.

Re-examined by Mr, -Anstey.^'None of the

sects does in itself represent the ancient Hindu

religion. The adulteries of the Maharajas are a

matter of notoriety. Captain McMurdo has written

on their adulteries and on the "Has festival," in

the volume 2nd of the "Transaction ofthe Literary

Society of Bombay,
7 '

published in the year 1820.

He says :

" The Bhattias are of Sindh origin.
:

They are
4

the most numerous and wealthy merchants in
'

the country, and worship the Gosainjee Maharaj,
'
of whom there are many. The Maharaj is master

'
of their property and disposes of it as he pleases ;

4 and such is the veneration in which he is held,
1
that the most respectable, families consider thein-

*
selves honoured by his cohabiting with their

'wives or daughters. The principal Maharaj
*

at present on this side of India is named. Gopi-
4

nathjee, a man worn to a skeleton and shaking
4
like a leaf from debauchery of every kind, except-

4

ing spirituous liquors, fie is constantly in a
4
state of intoxication from opium, and various

'other stimulants which the ingenuity of the
*
sensual has discovered. He is originally a Brah-

* min. . . . The well-known Jlas Mandalees
4
are very frequent among them (the Bhattias) as

4

among other followers of Vishnoo. At these,
'

persons of both sexes and all description, high and

''low, meet together, and, under the name and
'sanction of religion, practise, every kind of
'
licentiousness.' (Witness here defines the gram-

. matical construction of the passage containing
the libel/^-'You M;aharaj !

'

&c.) I am sure that

the songs I have printed
j

give exactly the substance
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of what I have heard women sing. Maharajas are

sometimes called by the name of "Purshottam,"
God or "excellent Being." or

v'Poorna Purshottain,"

perfect God, or perfect excellent Being."

Tenth Datj, Saturday^ 8th February, 1862.

(2.)'Dr. John Wilson, examined by Mr.

Anstey. "I am an ordained minister of the Free
Church of Scotland, and a graduate of the

University of Edinburgh. I came out to this

country in 1829. My professional duties as a

missionary led me to the study ofsome of the eastern

languages: I know the Sanskrit, the Zend, and
to a certain extent the Pehlvi. I have some

acquaintance with the Prakrit languages and the

Brrj Bhasha, in both its forms, 1 have presided at

the examinations in languages of gentlemen of the
Services. I was offered the office of Translator
to Government, but declined it. I am a member
of the Royal Society of Great Britain and Ireland,
and a member of the Bombay Branch of the Koyal
Asiatic Society. For seven years I was its

president, and since 1842 have been its honorary
president. I am a corresponding member of several

Spcities in Europe. I am the author of certain

works of the ancient Hindu religious systems,
and have prosecuted studies in the literature of

the East; I commenced such of my studies in the

University of Edinburgh, and prosecuted them on

my arrival in this country. I have heard the

evidence of the witness in this caseiip to yesterday;
but I was, absent yesterday. There is one sacred

book of the Hindus called the Vishnoo Puran, a

philosophical and legendary treatise dedicated to

the exposition of views respecting Vishnoo. I

ihavCi read it in the original Sanskrit as well as

:. translations of it. The most ancient books of the
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Hindus are the Veds. They are what is cajled

"Srootee," i. e., what is heard. They are Jbelieved

to be the works of divine revelation in the nighest
sense ef the word. The Vishnu Puran .belongs
to a later period and is considered as authoritative

revelation by a large body of the Hindus, The
Institutes of Manu are believed to have been
written two centuries before the Chritian era ; the
Veds about three thousand years before the

Christian era. The law books belong to the
"
Smnti," i. e., what is recollected. The literature

of the Hindus shows great changes of religipus
belief and practice. It is an historical fact, that
the more modern religions are less moral and less

pure. Very great changes have occurred in India

with reference to the gods, postively for the

worse, as admitted by the Hindus themselves.

Vallabhaeharya flourished from the end of the>

15th to the beginning of the 16th century. I have
read that Vallabh visited the King of Vizia

naggar about the year 1500 or 1504, and I found
from the genealogies of the kings of that place,
that the King was Krishna Deya ; and that

Vallabh received a large present of gold from him.

(Witness refers to an ancient Sanscrit drama he
held in his hand.) The dramatist distinctly
alludes to the existence of the sect of Vallabha-

charyas, (Witness was about to refer to the

contents of the drama, to which Mr. Bayley
objected.)

Witness to Sir M. Sausse. "I have not found

any reference to the drama in the sacred books of

the sect, I don't know if it has ever been acted ;

but it is the custom of the Brahmins to compose
dramas and circulate them among their friends* i

The Court upheld the objection, on the grpiind
that the di;ama was not a professional treatise^, anci
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could not be recognised as an historical authority
as to the tenets df the sect.

Witness continued. "My object in referring

to the drama was to show the existence of the sect

and its aspects to certain classes of India.

Sir Mi Sausse. The aspects of the sect to

other classes are not pertinent to the matter at

issue.

Mr. Anstey asked the Court to take a note
of his argument, that the witness could not be

prevented from referring to the document. (Note
taken accordingly.)

Witness proceeded to say. "I have seen

notices of the sect by Captain McMurdo, Resident
at Cutch, in papers communicated to the Asiatic

Society of Bombay; and in the 16th volume of the

Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, in

which the origin and doctrines of the sect are set

forth by Dr. Horace Hayman Wilson, for some
time the secretary of the Society.

'

Amongst other article of the new creed,
Vallabha introduced one, which is rather singular
for a Hindu religious innovator or reformer.; he

taught, that privation formed no part of sanctity,
and that it was the duty of the teachers and his

disciples to worship their deity, not in nudity and

hunger, but in costly apparel and choice food, not
in solitude and mortification, but in the pleasures
of society and the enjoyment of the world; The
Gosairis or teachers, are almost always family men,
as was the founder Vallabha, for after he had
taken off the restrictions of the monastic order to

Which he originally belonged, he married by the

particular order, it is said, of his new god. The
Gosains are always clothed with the best raiment,
anii fed with daintiest viands by their followers,
ovier whom they have unlimited influence ; part of
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the connection between the Guru . and teacher,

being the three-fold Samarpan or consigrnent of

Tan, Man and Dhan^ body, rnind and wealth, to
the spiritual guide.

7F
*

"7? w. 4r
_

;

4 The most celebrated of all the Gosain esta-

blishments is at Shri Nath Dwar in Ajmer.
The image at this shrine is said to have trans-

ported itself thither from Mathura when

Aurangzeb ordered the temple which contained it

to be destroyed . The present shrine is modern,
but richly endowed, and the high priest, a descent

of Gokulnath, is a man of great wealth and impor-,
tance. It is a matter of obligation with the
members of this seet to visit Shri Nath Dwar,
at least once in thair lives; they receive there a

certificate to that effect, issued by the head
Gosain and in return, contribute according to their

means to the enriching of the establishment.'

'It is not an uncurious feature in the notions

of this sect, that all the veneration paid to their

G-osains is paid solely to their descent, and un-

connected with any idea of their sanctity or

learning; they are not unfrequently destitute of

all pretensions to individual respectability, but

they not the less enjoy the xhomage of their

followers.'

To Sir M. Sausse. From my study of the
doctrines of the sect I am of opinion with with
Dr. Hayman Wilson that the sect is impure. I

agree with what Dr. Hayman Wilson states.

( Witness reads the parts in which he agrees with
Dr. H. H. Wilson.) Vallabh taugtt that :the

Deity should be worshipped in choice . food; and

costly apparel, not in solitude Jt?ut in the enjoy-
ment of society. The Gosains have unlimited
influence over their followers, who consign to them

:
. T .

'

; . ..

.-:; .- / ,--'' : v . i . -. j . t
" *
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their
"

tarij maty and dhati." (An account is

n^t gi^a^oifi ^ie services of the image, ID which
witness^ ': agre&d^ with Dr. fl. H. Wilson^

; iThe

homage paid
r to the Gosains is paid c to their

descent, not their sanctity or individual accomplis-
merits. The most ignorant Gosains is revere^ by
his followers. : j L

To Mr. Anstey.
" The drama I have referred

to, is a faithful mirror of the doctrines joid

practices of the sect as they prevail at -the" present

day. I could not give a more faithful picture,
than by reading one of the passages which I have
translated into English.^ The conductor of the

play says to one of the actors :-
"The Veds have fled ; , loyely damseis

:
now

'
look to the gratification "of .-sense with the des-

'cendants of Vallabh 5 the descendant of Vallabh
'
is tjde kisser of females ; he feels lust, at every

'

step for his large-eyed damsels. Offering one's-

'self and one's wives and daughters to the
^

'is in this world the only course of salvation.-"---... -
.". . _' -

.

'

""-.* -V" * 4

.Carnal intercourse with females, dining, and
*

playing with them, is^on^ of the principal .of&ces
*

of Krishna . The nectarine pleasure of Shree
f (iokul ( Krishna ) is.bBtter than a thousand other
f

expedients. If coptilation does not take place
4

with Krishna, the existence of the paramour of

'man is worse than that of a worm.' . (The
'passage, of which the above is the substance,- J. . '

,' ; ^^ :* -. , - - .
- ' ..*--- . *

is put on the record.) ';.-'
'

The sect of the Vallabhacharyas is a new
sect, inasmuch as it has selected Krishna in the

aspect of his adolescence and praised him to supre-
macy in that aspect. The sect is :new in its

objects
5 find new in its method. The god Krishna

is '

worshipped in the. shape of images and the

Mahararjas ; both are believed to be personifications

oo
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of Krishna. -The Maharaj is considered as
'

an in-

carnation of God ; he is God incarnate according
to Hindu notions^ which ;are peculiar in this res-

pect* There have occurred nine incarnations of

Vishnu, the last hof which was that of Boodh.

The:tHindus do not believe in any in^araations

which have taken place between the time ofBo;odh
and the present day; the Vallabhacharyas, on

the contrary, hold that Vallabh and his descen-

dants are incarnations of Krishna. They view

the,.Maharajas as intermediate between themselves

and the Goa Krishna ; in the sense of receiving
his dicta as equal to Krishna himself. As betweeji
the angay God and the sectary, the Maharaj is

the mediator ; as between the Maharaj and the

sectary there is no mediator; There are multi-

tudes who believe the Maharajas not only as

Xjurus* but also in the light aoove represented.*
The Maharajas are certainly not the preceptors of

what is technically denominated the Hindu re-

ligion. They are not chiefs or heads of any singly
sect of Brahmins. The descendants of Valla oft

are considered as outcasted Telinga Brahtnins*.

To my knowledge there is no intercourse bet-

ween the Maharajas and the Telinga; Brahmins,;

According to the belief and practices of the Hindu
religion, it is not possible for Brahmins to hold
such intercourse with the Maharajas as members
of one caste hold with each other.

'

Tan, man!,
and dhan '

are used in an all-comprehensive sense !

'
tan

'

embracing body in all its relations ; and
'man/ referring to mind in all its, mental faculties

and qualities which are to be placed at the disposja.!
of the Maharaj according to the doctrines of the
sect. With referance to the third word * dhah ,

'

I have seen passages published by the authority
of the Maharajas, in which it is stated tljat the
sectaries should make over to the Maharaj their
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sons, wives, daughters, and every thing else 'before
?

applying these things to their own Use. (Witness
reads the translation of a passage from the com- ^

mentary of "Grokulnathjee). In regard;'to the;
Brahamin, it is said in the Bhagwat Gita that
his* qualities are!quiescence* self-control, patience,
rectitude, the resignation of spiritual existence^ &c.

The: sense of shame and public opinion are outraged,:

by the doctrines of the Vallabhacharyas. There isno
sense ofTshame in the doctorines of the sect. I have
heard, that; the translation of the passage containing.?
the alleged! libel has been disputed. I consider, that

the passage should be read as:
e
l?e Maharajas!:;

when you act according to that commentary, or

upon your acting according to your commentary^

you corrupt the wives and daughters: of your
devotees, lift your hand' (desist.) The.passage;

is

capable of the interpretation given by : the <le>

fendant. The meaning ta my mind, is that it

is a mild expostulation on the principle. I do not
think that, in the passage, the plaintiff and other

Maharajas are^necessarily meant; it is probably a

general and inferential proposition. (iWitnessrealds:.
the translation by himself of a Sanskrit .paper,
in which a sectary says to Krishna: "I consecrate

to (theej my life, my soul, my organs, my property$
:

myself, &c. I am thy slave, Oh Krishna!'' : ,

Tr&risjatioh of the original Sanscrit Text.
]!.- - i. -."...:'-.

'

-!'. V ."

Shriu Krishna is my protector ! .
;

,

I, who am eternally destroyed
1

by
misery 'and pain >produced by (my) separation from

Krishna? i during -a time measured by thousands
of years, do surrender to the all-furnishedf Krishna,-

. ...
--T -r

---
;

-'--:-
* Om is- a mystie^terfiTused at the beginning' of 'ali religious formulas

r

aa
r

>vell as invocations, prayers,. &e. . .; . , . '. .
.

t'^W .refers to powers, qualities and things: all-furnished is> ; m
r''

^e^iihet doianionly given td.tne deity.: .

J : ;- -
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(my) body, senses, (or organs), breath, heart (as the
seat of feelings), its feelings, as also (my) wife,

house, children, relatives, wealth, and other wordly
things, together with (my) soul. Oh you Krishna,
I am your servant.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bayleyv-
-u The

passage containing the alleged libel is ambiguous,
and the composition is loose. 1 think the Bhattias,
who read it, would see the connection between it

and the commentary. I am not prepared to state

that Mr. Flynn's translation is incorrect, but it

might be improved. I have taken no active part in

the getting up of the case, except that I take an
interest in it. I did not know the defendant

personally before the action was brought. I have
not been in any of the Maharaj's temples. I have
no personal knowledge of the improper practices
of the Maharajas, but have heard a good deal from
his followers. From the books I conclude that the

Maharaj and the idol are worshipped as gods. I do
not think that the Hindus worship, cows and bulls;

they believe that the Deity is present every where
and in'everything, and, philosophically, they believe

every thing to emanate from the God-head. The
books of Vallabhacharya are read by portions of

the sect. Sir William Jones thought that the time
of the Manu was about th'e date of Christ*

To Sir Joseph Arnould. "I would not call

the Mormonites a sect of Christians. The Val-

labhacharya sect forms only a portion of the Hindu
religion.

To Sir M. Saiisse. -''I cannot say that any
sect at present strictly follows the ancient Hindu
religion. :

Witness proceeded to say. "I know of a

sect that holds doctrines similar to those of the

Vallabhacharya sect. This book (one of the
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exhibits) appears to me to have been published

by order of one of the Maharajas.. There is no date

to it;- I have come across it in my researches.

It appears to have been printed and circulated

in Bombay, but I cannot 'say to what extent.

The word '

vishaya' is not equivalent to the .word

adultery. The caste to which the Maharajas should

belong is the Telinga Brahmin. The third or

fourth in descent of the Yallabhacharya sect,

I believe, is still alive in Ahmedabad, but I have
not seen him personally. There are a number
of sects in various parts of India of as recent

origin as the Vallabhacharya sect. The words
*

tan, man and dhan' have nothing peculiar in their

original meaning, which has been extended by the

Maharajas. The intelligent portion of the Hindu

community are making great, researches in their

old writings. I have read some of the works
of the plaintiff and formed a very low estimate
of them.

Re-examined by Mr. Anstey.
'* I have

seen some very obscene ^conduct on the part of

the Maharajas, I have turned away from it in

disgust. I should have been pleased to have
seen a better state of things in this country.
The passages in question were - brought to my
notice by parties engaged in the defence, but
I was acquainted with them before.

To the Court.
" The meaning of the words

'*
ras lila" is amorous sport; the meaning of

lt
ras" alone might be rendered as the "juices

of fruit or of the body." The Maharajas in a

general point of view might be looked upon as

preceptors, but not as preceptors of the Hindu
religion.

"
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Eleventh Day, Monday, llth February, 1882.

(3.) Balajee . Pandurqngy examined by,
Dunbar. " I am one of the Translators and

Interpreters of this Court. I have rendered onto-

English this passage ( in exhibit ) in the '. Br*j
Bhasha. ( Witness deposes to haying translated

into English several other passages referred to

and put in as exhibits. )

Cross-examined by Mr. Scoble. -" Ther:e is

a dictionary of the Brij Bhasha language, prin-
ted at the Calcutta School-book Society's: Press,
for the use of schools, to which I referred for

the meaning of some words. The Brij Bhasha
is a composite language containing some Sanscrit

and some Hindu words, and some no doubt other

dialects. In making the translations, I looked
more to the meaning of the analogous than to the

meaning of the words themselves. I have never

scientifically studied the Brij Bhasha language
as a language. I have read some songs in Brij
Bhasha. In the translations I confined myself
to the passages I had to translate.

" Kassik
Sniromani

'

literally means ' the head jewel of hu-

mour:' the words mean either intellectual, a3sthetie,

or sensual pleasure.
" Vehvichar bhav" means

adulterine, not adoptive, -love; the first word
5

literally means admixture, confusion. The words
;

are always used in a bad sense; they' cann'ot
1

be translated as
'

exceptional , or deviating love/
'

$oorat Aranya' means a forest wherer
sport: is

carr-ied on between men and women; the first

word does not mean beauty.

Ec-examined by Mr. Anstey.*"! haVev carefully
studted the ipassages I have translated, and\hav^
no doubt as to the meanings I have given. Venvi-:

char,' in its primary sense, means admixture; and
in its secondary sense, adultery." *

;_ /
-
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Laxman Shastree, examined by
Mr, Anstey.

"
Iain a Brahmin, and Government

Shastree at the Sudder Adawlut, I come from the

Konkun. The report is that the Maharajas are

Brahmins, and I consider them as Brahmins. I

might sit with them, but would not dine with
them; I cannot give the reason, but that has been
the practice for several years, probably from their

having connection with the Gujaratee people. They
haye a good number of followers, but thy are not

the chiefs or heads of any persons but the Val-

labhacharyas. I know the Sanscrit language, and
have seen and read some of the sacred books.
All religious sects of the Hindus are derived from \

the ancient religion, and profess to be guided by I

its principles and cannot therefore be said to dif-f

fer
;
from the ancient religion. Each sect

'

says that

it follows the ancient religion . I don't think, that
the Vallabhacharya sect deviates from the ancient

religion ; but there may be some slight difference;

It is a sin almost equal to adultery for a person to
handle the breast of another's wife:"

The witness was not cross-examined for the

plaintiff.

(5) Vishvanath Narayan, examined by Mri
Dunbar "I am superintendent of the Special
Income Tax Commissioner's Office and a member
of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society. \ I hold the substantive appointment
of Curator of the Government Central Book
Depot and Deputy Inspector of Marathee Schools.
I have translated Elphiristone's History of

India into Marathee. I am one of the Konkani

.Brahmins, and am acquainted with Sanscrit. I

haye read some of the ancient books of! the Hindus.
We have no intercourse with the Maharajas as

Brahmins;, we don't' intermarry or dine with them;
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because, as Brahmins, we have duties to perform,
and to my knowledge the Maharajas" don't perform
those duties. .They

1 are not preceptors of religion
to all Hindus. I am not acquainted ^with their

caste as Brahmins. Every Brahmin, : according
to our laws as laid down in Mariu,- has
to perform six duties:-~sacrificmg and assisting
at sacrifices; teaching the Veds, *which.M thei

Maharajas don't teach to my knowledge, &e.

These are two out of the principal six which
are neglected by the Maharajas. I have looked
at some of the books of the Vallabhacharya sect.

(Witness refers to passages in some of the exhibits;)
The Maharaj is in this passage described as the

lord, the husband of many women ; as one whose

Only object is wanton sport with many women
and the ocean of wanton sport with many women.
One .of the books contains 108 names for the

Maharaj, and he is described there as equal to the

Supreme Being. I don't think that the Yallabha-

charya sect follows the religion of Manu, the most
ancient religion ofthe Hindus. My caste, areboundto
follow that religion, and they follow it. . I don't

think the Brahmins regard the Maharajas; as

models of morality at all. They have no authority
in the Brahmin caste at a-11, so far as my caste is

concerned; The Morality of the Maharajas was
made the subject of comment in some of the
Marathee newspapers ofBombay. To myknowledge
the chastity and morality of the Maharajas are

very low. Others have also a low opinion of-them.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bay!ey.-^-^I have seen

the plaintiff once at his house in Bombay. I may
have seen oth'er Maharajas on the roads. Once in

Bombay, in the year 1858-59 , 1 saw ^a Maharaj^d^o
an improper act, unworthy ofhis assumed character

of a -spiritual preceptor. There were ; two ipepsons
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sitting in a moveable swing among a crowd of

males and females, and the Maharajas (I think

both of them were Maharajas) threw gulal in-

discriminately upon all. The gulal is not thrown

only during the. flolee holidays. I do not recognise
the Bombay Almanac as a book of religious

authority. I considered it an act of immorality
for men and women to mix together purposely,
and for the Maharajas to throw gulal, upon the*

females. It was not an accidental crowd : the

men and women met purposely on the occasion.

I consider the book of Manu as binding so far as

it is consonant with the Veds. I have been in

Sind, out of the Bombay Presidency, and in

Eathiawad and Gujarat. Gosainjee and Maharaj
are considered as convertible terms. Gosain com-

monly means a man clad in reddish-coloured clothes.

A preceptor of religion must be a Brahmin ; and
I cannot say if the Maharajas are preceptors of

religion. I have not heard that the'Konkanee
Brahmins are looked down upon. by the Gujarati
Brahmins. The fact is the othet way. We dine

wilh the Telinga Brahmins, but not with the

Maharajas, I have read the whole of Goeulnathjee's

commentary in the Sanscrit. I don't recollect any
particular passage ; I recollect the general impress
sion is left upon my mind. The translation of the

passage in the alleged libel from the commentary,
\is not so exact as mine, but I

1
cannot say that it

is a garbled translation. There is, no mention of
the Maharaja's name in the original : The original
passage is in the passive voice, but the agent, is

understood. The word "Suraf in Sanscrit implies
carnal intercourse. I know Gujarati. The word
'f
Suiat'' means a face, contenanee, in the flindoos-

tani. It 'would have the same meaning .in

Gujarati according to the context. I know the
defendant for the last two or/ three years< and have

9 A
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taken an interest in the case as one of the public

only.

Re-examined by Mr. Anstey. "The proper
f meaning of the word "reform" is bettering,, ana in

that sense I am a reformer, and wish to seer the

religion restored to its pristine purity. I have

he^rdtheMaharaj called "Pufushotta.m," L 0.,
best

of beings. This word in the commentary applies
to the Maharaj. Goculnathjee's commentary is

considered a book of religion. (The MCarathi

translation of the commentary is put into witness's

hand.) I find a passage in the book referring to

"Acharya," commanding that all things should be
in the first instance offered to him before being
tasted or enjoyed by any other person. From what
I have seen and heard, I don't think the plaintiff

and other Maharajas specially qualified to be'*

spiritual preceptors
. From the conversation I had,

with the plaintiff,
I did not think he was a man of

learning, and as such, qualified .to be a preceptor.
I take no interest in this case beyond what is felt

in it by hundreds of the public. (Refers again to

a passage in the commentary.) The subject of

my conversation with the plaintiff, was the female
schools and the meaning of one or two verses from
the "Bhagwat Gita."

To Sir M. Sausse. "Every. Brahmin is bound
to be a preceptor ; if he is not so qualified, he is

obliged to undergo, a certain penance. Among the

general class of Hindus, every Brahmin is looked

upon as a preceptor, whether he gives precepts or

not."

(6.) Jhaverilal Umiashanker, examined by
Mr. Dunbar. I was lately one of the Duxina-
fellows of the Elphinstone College. Iknow Sanscrit.

(Refers to one of the translations ~piit in as an
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exhibit.) I made the translation of the Sanscrit

Cross-examined by Mr. Bayley. ''The word
'Purushottam' to whom, that translation refers, is

the Supreme Being, andvthe offerings referred to

are made to him.

Re-examined by Mr. Anstey.-r-I -have read

the passage only, not the
}
entire book; nor the

ppmmentary of Goculnathjee upon the passage."

(7)Nanabhai Haridas, examined by Mr.

Anstey. *'I am one of the Tronslators of this

Court, and have made some translations of books

in the Brij Bhasha language* (specifies the transla-

tions.)

To Mr. Baylay . There are many works in

the Brij Bhasha in manuscripts. Most of the

Maharaja's works are in that language. Generally

manuscripts don't contain dates. In this instance

I have collated two manuscripts and the dates each
bore were different. These books are- read by
Banias who read the Balbodh character. I have
read portions of them, I am a ''KayfwtW

7 a word
derived from Kaya," the body. The Kayasths are

followers of the Maharajas. They are respected

by their followers and such Brahmins as receive

alms from the Maharajas.
V

To Mr. Anstey. -I find one of the books

composed by Vallabhacharya. The Maharajas are

reputed to be outcaste Telinga Brahmins. A Brah-

min put of caste would not be reputed to be a

pre)Qptor of religion among learned Brahmins. I

don't .know what common Brahmins might think.

are some Brahmin followers of the Maha-

(8.) -Narayan Dinanathjeei examined by
Mr. Duhbar.

tt I am one of the Translators and
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of
rtMs Oourt, and..remember to have

translated some of the documents in this case.

( specifies them, ) ; .

C; . If
,

. .

'

..... . ..*;-;
'

, ":"'"''"

; Witness to Mr. Bavley. I ;did.not read

books before they were put into my hand for

translation. I visit one Maharaj Jeewanjee, as a

friend ; he is- considered the head man. I have
visited his temple perhaps two or three times a

year, during the last ten or twelve years, I have
not seen any improprieties in his : temple^ I have
not been there 'during the Holee, and have not
seen any gulal .thrown. There are certain oc-

; casions on which, gulal is thrown; the Holee is

one of them. There is no impropriety in the act

itself. I have not seen Jeewanjee throw any
gulal at all any time. I never went there to see

the idol or the worshippers. Gurus are. wor-

shippjed by all sects throughout India ; and all

sects have Gurus. The fprm of worship is 'al-

ways the same
(
; they are.not worshipped as gods.

There are in my caste both Vaishpavas and
Shivites

"

j but none of them .are followers of the

Maharpjas. I have read the commentary -of

Goculnathjee since this action was
filejcl. My

attention was particularly called to the, wprd
" Pu'rushottam

"
therein, and I remarked that it

applied to Purushottam (God) alone. The word

Acharya (Guru) occurs in one place. ;Arid it is

stated that the dedication ought to oe ih$de to

Purushottam through the Acharya. It 'is^ery
difficult to say what the word " Surat

? * means ;

. it means
"
su," good ; and "

rat," attached. I

iim: not positive, I guess merely. I am not pre-

pared 'to say . whether or not it means carnal
intercourse. As to the name of the town, Surat,

.it means "
Surat," gopd/town. According > to my

: views there is nothing improper in the
;
dedication
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of .

'

:' ;tgm, ; man,
;
ahd,. dhan" (to God); It is

enjoined .in all sects. As to the
* Ras lila' I

would derive the word from "r&s,
rs an asseniblagej

not
"

ras
*

juice. The w,ord
" Rs ,"- however,

is capable of the interpretation . of juice. I never
heard of the"-Has festival." The popular mean-

ing of
"
Vyabhichar" is adultery; the. primary

meaning is a deviation.
fct Achar" means practice,

and is a component part of Acharya (spiritual

guide) which latter means a practises
ctShankara-

charya" is the Guru of the Shivites. I have
not -looked carefully at the passage containing
the alleged libel. (Looks; at it now.) I would
read it Vthus:^-"Acting according to that

commentary, or having acted according to

it, ; you ( Maharrjas ) defile the wives and

daughters of your devotees." There is not the

slightest doubt that the passage says:-^-" You
are defiling," that is the literal translation.

The following words are
" take off your hands

from it," that is, from the defiling,, &c. -I have
riot the slightest doubt that' this is the

meaning which a person reading newspapers
would attach to the passage; The "

Bhagwat
Gita "

is a book of very high authority, on
which witnesses are sworn, and is an extract
froin the Mahabharat, I have heard the

story oft" Krishna
.
and his 16,000 wives;

Vaishnavas of all sects regard him as a

Hindoo god; his incarnations are believed in

by all Hindoos. i

-
'

. ,
-

: . ./.}. .. .

'
- - .

Sir M. Sausse.-r^Well Mr. Bayley>- have

you -i any more questions to ask?

Mr. Bayley.I have several My Lord.
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Twelfth Day, Thursday, 13M February, 1862.

Narayan Dinnanathjee, re-examined by Mr.

Anstey. I- am not a follower of the Maharaj
nor a Vaishnav. I am the only member of

my family who is acquainted with Jeewanjee
Maharaj. My nephew Shamrao is assisting
the plaintiff's case by desire of Mr. Kelly, to

whom he is an "articled clerk*
7 ' I don't know

if he is so assisting at request of Varjeevandas
Madhavdas. All the parties connecfed with the

defendant knew very well that I was acquainted
with Jeewanjee. It was Mathooradass that

applied to me first for the translations, and
he knew very well that I was a friend oi

Jeewanjee Maharaj. I belive in the Bhagwat
Gita on which witnesses are swron. I know
Sanscrit to a certain extent* but am not

very learned Sanscrit scholar. I hi ve no dobut
of the accuracy of my translations from the

Brij Bhasha. I h*ve read four or five of the
old Sanscrit dramas which are extant at the

present day. I cannot read them with great
facility. I belive the Sanscrit and Persian

are entirely different languages ;
I would not

refer to a Persian dictionary for the meaning
of a Sanscrit Word. I gave the meaning to

the word <fSurat?'

according to the best of

my ability; since then I have referred to

Molesworth's Dictionary; (Reads the meanings
of the word.) I meant to say_ in my cross-

examination that I had not, before the libel,

heard of the '*Ras mandlee'' festival. I have
heard of 16,000 married wives of Krishna,
but I said I never heard of 16,000 **gopees.'

?

he might have had them besides. I translated

extracts from Goculnathjee's Commentary,
which I had not read before the libel. I
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lave seen pictures of "Ras lila." (Mr. Anstey
lands a picture to witness.) This is not a

ricture of "Ras lila:" I don't know what it

. I cannot say if this is a picture of ''Ras

ila'' understood in the sense in which defandant

understands it. I did go in once when worship
was going on in Jeevanjee's temple; there is

no prohibition. I never went to the part of

of the temple where women are admitted. I

saw the ceremony of waving the lights and
the image also. I never heard of an accusation

of .improprieties against the Maharajas. When
there is. no occasion for it, I would consider

the throwing of ''gnlal'' an improper, not in-

decent act. Throwing it on females I consider

it improper, rude, uncivil, and almost indecent

act. It has no connection with the sense of

adultery. "Bhooka" means powder of every
kind- I don't know what powder the Maharajas
mix with gulal which they throw on females.

Reads from a sacred book, but is not able
to say if throwing certain powders on females
is equivalent to seducing, (seduction). I don't

know of any sect, except the Vallabhacharya,
in which there are hereditary Gurus by blood
or adoption. I think among the Shivites the head

disciple succeeds a Guru. The Maharaja I am ac-

quainted with is a very learned man, but I am
told he is an exception. The other Maharajas
are not to be respected for any learning. All
Hindu Gurus allow females to approch them
for being respected by touching their feet. Some
Gurus don't allow their feet to be touched. I
have not seen any Gurus throw gulal upon females.
I hftve seen some females touch the feet of
Gurus. I am speaking generally. In no sect
that I know of is the Guru swung in a swing,
or has his body rubbed with saflronwater by
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males or females; I don't know of the leavings
of any guru's meals being eaten by their fol-

lowers, or the water falling from .their "langotees'
3

drunk. I have seen the wooden shoes of some
"Gurus respected. The person who puts the

sacred thread upon a Hindu child, whether the

father, or the elder of the family, or the family

priest, is considered to be the child's Guru.
I cannot say when the custom of haying G-urus

originated . I don't know if the dedication of
''

tan
,

man, and dhan "
is . made by females to any

Gurus but the Maharajas. T have seen the

Marathee version of Goculnathjee's commentary.
I think it enjoins the dedication of

'

'tan, man and
dhah" to the Acharaya. I understood the word
"Purushottam" to apply to God only; I don't know
in what sense the Vaishnavas take it. Referring
to the passage containing the libel, I do not agree
with Dr. Wilson that it is in the suspensive mood.
I never heard of a suspensive participle. I have
not the slightest doubt that the passage is not

conditional : I don't agree with Dr. Wilson's

version of it."

(9) Mathooradass Lowjee, Examined by Mr.

Anstey. ^"lam a Bhattia merchant, and am a

member of the Yallabhacharyli sect. I know the

Brij Bhasha, the Gujarati, and the Marathi

languages. I am acquainted with the sacred books
of my sect. (Names some of the books which .he

has read.) I am not able ,to read Sanscrit or

Persian. I have given these books to Karsandass
for the purpose of being produced in Court. I

consider myself skilled in the doctrines of my. sect

and the ancient religion of the Hindoos. I heard
the ancient religion expounded from the Bh^gwat
and other two works. Our religion differs from
the ancient

'

religion.' Idoltatry is not enjoined
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by the Teds. It is. mentioned in a book called
" Balbodh" that none would be able to read the

Feds in the Kali-Yug (present time,) and that
the acts mentioned in the Yeds would not lead

to salvation. In a work by Gokulnathjee it is

stated that the Shastras are not to be followed
which are opposed to the doctrines of the
" Pooshtee Marg" ( the doctrines of the Vallabha-

charya sect.) In our sect,
" Pun Purushottam,"

and his incarnations Vallabhacharya and Wit-

talnathjee, are considered as God. The Maharajas
are considered as those incarnations, and are
known as the children of Vallabh. Pun
Purushottam, Acharya, &c. There are 108 names

given to Vallabhacharya and his descendants,
which names are similar to the 108 names of
the Supreme Being. Maharajas are called "Maha
Prabhoo" (great God) by several devotees at the
time of, worship. The major part of the Bhattia
caste worship the Maharajas as God, and also

worship their portraits. Each Maharaj is

also worshipped by his individual name, and
is regarded as God from his brith, without
reference to his subsequent character or

qualifications. Vallabh is regarded as the

incarnation of the head of the Supreme Being.
In reality, he was the son of Luxmon Bhatt, a

Telinga Brahmin.* The Telinga Brahmins
would not dine or associate with his descendants.
The Maharajas have about two lacs of followers

out of some twelve crores of Hindoos. Except
when putting the "kanthee'' round the neck of a

child, the Maharaj never gives religious instruc-

tion,:
' The Maharaj, at the performance of the

"kalithee*' ceremony, makes a person repeat a
''mahtfa'' (incantation) to this effect: -" I have
been separated from Krishna for a long time. I

dedicate my body, mind, * wealth, -organs, wife,
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children, house, and all to Krishna." The Maha-

raj desires the person to repeat it to him (the

Maharaj). Children are made to repeat this

"mantra," as also young girls and lads on the oc-

casions of their marriage. The Maharaj is Krishnaj
and a Vaishnav dedicates to him "his tan. man,
and dhan.'' In practice all a person's wealth is

not given to the Maharaj ! but as to women, he
commits adultery. "Ras lila" means amorous

sport, carnal intercourse. This picture (an indecent

one) is a correct representation of the sport Krishna
had with women. There are many such pictures in

the Maharajas' temples. This book is believed in

by the sect; it contains this picture, in which there

are represented naked women and Krishna at the

top of a tree. One of the pictures represents the^
women, shepherdesses, as coming out after bathing'
the other represents them as playing with gulal and
the colour of Kessoora flowers (yellow) with
Krishna. "Bhooka" is a sacred powder called
"

abir,
" and is used with gulal. The fol-

lowers of the Maharajas,, males and females,

will, after death, become "gopees/' for the

purpose of having amorous sport "Ras lila,"

with God, in which the Maharajas will take part
and enjoy both as gods and as gopees. The Maha-

rajas when they worship the' image, wear long hair

because they regard themselves as gopees in this

world. I had conversation with the plaintiff to

the effect that I should arrange with Jeevanlalljee
Maharaj to write and edit the "Propagator of our
own Religion" during the time he (plaintiff) would
be away from Bombay. It was started by plaintiff
in the name of a society, of which he is the

president. I received this hand-bill at the entrance

of plaintiff's dwelling-house. ^ I have read it. I

am known in my sect by the name of "Mathoora

Panth," because my opinions are opposed to the
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immoralities and adultery of the Maharajas, 'and

as if I was the founder of a new sect. This is

not the case. From my infancy I was instructed by'

my father not to believe in the practices of the Maha-

rajas^ which, he said, are immoral and adulterous.

Many persons in my sect know the fact, but refrain

from avowing it for several reasons. Since the

last eight or nine years I have explained to my
friends these immoralities. I respected the Maha-

rajas outwardly ; my friends did the same. In the

year 1912 (1855) a writing was prepared by
Bhattias to prevent females from going to the

Maharajas unless at certain hours, and with the

view of preventing the adulteries. It was resolved

that the writing should come into force after a

year. There was a dispute at the time between
the Maharajas and the Bhuleshwar Brahmins, and
it was apprehended that, if the document was made
public, the Brahmins might obtain a triumph.
The year elapsed, but the agreement was not

brought into force. Since this action commenced,
a hand-bill was issued from the press of plaintiff's

manager Purbhoodass, with the object of suppressing
the agreement and preventing its being produced
in this Court, The Maharajas' adulteries were a

matter of notoriety in the sect, and there has been
no improvement since 1855. I remember having
been often to the garden of Gokuldass Tejpal with
Khattao Makanjee. About eight years ago I went
there with him, when at the entrance we were
unformed by the mallee that a Maharaj was inside

with four women. Seeing us go in, Lakhmidass

Khimjee followed us. Gokuldass was in the garden
opposite, knowing the Maharaj was in his own
garden with the women* We went in. Khattao

stopped in the dining-room. I entered by another

door, and saw two widows sitting outside. They
told me something, but notwithstanding that, I
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pushed forward. I found the door of a room
fastened from inside, and removed the latch with
a knife. I saw there Maharaj Vachhalalljee in

the act of connection with a woman. The other

woman was sitting in the room. The Maharaj was
ashamed on seeing me, and put on his "dhotia"

(waist cloth). [Mr. Bayley objected to this sort

of evidence being gone into, as the alleged act did

not concern the plaintiff. Mr Anstey contended
that this part of the evidence was necessary to dis-

prove one of the allegations of the plaint. The
learned counsel would rely on the 7th plea, which
embraced the practices of all the Maharajas. The
defendants' witness were challenged if they could

name a single instance of adultery from personal
observation, and now that there was an instance,
the plaintiff's counsel wanted to stop the witness.

The court overruled the objection. Witness ccto-

tinued.] "The woman was of the Bhattia caste

and a member of the sect. She was about 25 or
30 years of age, and was a married woman. I paid
my respects to the Maharaj on seeing him commit
the act ! ! Gokuldass was sent for; the Maharaj
gave him some sweatmeat and pan Soparee. .The
women went away, and a companion of Gokuldass
struck one of them in the head; I refused .to con-

ceal the act; I said I never would conceal such an
act. There is a club among the Bhattias of my
sect called "Ras Mandlee/9 of which the mem-
bers are very much respected, as they pay greater
homage to the Maharajas, and commit more

^adultery. The members would not admit a stranger.
They go to the meeting with their wives. I;rwas
never a member.

The Court rose at 6 P. M. The Court-house
was more excessively crowded than on any previous
day. _

'
'

.-

'' '

.

.;." ,/:;-,,
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Mathooradas Lowjee continued. "1 have fre-

quently seen females approaching the person of

Maharajas. I have seen ten or twenty Maharajas

worshipped by females. The females touch the

soles 01 the Maharajas' feet with their hands, and
then apply them to their own. eyes- I have seen

females perform this kind of worship to plaintiff.

Several Maharajas press the toes of their female

devotees. I have not seen the plaintiff do this.

Pressing the toes is a sign of & desire for adultery.
When the females look at the Maharajas, the latter

make signs with their eyes. Accordingly, the

females take this hint and retire into a room. I

speak this from my personal knowledge. (A packet

containing gulal was shown to the Court and put
in as an, exhibit.) This powder is thrown on the

occasion of the Vassant Punchmee (which falls

shortly before the Holee holidays) The gulal is

thrown by the Maharaj on the persons of such
females as he wishes to gratify his desire with.

Grulal water is also thrown by means of syringes,
and the Maharaj takes precise aim at the females.

This is done with the same object and purpose.
Females sing "garbees" (songs) of an amorous
character in the presence of the Maharajas ; such
as "I was asleep and you awoke me,"

"
you

will ease my mind if you will take me/' "you are

my husband," ahd so on. The purport of such

songs is evident as sung in the presence of the

Maharajas. It is notorious that the Maharajas
are adulterers. The plaintiff's reputation is no

way better than that of the other Maharajas.
According to our Shastras, conduct such as this

( throwing powders on females) is considered equi-
valent to adultery ; and in fact, under the head
of adultery in a religious book, it is so described.
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"
Choowa," a sort of fluid, is thrown by females

on the persons of the Maharajas. Such conduct
is witnessed quietly by the husbands of females
who sing the "gurbees" before the Maharajas. I

first became acquainted with Jadunathjee .about

sixteen months ago, when he paid a visit to the

house of Jeevraj Balloo and sent for me.
I am acquainted

v

with about seven or eight

Maharajas in Bombay. They are Jeewanjee,
the head Maharaj, Gokuleshjee, Gokuladhishjee,
Chimanjee, Magganjee, Dwarkanathjee and

Jadoonathjee- I have been out of Bombay, and
have seen Maharajas at Cutch Mandvi, Beyt, &c.

The Maharaj at Mandvi is Ranch odjee, and I was
also acquainted there with Majee Maharaj ; the

widow of a Maharaj .

Sir M. Sausse remarked that since the Court
rose yesterday, he had read over the pleas of

justification, and came to the opinion that the

evidence, as to the individual acts of other Maha-

rajas ought not to be admitted, and that the

evidence to that effect already on record should

be struck out. It would be struck out accordingly.
It would be an injustice to absent individuals to

admit evidence of their guilt. Any evidence as

to general reputation, would not of course be

objected to.

Witness continued.
"
Eventually the Maha-

rajas refused to accede to my request not; to admit

females into the temple unless at certain-

hours. The refusal was made after some

discussion. I am unwilling to reveal what private
conversation I had with Jeewanjee, unless forced,

to give it out. Jeewanjee said all persons are

masters of their own houses,! and. adultery has in-

creased very much, and. it is difficult to stop.it.

He could not, he said, remonstrate with/hk elders
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or with.those who were superior to him. If he

attempted to remonstrate, he was afraid the other

Maharajas would not mind him; and he, therefore,

suggested that I should secure the aid of Shree-

nathjee and Muttreshjee-walla Maharajas. Without
their co-operation, he said, nothing could be

effected. As the females were the source of great
income to the Maharajas, it was rather a very
serious matter, he said to stop the source of in-

come, and thus deprive them of the means of

defraying their expenses. He added that, like

an opium-eater, a man could not give up the

practice of lust, and therefore it was not possible
to put a stop at once to the practices of the

Maharajas. He advised me to have patience
in the matter of this desired reform. I had similar

conversation with Jeewanjee on another occasion.

I stayed for about four hours with plaintiff at

the house of Jeewraj Balloo. He also sent for me
on other occasions. On the first occasion I had
some discussion with him on the subject of

female education, in the course of which he
desired me to do as he or the Maharajas directed.

I said we are not bound to do so, unless what you
say is good. He said you are bound to act

according to what we say. I said I can show you
precedents from the Shastras, upon which he
desired me to see him at his house. I said
the Maharajas do not study the Shastras and
instruct their followers, as it is their duty to

do. He said that was not necessary, and that

the followers must do what the Maharajas
directed them to do. I spoke of the desirability
of establishing a library, when plaintiff said he
had prepared a list for the purpose, and ask me to

procure subscriptions. I said I would procure
the subscriptions, but that the money could not
be entrusted to him He then said I and my
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Mends might keep
r the money. This : was

subsequently to the publication of the libel.

The Shankaraeharyas do not allow women to

approach them. I have read of the ten principles
in the Brij Bhasha and .tbe. Mar-airbed languages.
The doetorines mentioned in these correspond in

substance with those of the sacred books^ The
doctrines propounded in ^plaintiffs worksand
Gbkulnathjee's commentary, are to my mind: pro-
ductive of adultery in the sect, and lend "encourage-
ment to it. It is said in the "

Propagator of Our
Own Religion" that we ought to be in adulterine

love with Grod ; in another place it is said such
love cannot be cherished in the Kali Tag-. Of this

two contradictory injunctions, the former, to my
mind; woud have effect over a person's mind much
more readily than the latter. The adulterine love

with Grod means something as the adulterine

love between the Maharajas and the Vaishnav,as.

/The meaning of the dedication of the "tan'' is that
e wives and daughters of the devotees are

dedicated to the Maharajas. The seat or "bethak"
of the Maharajas, even, in his absence, is worshipped
and respected by the devotees. I was myself
present at the meeting of the Bhattias in 1855,
and took a part in the proceedings.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bayley.
ei l amV V I/

not called Mathoora Panth because I have founded,
or am about to found, a new sect ; it is ofily
because I have opposed the adulterous practices
of the Maharajas. I frequent at present the

temple of Jeewanjee Maharaj. I don't- send vmy
wife to that or any other temple, though 'it is the
custom among the Vaishnavas to send thejr^wives.
The wives of very few Vaishuavas do not go to
the temples. I do nbt worship JeeW
The other Vaishnavas touch the
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feet, swing him.in a swing, a sacred necklace is

put round the neck of the Maharaj in the same way
as it is put round the neck of the image; they take

up the. dust of the feet of the Maharaj and eat itor

put it into their mouth. When .worshipping,
they call him Maha Prabhoojee, Purushottam,
Vallabh Dev, &c. I can swear that the Maharaj
is addressed to in these names of the Supreme
Being, and not the image, which is in an inner

room. The Maharajas take their seat outside.

A,t that time, the doors of the room containing the

image are shut., I have been to the temples

belonging to the other Maharajas ; the form of

worship is the same in all. I went to worship the

image only. I joined my hands to the Maharaj,
but did not worship him in any way. It is stated

in the sacred books that the worship of the Maha-

raj should be performed in the same way as that

of.God. The Maharajas are Brahmins^ and are

regarded as Gurus. As Brahmins they are not
the preceptors of religion. A few of the
Yaishnavas do not consider the Maharajas as gods.
I do not, but my brother does consider them as

such. The dedication of
u
tan, man, and .dhan" is

not at present made by all Hindus. - That after

the dedication, the Maharaj can do what he pleases
with females, is a matter of notoriety. I have
not seen any act of impropriety by the plaintiff ; I

have hearcj. About four years ago, on the oc-

casion of the marriage of my daughter, a Maha-

raja was invited by the father-in-law of the girl.
A Maharaja then demanded a fine from me; of
Rs. 5-4 which I refused to pay ;

it was for my
appearing in mourning. "Krishna Lila" means
amorous sport with Krishna, which commenced
when he was six or seven years old, and lasted till

he,- reached his eleventh year. Some four or five

years ago, I saw dramas of this story of Krishna,

36
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which were performed in Maharaja's temples
before males and females. Pictures of this story
are sometimes observed on the walls of some

buildings, not on the walls of temples. The
women, however, are not painted: naked. This
book containing one indecent and some other

pictures was published at Ahmedabad five years

ago : it is an abridgement of the Bhagwat. It

is recognised among the Vaishnavas; there are

some parts of it which are recognised by others.

It i certainly indecent to observe naked men or

women on the top of a tree. I have never

appeared in that manner on a tree. I have not

seen any pictures in the Veds. The Maharajas
were long hair and consider themselves as "gopees"
(cowherdesses) in this world. It is so stated in

one of the sacred books. The hair on the head
is worn by the Hindus not with the object
that angels may hold us by it and pull us up t.p

heaven : it is to be tied up at the time of worship.
The plaintiff is a mere humbug when he pretends
to encourage female education. I have heard
that he opened a female school in Surat : and he
collected subscriptions in Bombay for defraying
its expenses. At the meeting of the Bhattias
held in 1855, several resolutions were passed,
one of which was to prevent females from going
to the temples at night during the cold season.

The object was to prevent them being (Jefiled by
the Maharajas. I have seen Gokuladhishjee make

signs to females two or three times about five or

six years ago. From their dress I knew the women
belonged to .our caste. The place in which the

Maharaj's females reside is separate from the place
where these acts are committed. I have been to

his bed-room, and have seen females going into

and coming out of his bed-room. I have .been~there

only once, five or six years ago. . He had sent for
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me, as (there was a subscription list to be prepared.
Widows are constantly near the Maharajas' bed-

rooms : it is their business. I have seen Dwarka-

nathjee Maharaj giving a signal to a female to go
into his bed-room. On seeing me, he held back his

hand with which he was making the signal. She
was asking something of the Maharaj, and the

latter said "take this" (Witness explains the very
incedent attitude and signal made.) The female
was a married woman, about twenty years of age.
I once threw gulal on the mother-in-law of my
daughter, on the occasion of her marriage. This

sprinkling of gulal was done with respect, not
in the way in which Maharajas throw it. On
tnrowing the gulal, I made her a present of

money. I remember one Matoojee Maharaj held a

meeting some years ago at Mahaluxmee, , on which
occasion gulal was thrown. In the island of Beyt,
when the Maharajas throw gulal, they touch the
females. Licentious songs are sung by females on
occasions of marriage ; but when they areaddressed

to the Maharajas, the fejnales singing them wish
for carnal intercourse with them (the Maharajas).
IrPsome songs, on occasions of marriage, the

women on one side wish those on other side to

exchange husbands, for the time being o course.

Such a thing is never done; it is carried into

practice only with the Maharaj. I have seen the
seats of Maharajas at Bombay, Beyt and Mandavie

worshipped by Vaishnavas. If the Bhattias of

Bombay were educated at all, such adulteries would
not prevail amonsrst them. The report in the

Saiga Prakash is not a full report ofthe Bhattia

meeting held in 1855: the resolution about the

females and the Maharajas is omitted.

K,e-e^amined by Mr. Anstey. "At the time
of the Bhattia meeting in 1855, I read the
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Santmachar in which the substance ofthe resolution

about the females is given. It is also correctly

given in the Jam-i-Jamshed. (These papers are put
in as exhibits.) The resolution was not embodied
in the report published in the Satya* Prakash be-

cause it was not come into force until a year after-

wards, I think the singing of licentious songs
on occasions of marriage is going out of fashion

through the primary exertions ofthe Satya Prakash.

The Maharajas sitting in conclave threatened to

fine me once, because I had a controversy with
them. They have committed many such extortions.

The plaintiff said he had opened a female school

at Surat : I had no further knowledge of its

being a fact. There is a principal temple of a

Maharaja at Beyt."

Fourteenth Day, Tuesday, 14M Februaiy, 1862.

(10.) Dr. Bhau Dajee, examined by Mr.

Anstey.
>ctl am a Graduate of the Grant Medical

College, and a private practitioner. I am a prize-
man of the

'

Elphinstone College. I won a prize
on the best essay on Female Infanticide in Kathia-

war. I was a member of the late Board of Educa-

tion, and am a Fellow of the Bombay University.
I am a member of the Bombay Branch of the

Koyal Asiatic Society, the Bombay Geographical

Society and several others. Inhere is a female
school permanently endowed in my name. I am
a Shenvi Brahmin, and not a member of the

Vdlabhacharya sect. I have obtained a diploma
of the Grant Medical College. I have taken a

particular interest in the history and antiquities
of niy country. My practice extends amongst all

classes of the natives, and I was the first Graduate

employed by the Maharajas of Bombay. I know
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bhe plaintiff, whom I first saw about a year and

half ago, once or twice professionally.

Mr. Anstey. What was the nature of the

[disease?

Dr. Bbau. " Am I bound, my Lord, to

[name the disease which I came to
, know confi-

dentially in the course of my profession ?

Sir M. Sausse. It is a proper objection on

the part af this gentleman. .

Mr. Anstey cited authorities to show that the

objection cannot be upheld. One of the pleas
asserts distinctly that the plaintiff suffered from a

certain disease, and the defendants were bound to

prove it.

The objection was overruled.

Witness continued. "The disease was syphilis,
which is commonly known as the venerial disease.

I did not treat him for it, he mentioned to me that
he was suffering from "chandee," and would send a

man to me the following day. "Chandee" literally
means chancre, an ulcer. There were two friends

present. Mr. Lukhmidass Khimjee and Rao Saheb
Vishwanath Narayan, who retired as soon as the

plaintiff began to deseribe to me the disease. So
far as I remember I did not visit him again. He
said the story of the case would be explained to

me the next day. It was communicated to me by
Grovardhandass, plaintiff's secretary and disciple.

(Mr. Bayley again objected to the witness

entering into the particulars. Mr. Anstey argued
and cited authorities as to the objection. Witness
to Sir M. Sausse.-Plaintiff said to me that he
would send Grovardhandass. The object was over-

ruled.) Witness continued. Govardhandass came
to me ftbe next day, and said Maharaj Jadunathjee
was -suffering from chancre. I insisted upon an
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ocular inspection, and in the meantime prescribed

simple ointment. He did not send for me again.
I have attended three other similar cases connected

with Maharajas. I saw Jadunathjee's father at

Surat in December 1849. I went to his house.

He lived on the second story of his house. There
was a private staircase pointed out to me, by which
a person could pass out without the knowledge oj

those in the rooms on the first story. The plaintif
does not bear a good reputation ; I have a very
unfavourable opinion as to his character for chastity
and morality. I have known only one learrec

Maharaj : the rest are not above the average o;

ordinary Brahmins. The Maharajas are respected
for their descent, not for their learning. They are

worshipped as incarnations of Krishna. 1 have
seen them worshipped. After the visitors have pa^id
their respect to the idol, they go to pay it to the

Maharaj who sits outside. There is no order

among visitors ; there is great hustling and elbow-

ing of men and women together. At the entrance

to the inner room, there is a railing on which two

persons stand with large cords in their hands.

Accidents have occurred from the striking of the

cords. I have known an instance in which orna-

ments were lost in the crowd. I have seen the

Maharaj's bath, and hundreds rushing to drink the

water dripping from his "lungotee." The women
apply their hands to 'the soles of his feet and eat

the dust. In the compound of this (the OBhoole-

shwar) temple, there is a one storied house to

which the Maharaj repairs after he has done with
the personal worship of the image. The devotees

pay more attention to the Maharaj than to the
idol. There are two rooms in the house andYfcwo

staircases, one leading to the temple and one to

the outer gate. There is an entrance from the

zenana into the Maharaja's bed-room. The inmates
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the faces of the female devotees are uncovered.

In this temple I have seen several pictures re-

presenting the sport, of Krishna with the gopees ;

I don't think they were indecent. About twenty

years : ago, r saw a Maharaj exhibiting indecent

pictures
to men and women. His conversation was

all about women : it was somewhat indecent. On
one or two occasions, a Maharaj applied to me fo*

medicines wnich would prevent a woman from be-

ing pregnant. I had conversation with Jeevanjee
Maharaj about the immorality of the other Maha-
rajas, once publicly. I remonstrated with him,
but. he said he had no control over the adulterous
acts of the Maharajas. This was about three years

ago. The Maharajas are sectaries, and are not good
Brahmins. A Brahmin has six duties to per-
form : Sacrificing and assisting at sacrifices, taking
charity and giving charity, &c. The Maharajas only
take charity. The great majority of them are not
fit to be Gurus. Their acts are inconsistent with

the, ancient doctrines of Lthe Hindus. A Guru
is a person who initiates a child : it may be his

father, his relative or the family priest. There is

no mention of "tan, man and dhan," in our

gayatri," or verse of initiation, which is to be
recited only mentally. It is not innocent sport
to throw "gulal" on a female ; it is considered one
of the three, forms of adultery. (Reads the transla-

tion of & passage from one of the Hindu law books
called Mitaxara.)

The : Law about Adultery is now told. [Adultery
means the mutual connection of a man;wih
another's wife, (or the means of bringing about
the connection.)]

Fyasa* describes three varieties of adultery,
in order that the adulterer may receive the punish-
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ment for crime of the first degree, or for crime of

the middle degree or for crime of the highest

degree.

First Adultery. -Ln uninhabited spots, on un-

timely occasions with (slang) language other than
the current language of the country, casting lewd

glances towards another's wife
"
or smiling

"

^(sporting) addition in the Marathi translation
]

this is called first adultery.

Middle Adultery. ^En tieing [a woman] by good
perfumes [ (such as sandle, Huka, Argaja, c- )

addition in the Marathi translation ] flowers,

incense, ornaments, clothes, food, and drink, is

called middle adultery.

Highest Adultery. Sitting in retirement and

on one seat, and embracing each other, placing^
hands on [one another's] shoulders, and holding

[each other's] hands and playing by taking hold

of each other's hair is called highest adultery.

Note. The above is a translation of the

Yyavaharadhyaya of the Mitakshara^ from the

Marathi translation of the Sanscrit original, pub-
lished in Bombay by order of Government in 1844.

I have compared this English translation with the

original Sanscrit text published under the authority
of the committee of Public Instruction in 1829 at

Calcutta. The brackets at the end indicate words
in the Sanscrit Original but omitted in the

Marathi translation.

Whoever touches, "the ends of the cloth

passed round the loins," the cloth over the breast,

the thigh or the hair, or who converses in a

solitary place or at an improper time or who

occupies one seat (with another's wife,)* is also to

be caught (for punishment.)
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Manu. 6. He.whoc with, pride or folly or

flattery says,, that he enjoyed. this female jbefpre,

that is also considered adultery. ;

',-'
f*The word ' 4

1 ila*' means amorous sport. The
daneeicaljled

' lias lilit''
;
is mentioned in Professor

fl^lfv
s Wilson's dictionary and^in the Bhagwat* I

catfbest describe the way^ in which the Maharajas
wear -their hair by showing a photograph taken

by
v

p^brother (Dr. Narayan Dajee.) (The photo-

graph^ is put in as an exhibit.) Except in one

respect^ the way in which they wear their :hair is

peculiar; There have long been public discussions

and notices of the conduct and character of the

Maharajas. The earliest bittter notice that I <saw

was in the Dhoomketoo five or six years ago. I
believe all the Maharajas wear silver toe-rings.
This passage at the end of the alleged, libel I

would read thus, according to my judgment IT

"Oh, ye Maharajas, acting on that commentary,
you; spoil the . daughters, &e. of your disciples,

raigeryour hands from that, and destroy at once
immoralities like the 'Ras mandalee." I think

that -upon the whole "acting on that commentary"
is C^tQ positive. I think "desist from acting" is

the most emphatic part ofthe passage. .The passage
is;

taddressed to the Maharajas generally. The

pfaiutiff, before he was a Mahafaj, had a ,very bad

reputation as to his chastity at Surat ; but he
.w^sjjjieii equally revered as a Maharaj.

i^^T
' ' .."--'
Cross-examined by Mr. Bayley.

" In the
course of my private practice, I have at-

tend upon :

. hundreds of difterent castes of

iboth /high; and low. I
j
am; : sure the

iiised rthe word "chandee". It ,i^ possible

patients may be mistaken in describing; the symp~
toms o, a

; disease. "Chandee" prlginally means
it ,is used as a slang term for chancre.

37
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To Sir Joseph Arnould. -"I was told the

plaintiff employed another practitioner; he did

not like to expose himself.

To Mr. Bayley^
U
I think the plaintiff was

not of a sanguine, but of arphlegmatic temperament.
I know nothing of plaintiffs disease personally

except what I was told by him and his secretary .

I wish decidedly for a better state of things
among the Hindus generally. I heard from

plaintiff that he had established a female school in

Surat: he wanted to train up the girls in the

doctrines 'of his sect. I have never been present
at "Has mandalees," they are described in books,
and are known to exist as secret societies. I. thhik
Krishna had no improper connection with the

gopees: they were in love with him.

Mr. Bayley asked witness some questions
about the Veds and Purans, when v

Sir Joseph Arnould said. This is all very
interesting, but we must really save time in this

enquiry. If we were sitting here to listen to

lectures on the Purans, surely we could have no
better authority than Dr. Bhau Dajee.

Re-examined by Mr. Anstey. The story of

the gopees and Krishna is not confined to the

Vallabhacharya sect. Uneducated persons take it

literally, but not so enlightened persons.
To Sir M. Sausse. "Some of the Maharajas,

as I have heard, are men of unspotted character,
men of piety, and good men ; and therefore I said

the passage refers to the Maharajas generally.
To Sir Joseph Arnould. "I : think the passage

in question is directed as an exhortation to the

whole class of Maharajas, not to the plaintiff

personally.
To Sir M. Sausse.

" From the context, I

say the remark is not necessarily directed to the
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laintiftV.or necessarily implied against him. It

fs possible a^
reader may understand that it applies

the plaintiff.

To Sir Joseph Arnould. "I myself under-

jstand
it as a general exhortation,: and any in-

telligent reader would so understand it;- I mean
[a reader of fair ordinary intelligence.

To Sir M* Sausse. "The expression "adopt
a virtuous course of conduct* does not imply any
imputation against the plaintiff; it is an exhortation

to set a good example.
To Sir Joseph Arnould. "The exhortation

I think is carried on from the commencement of

the paragraph to the words "desist from that.
'*

Nothing is imputed to the plaintiff distinctly.
I think decidedly that the plaintiff is not singled
out. Any imputation upon him would be in-

ferential, not direct.

To Sir M. Sausse. "I am of opinion that
I it is not intended against the plaintiff in a direct

I
manner. The article in the original does not

allude specially to the plaintiff. The English
translation, now in my hands, tends that way.
Heading the Gujarati article

3
I don't think the

plaintiff is intended to be included among the
licentious Maharajas. From my knowledge of
his antecedents, I would include him.

To Sir Joseph Arnould. As a reader not

acquainted with his antecedents, I would be doubtful
wether I must include him or not."

(11.) Dr. Dhirajram Dulputram, examined
by Mr. Anstey. "I am a Graduate of the Grant
Medical College and a private practitioner. I know
the plaintiff, whom I first met in July 1860, at
the girl school of Mangaldass Nathoobhoy, In

consequence of something said to me, I called upon
him at his house. In December 1860, I attended
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upon him professionally at his house. He > was

suffering from venerial affection; I mad^e an ocular

examination of it, and found it to be an ulcer. 'He
gave me the history of the case; he said- he ;had
suffered from it three: or four months previously;
and - had caught it from an impure intercourse

with a woman. I prescribed the blackwash

externally, and mercury internally. \Plaintiff

said he suffered some years ago from the same

affection, and had taken a preparatipn of mercury,
prepared by himself. Plaintiff asked me if I had
read in medical works that the disease would go by
having intercourse with a female free from it. I

said I had not. He then said he had twice tried

the experiment at Surat. He succeeded once in

it, but not the second time, because he was then

much reduced. .

'

'

'

.

v

Cross-examined by Mr. Bayley. "The
plaintiff, when I saw him in December I860, ap-

peared to have been suffering for three months

previously. My opinion as to the ulcer being
syphilitic was confirmed by plaintiff's history of
i_-

'

T j-j i i --.-,;. J
T

his case. 1 did make a personal examination. 1

treated the plaintiff for more than a month. I

had seen him in Surat a good niany years ago.
There is a difference of ppnion among doctors as

to whether mercury is necessary in Syphilis. The
blackwash 1 applied externally was mercurial. I

have treated Ja good many persons in high rank for

this complaint. The plaintiff was alone in the back*
room when I saw him: the room had more,than) two
windows. In the commencement of the treatment,
I told plaintiff not to go out. I saw him sometime
before I treated him. =1 have known the defendant
for the last seven or eight years; but never com-
municated to him the plaintiff's complainty nor
even to Lukhmidass Ehimjee, nor to anybody else.
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I never mentioned anything about this to anybody
before appearing in the witness-box. I was born a

Vallabhacharya^ and ara a Kayasth. I do not at

present go to any of the Maharaja's temples. I

have been practising for the last three years.
The plaintiff did not tell me he had prickly-heat."

(12.) Lukhmidass Khimjee, examined by Mr.

Dunbar. " I deal in piece goods and am a member
of the Bhattia caste. I am one of the twelve shetts

of the Mahajans. I have known the plaintiff for the

last ten or eleven years. I first became acquainted
at Beyt, whither I had been on a pilgrimage. Our

acquaintance ripened into friendship. At Beyt, I

made presents to him when I invited him to my
residence. I also made presents to him on another
occasion. There is a temple dedicated to Luxmijee
at Beyt, where I once saw Jadunathjee Maharaj.
There- were females present in the -temple.
After throwing gulal on the image, he threw it

upon a number of persons, and in doing so, he

pressed the breasts of a Bhattia girl about fourteen

years of age. As he squeezed her breast, she
smiled. He threw the gulal upon the crowd, so

that they might not see through it what he was

doing. I used to visit him at the place where he
had* put up. My maternal uncle, Damodhar
Dewjee, accompanied me. I want to plaintiff
about one o'clock in the day, wheh he was in his

bed. My uncle went up and shampooed one of his

legs. 1 went up and followed his example. It is

a great mark of respect to shampoo the Maha-
raja's legs. The Bhattia girl above alluded to,
cams' there with a widow, about a quarter of
an! hour 'after our arrival there. The widow whisper-
ed'someting into plaintiff's ears, updn which he
desired ius to go out. We obeyed the order. The
widow-came out with us and went in again. The
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girl was left in the bed-room. When I went out-

side j my uncle informed me o the visit of the

females. Afterwards, the widow came oat, shut
the door, put up the chain and held it with her

hand. The girl was inside all the time. In con-

sequence of certain conversation I had with my
uncle, we both went in again to see "Ras lila"

i. e.j the plaintiff's conversation with the girl. We
were allowed to go in the moment we expressed
a wish. I saw the plaintiff having carnal connec-

tion with the girl. Several jpeople are often

anxious to see such
uRas Hla." Plaintiff asked my

uncle what I would pay for seeing the "Ras lila."

My uncle said that I would serve him (plaintiff).
I had to pay some money before I was allowed to

see the
ct Ras lila." I was then eighteen or. nineteen

years old. The followers who are allowed to see

the "lila," as well as the female who is defiled have
to pay money for the indulgence. It is considered

pious act, and sure to lead to the paradise known
as "Gowlok." I left the room shortly afterwards
from shame ; my uncle remained inside. Two or

three days subsequently, I saw another married
Bhattia female enter the plaintiff's bed-room.
When I went on a pilgrimage to Gokul Matthura
at Benares about eighteen years ago, I first heard
of a " Has mandlee. 7>

I was present at
" Has

mandlee * at Beyt about the time I spoke of.

There were twelve or thirteen men and thirteen or

fifteen females, I was held daily for some days at

the appointed place. On these occasions, after the

persons had taken their seats, the stories of ; the
84 and the 252 were read from a book. Some
offering is then made to the book, and sweetmeat,
fruit, or parched rice is placed upon the book* The
sweetmeat or fruit is then distributed among the

meeting. The persons who are not members, and
who came merely to listen to the stories, then left
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the'room. I was a stranger at the meeting, and

when! retired the men and women were in the

room. I saw beds spread near each other on the

floor before the lights were put out. There was a

heap of mattrasses which were put separately on
the floor after the strangers had withdrawn. My
uncle was a member, and was desired by 'the other

members to ask me to go out. The "Ras mandlees"
are a matter of notoriety ; even a child of five

years knows of its existence. Their existence is

notorious this way: they read the stories there,

misinterpret them, and have Connection with the

women. Each member must go to the meeting
with his wife, except the "varkats," who are

admitted without their wives. Those followers

of the Maharajas who are members of the society
are reputed to be pious and staunch devotees. The
Varkats are procurers of women for the Maharajas.
On one occasion, plaintiff told me "the Varkats are

persons who have corrupted us, Maharajas/' On
another occasion at Beyt, I was sitting near the

plaintiff, when a female came there. On seeing
me, she was ashamed and drew her cloth partially
over her face. My uncle therefore said we would

go away. I went and stood at some distance, and
saw the female and the plaintiff retire into his

bed-room. I saw plaintiff on three or four occa-

sions press with his toes the hands of females who
worshipped him by touching the soles of his feet.

Pressing the toes is the signal for adultery. I saw
plaintiff at Byculla where he had put up, the
second or third day after his arrival in Bombay.

Fifteenth day, Thursday, 20th,. February 1862.

Lukhmidass Khimjee, examined by Mr.
Dunbar; "On account of my having given evi-

dence here the other day, I was abused arid ill-

treated by a number of Banias,
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Sir M. Sausse If you give the names. of those

persons on affidavit, the Court will <take notice; of

the matter. ; i

Mr/ Anstey corroborated the witness having
been an eye-witness of the -assault.

Sir M. Sausse ordered it to be explained to

all in Court, that it was inforined of threats and
intimidation used against the witness, and that

such conduct would be. severely punished b^ fine or

imprisonment or both.

Witness continued. "I am aware of plaintiff's

arrival in Bombay 1 800. I saw him two or

three days after his arrival. I was. in the

habit of seeing him frequently., 'two or three

times a day. I was a friend of his. . I invited

him to my house, introduced him ."to my friends,

and induced them to invite him. 1 made him

presents of furniture, lamps, chairs, sofas, &c.

1 know plaintiff was the editor of two pamphlets.
I had a hand in getting them published. 1 made
an arrangement with, a printer named Ganpat
Krishnajee, for the publication of plaintiffs two

pamphlets. I did so at his request The pamph-
lets were edited by plaintiff : the Maharaj dictated,

and (roverdhan.dass, his secretary, acted as. his

amanuensis. I have seen the. handbill issued

by plaintiff, asking the Vaishnavas to become
subscribers to the pamphlet. I recommended

,
him

to issue a handbill to gain more subscribers ; ;
.the

Maharaj dictated the contents of the hancjbill.
Plaintiff caused a letter to be published in the

Chabook newspaper, in which there is mention
made of the Walkeshwar and: Byculla roads,

alluded to in. the libel. Plaintiff, before the

action, said to me : '"All .the Maharajas are

running away from Bombay m consequence
of publications in the^ newspapers,
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therefore come down to Bombay for the*

purpose of discussing and debating with the

editors." He asked me if an action would proceed
during his absence from Bombay. I said I did

not know. Kursondas Nensey, who was. present
on the 'occasion, said the action would proceed
even in his absence. Plaintiff then asked me if

his evidence could be taken at his own house is

he remained in Bombay. I said that that was

impossible; that Jeevanlalljee Maharaj was
summoned to Court some six years ago, but that
all efforts failed to obtain for him an exemption
from attendance. Plaintiff then asked whether,
if he were to go to Court, he would get an elevated

seat near the judge! I subsequently came to

the conclusion that the plaintiff had not left off

the practices he pursued at Beyt For a few
months I was misled by his professions for the

promotion of female education, widow remarriage, f

&c. One day whilst I was sitting at the plaintiffs

temple, two females, one a married woman .about
25 years of age, and the other a widow, came up.
The former, when she approached the- staircase,

produced a silver goblet which she had concealed

under her clothes. The Maharaj on seeing her,

made her, a signal, to go into his bed-room.
She did not understand the signal, whereupon
a female servant of the Maharaj, about 24

years of age, beckoned to her and said "come
hither, Vaishnav P' Both the females then
entered the bed-room. Plaintiff asked me to

go and m^ke immediate arrangements for the

publication of the pamphlet. I went downstairs
to the verandah but having had a suspicion
in iny mind, I went up again into the same room
where I had been before. I found the widow sitting
outside the door. I remained there about half an

hour, when first the Maharaj came out and turned

38
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*pale on observing me. I also saw the young
female come out ; she was simiiing and laughing.
I thereupon thought that plaintiff had carnal

intercourse with her. She had not the silver

goblet in her hand ; it must have been given to

plaintiff. The widow and the young woman then
left. I told plaintiff I had some business and he

had better send his own man to the printer. I

also left and visited plaintiff again in the evening,
when he took me into an inner room for the purpose
of private conversation. He opened the conver-

sation by asking me what I had done with regard
to opening female schools here. I said to him

'Maharaj, this is all a sham ! you profess to be a

reformer, while inwardly you commit such acts !

'

He denied the charge. He said he had been inside

for the purpose of accepting sweetmeat or fruit.

Plaintiff then adroitly changed the subject
> of

conversation. On another occasion, I had con-

versation on the same subject with plaintiff. I

said you told me that you accepted sweemeats from
female devotees openly and how it was that you
went inside the other day with young woman.
Plaintiff said he did so at the desire of the woman
I then said why he kept the widow out ;

to which

plaintiff made no reply. I have seen male and
female devotees touching the soles of the Maha-

raja's feet, and I have seen him press with his

toes the hands of females, young and beautiful.

About a week subsequently to what I have said

above, I saw plaintiff taking some, medicine. I had
another conversation in the bed-room with plaintiff
the same evening. He directed me not to fathom
him and said 'What- income do we derive from you,
males ; if you make arrangements for large pro-
fits to us, I'll undertake to root out adultery from
the practices of the Maharajas'. Plaintiff's father

or grandfather having committed a therV in Qodey-
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time be allowed to enter those territories without

a pass. Plaintiff said he suffered from syphilis.
I said, 'Maharaj ! I am now perfectly convinced

youjtiave not reformed your conduct as yet*'
Plaintiff said do not fathom. Our income is chiefly

(

derived from females ; if you make other arrange- i

ments for it, I will undertake to root out the 1

practice of adultery from among the Maharajas.
He said it was impossible to give up at once such

practices; but I have made some reform in my
conduct. Plaintiff asked me to bring in Dr.
Bhau Dajee. I took Dr. Bhau Dajee to

the plaintiff's residence. Rao Saheb Vishwanath
was with us at the time. (Witness described what
occurred then and in the evening.) Some days
afterwards plaintiff informed me that he was uuder
the treatment of Dr. Dhirajram. He became pale
and sickly. I took Dr. Bhau Dajee to plaintiff
about the middle of September 1860. The general

reputation of the Maharajas as regards adultery
is very bad. I have personal knowledge of the

licentious conduct of ten, twelve or fifteen of them.
After the meeting of the Bhattias in 1855, I had
conversation with Jeevanjee Maharaj on the subject
of the conduct \of the other Maharajas. I as well

as others were sent for by him. We said the

printers were discussing, and he had been served

with a summons. Dr. Bhau, Vinayakrao
Vasudev, and if I mistake not Narayan Dina-

nathjee, were there. Dr. Bhau, said to the

Maharaj, "reform your conduct, be pious* establish

schools preach to your followers, &c. f and none dare

publish any thing against you/' It was a long
lecture that Dr. Bhau gave: I merely give the
substance* Jeevanjee said he would not be able
to control the acts of the other Maharajas; as

their principal income was derived from females.
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Cursetjee Canaa, who was present on the occasion,

said a great deal to J.eevanjee. Maharaj, The

Maharaj said,
"As regards myself\.

I am ready to

give my signature to any : arrangements :
;. J will

now leave off such practices." He offered ; to give,
but did not gi ve his signature. Jeevanjee, on

finding me on one side, accused me of, and re-

proved me for divulging secret matters. No
arrangement took place. I was invited to the

general meeting of Vaishnavas held last year ; my
consent was not taken, as it ought to have been.

I discontinued my visits to plaintiff afterwards.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bayley. "The plaintiff

was .about 28 years old when I saw him at , Beyt ;

he is now about 40 years of age. At that time,
I considered such acts as plaintiff was guilty of

t

as religious. My views have changed since > the

"slavery bond" to which I put my signature as

did several Justices of the Peace put theirs. I

knew from her dress that the young female I saw
at Beyt was a married woman. Plaintiff presided
.in the year 1830 at an exhibition for the destribu-

tion oi: prizes to the female schools
3
of Mangaldass

Nathoobhoy. Plaintiff expressed an opinion against
the system of education, saying the girls should

have been taught religious doctrines only.

Vinayak Vasudevjee remonstrated against this.

The subject of remarriage was talked about every-
where at the time. A meeting was conyeeed by
plaintiff to discuss* the question of remarriage.
It was largely attended. I discontinued . going to

plaintiff on account of his bad conduct. I ,am
not acquainted with the two females who .visited

the plaintiff at his residence in Bombay. Plaintiff

is said to be a Guru of religion, but , he does

not; act; so he never gives .instruction. It

is true he ought to do so. I signed, the '"Slavery
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bond"Qunwillingly. By my coming here to give
.evidence, I have forfeited that bond. To the

Court. "I have spoken five or six years ago to

my friend Mr. Dhunjeebhoy Framjee, partner in

the house of Wallace & Co., about the. immoral

practices ofplaintiff, I saw at Beyt. I had also about
a year ago conversation on the same with Khatau

Mackanjee, Mathooradass Lowjee, and Nersey
Jetha. The conversation took place in the garden

: house of Grokuldass Tejpal when my maternal uncle

Damoder Dewjee was there. He is now .at

Zanzibar, I have also spoken to Mr. Mangaldas
Nathoobhoy at Matheran last year.

7 '

(13.) Kalabhai Lalloobhai, examined by Mr.

Anstey,
"
I am a Kayasth, and a student of the

Elphinstone Institution. I know the plaintiff
whom J saw in Surat about three years ,ago. He
was a friend of my father, I had a conversation

with him on the subject of widow remarriage, I

visited him frequently and saw him in different

rooms in his house. I used to receive from plaintiff
folded pan soparee when I went to him. I was

sitting one day with him on the first story when a

Banya girl came in company with a female ser-

vant of the Maharaj. She was about fourteen or
fifteen years. She passed across the hall into a

side room, and a Banya who was sitting near us

got up and went away. Plaintiff left the hall and
went into the side room. The female servant sat

in the hall. Four or five females came into the

hall afterwards. I went to have my usual pan
supav&e'from plaintiff towards the side room, and
on opening the door of it, saw plaintiff seated

on >a couch opposite the door, kissing and em-

bracing the young woman. Plaintiff on seeing
me left the female csme to the door and said .'.

I forgot to give you the usual pan suparee ; so
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saying he came out with me and desired his

attendant to get me the pan svparee which' I

received and went away. Plaintiff went back to

the inner room. I used to visit the plaintiff in

Bombay. On one occasion, I saw two or three
"
chachias "

sitting near plaintiff who advocated
in their presence the adulterous doctrines of the
sect. Plaintiff said there was no sin in adultery;
but it was wholesome and it purified the blood. He
gave an instance ofthe athletes oftho Graekwar court,
who he said kept many concubines, and used to en-

gage themselves in cohabiting with them beforethey
come out for a wrestle. On another occasion when
I was standing in the house yard of plaintiff's

residence, two or three Vaishnavas who were

speaking among themselves said, (pointing to a

female) that Jadunathjee Maharaj was in love with
in her. Some days after when I did not attend
the school on account of a holiday, I saw the same
female passing by the Kalbadevi road. I was

going on some business; ,but on seeing her I fol-

lowed her to plaintiffs. She went into the private
room of the Maharaj and I went to the visiting
room where plaintiff was sitting. After a few

minutes plaintiff followed the young woman: and
I remained sitting in the visiting room. About
half an hour after, he came out and I smiled at

him when he asked me why I smiled. I told him
you are affecting a great reform. He smiled at

this and made no remark. The young woman came
out after a time and went away smiling. Her
dress was ruffled when she came out. From
the dress and the jewels she had on, I presume she

was a respectable woman. I had some conver-

sation with plaintiff about the "Propagator of

our own Religion; he said it was published on .his

behalf. One day at Surat, I saw plaintiff refuse

to allow some females to touch the soles of his
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feet; and he told them to touch the feet of his

wife in the zanana. He explained to me after-

wards, that allowing females to touch his feet of

might give rise to suspicious as to his chastity.
After this, while at Bombay, I saw him allowing
females to touch his feet. To my knowledge, the

plaintiff '"tells "lies. His general reputation in

Surat, was that he was immersed in adultery.

My father is Sheristedar in the Sudder Adawlut
at Bombay. The respect paid to the plaintiff has
not diminished since the publication of the libel.

Cross-examined by Mr. Scoble. "I am 16

fears
old, and am the nephew of Dr. Dhirajram.

am acquainted with the defendant. Plaintiff

was a married man when I saw him at Surat.

I told Narmadashanker of the plaintiff's acts which
I had seen.

Re-examined by Mr. Anstey.
" I am .sure

that the female whom I followed was not the

plaintiff's daughter."

Cursetjee Muncherjee, examined by
Mr. Dunbar': "I am the manager of the Chabook

newspaper, I know Purbhoodas, the plaintiffs

secretary, who manages this case. He brought
to me this hand-bill (produced in court) and a
small pamphlet of

"
garbees." I took the printed

copies to plaintiff's residence, where I was told by
a servant of the Maharaj that the money would
be paid us by Purbhoodass.''

(15.) Kanoba Granpatrao, examined by Mr,
Dunbar. "

I am a printer and remember having
printed the "

Propagator of our own religion"
and their pamphlets the manuscript which was

brought to me by Jadunathjee's men. The proof-
sheets were sent to the Maharajas house, to one
Goverdhandass, This is the written order I
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received for sending proofs to Goverdhandass, at

the house of'Jadunathjee Maharaj."

Mr. Anstey offerred . to put in the. evidence
and judges notes in the ." Bhattia Conspiracy
Case."

Mr. Bayley objected, on the ground that those

proceeings did not concern the plaintiff.

Mr. Anstey argued at some length that the

proceedings were closely connected with this case ;

there being this difference that, in the former,
the plaintiff acted through his agent, and appeared
now in his name to seek redress. The two cases
are inseparably connected.

The Chief Justice suggested the better course
would be to cross-examine each witness as to

whether or not he signed the
li bundobust **

in

question. It did not appear quite necessary to

put in the record and the Judge's note in that
case.

Mr. Anstey stated in reply to an enpuiry
made by the Court, that there were several more
witnesses to be examined for the defendants.

The Chief Justice remarked that in justice
to the other suitors of the Court, and with the

view to save public time, no more evidence which
was merely corroborative of what has been already
adduced, should be formally recorded, but that

such witnesses should be only submitted to cross

examination. . Witnesses as to new facts would
of course be allowed to be examined. :

Sixteenth Day, Friday, 2ist February 1862,

Mr. Anstey gave the gist of the evidence

each -witness was expected to give, before calling
him into Court; ;
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Chafeurbhuj Waljee, examined by Mr;

Anstey.--"I am a Bhattia of Vallabhacharya sect.

I know the plaintiff, whom I visited at his

residence in Bombay. One day, a female having

gone into the halL entered 'an inner room. A
female servant told plaintiff something in his ear,

where upon he left the hall on pretence of going
to take his dinner, and entered the inner room.
Plaintiff went inside, saying, I am going to dine.

About half an hour after he came out. The female
came out soon after him and went away. I saw
no change in her dress. After a few minutes the

Mahafaj again went to dine.

Cross examined by Mr. Bayley. '.' I used to
visit the plaintiff almost daily. I never saw the
zenana. I had once been into the inner room,
to which there is only one door. I was asked to

go in by the Maharaj, who wished to tell me a
secret story. I presented him two or four books
which he asked from me. I observed nothing in

the hands of the female above alluded to. I

studied for a year and a half in a school under the

defendant Karsandass. I did not tell him any
thing about the female. I visit the great temple
of Jeevanlalljee Maharaj. I had conversation with

plaintiff about adultery. Kalabhai Lallobbhai was

present at the time. I asked plaintiff how was
it that great men committed adultery of which
there is prohibition in the Shastras. To this plaintiff

replied
'

there is no sin in adultery ; on the

contrary it gives strength to and purifies the
blood of man. And I say this from my own
experience.; Then he gave an instance of the
athletes of the Gaekwar Court.

'Re-examined by Mr. Anstey.
ft When I went

into the inner room above alluded to, I saw a
bed there. The books I presented to the plaintiff

39
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the Maharajas, and I gave them to -plaintiff
within the month after his arrival in Bombay .'*

(17,) 'Cursetjee Nusserwanjee Oama, cross

examined by Mr., Bayley. "I was present with
some other persons at the residence of Jeeyanialljee

Maharaj, when a conversation took place. There
was an understanding with me that nothing of the

conversation was ever to ;be divulged to any one. or

in a court of justice. Afterwards there"was a similar

understanding with Lukhmidass Gokuldass and
others. I am unwilling to divulge the conversation
which was confidential. 1 had two conversations

with Jeevanjee Maharaj, on the second of .which
Lukhmidass was present,'

5

Mr. Anstey did not wish to press the witness
to divulge the conversation or the subject of it.

(18.) Damodar Jetha, cross-examined by
Mr. Bayley.-" I am a Bhattia Shroff, and know
the plaintiff, with whom I had a conversation
once at the house of Karsandass Nensey about a

year and a quarter ago. The Maharaj was sitting
on a sofa, and we were sitting on the ground.
The Maharaj spoke of the "Varkats." The
owner asked him what was the explanation of the

adultery committed by the off spring of Gosains.

He said whatever evil is committed, it is through
the Yarkats. He did not say he was corrupted by
them. The Varkats are at present in the 'habit

of living m other persons' houses as a master'><tf

charity ; they commit bad acts, and go consfeant'ly
to the Maharajas.

; :

Re-examined 3by Mr. Anstey.^ Karsandass

Nensey is absent fern Bombay : he was summoned
as a witness in this case," :

:

. ,--, .,$,<;
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Nathoobhoy^ examined by
Mr Aftstey. "I am a member 1 of the Bania caste

of the Vallabacharya sect. I am a shett of my
caste, a Justice of the Peace, and a grand juror.
Ihave founded the female school. I was present
on one occasion with others at the house of Jeevan-

jee Maharaj. Dr. Bhau opened the conversation

on the subject of the adulteries of the Maha-

rajas. Jeevanjee said he was unable to control

the conduct and parctices of all the other Maha-

rajas. He expressed a wish to do all he could.

Dr. Bhau remarked that, if they adopted a
virtuous course of conduct, none dare lisp anything
against them. At a private conversation with

Jeevanjee (which witness divulged on being ordered
to do by the Court) he was informed that it was

impossible to put a stop at once to the practices of

the Maharajas: their chief income was derived
from females, and they could not be prevented
from visiting the Maharajas, &c.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bayley.^'I invited

plaintiff once to preside at an exhibition of the

girPs school at my house. 7'

(O.)~-Khattau Mackanjce, examined by. Mr.

Anstey.r "I am a member of the Vallabhacharya
sect. . I am a member of the firm of Jewraj Balloo,
and decide with him any disputes in the Bhattia
caste. I .was present in the garden of Grokuldass

Tejpal about six or seven years ago. I was present
at .the Bhattia meeting in 1855. I remember

having been present at a meeting convened by a

Maharaj for the purpose of raising funds for him-
self. Several Maharajas ask for money when they
want it, and I cannot give the particulars of any
on^-of my visits unless the Maharaja's name is

Mentioned. I remonstrated with a Mabaraj about
the size of the gate to his temple, which could not
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admit men and females separately. There is at the

temples a promiscuous crowd of men and women,
which I consider improper. I have not observed
an instance of indecency in the crowd. I have
heard some immoral and indecent songs addressed

by females to the Maharajas, when the latter are

invited to their houses."

(21.) Narsey Jetha, cross-examined by Mr.

Bayley. What have you come here to prove ?

Witness. I don't know what I am to be

asked.

Mr. Bayley. Then, I wont ask you anything.

(22.) Thackersey Narranjeeto Mr. Anstey.
"The plaintiff has a very bad reputation for his

morality and chastity in Cutch Mandvi since the

last seven or eight years.

To Sir Joseph Arnould.
"
I heard that he

had a bad reputation for his adultery."

(23.) -Rawjee Sunderjee to Mr. Anstey.
" I knew the plaintiff' in Cutch Mandvi. He bore

a bad character as to his morality.

To Mr. Bayley.
"
It is well known that all

the Maharajas are bad. In Cutch I heard that

the plaintiff's character was worse than that of

the other Maharajas. I also heard that gambling
was going on in his house."

(24:.) Kandass Mancharam to Mr. Anstey."
I am Assistant Engineer in the Garrison

Engineer's Department, am a native of Surat,

and know the plaintiff. He bore a bad character

in Surat as to his chastity and morality.

To Mr. Bayley.
"
I don't think any but. the

over-devoted could have had a good opinion as to

the plaintiff.
Plaintiff was of a frolicsome charac-

ter, given to play and love."
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'." To Mr. Anstey.^-" I heard from those who
visited the temple that plaintiff used to laugh
and smile and joke and appear gay in the preseuce
of females who went to the temple."

(5.) -Janardan Ramchandra to Mr. Ans-

tey.
c<
I am employed in the Post Master

General's Office, and am the author of a Marathee

book called
" Kavi Charitra," on the subject of

the Vallabhacharya religion.''

(26.)-Narmadashanker Lalshanker to Mr.

Anstey.
"
I am a Nagar Brahmin, and have taken

an interest in the question of widow remarriage. I

am the man who had a discussion with the plaintff
at a public meeting. He declared himself against
widow remarriage. I furnished the manuscript, to

the last witness for the book on the
;
Vallabha-

charya sect; it was in reality my production. I

have studied the books of the ^7allabnacharya sect,

and have no doubt as to the meaning of tan, man,
and dhan; the dedication thereof includes wives,

daughters, sons, property, body, soul, &c. The
plaintiff bears a bad reputation everywhere, in

Surat, Mandvi, Cutch, and Bombay. 1 know the
witness Kallabhai, who has communicated to me
many things about the plaintiff.

To Mr. Bayley.
l ;

I have been a poet since

the last seven years. I was delivering lectures at

my house on the improprieties of the sect, to bring
the devotees to their senses, and to make them
shun the society of such nasty persons .as the

Maharajas. I do not except Jeevanjee as being
virtuous. I wrote my essay against the Yallabha-

charya religion from materials furnished me by
Shastri, from books, and by the devotees them-
selves. The dedication of tan, man,' and dhan,
is addressed to the Maharajas ;

I am quite sure of
this from my study of several works. My version
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several Shastris. I informed the defendant V ; of

the plaintiff's bad character in Surat before the

publication of libel.

To Mr. Anstey. -My compiling a dictionary
detained me last year from going to Surat. The
Shastris who approved of my version would not
like their names to be known publicly in connection

with the book. There is no morality of any kind
whatever in the doctrines of Vallabhacharya.
The Maharajas are not preceptors of Religion,
much less of the ancient religion of the Hindoos."

(27'.) Ramdass Bhanjee, to Mr. Anstey .

C
'I am a Bhattia and a member of the Vallabha-

charya sect. I have previous to the publication
of the alleged libel written articles in the Gujarat!

newspapers against the Maharajas. I also wrote
letters to the Bombay Times on the same subject.
I tried to expose the adulteries and the godly
pretentious of the Maharajas.

To Mr. Bayley."I am a member of the sect,

though I hate some of its immoralities. The
defendant never assisted me in writing those

articles. I have not abused any of the Maharajas ;

I have exposed their immoralities. I ,am the
editor of the Khojah Dost, which is the Organ of

the reformers in the Khojah community."

(28.) -Tribhuvandass Dwarkadass to Mr.

Bayley .

" I am the first assistant teacher in the
" Gokuldass Tejpal Anglo-Vernacular School.''

The Parsee defendant came to me this mdrning
to say that my evidence- wonld be required

- in the

Supreme Court : I was served with a subpoerija

within the last half hour. I have written articles

in the Gujaratti newspapers on the conduct and
character of the Maharajas. I have not visited
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any o the temples for the last five years, though
I am a member of the Vallabhacharya sect."

(29). Nanabhoy Pestonjee, to Mr. Anstey.
f I am the editor of the Chabook newspaper. I

remember these papers (exhibits) having been

brought to me by a man whose name I believe is

Parbhadasa."

Mr. Bayley admitted the papers were taken
to the Chabook newspaper by Parbhuda'ss, the

plaintiff's alleged secretary.

(30.) Nahabhai Rustomjee to Mr. Anstey.
''I am one of the defendants in this case and

managing proprietor of the Union Press. I was
the printer of the Satya Prakash newspaper, and
the co-defendant was the editor. The paper was
not started for profit to the proprietors, but in the
cause of, reform in the native community. The

receipts fell far short of the expenditure. I

printed some numbers of the
"
Propagator of oar

own Religion
'**

for the plaintiff. The manuscript
was brought to me by his secretary Parbhudass,
who manages this case. I sent the bills to Dr.

Dhirajram, who paid them on behalf of the

Maharaj."
The defendants case concluded here.

At Mr. BayleyV request, whicn was, he said,
made with the view to save time, the Court
allowed the ease to stop for a few minutes, to
enable the plaintiff's counsel to ascertain from his
client -whether it was desirable to a?ll more wit-

nesses on his behalf . ,

; Mr. Anstey protested against s^fch d'elay?as

being uiuprecedented to feis ;

4how^e^ge, and 'as it

ia%ht cause an Unfounded impression kmdn|f 'the
-

natives. ;

'

: .:'_. -...._-.';. '.- ,-.

,
; The Chief Justice said that "the reque&t was

entertained with a view to ^save pufelic time 5
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the Court could not stop to enquire what impression

might be produced thereby. . :.-.
t

Court adjourned, therefore, for ten minutes.

On the Judges 'taking their seats again, Mr.

Bayley said he would proceed to examine witnesses

for the plaintiff.
-

'. '..' .-'I
; :

-

One Lallooinall Mohttoomall was called as the

first witness, when Mr. Anstey stated the witness

was sitting in Court during the trial. The man
denied having been present in Court. Three wit-

nesses swore that he was present in Court during the

trial, and was seen handing notes to Parbhudass,
the plaintiffs secretary.

Mr. Bayley cited authorities to show that the

power of the Court was limited to fining the

witness who could not be prevented from being
examined, for disobedience of an order of the Court.

- -'f

Mr. Anstey argued that the old established

practice in England was the general practice of

this Court, and the Judge is left no discretion to

depart from it. The plaintiffhad every opportunity
to bring this evidence "before; and when it was
borne in mind that the men swore falsely as to

not being present in Court, when several persons
were ready to swear that he was, the Court, the

learned counsel trusted, would not admit the man's

evidence.
-

:

'

-

' '

.

- --
i .:'. /.

'

'..''.-'.

The Court was of opinion it Had no powervto

object to the witness being examined. ^The current

of judicial decisions in England has been for some

years one way , that is , against rejecting the

evidence of a witness; The Court had ino ipower
to exclude a witness, though he might be made

subject to observations for his -conduct and dis-

obedience of the Court's order. ,;,LV/ ; r ;;:v4
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"As the witness was likely to take some
time in examination, the Court rose at half

past
5 fvM.r

"At,- the close of the proceedings, the Chief
Justice ordered the man, Lalloomall, Mohtooinall
to be taken into custody by the Sheriff until next

[Saturday) morning, for contempt of Court and
for wilful disobedience of the Court's order."

Seventeenth Day, Saturday, %2nd february, 1862.

Mr. Austey asked the Court to take a note
of his objection to the reception of the evident
of witneses who, in disobedience of the order o the

Court, were in Court, during the trial of the
case, The learned counsel cited several cases in

support of his7:argument, that the evidence was in-

admissible.

REBUTTING EVIDENCE FOR THE
PLAINTIFF.

(1 ) Lalloomall Mohtoomall^ examined by
Mr. Scoble

"
I am a Mooltanee, and a member

the Vallabhacharya sect. I know the plaintiff,

dnring the whole time of whose visit at Beyt,
in 1907, I was there. I went to visit him every
day : he was then about 23 or 24 years of age-
Bis married wife was dead at the time. I know
Lakhmidass Khimji now ; I never saw him visit

the plaintiff at Beyt. Plaintiff bore a very good
reputation at Beyt during the period : there were
no stories current against his chastity or morality.
He resided at the mansion of ffagannathjee Maha-
raj; Vaishnavas used to ,

visit the Maharaj at all

times of the day when he happened to be in the
house. He had retinue of ten or twelve servants,
but had no Varkats with him. He had with him
a Bhattia of Mandvi. There are several -temples

40



at.Beyt, one of which; is that of ;Laxmijee. The
room in which the image is placed; is .about.ten or

twelve feet square. There is an outer court to this

shrine. A tax of one coree and two cents is levied

by the officers of the Gaekwar Sirkar on all per-
sons who visit the temple of Laxmijee.. Jadu-

nathjee arrived at Beyt in the month pf February,
and the festival ! of Vasant Panchmee occurred

three or four days afterwards. During this festi-

val gulal is thrown on the image. It is not

usual at the temple of Laxmijee to throw gulal
on the Vaishnavas. In three of the thirteen

temples at Beyt it is customary daily to throw

gulal on the persons of the Vaishnavas. In
the other temples, with : the exception of Fagan-
wad the first, no gulal is thrown on the

worshippers. I deal in gulal, piece goods, &c., at

Beyt. On occasions when the Maharaj thrdws

gulal ;t>n. the image at the temple of Laxmijee, he

is surrounded by the priests of four other temples:
women and men accommodated separately inside

the temple. In the courtyard there is a promiseu.
ous crowd of males and females. The thirteen

temples are under the guidance of,persons belonging
to four "gadees" or seats. The Gaekwar?s men
keep order at the temples at the time of worship.
There is one officiating priesfc at the temple of

Laxmijee, and four sepoys maintain order there

during worship. .All the temples at Beyt belong
to the Vallabhacharyas. The images are ^wor-

shipped from outside the temple unless the taxv is

paid. The Maharaj makes a circuit of all the

temples twice a day, in less than half.an, hour. I

never heard of a "Ras mandlee" at Beyt: I read of"
' '

'

t/;
'

i

*

, .'

it here in the newspapers." ;

$

In the cross-examination by Mr./ Anstey,, the

witness, after shuffling a good deal admitted;
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the witnesses who swore on Friday to having seen

*-=HI court,
:swor to the truth.

Re-examined by Mrl Scoble. I believe cbn-

'scientiously that I did not cohae into Court/'

.,,., Sir Joseph Arnould. Now, what reliance can

you. expect to fee placed on the statements of this

man 1 As far as 1 am concerned, I cannot attach

any weight to what he says.

(2.) Devidas Hansraj, examined by Mr.
Scoble.- ''I am a Bhattia and a native of Dwarka.
I am a Vaishnav. My G-uru Nathujee Maharaj, is

dead. I know the plaintiff, whom I saw at

Dwarka, and invited him to my house on the
occasion of my daughter's marriage. For chastity
and morality, the plaintiff bore a good character.
I heard no stories against him. He remained my
guest for four or five days : I kept him in a

separate house, a dharmashalla, which was not
distant from my house so much as half a mile.

I saw or heard nothing against him. Of the
thirteen:; shrines at Beyt, seven, including the

temple of Laxmijee. are in charge of the Graekwar,
.and to each is attached a choubdar. I have never
seen galal thrown on the worshippers at the temple
of Laxmijee j never heard at Beyt of the existence
of the "Ras mandlee:'' If I did, I should have

punished the members of it. I came to understand
its nature through the Grujaratee newspapers of

Bombay. ;I know nothing at all about "Ras-
mandlees,"

;' 'Gross-examined by Mr. Anstey. '*! was
ordered into custody by the Graekwar for three

yeairs/ for having apprehended robbers in a foreign

territory. Major Shortt reported against me,
after having tried me. He did not fine me five

Jhbusand" ^rupees. During the three years of my^^^^J" 1 was '

not able to' go to the temples. I
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subscribed to the Parse Reeformer, which contained
articles abusive of the Maharajas. All I mean tosay
is that I have not seengulal thrown at the temple
of Laxmijee I do not know if it is thrown there.

There are only six temples at Beyt under the
control of the Gaekwar. Five of them are covered
over with a roof. The court-yard of Laxmiiee's

</ V

temple is also covered over with" a roof; it looks

like a house.

To Air. Scoble. "I was not tried
'

by Major
Shortt, the Resident."

To Mr. M. Sausse.- I did not appear per-

sonally before Major Shortt ; my man used to go
to him during the enquiry."

(3.)Mitharam Purshottam, examined by
Mr. Seoble. "I know the plaintiff, whom I saw
at Beyt in 1907. I was a clerk of the Kamavis-
dar's Mehta, and was sent to the Maharajas who
came to Beyt. I was sent to plaintiff, and used
to accompany him when he visited the temples.
He had put up at the house of Dwarkanathjee, and
bore a good character as to chastity during his

residence there. I used to attend him with four

sepoys whenever he visited- the temples. I never

noticed anything improper in his conduct, though
I stood close by him on such occasions. I have
not heard of the existence of

4Ras mandlees/

Gross-examined by Mr. Anstey. -"I first

heard the name of "Has mandlee" when the counsel

mentioned it just now. The mansion of Dwarka-

nathjee is the same as that of Jagannathjee.
Jadunathjee was the only officiating Maharaj at

Beyt during the seven months I was with him.

Vallabhjee Maharaj was not at Beyt at that time ;

1 never heard anything up to this day against
the plaintiffs character. I did not know him at

any other place except Beyt. I came to Bombay
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fifteen-days ago: I heard today in Court that

the .plaintiff had been charged ".with adultery. I

saw-iihe last witness in Court this day: he was
not Kamavisdar at Beyt during the time I was
there, rl would; have disobeyed the Maharaj if

he asked me to leave him alone at the temple's
e iron for a few minutes. There were the Sirkars

sepoys at his house ; they would not have left him

by his order.

. Re-examined by Mr. Scoble
"
It is since

my arrival from Rajcote that I heard o the

plaintiff's adultery, as alleged in the newspapers.
While at the temples, the Maharaj never asked
me to go out. The sepoys followed the Maharaj
from room to room, and wherever he went. He
slept, in the store room : he was attended by se-

poys even in his bed-room. He would not be
left alone even for a moment ; his personal atten-

dants would not leave him even though he desired

them to dp so.

To Sir M. Sausse.
" The

plaintiff was at

Beytin the month of February-, and remained there

ten or twelve days. I saw gulal thrown in the

temple of Dwarkanathjee during the time the

plaintiff was at Beyt. In no other temple is gulal
thrown

'

about. The Maharaj and the Brahma-
chari throw about gulal on the persons of the
Vaishnavas Females and males, who pay a tax
of nearly half a rupee are allowed to touch the
feet of the idol.

Tq 3ir Joseph Arnould.
u
If the Maharaj

jje presen-t, the devotees pay him the
' *

darshan "

after the image."
. (,):< Raghowjee Natha, examined by Mr.

Sqpble.~"I am a Bhattia of the Yallabhacharya
sec.tr r I have a, Maharaj for my Gruru. I saw the

plaintiff at Beyt in the month of February 1851.
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On the day I arrived 4n Beyt, the Maharaj
v left

for Dwarkgk
,-> While I -was at Beyt, the oMa%ai?aj

returned from Dwarka, and remained ten or twelve

days. , .1 visited the plaintiff frequently
1 to make

"
darshan." I heard vor saw nothing 'prejudicial

to his morality either during his residence in- or

absence fromi Beyt.
'

'

Cross-examined f

by Mr. Anstey. "I was at

Beyt on a pilgrimage. I am quite sure I was not

in Bombay at the time doing my business as a

Broker. It is a sin to come and give evidence in

this Court against the Maharaj or to divulge his

secrets. I did not sign the %undobust'?

agaiiist

giving evidence here,
j whilst in Cutch. \

To Sir Joseph Arnould,
"

If Mathuradas

Lowjee gave evidence against the. Maharaj, he
committed a sin. The whole world would say so>;

even the Mahomedans !

-
. I

-

"

.
- - .i

' ' ..--..

Witness is fined twenty rupees for not giving,
a direct answer to Sir M. Sausse.

To Sir :M. Sausse. "I heard that there was? a

meeting of the Mahajans held inJBombay.
'

..

To -Sir Joseph Arnould. "If there' 'be any-
thing bad against the Maharaj, I would tell it in

Court.

To Sir M. Sausse.^ "I think the Maharaj
would never do anything bad. He is our Guru,
and all the women are like his

daughters/'
(5.) Premjee Punja, examined by Mr.

Scoble.5 *'I am a Pokarna Brahmin, and ii^ye
served in the temple of Eadhajee at "Beyt^fof
fifteen or twenty years. I have known theplaintiff
since he visited Beyt teni or twelve years agbj
about > the month of February or Marchv^fle^
visited the temple of Radhajee twice; a dayv:alwa'ys}

Accompanied by his attendants; I .observed %o
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or ;the female worshippers in the temple,
I heard no reports against him . It is not usual

in our temple to throw gulal on the followers upon
any occasion : in our temple, as well as in the

temple of Laxmijee, gulal is thrown only upon the

image. In the temple of Dwarkanathjee, gulal
is thrown upon the musicians after the priests
have thrown it upon the image. So far as my
information extended, the plaintiff bore a very

good reputation as to chastity.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey, "I have n.ot

heard any report against Jadunathjee's chastity up
to this day. I am a follower of Ranchodjee
Maharaj of Mandvi ; he is gone to his destination,
t6

u
Ilia

"
in heaven.'?

(6.) Purshottamdass Dulabbhoy, examined by
Mr. Scoble. *'I was a resident of Surat for several

years, and know the plaintiff. I knew his father

also. During the time I resided in Surai the

plaintiff bore a good character. I heard no reports

against his chastity or morality whilst I was in

Surat, nor since I have come to Bombay. I

visited .him in Bombay but saw nothing improper
in his; cpnduct.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey. "I have never

up to this day heard anything against the plaintiff's

mpral 'character, except that I was told three or
four months ago that he was charged with immoral
conduct in a newspaper. I heard that a meeting
of "the Mahajans was held for making a "bundobusf
3$ She house of Jeevanlalljee.''
"

^?-^~-rJP
iurshottamdass Dayaram, examined by

I!ir. Bayley.I am a Bania and a member of the

y^lsbhaeharya sect. "I have been a resident of

Urat far. many years ,;and know the plaintiff In
Surat 1 havt> heard he bore a good character as
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regards chastity. I heard that the newspapers
here charged him with a great crime which he
committed in Surat.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey. -"I never
heard anything against plaintiff either here or in

Surat. I came here four or five months ago, when
I heard that the newspapers charged the plaintiff
with immorality. I don't know if it is right or

wrong that one should offer his wife to the

Maharaj. I consider the Maharaj as my God,
and it would be a sin to give any evidence against
him.

Re-examined by Mr. Bayley. "My respect
for the Maharaj would not induce me to tell lies

in Court. If 1 knew anything against him I

would tell it.

To Sir Joseph Arnonld. "I do not know if

the Maharaj can do anything wrong. It would foe

improper in him to do an immoral act."

(8.) ParbJiudass Dayaram, examined by Mr.
Scoble. "I am a resident of Surat and am the

muneem of the firm of Ramdass Purshottamdass.
I know the plaintiff, who bore a good character for

chastity and morality. E have not heard any bad

reports against him.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey . "I get no
letters from Surat except those connected
with the business of our firnu I have been in

Bombay for twenty-five or thirty years. I used
to visit the plaintiff in Bombay. I did not hear
before this action was brought that he was

charged with immorality. Since the last two or

three years I have heard rumours" of the 'im-

morality of the Maharajas. I have neveY heard
till this moment of the existence of the

u Ra
mandlees." I have drunk the water which is
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Hstrijbuted
'

to the devotees in the temples. A
iGuru would not commit a sinful act.

To Sir M. Sausse. ".If a trustworthy person

|told
me that the Maharaj committed a bad act, I

Iwould believe it /'

(&.)* Narranbhoy Vijbhukhandass, examined

[by
Mr. Bayley.-r-"I am a resid

1
ent of Surat. and

came to Bombay about two months ago. I knew
the plaintiff, who is my Guru ; I used to visit him
once a day for ten or twelve years. He bore a

good reputation for chastity and morality. I

have visited him occasionally in Bombay. The

plaintiff's father died in (Samvat) 1908. Plaintiff

has established at his own expense a Sanscrit

school in Surat, no girls' school.
I

'

:
. .

* - o .

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey.
"
Jadunathjee

told me that he had opened the Sanscrit school

at his own expense. I never heard up to the day
before yesterday any rumours against the morality
of the plaintiff or any of the other Maharajas."

(10.) Morarbkoy Vijbhukharidass, examined

by Mr. Scoble.
"
I am a Bania shroff carrying

on business between Bombay and Surat. 1 was the
man

twho, on the day of the Royal Proclamation of

1S5&, released all the debtors in the Surat jail, by

paying their debts. I know the plaintiff, who
bore a,good character for chastity and morality.
I have heard no report against his morality, either

in Suaat or in Bombay. I have seen nothing
to dimmish my respect towards the . plaintiff.
On my last yisit to Surat, I did not hear that he
had. established a school there.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey." I have
not heard anything against plaintiff or any of the

other Maharajas as to their ehastity. I never
stated in the shop of Eduljee Framjee that the

Maharajas commit immortal acts.
1'
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(Ll..)-Mansukhram Khushaldass, examined

by Mr. Bayley,
-" I am a mboneem-''of the firm

of Gropalrao Mstllharrao, and have come to Bombay
since the last four years. I resided

;

in Surat for

four years, and knew the plaintiff in that
;

city.
I am a member of the Vallabhacharya sect. I

went to the plaintiff almost daily for
" darshan.

"

He bore a good reputation for chastity and mora-

lity. I heard no gap or rumours against him
;

I should have heard of it if any existed. I have
seen him in Bombay.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey.
"

I do not
remember Jadunathjee going to Beyt whilst I

was' at Surat. I never heard a rumour against
this or any other Maharaj until a few days since

this trial began.
" :

Sir Joseph Arnould.
" Will you call the

Maharaj, Mr. Bayley ?

Mr. Bayley,
u
I should call him if I think

necessary . I am not called upon to pledge myself.

Eighteenth day, Monday, 2Ath February, 1862.

(12.) Nanabhoy Karsaridass, examined by
Mr. Bayley. "I am a cotton dealer, and am a

permanent resident of Broach. I am in the habit

of going to Surat every year. I knew the plaintiff
at Surat. I am a member of the Yallabhachar^'a
sect. I never visited the plaintiff, but saw him

going about. I did not hear anything against his

character.

Cross-examined dy Mr. Anstey. "I went once

a year to Surat. I do not consider it a sin to tell

the truth against a Guru. To-day
:is the first

time I hear anything against the plaintiff'si charac-

ter. I never saw him in Surat. . :;/

(13.) Narrottamdass Haribhoy,/examined^ by
Scoble, "I ain the mefrta of the NaWab of
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Surat , and am a Bania by caste. I know the

plaintiff,
to whom and to whose father I went once

a day to make "darshan." To my knowledge, the

plaintiff's character for morality .was good. I did

not hear any reports against him. I know he has

established a school in Surat; and I, have heard
that he, pays its expenses. It was opened three or

four years ago. A few months ago T heard it had
four or five hundred pupils.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey. "The plaintiff
never visited me at my house. He left Surat about
November last to come to Bombay. I heard about

a, year ago. that some newspapers in Bombay and
Surat published certain charges against his

character Never before that had I heard any
rumour against any of the Maharajas.

To Sir M. Sausse.
" One may spread a

rumour against the character of a Maharaj, but
1 should not be satisfied with it. The Maharaj
would not commit a bad act; by which 1 mean

anything contrary to religion. The religion is

contained in the books of the Vallabhacharya sect.

I would consider it a bad act if one offered his

wife to the Maharaj, &c., even though it, may be

enjoined by the religious books."

(14.) Bhukhandass Rishordass, examined by
Mr, ;.Bayley.

" I am in the service of

Nusserw.aniee :Bamanji Bhavnagaria of Surat, and
came to Bombay about a year ago. I am a

member of the Vallabhacharya sect, and know the

plaintiff, whom I saw very frequently at Surat.

He is my Guru. He bore a very good character
for chastity and morality. I heard no bad report
agaihst him.

../...prQ88Texamined:.by Mr. Anstey "I cannot say
whether or notthe plaintiff had to leave Surat for some
years by reason of thejll-will of the inhabitants

, in consequence of a bad act committed
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by him. I am bound to him by the
" mantra ''

(incantation) administered to me by His fathers.

I do not consider it a sin to tell the truth against
a Maharaj. I never told a lie in ray life. I do

not regard my Guru as god . It is not possible
that the Maharaj would do a bad act. Until a

month or two ago, I never heard a report ^against

any one of the Maharajas.''

(15.) Hargovind Moolchand, examined by Mr.

Scoble. "I am a mehta in the firm of Maneckjee
Bomanjee Cursetjee Carna and Co. I know the

plaintiff, who is my Guru. I knew hiin for several

years at Surat, where he bore a good character for

chastity and morality. I never saw any im-

propriety on his part at the temple.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey. "1 do not

know the age of the plaintiff. We swing the

image ; I cannot say if the Maharaj is ever swtrfg
in a swing. I do not regard my Guru as an
incarnation of God. I have seen gulal sprinkled on
the image in the temple. The plaintiff left Surat

in 1851, but I do not exactly remember whether
he stayed away five or seven years. I heard no

report in Surat against any one of the Maharajas.
I heard rumours in Bombay about two or three

months ago, as alleged in .the newspapers.
To Sir Joseph Arnould.' "I never heard that

any Bhattia shetts were punished for coming to a

resolution not to give evidence against the Maha-

raj. I simply heard that some Bhattias were

litigating and were punished."
"

To Sir M. Sausse. "The Maharajas being
Gurus their conduct would never be bad. I

would not believe a bad report against a Maharaj,
for he would not commit a bad act. If any person
told me that a Maharaj committed a bad act ,

I

would not believe in him." ,
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Sir M. Sausse suggested, with a view to

economize time, that any further witnesses, whose

evidence was in effect similar to that already

given had better been simply submitted to . cross-

examination, as was done in some instances with

the witnesses for the defendants.

(16.) Kindass Dulabhdass, cross-examined

by Mr. Anstey.
"
I heard no bad report what-

ever against the plaintiff in Surat. He is my
Guru. According to my religion, his good conduct

must be told, but nothing must be said of his bad

conduct as a Guru.

To Mr. Bayley.
" The truth must be told

without shame, even against a Guru.

To Sir Joseph Arnould. "If there is anything
bad against the Maharaj, it must be proved here.''

(17.) Balkrishnadass Umedram, examined by
Mr. Scoble. "I ami a shroff of Ahmedabad, and
a member of the Vallabhacharya sect. I saw the

plaintiff in Ahmedabad in 1848 or 1849 : he resided

there five or six months, during which time I went
to him every second or third day to make
"darshan.'

7 He bore a good character for chastity
and morality. I heard no report against him.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey. "I never
heard in Ahmedabad of the elopement of a Maha-

raj with a young Brahmin female to Baroda. The
first time I heard anything against a Maharaj was
three or four months ago, through the newspapers.
I have been in Bombay since the last five or six

years."

(18.) JBhaichand Keval, exmined by Mr.

Bayley*
" : I come from Ahmedabad, and have

been frequenting Bombay for the last three or four

years. I saw the plaintiff at Ahmedabad in 1848
or 1849 s

,
and went to him once or twice a day to

make "darshan." He bore a very good character
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for chastity and morality. I did not hear any
report against him.

To Mr. Anstey. "I heard only two months

ago bad reports against the plaintiff through
the newspapers. I never heard before -this

a bad report against any one of the Maha-

rajas. My Maharaj has "> not carried off any
Brahmin lady; I do not know anything else.

I belong to the Vallabhacharya sect. I heard that

the temples were closed for eight or nine days in

1859. I did not sign the "bundobust " on account

of which they were closed. I heard of the Bhattia

Conspiracy Case on my return from Ahmedabad.
We regard the Maharaj in the place of God, , but
he is my Guru. I regard him as an incarnation of

God : and if he chooses, he can commit a sin. If

he commits a sin, God will punish him. I would
tell the truth even of a Guru. Five or six yea^s

ago, the Maharaj told me to make ' *

darshiii
" and

to take the name of God. My Maharaj is Kaniyar
laljee who is at present in Kotah.

To Mr. Bayley. -I regard the Maharaj the

same as the image, bufc;less than Thakorji. I

regard Thakorji as Grod."

(19.) Bapoolall Maihuradass examined by
Mr. Scoble-

" I am a Bania and a member of the

Vallabhacharya sect. I am a Mehta to a shroff,

in Bombay. Until the last two months I was in

Baroda, where I saw the plaintiff for about three

months. I used to go to him every second or third

day to make " darshan/ There is a;temple built

by the Gaekwar for the Maharajas. The/plaintiff
is the Guru of the Graekwar, who very .highly

respects him, and on his arrival in the city, sends

out Iiis sons with elephants, &c., tq welcome him.
The plaintiff bore a good reputation in Barocta

regards chastity and morality.
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To Mr. Anstey.
" The Graekwar is a

Mahratta ; I don't know of what caste he is. The
Graekwar is a follower of all religionsj and respects

everybody. It is'true that he built a mosque some

days ago, and, to please a Mahomedan fakeer

caused all the hogs in Baroda to be killed at once.

I never heard of the touching loves of Vallabhjee

Maharaj and Tara, a Mahomedan female. ?
'

(SO.) Mansukhram Narottam, examined by
Mr. Bayley.

"
I came to Bombay from Baroda

seventeen years ago, and have frequently gone to

the latter place on business. I saw' the plaintiff
at Baroda in 1904, and so far as I heard, he bore
a good character for chastity and morality. I

heard no bad report against him. I am a Bhattia

by caste. The Bhattias of Baroda do not wear
the same sort of dress as those of Bombayi

To Mr. Anstey.
" I heard people talk of the

Bhattia Conspiracy trial ; I don't know what
the charge was in that case. Being a resident

of Grujarat, I would not have understood the

language and manners of the Bombay Bhattias,
and therefore would not have attended the
Bhattia meeting of 1855. There is no harm in

telling lies for a good object. To save a Brahmin

charged with murder, I would not tell a lie. I

would not tell an untruth for even a good object,
^consider my Guru as an incarnation of God, and

accordingly bow to him. The Maharaj would not
commit sin.

To Mr. Beyley. "I had never my attention

poirited to such questions as the incarnations of

Grod, &c. I consider the Maharaj inferior to the

Thackorji: he is so regarded by all Vaishnavas/'

(SI.) .
Purushottam Parmanand, examined by

Mr. Scoble.
"

I am a Bania merchant of Baroda,
and at a present ship gocds from Bombay, I saw
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the plaintiff in Baroda in L904 ; he bore a
;good

character for morality. I observed no impropriety
of conduct on the part of the plaintiff in the

temple at Baroda during the time of worship.

To Mr. Anstey. "We were very glad when
the Maha raj came fco our city and afforded us an

opportunity of making "darshan." Our females

and we all were very glad when he came and resided

amongst us. I heard nothing against any one of

the Maharajas before this action was brought.
To Mr. Scoble. "How can I say whether or

not it is a calumny on my sect, to say that any
of its members offer their wives to the Maharajas.
Nobody offers his wife to the Maharaj ; it is false."

(22.) Nanabhoy DayaWioy, examined by Mr.

Bayley. "I am a resident of Surat I know the

plaintiff from his infancy. I was at Shree Gokul
Mathura when he came there on a pilgrimage in

1903. I arrived there when he was there ; we re-

mained there for about a month. I accompanied
him to Baldevjee, and travelled with him for

about a month. I used to be in his company when
he visited the temples. He bore a good character

for chastity and morality at ,tliose places. There
were some forty or fifty people who formed his

retinue, and whose expenses were defrayed by
him. I heard no stories against his morality.

To Mr. Anstey. "I was not with the plaintiff
at Oodeypore. 1 don't know if he was prevented
from touching the image in the temple there.

On the pilgrimage, females used to visit him for

"darshan'' and touched his feet. He never presses
with his toes the hands of females. It is the
custom to touch the feet, not from below, but at

the top. I did not laugh when you asked me of
the caase which led plaintiff to leave Surat.

Sir Joseph Arnould, yes, you did.
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Witness to Mr. Anstey. "I simply heard

that some Bhattias were fined in this Court for

holding a caste meeting; not for making a

bundobust" against giving evidence in this case."

(28.) Lalljee Natha was called as the next

witness, when Mr. Anstey stated he was observed

sitting in Court during the trial.

Lalljee admitted he was sitting in Court one

day.

Examined by Mr. Scoble.
" I met the plaintiff

on a pilgrimage at Gocul Mathura about four or

five years ago, and was with
4
him for about a

month and a half. He had a hundred or a

hundred and fifty servants with him. His tent

was pitched at some distance from that of his

servants. The Vaishnavas, about a thousand in

number, followed him in a procession from place to

place. He bore a good character for morality, and
I heard no report against him.

Cross-examined by Mr. A.nstey. "I was in

Court during the examination of Drs. Bhau Dajee
and Dhirajram. I did not sit in Court on any
other day.

Sir Joseph Arnould. If 1 mistake not, 1 saw
this man in Court certainly for more than one day.

Mr. Anstey. There are several persons who
observed him.

Witness to Mr. Anstey.-' 'I have signed the

"bundobust" made at the Bhattia meeting. I

know eight persons were punished for making that
u bundobust " which I signed because the whole of

my caste signed it. I did not sign the *'

slavery
bond }>

three years ago. I know the temples were
closed for eight or nine days. I do not know if

I was caricatured in the Bagai Nasheat newspaper

42
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as a member of the "R-as mandlee." I don.'t know
of a society of which Dayalbhoy is the chief:

I know Dayalbhoy. By
" Ras mandlee" I mean a

dramatic representation of Thackorji. My part-
ner's name is Mackonjee ; I don't know of what

society he is the principal member.

Witness to Mr. scoble. "I did not under-

stand anything of the evidence given by the

doctors in English, whilst I was in Court. I

did not hear the Crier give the order that day
for witnesses to retire* I think it was this book

(produced in Court) in which I signed my name.

[It refers to the celebrated
" bundobust " made

at the Bhattia meeting.]

Mr. Anstey objected to the book being
tendered in evidence, on the ground that it was
not though demanded, produced at the trial ^of
the Bhattia Conspiracy case, that the learned

Puisne Judge's notes in that case would show
that the

" bundobust
"

was not wholly reduced
to writing; and that the judge's notes were not

admitted.

Mr. Scoble argued that he had a right to put
in the book through the first witness who admit-
ted having signed it, and particularly because

the device was resorted to, to prejudice tfcie mind
of the Court against every Bhattia witness in

this case by constant referrance to an unlawful
" bundobust " which never existed, as the book
would show.

Sir. M. Sausse remarked that the book might
be referred to as containing the " bundobust
which the witness signed ; and Mr. Anstey would
be allowed to cross-examine him.

Witness to Mr. Scoble." The " bundobust "

in this book was read to the meeting before it
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signed by myself and others. There was no

supplementary
"
bundobust," nor have I signed any.

Mr. Anstey was addressing the Court at

some length against the admission of the book,

complaining that there was no official translation

to enable him to cross examine the witness, when

Mr. Bayley said it was not tendered or put in,

as the official translation was missing and another

copy was being prepared in the Translator's office.

Witness to Mr. Anstey.
" I saw Arrat Kir-

pal, one of the conspirators, reading from the

book and giving explanations. I did not notice

that the sense of the meeting was taken with
reference to certain resolutions. I did not hear

persons shut out.
k ' We will do it." Kanjee

Jhamjee also addressed the meeting holding a

paper in his hand
?
the contents of which I did not

read or hear.

To Mr. Bayley.
"
I did not sign any other

'*

bundobust '' but this, nor was I asked to

sign any.

To Sir Joseph Arnould. "
My object in

signing this book was not to assist any body ;

it was because the editors of the newspapers had

published something about persons offering their

wives to the Maharajas. Those who did not offer

their wives were asked to sign the book; those who
did offer, were told not to sign.

To Sir M. Sausse. "I was not aware that

witnesses in this case were ordered not to sit in

Court. Before the day on which I came into Court,
I had been sitting outside four or five days. T
have received a subprena in this case."

, Sir M. Sausse. "The Court has no doubt
that the witness was perfectly aware of the order,
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and sat there in' contempt of the Court's order,

The Court therefore fines him twenty-five rupees.

(24.) Nandoo Jadhowjee, examined by Mr,

Bayley.-^ "I am a Bhattia, and serve as a muccadum,
In the year 1903, when I left Mathura on a tour,

I was in plaintiff's company for about a month
and a half. I used to go about in the jungles:
it is our religion to visit rivers, tanks, &c. I did

so with plaintiff and with about eight hundred

other persons. He had a separate suite of tents,

He bore a good character for chastity and mora-

lity, I have not heard anything against him.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey. '*! was

present at the Bhattia meeting held on the 6th

September last. I am not aware of any resolutions

being passed thereat. I cannot say that the\ wit

ness (for the prosecution) at the Bhattia Conspiracy
Case swore to anything but the truth. At the

meeting, I signed in a book. Arrat Kirpal reac

from a book and gave explanations, of which
I heard one word. On the day of the meeting
I went with the Madhowjee to the house of Jivra

Balloo, where Grokuldass Tejpal said to us tha

the adulteries of the Maharajas ought to be put a

stop to. I said it was a matter for the Shettias to

settle or make arrangements about it. I hean
about four years ago of charges against the Maha-

rajas through the newspapers. I never in my life

saw an instance of impropriety on the part of any
one of the Maharajas.

To Mr. Bayley. "I heard a person crying
out at the meeting, "If you send your wives an<

daughters to the Maharajas, then do not sign; but

if you do not send them sign." Thereupon I signed."
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Nineteenth Day, Tuesday 2oth February, 1862.

(S5.) Bhimjee Purushottam, examined by
Mr. Bayley. "I was present at the Bhattia meet-

ing held in 1855. I rember that a portion of the

resolutions, was that Bhattia women should not

go about in their Grarries without "purdas
7'

or

screens. It was also resolved that the women
should not sit in the roads on the occasion of any
death in the caste; also that they should attend

early at the general caste dinner, &c. It was also

proposed to prevent women from going astray on
the pretence of visiting the Ma*haraja

?
s temples;

but that proposition was not acted upon. I am
one of the twelve Shetts of the Halayee caste of

Bhattias. I have seen a u Has mandlee,
'' a

dramatic perfromance by the inhabitants of a

village near Gokul Mathura. The performers are

Brahmins; some of them are at present in Bombay.
I don't know What is meant by "Ras mandlee."

Cross-oxamined by Mr. Anstey. -''I was

present in Court during part of the examination
of Mathuradass Lowjee. I was summoned last

Saturaday (the summons is dated 23rd January
last). I signed the "bundobust" in September
last. It was not to the effect that it was better to

give false evidence to the Court rather than that
the Maharaj should lose the action. I did not

agree to any such arrangement. I went to the
Hon'ble Mr. Westropp to ask him to take in hand
the Maharaja's case; but he said he had the
Governor's business in hand and had no time. I

went to the Bhattia meeting of September last

about three hours after the business commenced.
I am a resident of Porebander, and beleive a copy
of the "bundobust" was sent for signatures there.
I regard the Maharaj simply as a Guru.
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To Mr. Bayley.
" A false charge was brought

against me by some Subedars, but the prosecu-
tion abandoned."

Mr. Scoble put in the book of ^
bundobust,"

with the official translation, in connection with
the evidence of Laljee Natha.

Shri Nathjee is true.

We the undersigned, all the Vaishnavas

wearing the Kanthee* have jointly made this

writing. The reason is as follows :- For some
time past, most immoral calumnies have been

published in the newspapers, against our religion,
and our Guru, and our reputation. Our Maharaj
Shri Vallabhacharyajee has composed a work
(called) Sidhant Kahasya, and Brarnhasambandn.
Shri Gokulnathjee has made commentaries on tjiis

work, to enable us to understand it. Most of the
Vaishnavas have most likely read these comirien-

taries. But the meaning of those commentaries has
now been'.reversed, and published to the effect, that

one should make over even one's lawful wife to the

Gosainji Maharaj before one has enjoyed (her) that
one's sons and daughters also should be made over
to them, that after one has married (a wife), and
before he has enjoyed (her) one should make her
over to Gosainji RSaharaj, after which, one should

take (her) for one's own use, that to this effect

Shri Gokulnathji has made the commentaries,
and that in the same manner, the Maharajas
enjoy at present, the virgin and maiden daughters
and daughters-in-law of their devotees. In this

way a false rendering has been published. There-

fore, any person, who may have been convinced
is his mind, that this published account is true,

shonld not put his signature to this writing. But

# * A sacred necklace worn by the Vaishnavas.
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it is resolved, that such persons only should put
their signatures to this writing, as have been con-

vinced in their minds, upon their true faith, that

the publishers have falsely published these ac-

counts. Because, these accounts of our religion
have been published in a very improper way, and
a very great slur has been cast on the character of

all the Vaishnavas, the publishers thereof and their

abettors will be asked (about them) according to

the rules (or law). Therefore this writing has
been made, in order to make arrangements (or to

adopt measures) respecting the same, in some way
or other, and to protect our religion and our religi-
ous preceptors and our proceptcfrs' reputation.
Therefore such persons, as may believe their

religion to be true, should put their signatures to

this writing. This writing which has beon made

by us with our free will and pleasure, and in our
second sense and understanding has truly been

agreed to by us the undersigned, in our true faith.

S. 1917 Bhadarva Sud the 2nd the day of the

Friday. The 6th day of September 1861.

(&6.) Damodar Madhavji, examined by Mr.
Scoble. "I am one of the Shettias of the Bhattia

caste, and carry on no business at present. I was

present at the Bhattia meeting of last year, at

which, something was read out from a book. I
dont recollect whether I was present at the Bhattia

meeting of 1855.

To Mr. Anstey. I am related to Lakhmidass

Bamjee, one of conspirators ! I signed letter sent
to Pbrebander and other places, callihg^upon all

true Vallabhacharyas to join the Bhattia meeting
in supporting the religion of the sect against the
libels published in the newspapers. Those who
did not sign we would not have considered as

members of our sect. I remember an action on
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the Plea side of this Court brought against a

Maharaj by .one Maneckbai. She paid Rs. 1600
to the Maharaj, and the ease was ^compromised.
I have not squandered the property of Rattansee
Dharsee. One of my gardens have been purchased

by Jeevanjee Maharaj. I sent a man to Gokuldass

Tejpal and Lakhmidass Khimjee to ask their

permission to hold the meeting in September last.

They replied that they would not join any meet-

ing of the caste unless some arrangement was made
to prevent the immoralities of the Maharajas.
We rejoined that the object of the meeting to be

held then was quite different. I was present at the

meeting held at the house of Chimanlaljee Maharaj
to arrange the preliminaries of the Bhattia meeting.
Parbhudass, who manages this case, was standing
at some distance from the meeting.

To Sir M. Sausse. "I heard that the Satya
Prakash was supported by some of the leaders of

the Vallabhacharya sect. If any member of the

sect held opinions at variance with those of the

majority, he must remain isolated in his own
house, and the sect would have no communication
with him. I would not invite him to any caste

dinners.

To Sir Joseph Arnould. fil would regard as

practically outcasted any persons who said that

the Maharajas were guilty of wicked practices."

To Sir M. Sausse.
"

I would regard" as an
outcaste any person who charged the Maharajas
with immoralities. I would not speak to Grokul-

dass, Lakhmidass, Mathuradass, and others. 1

am a Marjadee (staunch devotee)."

(27) . Demdass Asardass, examined by Mr.

Bayley. "I am a member of the Vallabhacharya
sect, and a native 'of Shikarpore. I saw the

plaintiff when he was at Shikarpore about eight
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years ago. He remained there about two mo iths

and a half. I used to visit htm for "darshan. ''

Any Maharaj I .would regard as a Guru, being a

follower of Vallabhficharya. He bore a good
character for chastity and morality. I heard
no rumour against him. I have been in Bombay
five years.''

(23.) Tullopchand Tejban examined by Mr.
Scoble "I am a resident of Multan, where I

saw the plaintiff about eight years ago. I regard
all Maharajas as Grurus. I used to visit plaintiff
once a day for "darshan" He bore a very good
reputation as to chastity and morality ; every
body went to him to make "

darshan." I am a

muneem in Bombay to Amirdas ChimanlaL''

(29.) Kuttonmall Moolchand, examined by
Mr. Bayley.

"
I am a resident of Hyderabad in

Sind, and am a jeweller. I saw the plaintiff in

Hyderabad five or six years ago ; he resided four

months there. There are many Vallabhacharyas
in Hyderabad. I visited the plaintiff daily for

three months in the house which he occupied.
He bore a good reputation, and I heard nothing
to his discredit.

To Sir Joseph Arnould. "I went to make
"darshan" to the plaintiff; there were no images
there/7

(30.) Parmanand Hemraj, examined by Mr.
Scoble

"
I resided lately at Amritsar and am a

native of Shikarpore. I know the plaintiff whom
I saw at Amritsar ten or eleven years ago. He
remained there ten or fourteen days. I use to visit

him for "darshan." He bore a good*reputation,
and I heard no report against him. The plaintiff
next proceeded to Multan and Lahore. '*

(31.) Ramdas Dhanoomalt, examined by Mr.

Bayley. "I am a native of Shikarpore. I saw

43
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the plaintiff in Mandvie in ;Cutch, where he

stayed four or five months. I visited him for
"
darshan. 7' He bore' a good character, and I

heard no report t
f
o his discredit." ;

(32.) Nandram Shasiri, examined by Mr.
Scoble. "I am a Nagar Brahmin and a

Purani. I know the books of the Vallabha-

charya religion, and have read Grokulnathjee's

commentary. This manuscript (produced in

Court) contains the commentary ; it was copied by
me four months ago from an ancient document.
I am a member of the Vallabhacharya sect. I got
the ancient manuscript of the commentary from
the plaintiff.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey.
le There are

six sections of xsTagar Brahmins, which are

separate from each other since the origin of the

Vallabhachara sect. These sections hold no
communication with my section and with each
other. There are about two hundred houses ofmy
sect. It is not considered in the Shastras, parti-

culary in the Bhagwat which contains the

doctrines of my sect, an offence or impropriety
to tell lies to save the life of a Brahmin or a cow,
for the sake of marrige, &c., &c.

(33.)-^"James Flynn> Chief Translator and

Interpreter, deposed to having translated the

commentary alluded to by the last witness. The
translation was made from the copy, and not from
the original.

v

(34.). Veljee Makanjee, examined by Mr.
Scoble. "I am a Brahmin of the Sachora caste,

and have Been in the service of the plaintiff for the

last fifteen years. I went with him on his travels,

and was every moment with him. I accompanied
him on his visits to ;the temples, when four of the

Sirkar's sepoys and a .Karbhari attended him., as
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also Ms own sepoys and a number of Vaishnavas.

At noon, the females went to him for "darshan."

No -darshan was allowed after six o'clock in the

evening. During the plaintiff's residence at Beyt,
women came for "darshan" up to the Maharaja's
dinner time. They were always accompanied by
some males. Males accompany females when the

latter go to the temples at all places. Plaintiff

had two rooms, one a bed-room and the other a

cook-room, and he took his meals in the latter.

There was a separate room to which only the fol-

lowers were admitted. I never saw a female enter the

bed-room. I did not see the plaintiff throw gulal

upon any one at the temple of Luxmijee.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey. "It is usual

at the Maharaja's house to pay three rupees a

month to servants of my class. I put in order the

Maharajas clothes after he has taken them off. I

do not leave him for five minutes. It is my custom
to sleep outside the door when the Maharaj sleeps
iniiis bed-room. I will suppress stooling if necessary;
but will not leave the Maharaj alone. Even if he
told me, I would not go ; not that we suspect him,
but because some one must be constantly within
call. I and the other servants are not procurers
to. the Maharajas. He is standing down-stairs,
and is watched by one Choberjee.

to Mr. Scoble. "At Beyt, the Maharaja's wife

was not with him; she was at her father's. He
has two children who, with his wife reside in

Bombay at present. He has a son of seven years
and a daughter of four. If the Maharaj did

anything wrong I would tell him that, and also

inform? the people of it. I never observed any
impropriety in his conduct. I get three rupees a
month besides board and lodging."
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To Sir Joseph 'Arnould.
" The Maharaj

travelled continuously for five or six years during
the whole of which time his wife was not with him."

The names of Jadunathjee Brijrattonjee Maha-

raj, the plaintiff in this action, was here called out

by the Crier, and all eyes were strained in every
direction of the hall of justice to see His Holiness

coming in. There was a rush of persons in one

part, but from the midst of them the hero did

not come forth. The large mass of his followers

in Court stood up in reverence to the Maharaja's
shadow, and whispers of "he is coming'* went round
the lines of the spectators. The legal adviser rose

up in meditation from his chair, and perhaps
satisfied with an answer from the Crier, sat down

again. A few minutes of intense curiosity and
wistful glances elapsed, when two tall

individuals
entered the Court followed by the Maharaj and
his attendants and admirers. His Holiness, sup-

ported on either side by Mr. Varjeevandass,
Madhavdass, J.P., and others, was conducted into the

witness box, in which he showed a wonderfully bold

front considering the weight of the charges levelled

against him- Jadunathjee is a young man of about

thirty-five, of a well-knit and robust constitution,
of a dark colour, and of a middle stature. He seems
to have taken particular care of his whiskers,
which were rather exuberant and shown to

advantage. The swearing priest of the Court
asked him to take the required oath on a sacred

book, which was held out before him. Mr. A.nstey
wished him to take off his shoes, which he did.

The Maharaj seemed unwilling to take oath on the

book.

Maharaj to priest. What is the necessity of

making me swear on this book? I cannotvspeak
anything but the truth. -
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Priest.Do take the oath according to the

Sirkar's regulations.

Interpreter to Court. The Maharaj says he

need not be sworn.

Maharaj. I will make solemn affirmation.

Sir M. Sausse. If he wishes his evidence to

be taken, tell him he must take an oath on the

book.

Maharaj. I speak the truth all my life,

but if the Court wishes, I will take the oath.

He then took the required oath. At Mr.

Bayley's request the Court allowed him a chair to

sit in while giving his evidence. ,.

(35.) Jadunathjee Brijrattonjee Maharaj^
examined by Mr. Bayley. "I am the plaintiff in
this action, and am above thirty-five years of age.
I have never been in a Court of Justice in my life

before. To my knowledge no other Maharaj has
attended in a Court of Justice. Besides Gujaratee,
I know the Panjabee, Marwaree, and Hindoostanee

languages, Urdoo more or less, Sanscrit for the
most part, and the Brij Bhasha. I have seen those
of the books of the Vallabhacharya sect which
are necessary. I have opened a Sanscrit and
Gujaratee school at Surat, the expenses of which
are defrayed by me. One Shastri gives instruction
in Sanscrit, and five or six teachers teach Gujaratee.
Since I first came to Bombay I have taken an
interest in female education. I first paid a visit
about nineteen months ago to the te

Mangaldass
Girl School. " It is the duty of all Hindus to go
on pilgrimages, the length of which varies with
the kind of pilgrimage and the place. I set but
on a pilgrimage, and arrived in Beyt in 1907.
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I visited twice a day the temple of Luxuiijee.
Gulal is thrown on the image in this temple. In

the temple of Dwafkanathjee it is also thrown on
the followers. 1 never threw gulal on the persons
of the devotees at the temple of Luxmijee. How
can I touch the breast of any female, when I regard
all female devotees as my children ? I never did

so. I know Lakhmidass Khimjee, with whom I

first became acquainted about two years and a half

ago. I did not see him at'Beyt in 1907. A.ny
story he may have told against me is false. The
last witness Veljee is my personal attendant, and
was so on my pilgrimage. He is daily in iny

presence. It is the custom amongst all of my
class to have at least three or four personal at-

tendants constantly near them. I have visited

Baroda, Gokul, Mathura, Amritsur, two Mandvis,
Multan, and other places. I saw GokuMass fl?ej-

pal and Lakhmidass Khimjee at Byeulla wjiere

they came to me. I was married in 1905 or 1906
before I went to Shikarpur. I did not leave Surat
because of a charge of rape against me My wife

was not with rne on my pilgrimage to Beyt. I

have been subpoenaed by the defendants to give
evidence here ; I was served by a Parsee. I saw
Gokuldass Tejpal on my first visit to Bombay ;

he introduced me to Lakhmidass. I first put up
at Byeulla when I came to Bombay two years ago.
Lakhmidass invited me on one occasion when
his. brother was sick, and on another at the read-

ing of the Bhagwat. I have some faint recollec-

tion of having authorized the publication of some
articles in the Chabook newspaper, I did hot tell

Lakhmidass that the Maharajas were running away
from Bombay in consequence of the articles in the

newspapers or that I had come to- conduct a debate

with them. I asked him if this action woteld

proceed in my absence from Bombay. 1-have done
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nothing improper in respect to any female devotee

in Bombay. I know Kallabhoy Lalloobhoy, and
remember having seen him in Surat and in

Bombay. ( Denies another allegation of immora-

lity.) As to making
"
darshan," thousands of

males and females used to visit me. Adultery is

most distinctly prohibited in our religion. It

never formed the topic of conversation between me
and Kallabhoy* He discussed with me about the

authenticity and genuineness of the religious books.

(Denies an allegation of immorality.) I don't

remember having conversed with a doctor on the

subject ofadultery; I have never been guilty of it in

my life. No female ever entered my bed-room whilst

I was talking to Kallabhoy. Many females daily
visit my wife and children. I had no conversation

at Surat with Kallabhoy about touching the toes.

He came and used to read with other boys a book
for children which I caused to be written and

printed at my expense. I assisted in its compila-
tion. It is the universal custom for my followers

to touch my feet ; when I am sitting on a raised

seat, the feet are touched from above and below,
but when the foot is on the ground, it is touched
at the top. Generally it is touched at the top.

Kallabhoy said to me that all the Hindoo Shastras
are false, and that he had become a perfect dis-

ciple of Narmadashanker. As I maintain and am
convinced that the Shastras are true, he perhaps
thinks I am therefore guilty of telling falsehood.

Narmadashanker is a Nagar Brahmin of Surat ;

he holds opinions contrary to mine. I had no
conversation with Lakhmidass or any one else

about the Varkats, nor did I ever say to any body
that they had corrupted me. I don't know what
is the. meaning of "Bas mandlee;" I know
V Bas mandlee

'

and have seen it too. The latter

is, a dramatic representation, and there is nothing
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indecent in it. When the deity is represented, we
( Maharajas ) get up for the time; other spectators
continue sitting. The Vaishnavas worship me and
other Maharajas as Gurus, those who cause happiness
through God and are guides to him. I have not heard

any one say that we are worshipped as gods.
We are swung in a swing because we are Gurus.
When any money or present is given to us in the
name of God, we take it. The devetees regard
us as Gurus, as guides fco God ; the Thackorjee
is God. We spend from 3 to 8 or 10 o'clock in

the morning, and from 4 to 6 o'clock in the

evening, in the worship of Thackhorjee. The
idol in the temple is regarded as the image
of God. In no book written by Vallabhacharya

i is it inculcated that the Maharajas are to be

M worshipped as Gods. I am acquainted with

Gokulnathjee's commentary ; I allowed Nandram
Shastri to copy it. It is considered a book of

freat
authority by us and by all the Vaishnavas.

he hrst Vallabhacharya is regarded as the in-

carnation of the head of God; he lived about

350 or 375 years ago. He was the disseminator
of the opinions of Vishnu Swami. Our faith is

not opposed to the doctrines of the Veds and
the Shastras. In my school at Surat, Sanscrit

gramrner is now being taught. The manuscript
of the commentary referred to, was found in my
house and was the property of my father, who
died in 1908. It is more than a hundred years

. old. I have read it. The Purushottam referred

to therein is the God of all gods,. the Supreme
Being. What is therein stated to be offered to

God, is stated in .the defendant's article to be

offered to me and the Maharajas. The sense of

the original is perverted by the defendant. "Tan,

man, and dhan " are directed to be offered to God-

It is not inculcated in that commentary or in any
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other 'book of the sect, that one should offer his

Fife and daughter to the Maharaj. I haye not

heard' that any of my followers believes in a book

containing such doctrines.
'..'.- _

-
. ^"^^^^"^^^"^^"^^^"""-i^^

,
-

. .
.

Twentieth Day, Thursday, 27th February, 1862.

Jadoonathjee Brijrattonjee Maharaj, further

examined by Mr. Bayley.- "I know Dr. Bhau
Dajee. Since nay arrival in Bombay he did not
attend me professionally. He came to visit me once,
in company with Lakhmidass Khimjee* I saw
him on one occasion when I visited a girls' school.

I was suffering from itches when Dr. Bhau visited

me. because I had taken heating midicines when
I was sick. I have suffered from eruptions oc-

casionally. Some of the heating medicines were

prepared by myself, and others by a native doctor

When Dr. Bhau came to me I told him I was

subject to itches and described my case to him,
arid told him I had taken heating medicines. The
word "chandee" was not used at all by either of us.

I asked him to prescribe some medicine for me. I

never suffered from the venerial affection. The
next day I sent Goverdhandass to Dr. Bhau to

get back a manuscript book for girls' school,
which I had prepared and given him for an in-

spection. I asked Goverdhandass at the same time
to bring any medicine which Dr. Bhau might
give. I did not tell him (Dr. Bhau) that the

story of the disease would be communicated to him
the next day, and applied my own medicines. I

know Dr. Dhirajram Dalpatram, whom I saw at

the exhibition of, I believe, Mangaldass Nathoo-

bhoy's school. I consulted him and took the
medicines he gave. I described cay case to him in

the same manner as I had described it to Dr.
Bhau. He prescribed some pills and a powder
forme. The colour of the powder turned black
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when it was mixed with water. He came-for six or

seven days for treating me; and also on other oc-

casions. He is a Vallabhacharya. Since my
acquaintance with him, he visited me often. I

convened a meeting to discuss the question of

widow remarriage; in consequence of a note

addressed to me by Narmadashanker, I attended

the meeting, but expressed no opinion on

remarriage, because other and irrelevant subjects
were mooted for discussion and were discussed,

The eubject of remarriage was not discussed. I

said some Shastra must be fixed upon as an

authority upon the subject of remrrriage. Nar-
madashanker said the Shastras may be followed

when advisable, or not. I said we must acknow-

ledge all the Shastras; and my opinion was that,
if the Shastras allowed, remarriages might take

place, but not otherwise. I have seen no authority
in the Shastras for remarriages. But I have no

objection personally thereto. In my sect re-

marriages take place, and I don't prohibit them.

Lakhmidass was present when Dr. Bhau visited

me ; he was sitting by and heard what I said. I

had no further conversation with him on the

subject of the disease. I did not confess to him

anything prejudicial to my Chastity or morality.
On the same occasion, I did not speak to him
about the practices of other Maharajas. I have
seen no instance of improprieties on the part of

any Maharaj. I did not tell Lakhmidass that I

did not commit such enormities as I did before. I

did not tell him that any improvement in the

practices of the Maharajas must be gradual, and

cannot be made at once; nor that pur income is

chiefly derived from females. I told him I in-

tended to go to Shrijee Dwar, but not that I had

fears of my life there. I have caused a plan of

my premises to be prepared. Thousands of females
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go to the zenana, passing on their way through
the "deevankhana." There are two doors to the

"deevankhana," one leading to the zenana and
the other to the staircase. On the left side of the
''deevankhana" is a room in which my clothes

and water are kept. .There is another room at a

few cubits' distance, in which the other Maharaja's
furniture and goods are kept, and which is closed.

Cross-examined by Mr. Anstey. The room last

mentioned is incharge of Chimanjee Maharaja's
servants. One of the two staircases is closed,
and is also in the charge of Chimanjee Maharaja's
servants. I am a man, and not a God. lama
man and a Guru to my followers. I am not an
incarnation of the Deity and I am not aware that
hitherto any of my followers has ever regarded
me as a God, or an incarnation of Grod. Our

Acharyjee is regarded as an incarnation of God,
and we are regarded as his descendants and Grurus.

I do not remember whether Karsondass Nensey
once addressed me as

*

Ishwar," God, I and
other Maharajas are not addressed to as Maha
Prabhu, or Purushottam, or Dev

,*
we are called

the children of Maha Prabhu. Vallabhacharya
and his son Grosainji are regarded as incarnations

of God but not so the sons of Gosainji. The

Maharajas are styled Vallabh Dev (Vallabh the

God). The words Agnee-swarup (form of fire) is

not applied to us. The title of Purn Purushottam

(perfect Grod) is applied to the Maharajas. I held

no meeting at 10 o'clock on Tuesday night to

consider what answers 1 should make. Parbhu-
dass did not tell me I should say

" I don't

recollect.'* The words referred to- above are ap-

plied as titles to the Maharajas in books in-

accessible to such followers as understand Sanscrit.

I -have taught my devotees, that they should
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contains the names and pictures of Vallabha-

charya and two of his immediate descendants.

Vaishnavas worship these pictures. No Maharaj
of the name of. Dowjee is worshipped ; he was the

proprietor of one of the principal/
"

gadees
"

(seats). These pictures are sold in the bazar for

purposes of worship by the Vaishnavas. In the

garden in which I put up there is a seat to which

people resort for
"
aarshan." I don't know if it is

the seat of Dowjee. 1 have seen a seat of Dowjee
in Surat. The name of Krishna occurs in a por-
tion of the Veds.

t (Witness is examined as to

the extent of his knowledge of the Veds and

Purans.) There is sin in telling lies even for a

good purpose. (Witness is handed a copy of the

Bhagwat and interprets a passage therein.) Un-
truth may be told to women in sport, on occasion
of .marriages, when life is in danger, when a cow
is to be killed, &c. ; any one who tells lies on
such occasions is not to be despised, but he

commits a sin nevertheless. Since the rising of

the Court I had no consultation with Varjeewan-
dass and others. I believe every thing mentioned
in the Bhagwat. The Shastras of the Vaishnavas
are in accordance with the Veds. I have not

published any pamphlet ; no periodicals were pub-
lished by the Vaishnav Dharma Sabha, which
were written by Govardhandass. I was the ori-

ginator of the society. Hariraijee was a Maharaj ;

I cannot say if he wrote any books in the

Brij Bhasha. 1 cannot say whether a few Maha-

rajas only can read Sanscrit. The wives and

daughters of the Maharajas read books in the Brij
Bhasha, I am unable to say whether this book

(the Vachanainrit in Brij Bhasha) is considered a

religious book, I have not read up to this time

any work in the Brij Bhasha relating to the Valla-
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praise of the Creator. I mean to say that I have
never in my life read a theological or philosophi-
cal work in the Brij Bhasha on the Yallabhacharya
religion. I now remember I have read in Brij
Bhasha one of Gokulnathjee's commentaries, I

do not read books of my sect in the Marathi

language. I know Govardhandass wrote an essay
in the "

Propagator of our own religion
"

on
adulterine love, in the opinions expressed in which
I agree in the main. I did not tell him to write

that essay. It was written
1

in reply to an article

in a Marathi magazine, but I cannot say if it

was in reply to the libel in the Satya Prakash.
I cannot say whether it is the belief of my sect or

not that, the qopees loved God as their para-
mour and that God loved them and made them

happy. (Witness was asked as to several of-the

doctorines of the sect, mentioned at length in

the pleas, whether or not they were believed

in. by himself or by his sect. Several of the

questions he said he was unable to answer without

reading a great portion of the context in the books
in which the doctrines were mentioned.) The writer

of the essay understands his subject, and I think
it contains upon the whole, a fair exposition of the
doctrines of the sect. Whatever is stated in the

Shastrasj is acceptable to me. Besides the sacred

books of my sect there are other Shastras viz.,

the Bhagwat, the Purans, &c The young maidens
ofmy sect swing Krishna in a swing. God Krishna
is their father, husband, lord, &c. They swing me
and the other Maharajas as a Guru. -We are swung
by our fathers, mothers, sisters, and all devotees;
but I do not recollect whether'we are addressed to
as the amorous Kann (Cupid). These r amorous

songs are addressed to the Maharajas; (Reads and

interprets passages in Sanscrit in 'Gokulnathjee's
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commentary.) Since the last two or three days,
I have been subjected to surgical examination by
two or three medical gentlemen. My face was
not covered when one of them saw me. I don't

know if one of them refuses to give evidence that
there is no trace in me of the venereal affection.

They examined me from a short distance. I don't

know their names, and I have not been told that

only two of them are coming to give evidence.

Yarjeevandass Madhavdass, J. P., and Callian-

dass, Mohandass, his nephew \^ho conducts this

case, might have brought the doctors ; I don't

know. The examination took place in the shop
of Raghu Shamjee, one of the conspirators.

Twenty first Day, Friday, 28th February, 1862.

JadoonathJQe Brijrattonjee Maharaj, cross-

examined by Mr. Anstey "Since my cross-exa-

mination yesterday, I have not been again inspepted

by a doctor. I did not ask Dr. Dhirajram to send
me calomel from time to time whenever I wanted
it. Once I put calomel into chunam water and
made a blackwash of it, and applied it. Dr.

Dhirajram told me to take a pill twice in the day,
and I took five or six pills.

I have purchased
now a glass scale for use in taking photographs ;

I had none for measuring medicines. When my
throat became sore a preparation of borax was

given me as a gargle. I had sent for some iodide

of potash
s

'and sarsaparilla. I tried the former;
the latter I administered medically to another

person. I have heard the name of Brahma-
vivarta Puran ; I have not read it ; it is believed

in by the Vaishnavas. (Witness is shown a

passage in the book.') It runs thus: Upon having
seen the

"
Ras," the mistresses of the God were

tormented with the arrows of love; upon
:

having
performed the "

ratee-ras
"

Krishna, the perfect
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s

and perpetual along with Radha, went to the

waters of Yamoona ; with the gopees went the

magical forms of the exalted Krishna, which,
tormented with. the arrows of love, and pervaded
with joyj performed sport with the gopees in the

water/' The translation is correct, but I am not

quite certain of the meaning. I must collate the

passage with other books. (Witness is shown
another 'passage.) It appears to be addressed
to Radha, Krishna's principal mistress, as follows:

" Why dost thou weep, Radha ! remember
the lotus feet of Krishna; during the Ras mandlee

night thou wilt perform with Krishna the

desired uninterrupted rattee." I know the
Vishnu Puran ; I may have seen a passage in it

here and there I don't remember having read the

following passage; "Whilst frolicking thus
with the gopees, they considered every instant

without him a myriad of years, and without
the fear of their husbands, fathers and
brothers, they went forth there to perform sport
at night with Krishna." The Vaishnavas read
the Vishnu Puran, not because they contain

descriptions of the sports of Krishna with the

gopees> but because they contain Vaishnavas'
doctrines. We worship images of Krishna with
the faith we are actually worshipping Krishna.
He is brought into the images Dartly by cere-

monies, partly by faith. The images of Krishna
are represented as if he were in the infantile state.

I have never seen him in the young or old state.

(Witness is handed a picture of Krishna, at the

top of a tree with the naked gopees at the foot

of it.) He is here represented between the ages
of 5 and 11 yearsi When the Maharaja dies,

persons say he is gone to his abode, or to the
wx>rld of gods. Krishna, when he died, went to
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the Growlowk ; religious and pious Vaishnavas go
there also. He (Krishna) remains all day in joy j

the Vaishnavas are present there in Ms service, I

have not observed in any book if it is the doctrine

of my sect, that true Vaishnavas, after; death,
become gopees and have amorous and improper
intercourse with God. I do not believe in this

doctrine, nor am I aware ifany ofmy followers does

or do believe in it. By
u

lila
"

I understand sport,

play. I believe it is impossible that Krishna should

renew, in paradise, his amorous dalliance with the

gooees; he may engage in
u Has lila" with them*

The gopees are there in human form, but are riot

subject to early decay.

Sir M. Sausse. I hope, Mr. Anstey, you are

done with the theological part of the examination.

Sir Joseph Arnould remarked that the subject

might well be taken up for a theological discussion

between Dr. Wilson and the Maharaj outside the

Court ; but as it was, the Court could not be made
the arena for such theological discussion. The

question now was as to the libel.

Mr. Anstey. I am near the end of this part
of the examination, my Lord.

Witness continued to say. I "am forbidden

to repeat here the "mantra" pronounced at the

"kanthee" ceremony. The translation you give
of it is correct. The dedication referred to in

this ''mantra" is caused to be made at the feet

of Krishna not to the Maharaj. The Guru at the

ceremony is only the guide to Krishna. (Witness
is examined as to the meaning of another passage.
I asked Lakhmidass if an action might go on' in

the absence of one of the parties. When I first

arrived from Sur&t.-I had no intention of bringing
an action against those who published anything
against the Maharajas. The reason for the delay
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of six months, in bringing the present action was
that I am not acquainted with such matters in

this island, and found it necessary to consult and
take advice. (Witness is shown a passage of an
article published in the Satya Prakash on the
9th September, against all the Maharajas.) When
all the Maharajas are libelled, how could I alone

bring an action. I do not remember if I consulted

Mr. Leathes about this article. I do not remem-
ber if I read it; I heard that all the Maharajas
were libelled, I cannot say if it was in consequence
of this article or not that a handbill was published
with my name to it, what is stated in the handbill

as to the lessening authority of the Maharajas
accords with my view. The words "

Asatya
Prakash "

in one of the numbers of the ''Propagator
of our own Religion

"
refers to the defendant's

paper ; I think it is an error of the printer, or

the letter
"

a ?'

( not ) may have fallen in by
mistake near the word rt

Satya.
" I don't know

if this article in the magazine was written in

answer to the libel; I cannot say without reading
over the whole of it.

Sir M. Sausse. Now tell this witness the

manner in which he has been giving his

evidence latterly, is such as to impress the

Court with an unfavourable view regarding it.

He must be able to answer without reading
over everything about which he is questioned.

Witness.
"
I cannot answer without reading

it over !

; Sir M. Sausse. The man has too much

intelligence and collected manner not to recollect

or to know what he says he cannot answer.

Witness continued.-
" Then the article may

be in answer to the libel. I have read part
of the book called the

" Debauched Gruru."
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It refers to
" Ras mandlee.

"
I have read: the

article containing the libel ;
it reflects upon me.

The article says,
" You Maharajas, acting up

to that commentary, defile the wives and daugh-
ters,

"
&c. This is libellous, though not directed

against me individually. Being charged with the
immoralities of the

ie Ras mandlee.
"

I do ;
not

consider it libellous,; because I do not /understand

what " Ras mandlee J? means.
:

Witness proceeded to say.
" The book of

Hariraijee is in Sanscrit. I have never seen it

in Brij Bhasha. I have heard of a work in Mara-
thi by Janardhan Ramehandarjee, entitled Bio-

graphies of Eminent Men. " The story of the 252
and of the 84 is not considered a book of

authority in our sect. This book of songs was
not published by me, nor do I know if it Was

published by Govardhandass. ' :

>

" I don't know if it is a libel upon the defen-

dant. The representation of a Mftharaj drawing
a triumphant chariot over the prostrate bodies of

the reformers does not refer to me ; the printer
must know who the Maharaj is.

- Maharaj. No one should touch me.
,

Sir M. Sausse.
"

I saw -no one attempt to

touch you. - \

Maharaj." I am afraid soine of the persons

going from behind might touch me.

Mr. Anstey.
-Why should you not be

touched ? I am not going to touch you. You are

not a God. As for me I won't touch you withi a

pair of tongs. Mr. Hastings has already touched

you the. first day.

Witness proceeded.-
'*-

TThe chief. tem^Je of

our sect is that of Shreenathjee at 'Kankrowlee.
An image thence was not stolen by : my father
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or grandfather ; my grandfather sat on the
"
gaddee

" at Swat. There was a suit about the

gaddee which was litigated in England. I have
never gone on a pilgrimage to that tepmle,
although I was seven years abroad. The Maharaj
receives presents and contributions from the
Vaishnaras. Fines are also levied, the money
received by way of fine being eventually applied
to the use of the Thackorjee. I am not a
Brahmachari ; I was one before my marriage.
I am not a Sanyasee. I believe in Poorn
Purushottam, who is one. Poorn Purushottam

(perfect God ) is applied as a title to the Maha-

rajas, as
"
My Lord ''

is applied to the judges.
I don't know if the Gurus of other sects are

swung in a swing like the Maharajas. I have
never seen the water from a Maharaj's lungotee
rinsed and drunk by the Yaishnavas. The
'*.joothan

"
( remnants of food ) left by the Maha-

rajas is eaten like that of all other Gurus. It is

the custom in all sects of Hindoos. It is written
that the Brahmins should partake .of the leavings
of Gurus food. I don't know if there is a pro-
hibition in Manu. We give for the purpose of

being thrown away the leavings of our "pan
soparee." They may be eaten by some persons.
The Maharaj applies his foot to the eyes of a

dying person to relieve him from sin; no fee is

paid for this. I don't know if the Gurus of any
other sect do this. Males, females, and children

apply and wash with saffron water and scented

oils the bodies of the Maharajas. I don't allow my
followers to eat the dust of my feet: I don't know
if other Maharajas allow it. Lights are waved
round the Maharajas heads. All this is enjoined
in the Shastras; I don't know what Shastra. The
wooden shoes of my ancestors are worshipped as

also of other Maharajas. My shoes are not wor-
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shipped. I do not go into private rooms to

receive presents of fruit and sweetmeat from female
devotees. I don't know if others do it. Vaishnavas

bring them and present them to the Thackorjee
and we then receive them. I don't know if other

Maharajas go into private rooms for this purpose.
Female devotees do not sing songs o a licentious

character in the presence of the Maharajas; songs
of various kinds are sung. Gulal is thrown by
Maharajas on the persons of all devotees, not ex-

pressly on the persons of females. The Guru is to

be worshipped in the same way as the 'image of

Thackorjee, which represents God. I have not read

in "Guru Seva" that all the Vallabhacharya
Gosainjees are to be considered as incarnations of

God. Ever since I arrived at a proper age I have
told my followers not to believe in this doctrine.

Before my admonition, the doctrine was believed in.

It was believed in by some persons in Bombay, not

the majority. I cannot remember the names of

any one person whom I instructed not to believe

in the doctrine. Did I say yesterday that I did

not know whether any one regarded the Maharajas
to be incarnations of God? Perhaps T did. I did

not know if I swore to that effect.

Sir M. Sausse. Tell him the Court has taken

down clearly what he said.

Witness. "I don't recollect it.

Sir M. Sausse. 0, his memory is very short;

but the Court has taken down exactly what he

said.

Witness proceeded.
" The Vaishnavas be-

lieve their obligations to their Gurus to be greater
than their obligation to God. The Vaishnavas
are not allowed to touch the image ; and they
can make offerings through the Maharajas or the

Brahmins who bathe or wash their bodies inside
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the temple. I believe that by Brahma-sambandk
the sins of the eleven organs (including those of

generation) are washed away. I don't know if

it is the doctrine of my sect that Vaishnavas
should not divulge the secrets of the Guru. It is

good among other things, not to see the faults

of others. lama Brahmin; you may think I

have not the physical appearance of one. My
ancestors were Tellinga Brahmins ; they were
not excommunicated. We take their daughters
in marriage, but don't give any. With reference

to Telinga Brahmins in this country, we inter-

marry with them. I don't know if they are

very poor ; they are called Bhatjees. They are

not excommunicated for giving their daughters
to the Maharajas. Sometimes we find it necessary
to give sums ofmoney when the parents of the bride

are poor. Manu prohibits the selling of daughters;
I don't know of any prohibition against selling

marriages. I believe the Maharajas to be inno-

cent of adultery ; if they are guilty thereof
, they

don't deserve the rank of Gurus. Erishnaraijee,

my cousin, has married the daughter of a Tellinga
Brahmin. I don't know of any scandals about
him and a widow devotee. I don't know if his son

Grokuloochewjee was expelled by a Rajah from his

territory. Wallabhjee Maharaj was expelled by
the other Maharajas, for interfering in a dispute
between a father and his son. I don't know of

any scandals connected with him. I was the first

Maharaj to go to Damaun, I went there through
ignorance. There is a prohibition made by Maha-

rajas against going there. I don't know if the
reason of the prohibition was, that a Maharaj
was killed under the lash for larceny by order of

the Portuguese government. Vittleshjee Maharaj
was under surveillance at Patna; he was accused of

sorcery; I don't know if he was accused of
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poisoning the Raja ; I don't know of ,Vrijpaljee

Maharaj looting the houses of his devotees at

Lakhpat Bander. I left Surat on a pilgriinmage
for seven years. There was no charge of rape
ever made against me. I hear it this moment. I

don't remember if I was asked about it the day
before yesterday. I have heard of the daughter
of Pitamber Popa. There was no charge against
me of having defiled her. I was not taken before

the Surat magistrate on that charge, twelve or

fourteen years ago. I have no knowledge of such
a charge having been compromised for me by the
then Sheristedar of Surat. I have not summoned
any brother Maharajas to give evidence oh my
behalf. None of the Maharajas intimated to me
that he cannot deny the adulteries of the

Maharajas in this Court because*the fact is too
notorious . The son of one Maharaj is at present
in Bombay except" myself ; all other Maharajas
have left Bombay. I don't know of a disturbance

near Jiwanjee's temple three months after my
arrival in Bombay. I don't know Luxmibai, the

daughter of Thawar Mulji. I did not know her
fifteen years ago. Up to the time of the discussion
on the subject of remarriage, I was on

good terms with the defendant, who v0praised
me in his newspaper. I did not profe%t: the

Vaishnavas from subscribing to defend$ht% paper.
I don't know of having published any ^handbills

against the Satya Prakash being subscribed to.

I have heard of the Bhattia conspiracy case. I

have not arranged with the other Maharajas to

shut the temples against those VaishE(avas who

might give evidence against me in this case. I

don't remember if Parbhudass told' meT that he

managed the Bhattia case. I either heard or

read somewhere that Parbhudass took some

message to one Gopaldass, and 'that the latter
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g-ave evidence of the visit and the message. I

heard also a rumour to, that effect* I first spoke
to Barbhudass on the subject during the trial

of the Bhattia conspiracy case. Parbhudass
came to me to Surat to call me here. I spoke to

him then. He told me of the "bandobust" which
was made here. I said "(what is the necessity
or object of making this "bandobust" ? He said

they must know. I did not authorize him to

conduct or assist in the management of the
case. There were no consultations between the

nine conspirators at my house. One or two of

them came to my house. The bundobust was in re-

ference to the offering of virgin daughters, but I

don't know for what case it was. I heard of the Bania
bandobust from a number of persons who came
to me and said what they had heard in this Court.

I never reproved Parbhudass for his part in the

making of the bandobust; he did neither right
nor wrong. I believe what Lukhmidass has
stated against me must be false ; because if he saw
me commit any immoral act, he would not have
continued visiting me. I have never been guilty
of-adultery or immoralities. IHook the heating
medicines at Hyderabad where I was sick. I took

dry .ginger, black pepper, chillies, &c., and these

produced internal heat. With the exception of

six or seven months, my wife was with me on my
pilgrimage. About four or five years before 1909j
I travelled without the society of my wife, who
had tken died.

Td :Sir Joseph Arnould; " Neither of my
wives were with me at Beyt.

To Sir M. Sausse. I once travelled five

years, in the course of .which I went to- Jeypore to
call my wife. I was away from Surat for two

years in the course of which I proceeded to Beyt;
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I have married two wives. I married before
I set out for Beyt, and was away for two years
from my second wife, who was then of the age of

nine or nine and a half years. She.came to live

with me at the age of thirteen.

Twenty-second Day, Saturday, 1st March 1862.

Jadunathjee Brijrattonjee Maharaj, re-exa-

mined by Mr. Seoble. "There was no meeting
held at my house on Tuesday evening for the

purpose of a consultation. It is a common from
of salutation among Hindus to apply to each other,
at a meeting, the names of Ram and Purushottam,

although they may not be the real names of the

persons addressed to. (Mr. Seoble said he was
addressed to by the names Purushottam when in

Gujarat) There are two seats of Dowjee/*who
established them and also worshipped them in

common with others. All the sacred books of

my sect are in Sanscrit; they are regarded as

authorities even in Brij BhashaJ if they cor-

respond with the Sanscrit originals. -All the

Maharajas are ex-officio Presidents of the Vaishnav

Dharm-prasarak Society, or the Society for the

Propagation of the V aishnav religion. Since

my arrival from Surat, I have made exertions

to propagate the Vaishnav religion. I was as;ked

in reference to the specific offence -of several

Maharajas; I heard them for the first time
in Court yesterday. I have heard of -those offences

through several prints also ; not of my relatives

in particular, but of the Maharajas generally.
I heard of the charges, for the first time yesteir

day, brought against the Maharajas by name.
The ''Debauched Guru" is not a book of authority
in my sect ; it is a lampoon. It is believed in by
persons who are our enemies . The Maharajas
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have authority to outcaste any one from the sect,

with the approval of the members of the sect.

Without such approval, no one can be excom-
municated. The Maharaj has power to prevent a

person from coming to the temple over which he
has jurisdiction. All the Maharajas can combine
to "prevent a person from coming to any of the

temples. Such a combination, however, has not

taken place within my knowledge.
To Sir M. Sausse.

"
I have said that

adultery is a great sin according to the Shastras

of my sect. The recommendation in the essay,

already referred to, which I approved of, is not to

commit adultery, but to love God with love akin
to what is called adulterine love. Adulterine

passion is intense love, and the same intensity of

love should be shown towards God. Such love

towards God is very good; towards a strange
woman, it is bad. Such an illustration is given in

tbe Bhagwat.
SirlM. Sausse. Tell him that we are under

the impression that, when asked before, he could
not name any Shastra which contained such an
illustration.

Witness. "I do not remember.

Mr. Anstey. I asked him several times, and
he could not name any.

Witness to Sir M. Sausse. I believe it is

stated in the Bhagwat that love should be enter-

tained towards God akin to the love of the gopees.

To Sir Joseph Arnould. "I said that God
is to be gained by worshipping him in any form
or manner.

Maharaj (on retiring), "I bless your Lord-

ships"!! .

The examination of witnesses closed here,

Afi
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Mr. Anstey addressed the Court on behalf of

the defendants. The learned counsel -stated that

his clients had been placed in a difficult position*,
as by far the great part of the evidencie which- had
been given for the plaintiff had been kept back
until every one of the defendants witnesses was
called and every document was put in. The
defendant had not, therefore, the opportunity and
the advantage which the plaintiff had, to call

witnesses on their behalf to contradict the

enormous mass of falsehood which it would be
the duty of the learned counsel, in the course

of his observations, to unravel and lay bare. The
circumstance, however, would not escape the

Court's observation, that the witnesses whom
the defendants had called were men of position
and respectability, and who would therefore claim,
in the decision to which their Lordships might
eventually come, a much greater weight for credi-

bility than the unfortunate devotees of the

Maharajas who had been drawn from the lower
classes of society. This was the third time the

learned gentleman had the honour to address the
Court on the principal features of this case.

On the first occasion, in the demurrer case,
when one of their Lordships was present^ he

( Mr. Anstey ) showed that the very libel : itself

being considered, it was impossible for .ythe

plaintiff to support his plaint upon, a general
demurrer. The result was, that though, with

respect to nineteen-twentieths of the alleged libel, the
Court thought there was, no cause for calling upon
the defendants for a justification, yet that there was
a sufficient case in the eight or ten lines m the

concluding part of the article. Mr. Anstey, would
not revert to all the arguments He adidre^sed to

the Court upon that occasion. It must be

remarked that this action was brought by a
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person professing a different morality aud different

doc,trines from Christian morality and Christian

4pctrines, and what the learned cpunsel urged was

tjiat, the precedents of English law which it was

spught to apply to this case, can have no uni-

versal application.
Mr. Scoble contended that the learned counsel

must confine himself to the rebutting evidence.

Mr. Anstey said this; was impossible from the

very i nature of the case, and it was impossible to

draw a line of distinction between the portions of

the evidence.

Mr. Scoble insisted upon his learned friend

confining himself to the evidence offered in rebuttal.

He had shown no case or cited no authority for

going over the whole of the evidence.

The Court decided that Mr. Anstey ought
to confine his observations to the rebutting
evidence.

Mr. Anstey submitted that the principal

points and doctrines in the case were so involved
one within the other, that it would be really

impossible to draw the distinction. . .

Sir Joseph Arnould suggested that the dis-

tinction might be drawn this way. Mr. Anstey
would address the Court upon the evidence for

the defence and the rebutting evidence, but not

upon what he might have spoken about in the

speeeli for the defence.

Mr. Anstey said this was just the course he
intended to take. In commenting upon the rebut-

ting evidence, he would allude to, and remark

uppn, the evidence whiqh it was supposed to rebut*

And: first, he must refer to the points which were
affected by the evidence. He thought one of these

points was, to use the words of one of their Lord-
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standard by which we may judge of the plaintiff.
In the rebutting evidence, he> had tried to set up
one, which, however, it was impossible for the

Courts of the English law to act upon. The
learned counsel's first proposition was, that the

plaintiff has no right to sue; and second, that,
if he has a right, there is no libel upou him in

what the defendants have published.

Mr. Scoble again applied to the Court to

confine Mr, Anstey to the rebutting evidence.

Sir Joseph Arnould remarked that the

question of a justifiable occasion was still open to

the defendants; and Mr. Anstey had thought it

proper to address himself to two propositions :

1st, that the doctrines of the sect being such and

such, the plaintiff had no right to sue for redness for

the enunciation and publication of those doctrines

by the defendants ;
and 2nd, that even if he has the

right, there is no libel.

Sir M. Sausse observed that the Court had

already directed the counsel -to restrict himself to

the rebutting evidence.

Mr. Anstey said he had every intention to

attend to the direction of the Court; and that much
time would be saved if the officious and useless inter-

ruption by the counsel for the plaintiff was not

repeated.
^

Mr. Scoble said he never heard such ex-

pressions used by one member of the Bar towards

another at the Courts where he practised before

coming to Bombay; and he would take the opinion
of the Court whether his objection was such as -to

be called officious and useless and by other similar

epithets. He had equally with the counsel for the

defendants a duty to perform to h!is client, afod

he would ask the Court whether a legal argument
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was/ admissible in a rebutting case. He had to

l6arn from their Lordships, whether general
observations on law were to be allowed in answer
to a rebutting case.

Sir M. Sausse observed that the learned

;cpuusel for the defendants had given an assurance
that he could, bona fide^ support the observations
he would make by the evidence and the Court

gave him credit for that assurance, taking it for

granted that he would sustain his propositions

by referring to the rebutting evidence. With
reference to the objection made by the plaintiff's

counsel, his Lordship certainly did not think that
he deserved to be censured with the words which
had been made use of. It was proper and be-

coming in him (Mr. Scoble) calmly to raise such

objections, as he thought were necessary for the
benefit ofms client.

Mr. Anstey then proceeded to say that the

position in which the plaintiff sued is a position
offensive to the laws of nature and of natural

morality. The doctrines he professed and taught
were horrible to think of ; he preyed upon the
blind ignorance and credulity of his followers, and
in the prosecution of his unholy ends brought his

peculiar Shastras to his aid. The practices of
this and other Maharajas became a matter of

notoriety, and were considered unendurable even

by members of the sect. The defendant had,
therefore done nothing more than attempt to abate
a common nuisance. The circumstances., the
learned counsel said, wera somewhat similar to the

great Suttee Case which George IV. referred for
1

the opinion of the Privy Council of his time.

;MrV Anstey here cited an. authority and alluded

:to the decision in the Suttee case. ) Having thus

adverted to the points to which he would direct
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the attention of the Court and to those which were

supposed to have been touched by the rebutting
evidence, the learned gentleman would tupn; to.the

case which the plaintiff had to rebut. Tlxeir Lord-

ships having expressed an opinion that the plea of
" not guilty

" and justification is open td the de-

fendants, he would ask the Gourt to bear in mind
the evidence offered on that point . The counsel

for the plaintiff had put questions -as* to the' mora-

lity and status of the Maharajas, which, at the

time, struck Mr. Anstey as irregular, and he
would now take advantage of that irregularity.
Then as to the last two pleas, if the averments are

proved, the plaintiff has certainly put himself out

of Court. It must have been seen whether the de-

fendant has failed to prove the justifiable occasion,
warranted by the occasion, whether the Maha-

rajas are preceptors of the Hindu religion j whether

they hold a high position as Brahmins, &b. It

certainly could not be that this pretended teacher

is one whose principles, both religious and moral,
are to be tried by a different standard from that

applied to all other suitors of the Court principles
which make good evil and evil good, adultery law-

ful, and vice to be pursued with the desire of one
who seeks eternal .salvation!! The learned
counsel argued that this person is one who, com-
mitted to such practices of immorality, as came^
into light during the course of the trial, was di-

sentitled to any redress for the alleged libel. The
defendant is a member oftlie sect to which the

plaintiff belongs ; its immoralities and the licen-

tiousness of those who pretepdeditp be religious
teachers* attracted his attention from an early

age 3 he set himself to the study of the sacre/cl

books, and instituted enquiries and researches into

the past history of the Maharajas, the result of

which forced upon/him the necessity, as it would
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have forced itself upon any other reflecting mind,
of exposing this rotten and monstrous system,
and of laying bare its enormities and the excesses

of its professors/ to those who were aware of its

existence as well as to those who had recently
withdrawn from its influence. Referring to the

plea of justification Mr. Anstey nrged that, if it

appears from the plaintiff's own evidence, offered

in rebuttal, that the enormities and practices

alleged against him do exist, and if he has at-

tempted to grapple with what the defendant says,
and has failed to disprove it, he certainly has no

right to be in Court.

Now, said the learned counsel, let us look to

the evidence. It is proved by some of plaintiff's
own witnesses, and by none even attempted to be

disproved, that the passages put in as exhibits

contain substantially the doctrines of the sect.

Some witnesses were more positive than others,
but there was not one who dared call into question
the authenticity of the books or the correctness of
the translations. For present purposes, therefore,
Mr. Anstey would take it for granted that these

two points were not at all disputed. JSTow, as to

the Maharajas' pretensions to Godhead, the plain-

tiff, though he at first, denied to be a Grod himself
admitted that the doctrine of the Maharajas being
incarnations of the Diety was taught in the sacrec

books used by the sect. Amorous songs, he alsc

admitted are addressed to the Maharajas by theii

female devotees. But, says he,
'*
I deny that they

sing obscene songs.
"

Probably, to his perverted
sense, or rather want of the sense of decency or

shame, being provoked to unlawful love and those

passages containing licentious sentiments ap-

peared to be lessons of piety and morality ! It

was in evidence that every Yaishnav is bound to
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hold , the Shri Thackoorjee ( tlae image .of Grod )

and i guru to be the same ; not only to hold $ b>ut

to cherish the notion with all the religious fervour;

of which ignorance is capable. That is ithe doctrine:

of Hariraijee Maharaj . To make things. , still

clearer, we have the :" Ghatoor Sloakee,.
'' a secred

book of the sect, which inculcates that they must

regard the Grufu as Grod,. nay, a greater ihan
God ; because, if Grod is displeased, the Guru inter-

feres and obtains pardon for the sinner ; but if _the

Guru be displeased, there is no mediator and thefQ-

fore no pardon ! It is the opinion ofDr. Wilson
that this man (the Maharaj) is regarde as a mock;
Christian mediator ! ! The plaintiffd, moreover,
in answer to the Chief Justice, stated distinctly
that the favours from the Gruru are greater .than

those from God ; and in another place, admitted
that the obligations to the Guru are greatery than
the obligations to Grod ; because the former is the

only guide to the Divinity. The witness for the

plaintiff, Bhaichand Kaylall, said that the Shri

Thackorjee is equal to the image, and it is admitted

by the plaintiff himself that the God Krishna can,

by faith and by ceremonies, be brought 'into the

image, which is an animated Divinity. One wit-

ness said that the Thackorjee is to be worshipped,
but that the Guru is his representative. Jamnadass
Sevaklal says "we swing the Maharaj, as we cannot; v

touch the image and swing it." Two other wit-

neses go further and say, it is not possible -for the

Maharaj to commit sin. The court was not in-

vestigating the doctrines of the ancient religion
of the Hindus contained in the Yeds, which com-

prehends books of the philosophy arid morality,
and which is far different from the doctrines of
fehis wretched^ miserable, and pestilential .sept of

Jthe Yallabhacharyas. The religion of this; sect is

a new system set up at a modern date ; and itJs ar
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distinctly established fact that, in the proportion
that these new and monstrous doctrines have gone
forward, the ancient doctrines of morality have

gone back and Have been superseded. Returning
to the evidence adduced for the plaintiff, it appears
that he at first says, the Maharaj is not regarded
as a god, and then, subsequently, admits that a

minority of the Vaishnavas do regard him as a

god. But, with the artifice of a perjured witness, he
a'ddsthat he instructed his followers not to worship or

consider him as a god. When questioned, however*

by the learned counsel, if he could name a single

person, whom the enlightened in the manner

alleged by him, (the plaintiff) took time and said

he could not recollect any person to whom he con<r

veyed the valuable instruction. On the other handy
he admits that Govardhandass was employed by
him to publish books and pamphlets in the name of

the Vaishnav Dharmaprasarak Society, of which he

(plaintiff) is the founder, patron, and presiding
genius. In one of the publications of this Society^
a passage occurs to the following effect: "The
whole Universe is pervaded by Grod's spirit, when
Grod plays with his creatures he is simply at play
with his own spirit, and consequently the sin of

adultery-does not affect him. The sin of adultery
is ordained for the world.*

5

If every Maharaj is

considered an impeccable being, absorbed into the
Divineessence by the ceremony of Brama-Sambandh,
by which the sins of the eleven organs are washed

away, and the agent is absolved, then it follows

that these abandoned and licentious men ( the

Maharajas) may do what they like, however im-
moral and abominable the thing may be. Adultery
with the Maharaj is, accordingly, Brasilia" and
"ras rattee;" the god this atrocious hypocrite*
the Maharaj is simply at amorous dalliance with
his own spirit ! (The learned counsel here com-

A>7
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. merited upon another passage in the pamphlet
.alluded to, and proceeded to say-.) The meaning of

this is clear, that adultery between creature and
'

.creature is one thing, but that adultery between
; God and the creature is sinful neither to Grod nor

to the creature ! ! When with these abominable,

blasphemous doctrines is coupled the belief

of the sect that Krishna is an incarnation of God,
that the Shri Thackorjee is the living image of

Krishna, that the Maharaj himself is an incarna-

tion of God, and when these articles of creed are

propagated through the sacred books, what can

the people think but th at eternal salvation is to b<3

gained by direct carnal intercourse with the God
Incafnate's representative one earth the Maha-

raj ! ! The people are told distinctly :

"
Ifyou want

salvation, get impregnated, as the gopees were,

through the representative of God, for, ih your
present state, you cannot approach or be acceptable
to God." The same doctrine is inculcated in the

book of Hariraijee Maharaj,
{i
Grod abides in the

houses of the Vaishnavas,
5 ' &c. &c. But, says

the plaintiff, Krishna was a child, between five

and eleven years of age when engaged in amorous

sport with the gopees. The learned counsel was
not here to explain all the absurdities of the

Hindu pantheon ; but there was one passage to

place the point beyond dispute.
u
Thereupon the

maidens laid Krishna on the bed and enjoyed
him." Proceeding with liis observations, the

learned counsel said that, according to the

doctrines of the sect, no sense of shame should

intervene between the Maharaj and his

devotees; and as to public opinion, such an

absurdity in Bombay was -an abomination to

him! According to one of the sacred books,

the Maharaj is a being Whose chief object is

amorous sport.
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The learned gentleman now came to anothet
branch of: the doctrines of the sect the practices
of-(the Maharajas ^with regard to which it became
a matter of difficulty, for very obvious reasons,
for the defendant to prove all to which the truth
entitled him. The principal doctrine inculcated

is, that the Vaishnav must not see any fault in

the Gurus ; he must not divulge any of the Gurus
secrets ; and if he saw anything bad, he must

regard it as "maya, a delusion." Acting up to

this doctrine, we had one of the plaintiff's witr

nesses, Narrotamdass, telling the Court, I would
not believe anything against the Maharaj :;"

another witness, Mansukh Khushal, who said

"I have the same respect for ^the Maharaj as

ever before ;" another who saysj "I consider the

Guru equal to God, and he cannot commit sin ;

Raghojee Nathujee, who says. "It is a sin to

give
evidence against the Maharaj. Mathooradass

owjee committed a sin when he gave evidence

against the Maharaj. The Maharaj can do

nothing wrong." Damodar Madhowjee swore
to the following eifect.

t

If any member of the

Vallabhacharya sect is found to entertain opi-
nions contrary to the doctrines of the sect, we
would not believe him; I would not associate

with him. If a person gave evidence of adultery

against the Maharaj I would not speak to him"
The evidence of this witness, who is a Marjadee,
Mr. Anstey considered to be very material. He
also admitted that there were persons who believed

the Maharajas to be guilty of adultery, that there

was a "bundobust" to be made to prevent evidence

of such adultery being given, and that his reply
was, there was no time for it. It is proved by
the plaintiff, Mr. Anstey went on to say, that the

one hundred names of God and the Maharaj are

the same 5 that the devotees eat the dust of the
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Maharajas feet ; that they show greater reverence

to him than, to the image; that in some -*of*&&&<
rites the same homage is paid to him as to Grod ;

that the Maharaj is worshipped in other ways
peculiar to the sect, &c.

Referring, again, to the dedication of
4

'tan,

man, and dhan," the learned counsel said no

attempt had been made to rebut the statement of

Dr* Bhau Dajee that in no other sect is such a
dedication enjoined. The (t

mantra,'' or "gayatri,"
is in other sects recited mentally and laid up in

the heart, whereas the Vallabhacharya people
are made to repeat to the guru a "muntra"

appropriate to the monstrous doctrines of the sect.

The meaning of this dedication is indeed very
large, and is made clearer by the doctrine that
[Krishna can be approached through the Maharaj
or the image. The dedication to Krishna, there-

fore, is made acceptable through the Maharaj, his

representative. While in other sects, the office

of Gruru is attained to by learning and" other

accomplishments, in the Vallabhacharya sect it is

hereditary and inalienable, though the Gruru may
be the greatest idiot in creation. The members
of the sect believe it to be criminal to give
evidence against the Maharaj, and, on the other

hand, meritorious to give false evidence in his

behalf. The belief is a distinct conclusion from
the same common premise, vis., that the Maharaj
is incapable of committing sin and that he is

above the sin of adultery. Some of the witnesses

have clearly stated that the old Shastras have been

pro tanio superseded by the doctrines of ; stories

such as those of the 252 and 84. Whether they
I are allegorical or not, is a matter of little moment;
* the plaintiff himself did not dare call them alle-

gorical, but said they were given as examples>
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According to him, adulterine love is the most

appropriate where with to approach the Almighty.
Dr. Bhau Dajee, whose evidence the plaintiff was
called to rebut, states distinctly that he knows
the stories are understood literally. Now, so

blind is the faith of the followers in the doctrines

of these stories and the sacred books that Gopal-
dass Madhowdass, the brother of the ever-to-be-

sufficiently-commemorated Justice of the Peace,

Varjeevandass, stated that
"
If the Shastras

enjoined the offering of women, I would believe in

the doctrine 1" The plaintiff, probably from a
\

sense of terror in the presence of Englishmen and ;

men of intelligence, said he was not a god and
j

was not worshipped as such by his followers, a

statement which he contradicted in the cross-

examination, and to which, therefore, the Counsel

trusted, the Court would attach no weight what-
ever.

Turning to the question whether the Maha-

rajas are preceptors of religion, the learned

gentleman remarked the fact was too well esta-

blished to require any comment, that they never
instructed their followers in anything and that

all their preaching was confined to the
"
mantra''

of a few words pronounced at the performance
of the ^ kanthee" ceremony. Then as to their

learning the witness most friendly to the plaintiff
said that Jeevanjee Maharaj is the only exception,
and that the rest are ignorant persons. There
was not even an attempt to prove the allegation
in the plaint that they are the preceptors of

religion and hold a high position as Brahmins.
And this is the preceptor of religion who has
been damnified in his faith and his character as

preceptor, who says "I know more of Sanscrit
othan I did before the libel!

5 ' There Lordships
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not give the names of the different Veds, and
,
as

to the number of the Brabmanas he had no idea

whatever. The plaintiff called a number of

witnesses as to his character, but before proceeding
to a consideration of this .part of the evidence,
the learned counsel must say it was no part of the
defendants case that these licentious and immoral

practices were indulged in secretly. The plaintiff

attempted to prove that he was never alone, but
whether he be always alone or surrounded by a

crowd of attendants, it is proved that the Maha-

rajas are guilty of adultery and immoral practices.

Veljee, one of his disciples, was every moment
with him, and, he said the Maharaj had no power
to send him out of his presence even for an instant.

If the Maharaj ordered his personal attendants to

leave him alone for a few moments, his v order

would not be obeyed by his own servants. The

question arises here that, either this man's evidence
is altogether true or altogether false ; there is

no medium; and it must be admitted or rejected
in its entirety. It argues a common purpose and
a combination throughout the rest of the case

to secure that purpose ; it shows common fraud
and is unworthy of belief. The plaintiff
contradicts Veljee in an important point, and

says there were two females only in ~the zenana
and there was no male servant. The sepoy at the

door of the zenana is a mere fiction of the sepoy's
brain. The plaintiff's two wives were each of the

age of nine or nine and a half years at the time of

his marriage ; he denied the virtues of a Sanyasee;
and it was for the Court to judge whether, not

being a Sanyasee, he would abstain from unlawful

intercourse until his wives became of age. The

plaintiff as well as every one of his witnesses had
not up to this moment heard of the existence of
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Ras mandlees; some of them had not even so

much as heard the name
;
and then, as to the

adultery of the Maharajas, there was the same
tenonr of evidence. Again Mr. Anstey would say
it was impossible to refine that evidence or to

accept between the two courses; the Court must
either receive it altogether or reject it altogether.

All the witnesses for the rebuttal of the de-

fendants' case broke down signally. Nearly all of

them were cautioned ; two were fined ; one was
sent to gaol ; one was under three years' sur-

veillance of the police at Baroda ; and another

formed the subject of a report to Government for

being concerned in a double murder ! ! This was
the really unexceptionable character of the plain-
tiff's witnesses, many of whom had suddenly
transported themselves to Bombay within the last

month or two, for purposes, apparently, of this

trial. A.S to the defendants' witnesses, on the

contrary, not a single aspersion was attempted to

be cast upon any of them and not a single question
was put as to their character. Considered, again,
from another point of view the evidence for the

plaintiff was wholly partial and interested evidence}
for every one of his* witnesses was a member of the
sect and a devotee of the Maharaj. The plaintiff
and all his witnesses had great interests at stake.

If the Court's verdict goes against him, were is

he ? asked the learned counsel . Gone, swept
from the face of the earth. There is not a single
female in the sect whose honor is not under a
shade unless it could be shown that she has fotur-

nately been free of an improper intercourse with
her religious instructors These were the motives
for the members of the sect to put forth their best

effects in favour of the Maharaj, while those who
came forward now, and who were not indicated in

the Bhattia case, had every thing to fear from a
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verdict adverse to the plaintiff. And .though the
Court would not allow Sir Joseph Arnould's ,notes
in that case to be put in, it was the fact that not

one of the plaintiff's witnesses dared utter a word
either against the Justice of the sentence passed

upon the nine conspirators or against the truthful-

ness of the witnesses for the prosecution. He.re

we had a lot of perjured witnesses and a body of

suborned evidence for the reasons already ex-

plained; and every exertion was made to mislead
the mind of the Court. These lot of witnesses,
drawn from so many different places within the
last three or four months, had heard nothing bad

against the Maharaj. The absence of bad charac-

ter, however, the learned counsel observed, is not
a test of good character. Dr. Bhau Dajee stated

that the plaintiff had a bad character. Dr. Bhau
had nothing to gain, but certainly mueh v to lose

in coming forward to give his evidence, for he has
an extensive practice among the Hindus and

among members of the sect; whereas the plain-
tiff's witnesses had every thing to lose in the
adverse issue of the trial, and therefore it was that

they made every possible effort to injure the de-

fendant's case. There was a sfngular combination

among the plaintiff's witnesses, and according to

the doctrine of the
"
maya,

"
delusion, they could

not believe what their eyes made them acquainted
with. Reaily, said the learned counsel, the plain-
tiff's witnesses were men who r according to the

proverb, ought to have long memories. (The
learned counsel here commented upon the

rebutting evidence of some of the witnesses

for the plaintiff.). Now, as to^- the passage
containing the alleged libel, ttye Court had the

opinions of the three persons that '. it was.no
libel; the defendant who knows the sense of what
he wrote, Dr. Wilson, and Dr. Bhau Dajee.
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There seldom was an occasion when a witness was

subjected: to a closer and more searching examina-
tion than Dr; Bhau Bajee was by the -Court, and
tlrere seldom was an occasion when views, ex-

pressed at first, were more consistently adhered to
than by this gentleman. With regard to the

meaning of words in some of the translations, Mr.

Anstey regretted to mention that an officer of the
Court (Mr. Narayen Dinanathjee) should have
dreamed of referring to a Persian dictonary for

the meaning of a Sanscrit word, and giving a

meaning to the word "Vyabhichar" ( adultery )

which it was not capable of. After all, the result

was to establish the accuracy of Mr. Balajee's
translation.

Now as" to the immoralities of the plaintiff,
the learned gentleman would draw a distinction

between the specific acts mentioned in the pleas,
which were abundantly proved, and the facts

which came out in the course of the examination.

Making a few remarks upon the distinction thus

drawn, the learned counsel proceeded to deserve
that if the plaintiff's witnesses were men of credit,
if they had not disgraced themselves, and even
if they obtained cfedit for their statements, the

simple effect of their evidence would be, that they
did not hear anything against the plaintiff. But
notwithstanding all that, it would be no '. answer
to the positive reliable evidence on the other side.

The evidence on one side did not exclude the
evidence adduced on the other. Besides, there was
no doubt whatever as to the particular disease from
which the plaintiff suffered, after the confession

he made toLakhmidassKhimjeeand Br. Dnirajram.
The ;

plaintiff, in his cross examination, admitted

having been examined by three medical gentlemen,
one of whoBa refused to come and give evidence in

48
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court that he (the Maharaj) was free from any
-traces of the disease. Where are those medical

gentlemen ? The learned counsel would ask.
,
In

the absence of thehv evidence, Mr. Anstey would

say it were no hypocriticism if the defendant,

through him suggested that the traces, of the

disease were probably found in the plaintiff. The

probabilities were against the supposition o the

existence of any malice in , the two gentlemen
who swore to the plaintiff's being afflicted with

the disease. What had they to gain by a false dis-

closure? Both had an extensive practice among
the Vaishnavas, which they would not willingly
forsake. Moreover, the delay of nine months in

the examination to which the plaintiff thought
proper, at the eleventh hour, to submit himself to,

,was inexplicable. If the whole case,
" Mr. Anstey

argued, depended upon the venereal affection, and

.upon the plaintiffs self accusations, there was^mpre
than enough to oust him from the Court.

look at the position of the defendant.

:He is a member of the Yallabhacharya sect, he
sees the error of his ways in earlier life, and with-
draws from the blighting influence of the doctrines

of his sect. He contrasts in the course of time a

friendship with the plaintiff, and engages with him
in the discussion of the several public questions.

Discussing upon the question of the practices of
the Maharaj ^and the doctrines of the sect, he
addresses a separate expostulation to the plaintiff,

who had set himself up as an earnest propagator
of their religion, to separate himself frontthe abo-

minations of the sect, and to warn and admonish his

brother Maharajas. The learned gentleman begged
the Court -to consider the difference in the position
of the parties ; and above ally to consider ; the
serious difficulties which might overtake: the
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defendant in the event of an adverse verdict. Let
him suffer by all means if his case was futile, but
the learned Counsel submitted that it was fully
made out. in every important particular. In

conclusion, Mr. Anstey trusted confidently that,
their Lordships would, by their verdict, place the

liberty of the press upon an inaccessible height,
safe from the attack of the enemies of Morality,
of the well-being of society, and of the progress of

enlightenment.

Twenty-third Day, Tuesday, 4th March 1862.

Mr. Bayley this day rose to make a general

reply to the defendants' case. The learned

Counsel considered it his duty to relieve the

plaintiff from the filthy charges trumpeted forth .".

against him in the world. This was a case, so >

far as he could discover, unparalled in the history
of jurisprudence, and he would shew that this

was only an infamous and trumped up charge,
but that the aspersions that had been uttered

against the plaintiff were totally unfounded, and
that no other verdict for the plaintiff must be
the result. No fewer than sixty-three witnes-

ses had. been examined in this case thirtyrtwo
for the plaintiff and thirty-one for the defendant;
of the: thirty-one witnesses which defendant had

called, only four spoke as to the impropriety
of conduct of the plaintiff; they were Kallabhoy .

Lallpbbhoy, Dr. Dhirajram, Lakhmidass Khimjee,
and Chattoorbhooj. The learned Counsel asked
the Court to recollect the place where this,

trial was going on, for, if there be any country
there was Ao..country like, India where witnesses

could be so easily procured to support trumped
up charges. It was said that the plaintiff had no
locus standi,, but this argument had been addressed :
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to the Cpurt months ago, and it could not be
listened io now. The learn&l Counsel said that

his client was here suin^ in his capacity of a
British ^subject, and^Jh,e ^referred to the: 37th
clause ofithe charter ot this Court. The mere

suggestion of such an objection must have shewn
what litfcle further the Counsel for the defence

had in his case. To take a comprehensive view
of the jfhole case, take the respective position
of the plaintiff and the defendant? at the time
the. .plea ; was put upon record. Defendant must
have believed that plaintiff would not break

through the rules of his caste to appear
in Court to give evidence. No Maharaj
had sense and courage enough as Mr.

Bayley's client to face the Counsel who opposed
him* Plaintiff had been subpoaned by > the
defendant and why was he not called by him.
These charges were trumped up v against the

plaintiff% Kallabho^rfe DhirajraTcnf Mifcmp
dass, and Chatturbhuj. The simple question
which the Court had to determine was libel, or no

libel, or whether the special pleas of justification

were proved or not. It was perfectly immaterial
whether plaintiff had the disease or not, but the

question was whether, the special plea was proved or

not. In!the case of Queen vs Newham, there were
five and twenty charges in the plea against Dr.

Kolly ; the jury found a few of the charges proved,
and verdict was asked for the defendant) Lord

Campbell* however, held that the whole plea
should have been proved, and that there could

be no partial finding for defendant. Mr. Bayley
therefore^ contended that unless every little

tion was ^proved, Ufa ^defffloda

to have established his pleas. The

already expressed an opinion that there. wasJibel

amd the learned Counsel hoped that it woaald not
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remarked that the Court held that opinion on the

facts then before it, but since then more facts

had transpired j
and it vas jor the Court: to see

whether there was justifjang occasion or not. ]

Mr. Bayley said tSiat so far as the . evidence

had gone there was nothing to shew a justifying
occasion. It was no justification of a libel to

say that it had been previously published as

a libel. As to the question of justifiable occasion,
what was the relative position of the :$wo

parties? Defendant had no acquaintance with
the plaintiff, nor was he himself aware of the

alleged immoralities of any of the Maharajas,
with the exception that when a boy he observed
some improper conduct on the part of Jeevanjee

Maharaj. Defendant said in the witness-box
that he did not believe in the Bhagwat Grita,

but it was upon that very book that* he was
sworn in the box. So he caine here in a different

position from that of a man who sincerely
believed in the sacred books. So we have defen-

dant who does not believe in his religion,
and

we; have plaintiff who is a sincere follower of his

religion and who is in a position only inferior

to Native Princes. The evidence of character

called by the learned Counsel infinitely out-

weighed the allegations made by the witnesses

for defendant. If the evidence of bad character
be anything for. it is nothing -it was fully
and dottBlyimet by the evidence of good character.

No man's; character would be safe, if the evidence
of the boys Eallabhoy, Chatturbhooj;, and;

Bhirajram, were" to be believed, especially in>

tlisieotmtrm where witnesses ,-are prone to invent
---i^,>S~ '"-'':* -ii**"t:"'I

S*"*^7"-~'"-
'. '"!*"*,

"~
-

'
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ciiaTges ;o infamous character. The evidence?

of these witnesses and that of ;the dealer in

piece goods, Lukhmidass Khimjee^ was not entitled
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to credence against the evidence of a man in

the position of the plaintiff and his witnesses.

Previous to the publication of the libel, an
acrimonious and bitter discussion was raging
on the subject of religion, and attacks were
made on the ancient faith by editors and young
reformers. In the course of this trial, questions
had been put to witnesses on religious points,
and they had been asked whether they believed

in plaintiff as a guru or an incarnation of

Grod; and fault was found with their answers.
But the learned Counsel observed, that it was
all very well for us habituated to European
modes of thinking to give a categorical answer
to a question, but the universal mode for a
native witness was to answer a question, in

the form of a question. Plaintiff who Is held
in high respect by his followers has enjoyed

good character; he never committed any of the

acts imputed to him; and all the charges levelled

against him had no real foundation, but were
mere rumours suggested by native ingenuity.
The marvellous critical powers of that Calvinistic

divine, Dr. Wilson, whom the learned Counsel

did not give much credit, found fault with the

translation of 'the libel and described a word
to be in suspensive participle -a participle which
Mr. Bayley never heard, of before. From the

interest which Dr. Wilson took in this case,

the learned Counsel believed that he must have

supplied defendant with the raw materials out

of which the sixth plea was constructed. Plain-

tiff denied the several ridiculous acts imputed
to him. Did he distribute water , wrung' out

of his dhotee to his followers ? NV,he said.

Did he press the breast of a dying person with
his foot? He said No, and he denied several

such acts which were attempted ;to be fastened,
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on him. Defendant himself never saw the filth

and mass of obscenity which his witnesses said

they heard the Maharajas to have committed.
The learned Counsel said that credence should
be accorded to plaintiff who is a moral and

religious man, while defendant was a man of no

religion and consequently not worthy of belief.

It was evident that the evidence of bad character

would not be true, because a person leading an

open life like the plaintiff could not have com-
mitted such enormities without being known.
Plaintiff held the highest rank among his sect

and was treated with honours which defendant was
never likely to obtain in his life* It was
in evidence that he was received with much
pomp and high honors by the Gaekwar when
he went on a visit to Baroda. The relative

position in life of the plaintiff and the defendant

shewed that there was rancour existing on the part
of the latter who seceded from his religion. The
learned Counsel therefore said that whether the

publication be justifiable or not, the defendant
must have believed at the time he wrote it that it

was a libel and that it was not justifiable.
Defendant confessed that it was true that it was a
libel and that every fact in it was true. If he
believed it was a libel against plaintiff only, why
did he not say so in his letter in reply to the
notice served upon him by plaintiff ? The learned

Counsel was of opinion that defendant did believe

that the libel was levelled against the plaintiff and
his object was to bring him into disrepute.
Defendant had ample opportunities of retracting
it, but he did not avail himself of them ; on the

contrary the manner in which he carried on his

caae shewed that he aimed at depriving plaintiff
of the sympathy of the court and his followers.

Plaintiff might have, if he wished, prosecuted
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defendant criminally for libel, but he did not do
so and gave defendant every opportunity to prove
his case. Under all these circumstances plaintiff
was entitled to ask

'

for heavy damages. Mr.

Bayley then proceeded to address the Court in the

consideration of the evidence. He said that 'two

considerations presented themselves on the whole
of the evidence, namely, that nine-tenths of the
whole evide ice was merely composed of hearsay,
and that the small portion of it which related to

the acts of plaintiff with regard to the libel com-

prised the testimony of four persons only. In like

manner the evidence might be devided into rtwo
branches, one forming ah enquiry into doctrines

of the Vallabhacharya sect, and the other relating
to the practices of the Maharaj. Now in consider-

ing this case, the Court would recollect the marked
difference between one class of evidence and the
other. As to hear say evidence, the whole of it

related to the practices of the sect and the belief

of the sect as to those practices. With the ex-

ception of the plaintiff and one or two of his wit-

nesses, there was not a single member of the

Vallabhacharya sect examined by the other side

to give a v

satisfactory account of the opinions of

the sect. Let us look at the class of witnesses

who had been called te give evidence as. to the
doctrines and practices of the sect. We have Dr.

Wilson, for commenting upon whom the learned

Counserwas found fault with m public prints for

using language which he had purposely used.

Coming as a Missionary to draw people from their

religion and holding a very low opinion of ;the

Hindu religion in general, Dr. Wilson1 would

naturally take an unfair view of the opinions "and

practices of the Vallabhacharya sect. Would- a
Roman Catholic go to a member of Scotch''Church

a .Church peculiarly narrow-miMed-^Fdr xthe
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purpose of gaining knowledge of the doctrines of
the Church of Rome ? So, is it fair to go to a

person who comes to convert people to his own
religion, and expect from him a candid opinion as

to the practices of the Vallabhacharya sect. Dr.
Wilson said that the Maharajas bore a low character

and were given to obscene practices. The learned

Counsel referred to the chapter 292 of the Penal
Code which expressly provides aii exception for

the peculiar customs and usages of this country ;

by it all obscene books and publications are made

punishable by fine or imprisonment, but an excep-
tion is made for pictures and representations on
the walls of temples and in religious books. Here

then, said the learned Counsel, was a recognition
of such pictures by the law. Defendant and .Dr.

Wilson were both antagonistic to the Vallabha-

charya belief, and consequently their evidence was
not entitled to credit. The learned Counsel then
said that the libel might be devided into parts ;

the first part containing an historical comment on
the sect, and the second, a personal attack on the

Maharaj. To prove the pleas of justification, the
defendant must prove first the general practices
of the sect as stated in the plea, and having done

that, he must prove that plaintiff was guilty of

the specific acts imputed to him. The Court had
to consider whether the pleas justification were

proved, and if there was any doubt as to any one
of the allegations, then both the pleas must be
found in favour of the plaintiff. A great part of

the examination of witnesses, and arguments were
directed to the point that plaintiff came here not
as a man but as something more, but the learned

counsel asserted that plaintiffwas a man and entitled

to respect, and entitled to more respect than was
shewn to him inthe course of the trial. Plaintiffvery
truly described his peculiar character and stated that
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he was regarded as a Guru by his followers.lt was

perfectly admitted that the old Hindu religion does

not exist in its original pure state, and therefore the
modern state of society did justify Dr. Wilson in

calling the Vallabhacharya sect a new sect. There
were mere rumours of persons who had separated
from that persuasion, and there were no witnesses

of extensive learning in Sanscrit, except Dr.

Wilson, called to prove the alleged recentfoundation
of the sect. Defendant Karsandass Mooljee him-
self was totaly ignorant of the Sanscrit language,
nor was his witness Lukhmidass Khimjee learned

enough to pronounce an opinion on the point.

Now, the learned Counsel said, this was not a
sect which had sprung up within the last few years
as Mormonism had done ; it was older than Pro-

testantism, and therefore it was unfair to look

from a European point of view upon those practices
which even the legislature had sanctioned. There
was nothing shewn in the trial that these practices
had any foundation, there was only hearsay
evidence upon that point, and mere rumours is not
evidence. It was ,somewhat peculiar that Dr.
Wilson with all his learning, and with all his

knowledge of languages dead and alive did not
draw distinction between works in Sanscrit and
their version in Brij Bhasha. Plaintiff, however

very properly pointed out that Brij Bhasha,
works were not regarded as religious authorities,
unless they corresponded with the Sanscrit originals.
Considerable attempt had been madfc to blacken
the character of the plaintiff in every particular.
When we have a man thus abused and villified, .we

must look that passage in his life with reference

to the establishment of a Sanscrit school at Surat.
It was established and proved beyond a doubt
that he established the school and defrayed > its

expenses. It was no part of his religion to establish
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a school a school not for teaching the obscene

books, but for teaching the Sanscrit language-
We have thus plaintiff in a position not inculcating
immoral principles, but promoting the cause of edu-

cation by establishing and assisting schools. Would
the Court believe him, or believe the parcel of re-

formers who attack through plaintiff the religion
which they have renounced. It was a remarkable
circumstance that not one of the witnesses who
spoke as to the personal character of the plaintiff,
in any way corroborate each other. In dealing
with this class of evideace we have isolated transac-

tion spoken to by isolated witnesses, and there is

no confirmation of the testimony of one witness

by that of the other. No evidence was adduced,
nor an endeavour made to obtain the evidence of

persons in whose presence these three witnesses

saw indecent transactions take place. Plaintiff

negatived these transactions, and it therefore

rested with the defendant to have produced the

witnesses present. The evidence of the boy Kala-

bhoy Lallubhoy, who was said to be a witness to

an immoral act of the Maharaj entirely broke
down ; this boy does not relate the circumstance to

his father^ or any other person, but he tells it

only to the poet Nermadashanker who is antagonistic
to the plaintiff. The learned Counsel then adverting
to the subject of Mantra or dedication vow, which
formed a good deal of the plea, said that that had
been entirely disproved ; the only marvel was that

a great many more witnesses were not called to

prove the charges against the plaintiff. Plaintiff

negatived these allegations, and considering his

high position, he was entitled to the consideration

of the Court. With regard to Grokulnathjee
?s

commentary, the learned Counsel remarked that

the poet Narmadashanker pronounced an opinion

upon one part of it when he had not read the
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whole of the commentary. His opinion was worth
little or nothing, for he was still a boy and had

yet much to learn ; he was a poet in his own
little sphere, and therefore incompetent to take a

common sense view of a religious doctrine. The
witness Narayen Dinanathji had read what the

poet had not read
j
he had read the whole of the

commentary, and he expressly swore that he had
not the slightest doubt that the word "Purushottam"
mentioned therein, did not mean Maharaj but God,
and that the dedication vow was addressed to God
and not to the Maharaj. The poet ventured his

reputation as a poet and said that Purushottam
was the Maharaj. The Mantra did not bear the

construction put upon it by defendant's wit-

nesses, and therefore it was perfectly reconcileable

with the doctrines of the sect, shewing that
plain-

tiff's religion was riot a hypocrisy. The primary
object of the dedication is not the Maharaj but

God, and therefore the monstrous doctrine of

dedication and the offering of wives and daughters
to the Maharaj ;

falls to the ground. This infamous

attempt to prejudice the learned Counsel's client

among his people and expose his religion had entirely
failed. It was unfair to have put a single isolated

passage in a book into the hands of a wintness and

try him by that selected passage, without allowing
him to read the context. This was a monstrous

attempt to mislead the Court upon a most material

point, and shewed that the defendant and his wit-

nesses were capable of resorting to extreme measures
for the purpose of gaming this suit* Now what
was the evidence as to "Ras Mandli.'' Most ofthe
witnesses never heard of such a thing, and even

plaintiff never heard of it . There was not a single
witness on shis point, except Lakhmidass Eihimji
who said that he was an eye-witness of the
transaction of this mandli. Lakhmidass goes to
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the mandli with, his debauched old uncle, he sees

the beds let down, the light put out, and strangers
ordered to withdraw from the room. Now, what
occurs in the room, nobody knows, that is left to

the imagination of the witness. Are we to believe

the uncorroborated testimony of this witness that

such monstrous acts of immorality are daily

perpetrated among the Vallabhacharya sect?

It is very easy to change the word ; ' Ras" into

"Rus" and give a different version of the ex-

hibition of the " Ras Mandli" which is nothing
more than a dramatic representation and in which
there is nothing improper. A paper had been put
into plaintiff's hand, and he was asked whether the

word uRas" appeared there; he said it did not, it

was the word uRas' ? and his statement was cor-

roborated by the Interpreter of the Court. Refer-

ring to the evidence of Dr. Wilson, the learned

Counsel said that there was much verbiage in his

answers. Plaintiff gave direct and simple answers
to questions put to him, while Dr. Wilson gave his

evidence in a roundabout way, and the Court was
often obliged to ask him to give direct answers;
Dr. Wilson said a good deal about Krishna and
the Wonderful powers he exhibited when he was oi

premature age, but the learned Counsel remarked
that Krishna was ..not only 'an object of worship
among the Vallabhacharyas, but among all the
sects throughout India. There was nothing definite

in the description of the Doctrines of the Vallabha-

charya sect given by Dr. Wilson ; he had no clear

perception of it himself. Therefore judging from his

point ofview, nothing was proved by that Doctor
inconsistent with the common principles ofmorality,
and there appeared nothing monstrous in the
doctrines of the Vallabhacharaya sect. A good
deal was expected from Dr. Wilson the manner
in which he trumpeted forth in the witness-box
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his various designations and connections with
learned societies; but so far from damaging the

plaintiffs case, he had given only a confused and

hazy account of the Vallabhacharya sect. Then
it was said with doctrinal matters, that the

essay on adulterine love in the
" Swadharma

"Vardhak Magazine" expressly sanctioned adultery.
This article, the learned Counsel said, by no
means inculcated the practice of adultery. The

early part of the essay contained translations

of stanzas from Sanscrit works and adulterine

love was mentioned to illustrate the intensity of

love. (Reads the translation of the essay.) The
learned Counsel asked if there was any thing
in this article which inculcated the practice
of adultery? The only conclusion to be drawn
from it was that in the same way as a. woman
loved her paramour, so we must with such an

intensity of love, worship God. The Court would
see that the justification was not, as it might
have been, pointed to a particular part of the

libel, but is was a justification of the whole of

the libel, and that as defendant had entirely
failed to make put the immoral doctrines which
were alleged to have been preached by plaintiff,
the justifica tion fell to the ground. Plaintiff

had shewn *hat the passages inpulcating immoral

practices were not translations from Sanscrit

works and therefore not regarded as religious
authorities; consequently the defence in that

point had entirely failed. Referring to the book
often principles, the learned Counsel said that
it was a mere lecture and not a word of authority.
Dr. Wilson with all his learning did not

give an account of this book, nor was the

plaintiff aware of its existence. The learned

Counsel believed that from beginning to end,

the sole object of the defendant was to
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gain popularity by exposing the practices of the

Maharajas, but in this attempt he had failed. He
said that no competent person of a standing as

high as that of the plaintiff, had been called by
the other side to speak to the doctrines and

practices of the Vallabhacharya sect. Plaintiff

had clearly sworn that he never allowed his

followers to resort to the practices which were

imputed to them in reference to him. The learned

Counsel asked the Court not to judge of the case

by a standard of European notions of morality
and religion. Defendant had not done anything

equal to what plaintiff had done, defendant was a
mere publisher of a newspaper, while plaintiff had
established a school and took much interest in the

cause of native education. The learned Counsel

said that the libel was not justified, and if one-

fourth of the plea were not proved, the Court must
find in favour of the plaintiff. A great many
things had been introduced for the purpose
prejudicing the plaintiff in the eyes of the people;
for example, the Bhattia "bundobust" with which
he had no connection whatever, nor was he pulling
the strings from behind. There was no attempt
or suggestion made in that "bundobust" to prevent
witnesses from giving evidence in this "Court.

The learned Counsel observed that all the evi-

dence with regard to the doctrines and practices
of the-sect was entirely hearsay, and given by
persons whose object was to mislead the Court
and -the people. He next contended that all the

points in justification of the latter portion of the
libel were not proved, and that the probabilities
were in favour of the innocence of the party
attacked. There was no proof that defendant
at the time he wrote the article was himself aware
that the facts he bad put into the plea were
true. Defendant learnt some of these facts from
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Lakhmidass Khimjee which he subsequently
put into the plea and Lakhmidass himself
admitted that he did not communicate these

facts to him until after the action had been filed.

Mere supposition of the immoral character of a

man would not Justify the publication of a libel,

and subsequent' knowledge of such character could
not be pleaded in justification. Defendant had
sworn that he had no ocular proofs of the Mahara-

jas. The testimony of the personal immoralities
of the plaintiff was confined to the three witnesses

already mentioned, and that Dr. Bhau Dajee's ^evi-

dence in no way proved what was asserted by these

witnesses. Dr. Bhau Dajee said a good deal, but
what he did not say was far more important; he
saw a little, but what he did not see was far

more important. Because other Maharajas were
of loose character, it by no means followed that

plaintiff was so too. It was a remarkable circum-

stance that Dr. Bhau Dajee spoke of a conversation

with plaintiff about a disease and the impression
left upon his mind was that it was a venereal

disease, but he did not treat it so. Now, what was

plaintiff's account of the disease. He said that'he

had been subject for years to eruptions or ulcers

since he had been on a visit to Sind which is a very
warm place. Supposing that plaintiff had been

suffering from the bad disease, was it likely that
he would have employed Lakhmidass Khimjee to

call Dr. Bhau Dajee, especially when Lakhmidass
held opinions at variance with his. If he did have
that disease, where did he get it. It could not
have been communicated to him by any other than
a public woman; but it would be a most improbable

thing for a man having such arrange of female

worshippers at his command to have had, inter-

course with a public woman. Plaintiff was by no
means an ignoramus, and the examination and
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CPpss'examinatipn he stood, must have, in Mr.

Ikyley's opinion created a favourable impression
in the mind of the Court. The learned Counsel;

made severe comments on the evidence of Dr,

phirajram with reference . to the disease; he de-

nounced it as a simple tissue of falsehoods an^

unworthy of belief- lie then said that the evidence;
of atcts imputed to the plaintiff had been so sift-;

dio,usly connected as to t require a thorough sifting.

pme of the witnesses .as well as th9 plaintiff bafl

sworn positively that gulal powder was not thrown
iiv the temple of Laxmeejee at Beyt and they gave
reasons for that. The Court had been asked t.
believe that horrible and disgusting scene of Ea.s,

Mandli depicted by the witness Lakhmidass Khimjgp,
It Was an isolated fact and highly improbable one,
and had received no corrpboration from any of the

Witnesses. The learned Counsel believed the &$-

Gpunt of the scene to have been concocted by Lajdi-

midass, and as it was so filthy and loathspm& hg
thought it necessary to pass over it. Witn^s^
I^afehmiiiass Khimjee was contradicted in all t|i

specifiG acts of immorality on part of the plaintiff
mentioned by him,} and his evidence was nothing
more than a tissue of falsehoods. The bgy K^lla-

bhoy ;Lallpobhoy gave evidence of a similar charag?

tr, HQ was a boy only sixteen years of age an4
Ije spoke qf having had conversation with pla^ntij
tjb.rgie years ago on the subject of adultery, and re?

m^ria.ge- of widpws. Was it to be believed, ask4
the learned Counsel, that a Ibpy pf the age p,f

tMrteen should hold such a cpnversatipn with his

Guru | It was also highly improvable! that h^e

shoulxl hia^Yie been allpwed access intpja ,room, where

>was said to have had improp^r inltei??

a woman. It was an isolate^ pir^umr
an<i which could : not i fee Gpntr4iicted,

pxctplbrp tjae eyidence of plaintiff Miwself.. This
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boy Kallabhoy appeared to be an athiest and on
the same footing with the defendant. [ Mr. Anstey
interrupting. Defendant swore that he was not

an atheist]. Mr. Bayley said that for all that he
would venture to call him an athiest. He said

that all the three witnesses who spoke of the
immoral acts of the plaintiff were in league with
the defendant. Dr. Dhirajram was an intimate

friend of the defendant, witness Kallabhoy was
Dr. Dhirajram's nephew, and the witness

Ohatturbhuj was once a pupil of the defendant.

They had concocted the charge against the plaintiff,

they were not persons of a free and independent
character, nor of a high class of life. These wit-

nesses spoke of isolated facts, each telling almost
the same story, and they were not corroborated by
each other or by other evidence. Upon them alone

rested the evidence '- of the charge against plaintiff.

Then came, said the learned Counsel a good deal

of evidence on the other side as to plaintiff being
a man of bad character, but which carried refu-

tation on the face of it. He ventured to say that

of the thirty-one witnesses examined^y the de-

fendant, the evidence resolved into that of only
three witnesses already alluded to. The learned

Counsel next called the attention of the Court to

the evidence on behalf of the plaintiff and said

that all the witnesses gave a good character to

him and most of them directly contradicted Lakh-
midass that gulal was not thrown in the temple
of Laxmee. Plaintiff being a man of high charac-

ter and leading an open life, any improper/ act

on his part would have been known to these wit-

nesses. He entirely disclaimed the superhuman
character ascribed to him. He gave a distinct

account of the sect, and shewed that he did not

belive in the Brij Bhasha works unless they cor-

responded with Sanscrit originals*
'* He/deaied that
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he was swung as a God, but said that he was

swung as a Guru* He was asked as to having
been examined by three doctors during the pro-

gress of the trial, and comments were made upon
the fact of the medical men not having been called

for examination. The learned Connsel said that
in the case of Queen vs. Palmer for poisoning Cook,
experiments had been made with poison on dogs
and other animals; but Lord Campbell and the

other judges refused to take that evidericfe.

Mr. Bayley said that evidence could not be

given and it is not fair to draw unfavourable
inferences for having withheld it. It was
never suggested by defendant or his wit-

nesses that plaintiff was a Guru or. preceptor
of the old religion. The learned Counsel asked

the Court to see whether defendant had not
characterised plaintiff as a Guru in the libel,

which he afterwards denied in the pleas. De-
fendant himself stated that Maharajas are in one
sense preceptors of religion, and Dr. Wilson said

.the same thing. There was one witness on* the

other side on whom only the learned Counsel
relied Vinayak Laxuman Shastree of the Sudder
Adawlut so favourable was he to the plaintiff's
case. This witness said that the Vallabhacharya
sect did not differ generally with other Hindu
sects, except in some minor points. The natural

construction put upon the article of the libel by
the Interpreters of the Court, Messrs. Mynn and

Narayen Dinanatbjee, was that it contained a

personal imputation upon plaintiff, and the learned

Counsel therefore asked the Court to support the

.evidence of its own sworn interpreters, in pre-
..ference to the amateur interpreters, such as Dr.
Wilson, who merely believed that it had reference

to the commentary. The statement of the de-

fendant that he did not make a personal attack
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tlpoh plaintiff, falls to the ground, for, if that was
not the intent, why did he not withdraw the article

'

, V '
'

'

and tender anu apology when asked to do so. As
to the libel being published on. a justifiable
occasion to justify it there must be circumstances
in the mind .of the writer, and he must have
reasons to know that what he writes was true.

The simple question was, was this a libel or no
libel, on the plaintiff so ag to lower him in the
estimation of the public. If there be no justi-

fication, the law implies malice, and defendant
must therefore be subjected to heavy damages for

having endeavoured to blacken the character

of not plaintiff only, but the whole Vallabhacharya
sect. The learned Counsel said that the

Court was bound to assess heavy damages,
considering the mass of filth and obscenity
with which it had been polluted, and. the

endeavours made to bolster up a weak case. The
Court was bound to support its translation and
hold it a libel, and Mr. Bayley maintained that it

was- libel without a justifiable occasion, for defen-

dant at the time be wrote it, had no personal
knowledge of the alleged impropriety of conduct

oh part of the plaintiff, and he could not be justifi-

ed therefore in singling out the plaintiff, In look-

ing at the libel it would appear that there was

nothing to justify doing so, not having a personal

knowledge of the alleged immoral acts. Mr. Bayley
repeated that every single material fact in the'

plea of justification must be proved to find in

favour of the defendant, but he said that that had
hot been done, and therefore plaintiff, was entitled

to a verdict. The whole of the issues must be

found in favour of the plaintiff, if even a portion
of the plea was not proved. Plaintiff haid done

everything in his power to meet the charge, and
; he had successfully met the imputation to his
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character which was attempted to be blasted. His

antecedent, and his honesty and integrity were
not to be lost sight of . The leariied Counsel in

conclusion asked to Court to assess heavy damages
considering the malicious character of the libel,

and the foul attacks made upon plaintiff in public

prints during the progress of the suit.

The Court reserved its judgment sine die.
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JUDGMENT,

Twenty-fourth Day, Tuesday, 22nd April 1862

SIR MATTHEW SAUSSE, in giving judgment,
said:

This was an action on the case for the

publication of a false and malicious libel in the
form of an editorial article that appeared on the

21st October 1860 in a v Gujarati newspaper
published in Bombay called the Satya Prakash
or the <<

Light of Truth."

The publication is as follows: [Reads the

article.]

,
This publication may be divided under four

heads: '

Istly. So far as it characterizes the sect of

Vallabhacharya, as heretical in respect of the
Ancient Hindu Religion.

2ndly. As it attributes to the Maharajas as

the Spiritual heads of the sect, the inculcation of

heretical and immoral doctrines.
t-*

' .-.. '.

~ "
'

v
'

..<- .

Srdly. As it charges the Maharaias'as a body
with immoral practices under the pretence of

Religion.

4thly. So far as it charges the plaintiff

individually with the practice of immorality jflith
the females of his sect.

> The plaintiff complains that these several

charges are false and malicious and that they have
been published of, and injuriously affect him, in his

individual character as a member of society at

large, in his religious character and conduct as a

Brahamin, as a Maharaj, as a Hindoo high Priest

and as a member of the sect of Vallabhacharya.
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He claims damages for the injury done to him
in these several characters which he claims to fill.

The defendants have pleaded several pleas.

Firstly. Not guilty.

Secondly. That the Maharajas were not pre-

ceptors of the Hindu Religion.

Thirdly. That they are not the. heads or

chiefs of the Bramins.

Fourthly. That the plaintiff was not a Hindu ,

Priest of high Caste or a preceptor of the Hindu

Religion. ...--.'

Fifthly. That the sect of Vallabhacharya is

not an ancient sect and that it holds doctrines

repugnant to the doctrines and practices of the
ancient Hindu Religion.

Sixthly. That the translation of the latter

portion of the libel as rendered in the plaint, was
not correct*

Seventhly. That the charges made by the de-

fendants in the publication were all true., . _*

Eighthly. The same plea in a general from.

The Plaintiff joined issue on the first six

pleas and ,replied
*' De injuria,

* to the seventh
and eighth.

The seventh plea was of very great length,
it set out various points of doctrine from books

alleged to be of religious authority in the sect

of Vallabhacharya and relied upon those passages
as justifying the publication in charging heresy
and immorality of doctrine against the Maharajas
and the -sect. It also put in issue various facts

and circumstances as proof of the evil reputation
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of the Maharajas as
,
a body fpr, immpraUfcjV and

it . finally charged specific acts of personal in^

morality to have beeu committed by the piaintinV

The Court has been thus compelled to receive

evidence at great length upon controverted points
of doctrine amongst the members :pf that se,cty and
to receive it in great patt through the unsatiis-

factory medium of translations of isolated passages
from works in Sanscrit or Brij-Basha, which are

practically dead languages and not provided for in

the translator's department*

For the plaintiff there were examined thirty-
one witnesses and for the defendants thirty-three.

fhe case was contested with >11 the obstinacy and

acrimony, which generally characterise caste and

religious disputes, when they unfortunately force

themselves into a Court of law. The trial )was
thus prolonged to a most unusual length.

Publication by the defendantes has been
admitted. Upon the evidence, I intertain no
doubt that the alleged libel has been correctly
translated into English as it appears upon the plaint
and think as so translated that the latter- portion
contains matter highly defamatory of the plaintiff.

It substantially singles him out by n^mei and thus

directly charges him with leading^ licentious and

immoral life and with defiling the wives aad

daughters of his devotees. It then calls upon the

Plaintiff to desist from those practices and ends by
assuring him that unless he does so, he cannot

give religious admonition .or propagate his own

religionv The applicability of that portion of the

publication to the plaintiff has? been controverted
to .some extent*

; , : ,

v^ry iatelligfent ; witness, Dr, BJiau Dajee,,

stated after spine consideration. tfeat he
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ila flatter (part >as a '^general eXporsifdlat&fc* w itIj

$he?Mafeai?ajai as a olass and "$&at #ny intelligeli4
re&der: fwQTtld so understand itf' and afterwards
that&e "did not think it allddef fo the PlaifctifiS*

Bo^iever foe qmiifted that evidenbe . iii :tfee end %fy

stating to the Court "tha* to c^itld ifet ay tfeat

tke .plaintiff was excluded," that :with, hia -know-

l^ge of tlie plaintijS
?s anteeeienis ^he rfzrf include

Mm iamp^g^; those ^ho were cKarged widi defitiQg
ihe

, wiVe^ aiid daughters of devotees,'' &nd
v
hig Ia^4

was "ffiat as a reader not knowing the

Antecedents he would consider it doubtful
he was included or not."- N^ow, if a write*

express Himself either through design or negligence
m such a manuer as to render it doubtful in the

minds ofone_class oi readers whether the defamatory
niaitter applies to a person named; but leave no
*-': e~- f

' "

i-
* - -

*

; > s - - "-.' . - \ :

' ' - ** .J

d^ubt whatever on the
:
"mirids of others, that it

db(MJ so apply, the writer must abide by the con*

lequejices, and if otherwise liable he must -answer

in'damiages far the injury he has
t;.done to, Tthe

person so defamed. Libels are to be construed

a5Jco^ding to th pfeio and ordmary sens^
1 4>f the

language in which fcbey are writteB , and %lle^ti^

gesttonxjfa possible ^o^t^etion.by whicb :the |fer%f

Gouiplaining-mi^tiofr^beincllideid i$ hot to relieve

efence
^

tnade>at e Wr^ that

Ibus matter was not intended 1/o apply to

plaintiff individually is scarcely cofcsistetit

whidh; tfbe
"

defendants ; niade. to the

by I the ^laifi*iff-in April 1861, Wfceti

called^ for^ con1*adiction etf-and aiiblo^f-'-*'' .. ^j^-

the stoetnents
;

so far as they relate -TO

tiajatUeged improper eofiduci ascribed to Mmself-

therreplyi of the defendants^ Was tnroigh
c^Lumiis of-their n^w|)8i-|)et thiat thef fe

to require
"
explanation^ &lj&fflti&tt, ~ot ft
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-. : , Then holding the publication to be libel-

lous and consequently malicious, I. have next
to consider the? defence ;relied upon ..Tinder the

plea of not guilty, -viz., That the defamatory
^matter was

; published under circumstances which
formed a justifying occasion. .

,

"A Justifying occasion" has been defined in

very clear terms by Baron Parke in Toogood v.

Spyring 1,
;

Cornpton, Meeson, and Roseqe." He
states to be "the publication of defamatory matter,

honesty made by a person in the discharge of some

public or private duly, whether legal or moral, or

in the conduct of his own affairs in matters where
his interest is concerned. In such cases the occasion

prevents the inference of malice'' and he goes on
to say "that if fairly warranted by any reasonable

occasion or exigency, and honesty made
Ysuch

communications are protected for the common con-

venience and welfare of society, and the law has
not restricted the right to make them within any
narrow limits." ^

l

The, effect of the existence of a .",Justifying
of pccasiou'' is to negative malice both in fact

as well as in law, either of which is nesessary to

maintain an action of libel. The difference bet-

ween malice" in fact and malice ini law isV. laid

down in Bromage y. Prosser^ where the former

is xiefined to be ill will against a person,"
and malice in law "a wrongful act done, inten-

tionally, without legal justification or exense."

And .in Duncan vs. Thwaites 3 Barnwell and

Cresswell, Chief Justice Abbot, further, defines,

the meaning of the word "
malice" when he says

the use of the word "maliqious'Vin declaration

of libel is "rather ,to exclude a suppositions that

the publication had b$en made in some ; innocent,
tl^an for any other purpose* ;
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In cases of this kind when tried before a

Jury it is their province to find> 'whether the

communication was made bona fide or not aricfrif

in ;the affirmative, it becomes the duty of the

judge, as a matter of law, to decide whether the

occasion of the publication was such as to rebut
the inference of malice or in accordance with the
definition in Bromage v. Grosser whether there

was any "legal justification or excuse fqr the

wrongful act."

I have thus to investigate and decide
'"

first,

whether the publication was made bona fide by
the defendants, and next, if it were, whether, then
a legal justification or excuse, is to be found in the

surrounding circumstances proved in this case for

the libel upon private character which the publica-
tion contains. In the present case I see no reason
the doubt that the .defendant enterned into this:

controversy with the honest purpose of exposing
to public reprobation doctrines which he con-

scientiously believed to be subversive of social

morality, and So far as he has commented upon
those doctrines, I see no ground for complaitit

1

*;

I consider his strictures not to have in any degree"
exceeded the "licentious comments'' as it has been"

termed which is allowable upon matters more?

immediately affecting public interests, and I have
no doubt that matters affecting the morality of a
considerable portion of the public are undoubtedly
matters of that description. But the question
remains whether under all the circumstances the
defendants were justified in leaving the region for

commentary altogether and in making si direct

charge upon the plaintiffs private character, by
accusing him of having been engaged in the

practice^ of defiling the wives and daughters of his

devotees under the pretence of religion. I
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the-l&w on nthis
r

, subject'J was ?very dear,
in Reference. to-'Some

'

necessary.

V "$ aw, so far as the plajntiff is qoncerjieij ;
tjie

case
?
staiids thu^ .The plaijifcJff!^was j^ac

fi Stranger to Bombay prior, ip^

July 1860^
Se arrived. Jit first he united iti^

^ome,^
^

matory views of the defendants or 'others with

reference .to. female . education and re-mai:riage of

widows, but was supposed to have in part r
seceded

foom them after. He set on foot a pamphlet or

periodical called
*

the Propagator of our own
feligion

*
.and . invited extraneous ^br it, may be

rtostite critipisinj and discussion upon the Views ,it

placed before the public. On the 21st October

!$#& the, libel appears and the
plantiffijs! charged

fn it with conduct which if true, ought to deprive
Mm of the respect and indeed communibnr with

members, of any civilized community*

.The' defendant, Karsandass Mo0ljee>

personally acquainted with the plaintiffy

\Kaa- he, acco-rding to his own admission^ *

iperson-

ally,

l

aequainted,; with any act ofcimiborality
oonvmitted by the plaintiff or any. other Maharaj,
fe^at prior to the libel, one I^lshaiikary an
intimate^ friend of hisy volunteered the < 7infr-

that the plaintiff bore a bad character

morality in Bombay, \ in Surat aBdi other
in the Mofussil, where: LaHshankar = !had

been.
'

Lalsbanka-ir wass a native 6 and an annnal

vi&itfor to Surat, where the plainjfeiff-ha^d'a teBafrle.
S0 far* as the plai-ntiff was; individually^ conefiined

t&wt was all the inlbrmatioin respectingrihis; ailelged
iBfimoral practices,; that i^e defendants

:

posseissied

at tie time of the libel. It does
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tliat the defendants ^took any pa!ris '$>
: maker

inquiries into the truth of these general charges*
feut^ rested- satisfied with the statements of

l&fehanfear;: ^IFhe defendant Karsandass states

tfrat it was after the commencement of the
auction 'he began to make inquiries into the

plaintiffs private fole. In addition, the defendant*
who was ofiginally a member of the Vallabha-

e&arya Sect, appears to have entertained for ten or

twelve years the belief that the Maharajas as a

bofty were guilty of adblterous practices amongst
their female devotees., That belief appears to
Save been- founded upon general rumours in the
sect and upon a resolution passed by the Bhattia
(Daste in 1855, to put a stop to such alleged

pFaetices by preventing their females from going
t& the temple of the Maharajas ; and also upon
reiterated charges of immoral and licentious

conduct made against the Maharajas as a body, by
newspapers^ pamphlets and periodicals from 1855
until some months prior to the publication of the
libel. The defendant's conviction appears to have,

been also influenced by the discovery in I860, of a

domiaentary by
:

Gokulnathjee which appeared -to

^i'ft defendant to give doctrinal sanction to the

immoral practices which he had previously be-

lieved- to ibe^ existing amongst the body ol the

Maharajas. It appears, however, from IDr. Bbau
B&jee^ evidence tbat he has personally known
some few Maharajas whom he described, as men of

mispotted character, and of piety^ and good men.

&ppkymg tbeii the test of Baron Parke Toogood vs.

Bpyrinfr' to these^circumstances, ^ were the defen-
dants in making this -defamatory charge on the

private character of plaintiff through the columns
o$ & newspaper, discharging: any legal or moral

public duty or any legal orAmoral private ditty? or

waa the publication made in conduct of His own
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affairs in matters where his interest was concerned ?

There was clearly no legal duty either public or

private cast upon the defendants to do so. Nor
was there any moral duty/public or private, cast

upon them to make that communication to the

public beyond what might, press upon any other

individual who had heard a bad character of the

plaintiff for morality and believed that -report -to

be true. It would be a novel and a dangerous
doctrine to lay down that every editor of a news-

paper, or any one who had the command of its

columns, should be held justified even without

inquiry in making specific charges of a most

defamatory character against the private life of

individuals, simply because he had heard them and

honestly believed them to be true, and that from
their character it would be conducive to public

morality to publish them. Were such a doctrine
to prevail, it should be maintained independent-
ly of the actual truth of the charges, and property
in private character which the law protects so.

jealously, might be ruthlessly sweptr away without

redres^- In my opinion there is t bujb, o&e
'

plea
which can serve as a defence to a libel published
as the present has been, viz J That the charges
contained \n the libel are true. This principle
is supported by the view taken by Chamber J. in

Rogers vs. Clifton 3 Bosanquet and Puller 587,
and is cited with approbation by Mr. Justice

Gresswell in Coxhead vs. Richards 2 C# B. and
I think it is further sustained by the decision and
dicta of the Judges in Paris vs* Levi 9 Weekly
Reporter, which, was cited to show that the
doctrine of Justifiable occasion

" has been ex-

tended to publications m>;newspapers as well as

to those which come under the ordinary term of

"confidential or privileged ^communications.?
But that case upon r examination will bedfoirad
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to range itself under the class of cases which from
Tabart vs Tipper 1 Campbell, down to the present
time, have upheld the right o public comment
and oriticismj upon documents submitted to the

public consideration. The pfaihtiff in Paris
v Levi published an advertisement calling the
attention of servants to the fact that he was offer-

ing unprecedented^ high prices for articles that

servants were in the habit of selling out of their

master's establishment, this advertisement was
commented upon by a heading of* Inducement
to servants to rob their masters.

"
There was no

charge against the plaintiff of robbing any one
but simply that the tendency of his advertisement
to the public was to lead dishonest servants

to pilfer for the purpose of taking advantage
of these unusually high prices. If made bona

fide, the comment does not appear to exceed
what might reasonably be allowed, and it was
so held at the trial. It afterwards came before

the full Court principally oh the ground of

misdirection. With the direction of Chief Justice

Erie, as reported in that case, I fully concur/

Treating the case as one ofcomment; he said tbat

the plaintiff was not entitled to recover unless

he established that the defendant was actuated

by malice; that the law however did not

require that the plaintiff should shew personal
malice or ill will in the sense of private hatred;
but that the defamatory publication was published
without any of those causes which the law
considers will justify them.

" Such causes excuse
the publication because they shew the party was
not actuated by any corrupt or malicious motives
in saying that which tends to-defame the character

of another." But in criticism' oh matters which
have been published by the complaining party,
Lord EUenbrbugh laid down in a case where a :



journal
*h

lished dafigegaiis to ,mpa }( -5- 1
"

oritcism
;;>ratigt T .4to < allowed^ pr

have ; pflritynofrtaste, pr^fapr&ity ; B hat) publica-
tion, I shall fi^yiervpensMer a&va

to ; its ; ob^et,,; -nptst^tiBrj^e jfche

oae^; >fogkv tp; ,^<p^reet r KdSfrepres.
or

: ;to oensu^e- wfeat is )hpstil ytb-

i ,tbei jury fouffd tixeir it^e

it -m^fe ;be^ -on the r

iprii

That had, rtiie dpfeadant said one wpfd/agajitsjfc
plamtiff.^ith] reference to ; th,e

charaqter, he ^o;uld have; felt ihimself^ bpiuad. tp

^ there was, ap expusje.pf the ^li

, Sp Bayles ;
J. says * the Teal questio^'

:

was,

by law, <i/?as,; there a TefleGtipni .pn-the ; plaintjiff's

private Pehjaraleterc"' , And- 'Keatingu J* Ivdtaten!^-^

ratty iptibtietoti$n^/L see (ii0:4i$1byic-

tign b^etween :this handbill atid an^>Other: publica*
tipn for comment. rYjet that .is wot, $0, itfegelrtierate

itn&o
i ipifmi&twn^ i>i\^ pwsqnal $k&r<%eter/* ,. [l^hal;

w^s j said; a^^e $rial -.
wss :

"
Jhati jfehpu^j a] fair oom-

meat fiCpuld be;r^?ivileged^ ; ;yet;Ki rof
;
a

it ^p
right. \-Jp%

tfyp^
his character uncorineeted ; witfi h^SjaiJ.thbr^hi^:

' and
I shall *be as, feady^as/
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has bten tMrted as ordinarily beyond the paJe of
-
justifying occasioni^ and I see nothing in the

jjrie8e:&t
ease ^ to take^ ifc out ofthat principle. The

selection of a public newspaper as the medium for

matter defamatory of private character is one
of'thie ^strongest proofs of such malice and will

withdraw the protection of a '"justifying occasion/'

, It was also contended that the defendant
Karsandass Jiiobljee was justified in publishing the
libel by reason of the private interest which fye

hacl as a, member of the sect of Yallabhacharya in

prompting it from the corruption of such im-

morality as wa> charged a^ plaintiff* but
I much doubt on the defendant's evidence whether
he can be considered to be a member of that sect,

whatever force there might be in such an argu>
ment; is taken away by the mode of publication

haying quite exceeded the bounds suited to the
occasion. Btad he taken means tp have convened
a meeting of the sect and so published to the mem-
bers Interested the defamatory matter concerning
one of their spiritual heacls with a view to in-*

vestigation, perhaps he might have had some
colour for the defence, but the defendant selected

a public newspaper, and without any previous

enquiry published the defamatory matter, not to

the parties interested only, but to the whole world.

For the above reasons I think the plaintiff is en-

titled to a verdict upon the plea of the general
issu,e._

I now proceed to consider the plea Of justifica-
tion. In commenting upon the evidence I will

avoid as far as practicable any reiteration of its

disgusting details and deal with the credibility of

the witnesses on general principles and in genets!
terms. We are not ttbw called upon to express
any opinion

i as -to whether the: plea-of justification

52
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covers,the charge in the libel. That plea if proved,
is on the record admitted to contain a. -sufficient

answer, and it is with it alone we have itowvfco

deal, .

:

;

-

..-..- -.-
. v ?.'': \--:-- '-: r::

;

v
: '-^' r

-.-:

1

;

. The text mpon ;which this libel was 'founded

is ,a commentary by^Gefculnathjee Maharaj , upon a

work composed by his grandfather Vallabhacharya,
tne

!

founderof this sect. In the Sanscrit original,
the name of the person to whom an offering of

wives and daughters &c. is to be made is not

mentioned, and upon the evidence there can be no
reasonable doubt that the offering was to be made'
to "Purushottam" which is a name for the Supreme
Being. The compiler of a small work in Gujarati
entitled

l i

Biographical sketches of ancient Hindu
Authors'5

(and in which he gives an account -of

the various religious sects in India) acting upon
his own knowledge of the Sanscrit language *and

upon his own construction of this passage, intrbduC'

ed the word "Acbarya" to represent the name of
the person to whom this offering was to be made,
^hat word appears to be one of very general and
undefined application in various Hindu sects, but
in the Vallabhacharya sect it is synobmous with
Guru or Spiritual Guide, and is one of the hundred
and more names applied to the Maharajas The
term ^^urushottain/'i.e. Supreme Being or Lord
is, also one of the names by which they are ad-

dressed. The defendant took his text as it ap-

peared in a Marathi translation of the Gujaratee
work, changing

"
Acharya" into''Maharaji'

'

He^ had
np means , of consulting the original as he was not

acquainted with Sanscrit, and there is no apparent
reason to doubt that ihejelied on theaccura.cy of -the

compiler in introducing -the;word i''Acharya
?? into

the text. It is not : necessary to enquire and^it

would perhaps be,hazardous to ofier an opinion|upon



what the intention of Gokulnathjee was, ; in making
use^ q: thqse words> but it. appears abundantly
frpnv works of recognised authority, written by
other Maharajas and from existing popular belief

in the Valiabhaeharya sect that Vallabhacharya
is believed to have been an incarnation of the God
Krishna, and that the Maharajas as descendents of

VaUabhacharya have claimed and received from
the,ir followers the like character of incarnation of

that God, by hereditary succession. The Maha-

rajas, have been sedulous in indentifying themselves
with the, God Krishna by means of their own
writings and teachings and by the similarity of

ceremonies of worship and addresses which they
require to be offered to themselves by their fol-

lowers. All songs connected with the God Krishna,
which were brought before us were of an amorous,
character and it -appeared that songs of a corrupt- V

ing and licentious tendency, both in idea and ex- 1

pression, are sung by young females to the Mahara-
'

jas, upon.festive occasions, in which they areindenti-

fied with the God in his most licentious aspect. In
these songs, as well as in stories, both written and

traditional, which latter aretreated as of a religions
character in the sect, the subject of sexual inter-

course is most prominent. Adultery is made
familiar to the minds of all ; it is no where dis-

couraged or denounced, but on the contrary, 'in

some of the stories > those persons who. have com-
mitted that great moral and social offence are com-
mended, and in one of them, the actors are award-
ed,; ;the ;highest position in the heaven of the
YJaishnavas, although nominally> forsome attention

paid on-one .occasion to the clearing of a temple
of thei God, : The love and subserviancy inculcated

byithe JHUndu religion to be due in a spiritual sense
to the Supreme Being has been by those corrupt
teachings fliaterialisedi and to a large extent,



transferred to those :who claim to be his living in-

carnations. It is said to be ceremonially effected by
a mystic rite or dedication of -'mind'5

"property-
and "body" (or ma% dhan, and tan) which is inade

in childhood by males ^ but by females; at the

ceremony of marriage, and a popular belief appears
to exist to a considerable extent that this- dedi^

cation confers upon the Maharajas absolute

rights over the ''minds/'
'

properties," and "bodies"
of their followers. The Maharajas, however, ap-

pear upon the evidence to have indoubtedly availed

themselves of the existence of those impressions to

gratify licentious propensities and a love of gain.
These doctrines and practices are opposed to what

J'We know of the original principles of the ancient
^

o / Hindu religion which are said to be found in the

.^ I Veds. . They recognise no incarnations, but the

well known avatar and the Hindircode^ of^law and

moralsTequally inculcate chastity in females Fefore

-marriage, and fidelity in the married state. There-

fore, so far as we may be called upon to express an

opinion upon this part of the plea, the defendant has
*

successfully shewn, that the doctrines ofthe Vallabha-

;eharya sect are in those respects contr.iry to those of

the
:
ancient Hindu religion. Re has proved that the

JSiabarajas claimed to be and are considered and

slxipped by a considerable portion of the sect

Gods or incarnations of Grod; and he has^ we
think, established that, this superstition has led to

a lamentable want of moral feeling' in the Valla-

bhaeharyau sect, and to the practice of gross im>

morHlities. It is to the credit of :the plaintiff,
that in his evidence he has disavowed for himself

any claim to be considered as an imcap0atioii of

God. He stated thai he had so informed bis fbl-

lowerSj but was unable to reiiiember^whiecif or/to

whom he addressed such advice. There was <DO

evidesn^e offered of his havirig done soy but
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it appeared to establish the generality or strength
of such a belief arnongst the followers of the Ma-

harajas, when it became necessary for him to thus
disavow that character* The next branch of this

plea of justification is that in which ? it is alleged,
that t the immoral or licentious practices of the

Maharajas as stated in the libel, were matters of

Notoriety in the Vallabhacharya sect as well as

outside of it, that they had been denounced by
their own followers, and by others in pamphlets,
newspapers, and hand-bills published in all

languages in Bombay. Several credible witnesses

of the ;

Vallabhacarya sect were examined, who
deposed to the existence of that opinion in the sect,

and in addition as evidence of the strength of that

feeling, the defendants put in issue a resolution

passed at a meeting of the Bhattia ,caste in 1855
for the purpose of preventing the females going to

worship at the temples, except at period when the

Maharajas were personally occupied in the per-
formance of the worship of their God. That re-

solution was proved to have been come to> in

consequence of its being believed that immoral

practices were taking place between the Maharaja
and their female Bhattia devotees, under colour of

the latter going at night to perform worship at

the Vallabhacharya temples; Since that period,

newspapers, pamphlets, and handbills in various

languages in Bombay have very frequently de-

fiotmced the pretensions of the Maharajas to

divinity, have charged thiBm with the grossest im-

moiality, have held them up as objects for public

reprobation, and latterly in 1859 -have made use
#f the~strongest and sometimes the coarsest terms

j

in Describing their alleged profligacy of eonduet
an*! licentious vice; It also appeared in evideiffce

that some Maharajas had committed acts of im-
atoJ licentiousness to the knowledgef of



witnesses who deposed to them, and whose, testi-

mony I do not see any reason- to ; dojibt.; The
plaintiff and Jeevanjee Maharaj in; Boinba^ w^re
stated in,the plea to have admitted In ithei presence
of some of the ;members of the sect the

: prevalence
of the crime of adultery amongst their 4body,-and-

. . - . - - i . if - -
f.

-
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also to have said, that great difficulty woultL fee ex-

perienced in,checking it, as..'the/ Maharajas (derived
the greater portion of their incomes from female
devotees, and that no other sufficient

;
means were

provided for their support. Jeevanjee Maharaj
was not produced to contradict or explain these

statements, although his name is mentioned in

the plea in connection with that fact, and the plea
had been filed for nine months before the ; trial.

The plaintiff denied the admission, but we. feel no

difficulty in discrediting that denial, and in be-

lieving that the conversation took place.
^ The

credibility of the witnesses who deposed to it was
not impeached, and the character of some of them
was suchj that we do not feel at liberty to doubt
their truth. We have therefore no hesitation rin

arriving at the concl usion that this portion, also,

of the plea has been satisfactorily proved. . ,
;

We now approach the last division of this

plea, which so vitally affects the character of the

plaintiff, not only -for immorality of conduct but, for

truth on his oath in a Court of Justice. Anyone
who was present at his examination,*and the leng-
thened cross-examination which he under^eftti-for

the greater part of three days, must feel; thatj;h^;ls
a man of great intelligence, and of considerable

native attainment. A.ny contradiction : ; /fcp, ythe

testimony of other witnesses cannpf have, arisen

from confusion or mistake; it
: .must; hay^ijbe.en

wilful and deliberate. He has contratdicted- ;iii^Jlhe

mosib direct terms every charge pf personal i
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ality: : made against himself, every coversation

approaching to an admission of immoral practic.es

upon his own part or of licentious conduct of other

Maharajas. In a conflict of evidence : where there

ntustibe a" wilful false swearing; at one side or the

otherfitis desirable to select some onematerial fact
j

upon which there is a clear and; direct collision, and
thrbugh it, to test the

~

credibility of the witnesses

at' i olSe side or the other. The plea charged as

evidence of the licentioris character of the plaintiff,
that in the year 18 60, he was suffering from a

malady contracted from immoral intercourse with
females. The defendants produced two medical
men who were consulted by the plaintiff, Doctors
Bhau Dajee and Dhirajram Dulpatram. Both are

Graduates of the Grant Medical College, and the
first i at least long distinguished for his scientific,

literary and medical attainments. It is but justice
to,those gentlemen to say, that they only gave
medical evidence, upon the legal compulsion, which
it was the duty of the Court to apply. Dr. Dajee
states that the plaintiff sent for him professionally,
and in giving a description of his ailment, made
use,of a^term of familiar and unmistakeable medical

meaning, which coupled with the history ^ of its

origin, left no doubt in Dr. Dajee's mind of the
character of the . disease. The plaintiff having
then declined to submit to an ocular examination,
informed Dr. Dajee that he would the next morning
send Groverdhandass to give more accurate details.

Groverdhandass was the confidential agent and

manager for the plaintiff, and he next morning
ga^ci^a description and history fuller but in sub-
stance and terms identical with that already
giveiijby the plaintiff. This agent and manager
was: m: Bombay during -the trial, and although
several days elapsed: between the evidence of Dr.
Dajee and the close of the plaintiffs rebutting case,



Groverdhandass was not called; ; to;

explain that evidence* Dr*jl)&lpatram whocjnad
been one of the; VaMabhacbaryan csect^>wa8[ con-

sulted professionally by the plaintiff,m abtoiit itferee

months afterwards^ and was ii* I'i-attendance

upon him for more than a month;- <Ha i treated
the plaintiff for a similar disease, whicshdwas' des-

cribed by the latter as having been contracted
by him from immoral intercoursei with a feiaale

about! the period when Dr. Dajee had been sent for.

The plaintiff was cured by the treatment ;df Dr.

Dalpatram after salivation, and upon.Dr. Dalpat-
ram's evidence, there could be no doubt as to the

character of the disease, or as to the mode in .which

it was described by the plaintiff to have, been
contracted. Dr. Dalsukhram had the opportunity
afforded him of the necessary medical inspection.
Lakhmidass Khimjee, who is one of the leading
men in the sect of ^fallabhacharyas in Bombay,
w'a$ at that time in the habit of daily . ihterbourse

with the plaintiff, and had been requested by the

latter to bring Dr. Dajee (who. is a Brahmin) to

visit him professionally. He fully corroborates

these two medical witnesses. Through the medium
of conversations with the plaintiff,, the latter

described his malady by name,, and, the mode in

which rit was contracted, together with other

details which it is not necessary to mention. It

was further elicited in erossexamination that the

plaintiff had undergone a medical examination on

tjie preceding evening; by three Doctors, ;with a

view of sustaining his own denial of the existence

of the disease and of tha truth of -the state-

ments; made by Drs. Dajee and Balpatram
a|id by Lakhmidass Khimjfiiei None oi sthese

Doctors were produced ;
fon the plaintiff to.

give an account of thai recent examination.

Upon this conflict of evidence between !the plajji-
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iiff alone, and the three witnesses Dr. Dajee,

"DalpatraiB, and Lakhmidass, coupled with the

tion-prddUGtion of Goverdhandass, or any of the
three medical men who made the last examination,
Meel" myself compelled to come to the conclusion,
that the plaintiff has allowed his personal interests

to overcome his respect for truth, while on his

dath^ih this Court. And having reluctantly

but confidently arrived at the conviction that he
has in this instance wilfully foreswore himself,
T can place n6 trust or reliance upon any denials

he has given to the personal acts of immorality
with which he has been charged. The character

of the principal witnesses for the defendants
Tiave not been impeached. Many of them are

members of the Vallabhacharyan sect, and still

frequent the temples of the Maharaj It has not
been ^uggested that they entertain any personal

hostility to the plaintiff. They have apparently
no personal interest to serve, but much caste

or sect obloquy to undergo for the part they
have taken, and the evidence they have given
against a Maharaj. The account of Lukhmidass

Rhiihjee in support of the charge of the plaintiff's

immorality at Beyt is a strange and almost
incredible story, but I cannot believe it to have
been invented for this trial. In answer to the

Court, he stated the names of four persons;
members of the sect, in whose presence several

years before he had detailed the circumstances

he narrated in the witness-box. Hone of those

persons >were 'produced to contradict him, and
when ail of those who were in 1 Bombay, were

produced by the defendants for cross-examination,

Jhe plaintiff shrunk from impeaching, through
theif testimony, the truth of the statement of
Lukmidass Khimjee. The plaintiff produced
'evidence^ to his good character for morality at
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Beyt, and several other places in which
it "had -been impeached. He also sought to- esta-

blish, the falsehood of.the testimony of Lukhmidass

J&<hhnjee respecting the act of! immorality at Beyt,
ky calling witnesses to shew that by night v nd

by day, plaintiff had personal attendants waiting
upon him, who nearer left him alone for an instant,
and which rendered it improbable in the highest
degree; that he could have been guilty of 'the

immoral act deposed to. That evidence is in

itsfelf contrary to all probability and v ,is iVc^itra-
dicted incidentally by the statement of Dr.

Palpatram, who in his professional treatment

always saw the plaintiff alone. On examination
of those witnesses, it appeared that the greater
number were followers of the sect of the Maharajs.
Some of them avowed that they believed the

Maharajas to be incarnations of the-Deity. Others,
that they would not believe anything against
the character of a Maharaj, that a Maharaj could
not do. anything wrong, that he could not be a
bad man, and that it was a sin to give evidence

against a Maharaj in a court of justice, and that

any one who did, should not be spoken t

.and should be outcasted.

Bearing in mind the efforts that were proved
to have been made to prevent evidence being
given by his co-sectaries against the plaintiff in

this case, and looking upon the description of

that given ior him, we cannot allow the negative
character of the latter to outweigh the clear,

strong, and direct evidence given for the defen-

dant, under those difficulties.

We think that the essential points in the

libel, as the record stands, have been suSeie,ntiy
covered by the proof adduced in support oi
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of justification, and that there must be a

verdict for the defendant upon that issue.

As to the minor pleas, a verdict for the

plaintiff will be entered on the 2nd, 4th, and 6th;
and for the defendants on the 3rd and oth pleas,
in "addition to the 7th and 8th.

After having found a verdict for the defendants

upon the issue raised by the Plea of Justifications,

the plaintiff can only recover a verdict for nominal

damages on the plea of Not Guilty. As we have
felt obliged to disbelieve the plaintiff on his oajbh

and also the greater number of the witnesses pro-
duced to corroborate him, our verdict will be entered

without costs.

The'^efendant to be entitled to the costs of

the issues found in his favxmr.

Sir Joseph Arnould^ in giving a judgment
said : v -

In this case I shall make no appology for

staging at some length, the reasons for my judg-
ment. In a matter of such general interest and

importance the public have a right to be satisfied

thai; the minds of both members of the Court have
been actively engaged in sifting the evidence and

arriving at a pains-taking and conscientious decision,

I have, besides, on one point not been able to come
to the same conclusion as the Chief Justice ; and

though that point does not materially affect the

vital question in the case, and relates not so much
to the law itself as to the application of the law,
it is yet too important to be passed over in silence.

1. Qn the first issue the question that arises in

Is the article complained of a libel ; or is it

justified by the occasion, i. e. by the whole
of the circumstances proceeding and accompanying
its publication,

as to be, though defamatory, not
libellous.
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The doctrine of justifying occasion as deduced
from the authorities is this ! The essence of libel

is malice. Prima facie every publication containing
matter tending to defame or criminate another ? is

held to be libellous ; that is-^-malice, the essence

of libel is legally inferred from the mere fact of

publishing of another that which tends to criminate
or defame him. But this prima facie inference may
be repelled; it may beshown that the circumstances
under which the publication took place were such
as to preclude the legal inference of malice arising
from the mere fact of publication and to, constitute

a justifying occasion for publishing : that which
tends to defame and criminate another.

If such a justifying occasion be made out, the

only enquiry remaining, in order to ascertain^
whether a given publication, be or be not libellous,

is the enquiry whether the publication, on the face

of il, shows what is legally called express malice ;

in other words, whether the virulence and bitter-

ness of th^ language employed by the writer so

far exceeds what the occasion warrants as to shoyir

that he was actuated by personal rancour, by a

maligant and vindictive desire to criminate and
defame. Unless this appears the publication

though defamatory or criminatory is not libellous

(see the whole current of authorities from Rax vs.

Bailie 21 Howell's State Trials 10 (in A. D. 1778)
down to Harrison v. Bush 5 Ell and Blackb. and
16 L J. Q. B. 25 (A. B. 1855)

As to what will constitute a justifying, occasion

the points principally to be attended to are these :

First. The publication must be bona fide i. e^ at

the time of publication the writer must honestly
and upon fair reasonable grounds believe that

which he publishes to be substantially true.

Secondly-! the publication must be with regard, to
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a subject matter in which the party publishing
has an interest, or in reference to which he has a

duty. Thirdly, those to whom the publication is

addressed must have an interest and a duty in
/

some degree corresponding to his own.
~

The word duty here employed (as the late

Chief Justice of England declared the law in

Harrison vs. Bush) is
" not to be confined to

legal .duties which may be enforced by indictment,
action of mandamus, but must inchide inoral and
'social : dyiie&: of imperfect obligation* ( &ee the

wJU'Corisidftr.ed judgment of the Court of Queen's
Bench as delivered by Lord Compbell in the case

of Harrison vs. Bush. 16 L, J. Q. B..p. 29.)

As to the extent o/ the privilege or the justifica-
tion -that varies necessarily with the nature
of the subject matter of the alleged libel; if it

be a matter like the character of a servant, &c.

in regard to which only one person or only a

few persons have an interest or duty correspond-

ing to that of the writer, then he is only privileged
or justified in communicating to that one or to

those fewj if, on the other hand, it be a matter
in regard to which the general public has an
interest and a duty if it be a great social scandal

and a great public wrong if it be a matter in

the exposure of which all society has an interest

and in the endeavour to discharge and put down
which all society has a duty finally, if it be a

matter beyond the cognizance of any other tribu-

nal" except the condemnatory judgment of public

opinion in such cases, the writer, if writing bona

fide, is privileged or justified in making the com-
munication as public as he can.

Such in my judgment are the principles of

law applicable to the present case. In applying
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them I propose to consider the following ques-
tions: What was the defendant's professional and
social position at the time, the alleged libel

was published ? What was his consequent interest

and social duty in^reference to the Subject matter
of the alleged libel? What was his then state of

knowledge and belief in respect to such subject
matter? What or whom does he attack in the

alleged libel? To whom does he address himself
in publishing it? What was the immediate occa-

sion of publishing it? Is the language in which
the alleged libel is couched in excess of What the

occasion warranted?

First then; who or what was the defendant at

the time of the publication of the alleged libel ?
.

. By
brith arid early initiation he was a member of the

Vallabhacharyan sect, but for some years before

the libel was published, in consequence mainly of

his disgust at the practices which in the libel he
denounces, he had ceased to worship in the temples
of the Maharajas. For some time before the

publication of the alleged libel he had been editor

of the Satya Prabash, a native newspacer pub-
lished in the Giijarati language, and principally
read and circulated among the two wealthy and
extensive castes of the Bhattias and the Banias.

Both these castes are devout followers of the

Saharaj : of the Bama caste the defendant was
himself a member.

Such was the ^defendant's position, what was
his consequent interest and duty ?

As a Vallabhacharyan addressing his co-sec-

taries, as a Bania addressing his caste fellp^s-
above all as a journalist addressing his readers

composed principally of followers of the Maharajas,
had he no interest, had he no duty in denouncing
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the JBg-Lr-practices which it is the principal object
of this alleged libel to expose ? It appears to me
that he had both an interest and a duty.

A public journalist is a public teacher; the true

function of the press, that by virtue of which it

has rightly grown to be one of the great powers
of the modern world is the function of teaching,

elevating and enlightening those who fall within
the range of its influence.

To expose and denounce evil and barbarous

practices; to attack usages and customslScoTraistent

wiffTinoral purity and social progress* is one of

its highest , its most imperative duties. When
those evils and errors are consecrated by time,
fenced round by custom, countenanced and sup-

ported by the highest and most influential class in

society, when they are wholly beyond the control

and supervision of any other tribunal, then it is

the function and the duty of the press to intervene;

honestly endeavouring by all the powers of argu-
. .

/ O / JL
i

" "" '

ment, denunciation and ridicule, to change and

purify the public opinion which is the real basis

on which these evils are built and the real power
by which they are perpetuated.

. . ,
-

^

As editor of the Satya prakash, the defendant

was, in my opinion? acting within the clear limits

of his duty (as defined in the case of Harrison Vs.

Bush) in denouncing to a public principally com-

posed of Bhattias and Banias, the moral delin-

quencies of the Maharajas.

When the defendant published his alleged libel

what was his state of knowledge and belief as ta the

matters of which it treats 1 To the defendant him-

self* a member of the Vallabhaeharyan sect, and
of the Bania caste, the profligacy of the Maha-
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rajas had been known as matter of general repata'-
tion and universal notoriety, from his earliest

years-.

'

'_-

'

' '

'

_

:- -"-'

.''It is" says he "the general reputation of our

sept that when girls are married they are sent to

the Maharaj to be enjoyed, before they are touphed

by their husbands. This has been the reputation
as long as I can remember, "and'* I have known
instances." / .

When as a youth he had attended the temples
he had seen Maharajas pressing with their feet

the hands of their more favoured female devotees

and, though young, he knew perfectly well what
this meant.

He was cognizant of the fact that in 1855,
those devout followers the Maharajas, the members
of the Bhattia caste, had held a caste meeting,
at which a resolution was passed

"
to fix hours at

which their females should visit the temples; that

they might not have carnal intercourse with the
7 t/ .

Maharaj.
9

With regard to the plaintiff himself the de-

fendant was informed, before the publication of the

libel, on what he had every^ reason to consider

good authority; that his conduct formed no ex-

ception to the general conduct of his class.
" The general character of the Maharajas is

.that ,of debauchees; the plaintiff has also the re-

putation of a debpuchee;
"
he, was tpld this, before the

publication of the alleged libel by Narmadashanker
Lalshanker, his intimate friend, and who, as being
in common with the plaintiff a native of Surat and
for some time a resident there, had the amplest
means of information as to the plaintiffs
character. < v >:

The result of all this as to his state of belief

when the libel was published is thus stated -in Kis
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evidence. ."At -the time I wrote the alleged libel,
I believed the Maharajas individually and as a
class, to be

: guilty -of what I call defiling the

wives and daughters .of their devotees.
"

Although thus fully informed of, and on good
grounds, firmly believing in the immoraties ofthe

Maharajas *it was not until a short time (some
four or five months ) before the publication of the

libel, that he saw reason to believe that these

immoralities were sanctioned by. the sacred books
of the; Vallabbacharyans. *

It w'as about that time that he fell in with a

popular compilation in the Marattha language, pro-

fessing to give on account of the tenets of various

sects, including those of the Vallabhacharyans.
The portions of this Marattha work relating

to the Vallabhacharyans were supplied by defen-

dant's intimate friend, the young Nagar Brahmin,
Narmadashanker LalshankeFj who had shown the
MBS. to the defendant before it was published.

In this Marattha compilation the verse of

Gokulnathjee to which so much prominence is

given in the alleged libel, is introduced thus:

"Besides this there are strict words of com-
ment written in a book called the Sidhant Rdhsya
[this is the book which forms the text of Gokul*

WGthjee's commentary] to the effect that "all

things should be offered and presented to the

4eha,rya" (i. e. the Maharaj) "and then enjoyed."
It is thenradded, "To offer every thing means
that even our wives, sons, &c., should not be

broiigjit into use withowt offering them."

1SVom this publication the defendant would

naturally infer that the commentary of Gokul-

nathjee enjoined the offering up of wives /. and

daughters (for "daughters" are without dispute-
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included in the expression "sons, &c.
9

') to the

Maharaj by way of carnal intercourse.

The defendant did not understand Sanscrit,
but he could read Brij-Bhasha$ he forthwith

began .to study several A7al]abhacharyan works in

Brij-Bhasha. ;
From these he derived the conclusion

that the statement of doctrine in the Marattha

compilation was borne out by the authoritative

works of the sect.
\

'

..
As to the Sanscrit verse of Gokulnathjee, he

satisfied himself, he says, from enquiry among
those who understood Sanscrit, that its meaning
is as set forth in the libel.

That meaning is set forth thus"

, "Consequently before he himself has enjoyed

her, he should make over his lawful wife tb the

Mdharaj and he should also make over his sons

and daughters; after having got married he should

before having himself enjoyed his wife, make an

(offering of her to the Maharaj, after which he
should apply her to his own use."

The friend to whom applied for this translation

would seem to have been Narmadashanker
Lalshanker, the young Brahmin who showed him
the MSS. from which this part of the Marattha
work was printed; who represented himself as

having a through knoledge of Sanscrit, and who
strenuously maintained in the witness box, that

the meaning given in the alleged libel to G&Ml-

nathjees commentary was correct^ that the*

dedication there spoken of was a dedication not to

the Supreme Being for spiritual purposes, but to5

his personification, the Maharaj, for carnal

purposes.

It has been elaborately and learnedly con-

tended that this interpretation is incorrect;
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that Gokulnathjee never intended, nor do his

words, in their literal sense, import, the meaning
thus put upon them. It may or may not be so:

thej question as to the precise grammatical mean-

ing of the text, or the probable intention of the

writer, does not go to the root ofthe present enquiry.
It is not a charge of libel on Gokulnathjee that we are

trying, Jbut a charge of libel on the Plaintiff. The

question is not what Gokulnathjee originally wrote
or intended, but what in practice, his text of other
similar texts have been construed to mean and

perverted to sanction. It is abundantly clear on
the evidence, as it will presently be necessary to

show more at large, that the Maharajas have for

a lengthened period been so far identified by their

followers with Krishna have been to such an extent

regarded as Gods and worshipped as Gods, that it

would be exceedingly difficult, if not absolutely

impossible, to pronounce with any certainty, how
far a text apparently contemplating a dedication

to God, might or might not be regarded in the

Vallabhacharyan sect as authorizing a dedication

to the Maharaj.

This, however, is not a question we are called

upon to decide. The question for us, on this part
of the case, is whether the defendant when he

printed this alleged libel in his paper, had or had
not justifying occasion for publishing that the
class to which the plaintiff belonged, and the

plaintiff himself, as a member of such class, acting
on the supposed sanction and authority of certain

texts, whether rightly or wrongly understood,/
whether wrested from their . true meaning or not,/
denied the wives and daughters of their devotees. /

That the defendant when he printed his inter*-

pretatiqh of the text in the alleged libel honestly
and bona fide believed it to be the correct one ia



perfectly plain oil the face of the evidence,
and was not indeed seriously questioned by the
learned Counsel for the plaintiff. Ignofant
himself- of Sainscrit (the language in which Gokul-

fcathjee's commentary is written) he applied
;

for

assistance to those'whom he honestly believecl to

4)e Competent authorities, and the interpfcitation
'Wi^b which they supplied, him ne made use of*in

sincere and undoubting Reliance on its accuracy.

Su,ch having been the defendant's position,

consequent duty and state of knowledge and belief

at the time he published this alleged libel, the

next question is, what and whom did he, attack ?

Primarily he. attacks a flagrant social enormity
and scandal. For generations: the hereditary high
priests of his sects had as he believed, committed
whoredom with the daughters of his people.

'

\Eiike

the sons of Eli they had done this openly aC^SBe

gates of the templelike the sons of Eli-they h'ad

done this under the pretended sanction, and in the

abqsed name of religion. This i is the thing he
denounces. It would be a waste of words to* point
out that in denouncing it, vehemently, bitterly,

indignantly- he was within the strict limits of. his

duty as a public writer. The interests of Society

require that wickedness such as this, should be

sternly exposed and unrelentingly hunted down.
If to write vehemently bitterly indignantly oh
such a subiect as this be libellous, then were the

prophets of old libellers- then were i/he ear^y
fathers of the Church libellers -tfien/Jiave ,3$l

earnest men in all time been libellers, who tiaye

published to the world in the fii . language', ,

. p$:

generous indignation, their scorn of hypbcrisy and
of vice. jj

Sueh is the thing the defendant attacks iii tins

Hfcfell Whoarethepefsons he attacks "?'' Tlie clisiss
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whb do this wickedness and the plaintiff as a menv
beir of this class ; ^the Maharajas j and the plaintiff

as a Maharaj. This is throughout the language
of the alleged libel ;"In the Kali Yug(or iron age)
many other heresies^ and many sects have arisen,
besides that of Vallabhacharya, but no other

sectaries have ever perpetrated such shauielessness,

stibtlity, immodesty, rascality atad deceit as have
the sect of the Maharajas" "You Maharajas,
acting up to the. commentary, defile the wives and

daughters of your devotees."
, .; .O ... ../..-.,....- . .

He attacks the <class as'perpetrators of this

great wickedness, -he attacks the plaintiff as one

of the class. It is said that in so -doing he

ihferentially also defames him as an individual:

I admit it, but I say the occasion justified it.

A case had arisen in which the possible injury
to the individual was not to be weighed in the
balance against the great countervailing benefit,
derivable to Society from exposing and denoun-

cing the evil deeds of the class; and the acts

denounced were immoralities, not of the plaintiff

sis an individual in his private life, but of the

plaintiff as a Maharaj in this public life.

Then to whom does the defendant address

himself in making the atta'ck ? To the public at

large: the only power, the only authority, the

only tribunal to whom in such a case as this

thercommunication could be made, or the com-

jyMtit directed. The Maharajas, the hereditary

Mg'h priests of the Vallabhacharyan sect are, in

resjject of the practices denounced in the libel,

virtually amenable to no jurisdiction, spiritual
o temporal, criminal or civil. As far as the
evidence before us goes, they appear to constitute

a.
r

cio^ual brotherhood of 65 or 70 members,
owniBg" a vague and shadowy sort o
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to a nominal superior at Shri Natlrjee~a remote
shrine among the .deserts of Marwar. This nomi-
nal superior appears to be a careless and Epi-
curean sort of God; no instance ;of his interfer-

ence was adduced before us ; practically each

Maharaj does as seems good in his own eyes,

especially as relates to the abomination which
it is the peculiar object of this alleged libel

to expose.

Prom the tenor of the evidence I thought, at

one stage of the enquiry, that Jeewanjee Maharaj
(a high priest who appears honourably disting-
uished among his brethren for learning, piety and

comparative purity _
of conduct) I was led to think

that Jeewanjee acted in Bombay as a kind of

superior or principal over the other Maharajas,
who from time to time came down here to officiate.

But I was wrong: Jeewanje'e was merely an equal

among equals, when appealed to by some of the
most respectable yallabhacharyans in Bombay to

interpose and put a stop to these practices, his

answer was that he could do nothing. He admit-
ted the alleged immorality; he deplored it; but he
could not interfere with his brother Maharajas to

prevent it : "Every man," he said "is master in

his own house ; all my fellow Maharajas here are

my equals in rank, some of them my superiors in

age, what can I do ?
w

As there was no available spiritual tribunal,
so neither was there any criminal or civil tribunal

which could take cognizance of these immoralities
of the Maharajas. It was profligacy, it was vice,
but it was not crime, it was not

r
civil wrong, of

which they were accused. There was no violence;
there was 110 seduction. The wives and daughters,
of these sectaries, ( with their connivance in many
cases if not with their approval), went willingly*?-
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went with offerings in their hands, eager to pay a

high price for
tljie privilege of being made one with

Braihha bySrlial copulation with the Maharaj,
the living personification of Krishna .

To what quarter then was a Vallabhacharyan
in Bombay to look for redress or reform if he felt

aggrieved at these misdeeds of the Maharajas?
He had one resource and one only; to appeal to

Public Opinion through the Press. This the de-

fendant did; as a Vallabhacharyan it was his

light) as the editor of a native journal it was his

duty to do so ( for if evils such as these were, (in
the language of Lord Ellenbourgh) "to exist for

ever without public animadversion, one of

the grisat uses of a free press is at an end/'

(ICampb.117,)
And the public which thus constitutes the

only tribunal to which the defendant could appeal
i / ' i

had an interest and & duty in relation to the sub-

ject matter of the alleged libel, corresponding to

his own. No public can be conceived to exist

which has not an interest in the discouragement
and suppression of such wickedness upon which
there is not imposed a moral and social duty of

taking all legitimate means for its discouragement
and suppression. The offence attacked in the

alleged libel is an offence against the first principles
of morality on which all society is based, and in

the suppression of which the highest interests and
the highest duties of all Society, as such, are most

intimately concerned.

; If while writing with a single piirpose to dis-

courage and suppress this evil, the defendant, in the

dourse of reflecting on the class to which the

plaintiff belonged and on the plaintiff as a member
of that class, published that which by inference,
was defamatory of the plaintiff as an individual,
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the occasion, in my opinion, justified; him in . so

doing, that ;the defamatory matter, so published,
is no libel, unless it can be

; shojwn either/ that he

wantonly singled out the plaintiff -for attack, or,-

unless his language was an excess of what the oc-

casion warranted.

Now did the defendant single out the, plaintiff

for attack? On the contrary it is clear that the

immediate occasion of the attack, (if attack it

can be fairly called) on the plaintiff, arose

out of the plaintiff's own act in having himself,
had recourse to the press for the purposes of

controversy. This is plain on the face of
| :

. the; libel

itself, and is put beyond all doubt by the evidence,

The' plaintiff had for
_
some time been publishing a

series of articles of a controversial character in the

Bombay press, in some of which the defendant as

a writer on the opposite side, was or fancied he
was reflected upon : Some of those articles the

plaintiff through his secretary (roverdhandass, had
sent and caused to be inserted in the defendant's
own paper the Satya PrdJcash ; others had appearecl
in the ChabooTc^ and other native newspapers;
others again were published in'the Swa-dhdrma-
vardhak ("The Propagator of Religion") ,a monthly.
periodical of which the plaintiff was the originator

and,principal .manager* .

There can be no doubt on the evidence that
the prominence given to the plaintiff among all

the other Maharajas in the alleged libel, is. ; owing*
to two articles of the plaintiff's (pr^which the

defendant supposed to be the plaintiff's) and which

appeared, the one in the Chatiook^ the other in the.

Swa-dharyna-vardhak on the 16th and 29th Sept.,
'' "" ; "- ..... ; :

' '''-' ''' ;: "'
.-. ,...

. In these, articles, says the '4ejfep4ant>
-
cMe

Maharaj had spoken: disparagingly of ,-, theV re^



formers who write without quoting thfc Shastras."
";I therefore," he

5

goes on '^proceeded on that hint
to write'accptding tb the Shastras and produced
the article which is the subject of the present
action '#- the, 'primitive religion of the Hindus.

"

_....,-.... t
'*?'':.' ,

'

..

'

V

,'-~ The .alleged libel was published on the

%lsilOcto&er I860. . -
-

'
'

'

'.'

' '

I

'

.
.

''' "
.;

.The 'title 'is "On the Primitive Religion x>f
r
thie

:

Hindus." . .'..-;: .

...... It commences, by citing the Shastras . (^'the

Veds Purafis'') to show that in the Kali Tug (or iron

age) many heresies and false religions will. .arise,

but the Kali Yug began 5,000 years ago anbl the

Vallabiiacharyari sect sprang up less than 400 years
ago fit Is therefore '(the logic is somewhat at fault

"here)7 a heresy. .

;.-.-
' '

s
;,u.

:

.-- -,, :

J '

-/;<,> . .
, .-,

. ; ..

V He 'then cites ..from one of the plaintiff's

September articles al passage in which the plaintiff

represents the different modern sects as so many
extensions, nat divergencies from the^old religion,

"just as someMeaveJshe Fort to proceed to Byculla
-others to . Walkeshwar. 7

. TKe defendant critises this illustration and
iheu . returns to his former point that the recent

4ate of the^ Vallabhacharyan sect proves it, on the '

authority of the Hindu Shastras, to be heresy.

Then he adds, :<tThus as regards the weapons
'

;with vwhich =the iM;aharaj: has come forth, to defend

'himself, those^very weapons will oppose the, M;i-

..haraj and annoy hira^
J1

,* '

*.' :
;

-,' -'*''> '- .

'

' "*- '
*7 -

'
'

. -
'

'*
'

'.

'

'
:

f '

'

} -. -. _

- ; '^.TheH'-follov^s GcOkulnathjees verse and the

indignant comnjents on- it; and then; comes ;the

{cbnciusipn of -tbitf* artjclep which upon the evidence .

pfesentec
:

>by the
plaintiff

and
apart', from tfie

55



whkh^ha&been *thrown;upon the

the midmce fob the defendant, the tfoitrL an the dp-*
' V '

-.

' '

-
.

* "*
f-

liftation t'o nonsuit* considered to be,n'wia faqie
-

'" ' ''".'' ' '

Maharaj (\tiie plaintiff ) fhm
commenced isminy a small work ptyled, 'The .Pro-

pagator of our own Religion.'
;

^e;ask. liim, jn
what way do yon wish to effect tne propagation
aaf Rel^giali ? Kour ianoestorsi, ^haying scattered
diist in the eyes of simple people, made them Mind:
Do you wish to make them see ; or, taking a false

pride .in 'the upholding of yoW religion,
1

3b you
wi^h to delude simple people still more?

"^adunaflijee Maharaj ! should you 'wfeflj

tojpropagate or to spread, cforoad religion* then
do you jgeraonatly adopt a virtuous course of

conduct, and admonish your other Maha^ajasj,
that as long as the preceptors of religion mtiU

'Appear to> tie immersed in 3he $ea of
sSi for so -long they shall -not be,cowt-

fo convey meligious ^essTiortation^ Qefei'l-

, having'composed^ the ^commentary -;ab0we

ied, feas attached to yomr VaisihnajFa ;per-

suasion a great blot of ink. OLjet that be first

rremoved; scorn the writer of the commentary.
Sou Manarajas,, acting up: to that commentary,
.defile the wives and daughters of yaur .devotees.

l)esist 'froin that and destroy at once immorairty
such as that of the company as the Ras fe^iv^aT.

As' Hong a yen shall mot -do so,, for ^so dong you

ecftmijFt gwe mlig-iws admonition and , pvopagate
you^wligious faWv. Do>ym be ^assured* qfithaXf'

It is not plain that the wTiolo'df this portion
of tbe alleged libel is addressed .nrominenitly and

pdinrtedity
to <the /plaintiff, simply because the

plaintiff
^had vput himself prominently

^ forwarS
as the originator arid \editar' of 'the, .periodical

called the" Propagator of-the faith 2,* Is it not
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eleac that the plaintiff's voluntary app6ai?ane0
before.' the world* in. tthast capacity is the key-K0*e
tfejtheswiolfo;of this part <'o 'thenartijiele;

F*omf the? wnole frame, work of the alleged
libel as ^plIiiineii^by'^KLe evidenee, tie unavoidable

- is that the prominenee given to the

t?Kroug
t

hs3ttt t'he-artTiefe is- Hot forced,
and .malicious,- but is the natural result

bis haiving himself eateited* into the lists oi

cdntessweJBsy as -a; champion; of VallabBaefearyan
orthodoxy, and a Propagator o the ^allafea-

aith* .

lastly, , is, there on ; the : face of the; libel

avideiwje of express- mali&e isi ^a:eiJe personal
jaiffiaiarr-48 itheue a excess of biixfeeisaese^-^Kj there

Sam unfedr singling: out of the plakutift with; a'

hostileTd^&iare to defame, to criminate^ -to malign?
I can see nothing of the kind.

> ^Ehe plaintiff^
is.not siifgled out| her , had

veiautar.ily put himself forward as the champion
and defender of the Maharaj. caiise^

Xhe- attack is primarily on the class to which
tfie plaintiff "belongs^ incidentally the plaintiff
Bears tlie main .brunt of 'the battle- as 'being the
' J

' "-"-
. .

"
-

"
.

* i .
'

ILJ"

one
; amohgat tfittt class who 'had invited attack

By making Kimself its representoive.
. . The attack is on acts hostile to public

morality, done %t
the plaintiff, not _'ua. his jprnvate

capacity, .but^aa Maharraj. . The; main , object- is- net-

to- attack at all, but exhortation, earnest entreaties

to; load a purer life and desist from licentious

^cacfeicesr and $hat with a view to the more suc-

cessful propagation of religion*

ajaiHHitr motiver as dedueible fs&m
itselij.tS'not ipersonal

: ranoour against
the plamtra; but -ah asdent desia?ev to- pmtr an end

iiagnmt a-nd BhaiB&ful licentiousness, in the
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suppression of which the defendant land > his co-

religionists: were vitally interested, and i in* ;.the

practice of which he ;had honest and ?bonacfide
reason to.believe that the plaintiff, like, all the

other .members of his class, was implicated. ,

.-. ?. I agre with Dr. Wilson in : thinking; that
"all things considered, the alleged libel is a very
mild expostulation,"; involving

" an appeal 'to the

principle that the preceptors of religion^ unless

they purify their lives, cannot .* expect success to

attend their labours.
"

: ; , , .; v :

I agree with Dr. Bhau Dajee that any 'reader

of fair
"
average intelligence would understand the

main object o the writer to be, not to make a per?
sonal charge of mal-practices against' the plaintiff*
but to . address a general exhortation, to the class

to which the plaintiff belongs,'; to desi'st ^from
such mal-practices." . -.* '

! On ! these grounds I think there is :

fio proof of

"'express malice',^ oh the grounds previously
stated I think there was a ^justifying occasion*

? ''

I think the defendant, from his position and

status^ not otily had an interest and
actjBql on a

right, but also fulfilled a moral and social duty, in

denouncing a geat iniquity; I think lie took re-:

asonably sufficient care to inform himself of the
facts before he published, and

,
that what he pub-

lished' he, at the time, boha fide believed to be the

truth; I think that, in addressing himself to the

public he appealed to the right, arid under the

circumstances, to the only available -.tribunal^he
appealed to those who,, in felation to the subjects
matter of the alleged libel had an interest arid a

duty :corresponding^ to his own ;;
^1 think that in

giving the plaintiff: the prominence he has done in

his article ; he : was actuated by no malice, but

simply ;
dealt with the plaintiff as'he found him*
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the representative and champion of his class; -1

think that in the language of the article -itself

there is no evidence of personal malice or mali-

gnity, but strong evidence of & public spirited
desire to denounce and put down a crying scandal

and wickedness which was a stain upon the credit

of the writer's caste-* on the 'name of -his 'nation-^-4

on the dignity and honour of human nature itself;

For all
;

these reasons I am of opinion that the

article complained of is n& libel, and therefore that

on" the first issiie the
r
verdict ought to be for/ibe

defendant.

II. The' other great "issue (for on. the

minor points, on which I entirely agree with the
Chief Justice, I shall add :

nothing to the reas.qns

he rhas adduced in disposing of them) "-the other

great issue 1 in this case is on the plea of justi-
fication. On1 this issue I am- of opinion thstt

every material averment? every
f averment whic'h

in any .way .relates to the nature of the Vallabha-

charyan sect; the character arid ;position of the

Maharajas in general, and of. the plaintiff in

particular, is substantially proved. ,

.-.:.. : I, shall, distribute the remarks I feel called

upon to make -on this issue under four heads.

first: The evidence adduced as to the nature
arid tenets 'pf the Vallabhacharyan religion.

Secondly''- The evidence as to tjie light hi

which the Maharajas, are regarded by the sect of
which they are the spiritual chiefs.

,. .-Thirdly. ?The evidence as to the general
character .of the Maharajas fpr licentiousness. . .

Fourthly: The evidence as to the personal
immoraliiies of the plaintifi. :

'

-

;

T 1. As to the nature and tenets of the

Yalla'bhaeharyan religion. 0n this topic it is



not my' purpose to- make any lengthened! remarks;
the -passages ciffeedu in. the plea ;of jusifeilfiQastiesn

have been pEoved- and verified;, thai is, they
have been shown to -be genuine extracts. *eorjsectly
translated &ona wiorks; received asvaiithoBities

to a geater or less extent in the Vallabhaeharyan
sect. But it is obviously impossible; t form

any thing; like an -adequate judgement of any
religious system on any mere series; of extracts,

especially when selected with an avowedly hostile
- A' ,";/- -

" .',.-' ,/* . .

object. It is only certain broad and general
conclusions at which, aided by the very learne^
evidence adduced on this point, we can. with any
safety or satisfaction arrive.

Dr. Wilson, who has studied -this,: subject
with that comprehensive range of thought, , i the
result of varried. erudition) which has made his

name a foremost one. among, the livting Orientalists

of, Europe^ Dr. Wilson says.

"*The sect f Yalliabhacharya' is a new sect?,

inasmuch a it has selected the God* &ishoa' in
ne o his aspects, that of has- adolescence and

raised him to supremacy in tfaat^ aspect."

"It is a new sect in- as- fea? as> iit has- esta-

blished the Fuhshti mavg, or way of: engoymen* in

a. natural and carnal sense."

This succinct statement seems to contain; ithe

essence of the whole matter. It is/Erishna, the

darling of the 16,000 Gopees (.or shepherdesses );
Krishna the love-hero the husband of the 16,000

princesses,
who is the parambunt object of Yalla-

bfiacharya's worship. This tingesi^e whole

system wtl^ tlie stain of carnal sensuaHsm, "of

strange j
transcendental lewedhess. Sw, fe "ih-

stance, how the sublime' Mrahinimcai'dol^Fl^^df

unition with "5mmAa' ?
ia ^tainitedv and - deraded

by this- sensuous mode of regaiddng
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According to the old IBrahmindcal tenet,

fBBAMH^,'' the All-containing and Indestructible,
the Soul iof^which th?e Universe is the Body,,
abides from ^eternity to^ -etecnity as the fontal

source of -jH Spiritual existence; reunion with
Bramha, absorption into Bramha, is the beatitude

for: which,avery separated spirit yearns,, and which
after,animating its appointed cycle of individuated

living organisms, it is ultimately destined, to
attain. The rfceapfiers of the Vallabhacharyan:

sect do not absolutely discard this great tenet,
but they degrade it. I have no wish to wade
through all the theosophic nonsense and nastiness

of the plaintiff's own chapter on "
Adulterine

Okove;" but <one of the myths he thus ;eStes on
tEe authority of ike Brahad Vaman Purdn,
perfectly illustrates what I mean. For many
ages the incarnations of the Veds prayed Sha?i

'Krishna, the most Excellent Being, for a sight
\

*
, C7 ^j

of his form; the wish being granted, desire was
produced in them and they prayed to Krishna
to satisfy .their hearts' desire, so that they might
enjoy with: Mm- in the form of women; this desire

also was granted, and the traditions, under the

jxnm of women enjoyed Krishna as Gqpees with

adulterine love in the mythical forest of
"'

Vrij.
*

The comment of the plaintiff ( for he is with-

out question the writer or dictator of this article)

upon^
^iihrk "is? i?hat if there were any sin in

.aaulterine love Krishna would not have turned
these ITeds ihtp Gbpees for the purpose of enjoy-

sip^g tihem; -but t'here is no sin in such love when
its

'"'

object'

"

is God; for
<u God is all form. He fs

in the form of father, and 'he is an the form of
he is iii the form -of -brother; a-ndhe&s
m^dfson. In whatever shape one l

mafy
to 'lave 'God, his washes ^are complied

. i .
-' -.., . *

with
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, ; I.- , Thusi then is ^ the pure and sublime] jaotiqn
of the reunion; of?all spirits : -that/-aniniafclining
but perishable ;forms, wK>h theMEternail ^spirit,
not limited by foirrm debased ; into ; a Asexual arid

carnal' coition
, wit^ Ane most -sens;iiou&. oio- the

manifestations;or .-"; avatars* of God. . .' : - -
:

v But it goes further' than : this ;
;
uriitipn wii/h

Braniha in the \Kali*Yug
'

(or. Iron age^ being, tip;

longer possible through the medium o^, mystical
intercourse with*KJriahua ; it must -be obtained in

someother-way. J >'
.

{ r ;r: -

'-. '; '-. ;/'':; ; :: t ;,-.;i
'_"'."

..'! '
'. : :

r; 'M'.-. :'->.:'

The witness Mathuradass Loyvrjee explains '-, in

what way^ this to what he says : 4

-
. ;

- v

: "The connection with Braniha (necessaryio the

souPs ^becoming one with Bramha) m the Eali-

Yug is only possible 'through the Maharaj. ^
The

connexion is to Be had by carnal intercourse bet-

ween the Maharaj and the Yaishnavas the fdmale

devotejes of the Vaishnava pefsuation/' 1

-----
.

* ....-'..

.This then is the order of descent ; spiritual
iin ition with Bramia ; mystical coition with Krishna;
carnal copulation with the Maharaj. IPbr, as Dr.
Wilson says,, and \as we shall see more at large
under the next head of evidence. '"'The' Maharaj
is considered by a great , many of his folldwers

j

as
an Incarnatidn of God, as God incarnate accdrding
to Hindu notions, whiph are puculiar . on tHiat

subject. The Vallabhachapyans(hold tihat ^allabha-
bharya and his official- descendants arei.incarnations

of the God Krishna, wlth6iit holding^tliat 'there is

a. complete embodiment ofhim in.-any one 6f them;."
.;...:...

r
-..-.::

'

. "#; :.
' '"

-.--v
J

-;
: :.:':!:.:-; v.Tt

:T Ihe religion which jbhus degrades th$ pure
.idea^of spiritjiial' reunion with Gbd> into ^hetgrosB

reality of carnal copulation with Its

high ; priesthood , appears; Irom the evidence to< ^b

sensuous in all its manifestations..s



''amorous dalliance*'- is held forth; as : the highest
bliss here. Ras-lila is the ^ia^ipal enaployment
of '>Parsdise Hereafter ; ;

one of the inf^ amatory
name? of the -feharaj is

"
Qc,eap of : 'ftas-lilai''

and when a
vMah^aj e^^ires

he is n6t ;said
:^p dife,

brit to exItenC Mmself:to an inimo^aHty.ofRais-Jito.
The hymtis or:sacred

vspngs bfa sisct ar^ge-
ntjrally the. most fervid exposition of their religious
feefingsv' Thi 'hyinnV sung

^^

by
:

tn4 womeu .ofthe

Yallalbhacharya seet in honour of the Maharajas
and .in, their presence are/ certainly no exception to
this general -rulei. They are passionate with -all I

passion . . o -the past--Erotie ..pajiijing^- fog I

ion of-a layer who4s also a Gbdr ; -a& 'itVia.sai
*n " "

f' "
ii

'
"

TT-'- "7
' '

*1-i --'~t''~ f' --> ^f-'i-
e (iqpees in the ^Vishi^n *urcin, "evieryr^ ia

ouf ^rishna they ^couiit a myriad of .

and fbrbid'den by fathers, husbands, brothers

go forth at night to sport with Krishna the objec
of "their Ibvel^

; -'Sb thesie hymns sung at -this day,
as - i the pMntiff admitted, ^by the -wives n

daughters of the VaUabhaeharyans to : their Ma-
harajas exress the most unbridled

most impatient,. longing, -for _?the- enjoyments of

adulterine love. \ '-.'...' ''-.
"--

r
* -

" I have oftenj
'

!

:.says Mathuradass ''.

"heard songs of an adulterous character sung by
femiales ia^fote the Ma^haraj''-^

f
'rmprpper>i3ngs in

favour .of adultery," says Khattaw Mucconjee; f'very

I
and indeeentv~"your -followersf f

...

)purpot of i- the SQII^, .

f '

say thafe .,- they^

q,ur husbands, butjn:fact you are our husband/' ;
^

- 4 Several translations of these sotigs were be-

fore us, and they .quite
:

bear out the character

thus given : ;I give a few extracts^
'

; r :'^

,

"
<gVAn"exeiiem,ent extreme. and. great in my body, is created."

-:'. .'" The azure-eoloured beauteous husband with me is sitting./
7

r '^Without seeing his beauteous faoe exeft:water ;.willj-not 4riiik."! ! :

56
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"The amorous and beauteous husband by seeing oft I will live."

"Restrain me not, oh my mother,"
^'Topayifiy homage to him daily I will go.'' .-.

* ^
" As to conneotionahip; that of Krishna appears the only true one."
V And all others seem-to tie imperfect.'

7
"

I

" He whb tells may tell, we will permit him to do so,"
'

." And to Him/in indifference we shaU-listeri/'

"For your sake the sense of public shame I have not entertained;"
**' The descendant of Vallabh is the amorous Kama,'"
" To that dear soul having become a female slave."
" The sense of public shame'no longer will I't&ixj''^

:

" The descendant of Vallabh is the amorous Kama."
"The sound of .the jingling Of his toe-rings has deprived me of

my Heart/'
''The very personification of God you are." '

; ^
^

"Haying married the VaUabh husband with extreme ipye, V-
. ,

'

"Bj onr. submitting to the Vallabh husband -happy we shall be."
his association the Vaikunth ( Paradise) we shall gain."

only one point left for consideration

under.this head, and that is, bow far trbrkr

regatded in the Sect as authoritaitiYe claim for

tfie Maharajas the attributes and tie 'worship
of Gods.

^

As to this there can be no doubt that the
extracts proved at the trial fully bear out;the
correctness of those set out in the plea of

justification.

"Whoever holds his spiritual guide and
Shri Thakurji (or God) to be different and distinct

shttll be born a "SfchancP (a kind of bird).
;

u
jfe, should regard pur Guru as Qod, may* as

greater than Grod. For if God gets angry the
Gurudev is able to save us from the effect of xiod's

anger, whereas if the Guru is displeased nobody
is -able to save him from the effect of the -Gitrti's-

displeasure." "Therefore God afid the (fern are
necessarily to be worshipped.'* The "worship of
the Guru is to be performed m the same way as
.1 i iv/~i'

'

i 19 ti~r 'ii_' --i-"^-
'

' s
"

the worship ot vrod^ In this world are many
kinds of creatures. Of them all %e most for-

tunate are We who have sought the
j>roteclt0i of

the illustrious Vallabhacharyansy Shri Gosainii
t ;*
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and their descendants, who are manifestly incar-

nations 6f Godi the Excellent Being Himself."

It is not necessary to go further; these

passages claim for the Maharajas the same

worship as is paid to God; they claim for them
also the character of incarnations of God.

If these things are sanctioned by the author-

itative works of religions sect if union with
God is figured under the emblem of sexual

intercourse; i love for God is illustrated by the
lustful longing of the adulteress for her paramour;
if

paradise
is spoken of as a garden of amorous

]d^|a,n4
ce

> 5---finally,
if the hereditary,high priests

ofjrtfif? sect are directed to be worshipped as Gods
4Bd reverenced as the Incarnations of God it is

npt & matter of surprise that the ordinary devotees

should make little practical distinction between

Krishna and the Maharaj- that they should wor-

ship the Maharaj with blind devotion ; and that
their wives and daughters should freely give them-
selves up to his embraces in the belief that they
are thereby commingling with a God.

II. It remains to be seen upon the. evidence

adduced at the trial how far these teachings are
"carried out in practice ; and these brings me to the

second head of enquiry, viz. in what light are the

Maharajas actually regarded by their sectaries ?

On this point the evidence is ample ; there is

the evidence of the witnesses called in the firs0

instance to launch the plaintiff's case ; there is the

evidence ofthe defendant's witnesses ; the evidence

6f |ie witnesses called by the plaintiff in rebuttal

b|-the plea ofjustijieaiion ; .and the evidence of the

plaintiff himself. -

l"be witnesses called in the first instance for

the plaintiff were much more candid and explict



in their,,disolosuiresom 'this point ;than tKose; who
were 'called in rebuttal ofc.the . defendantVivisase. .

The latter from t|ie, ste^eoryped uniformity ,o their

answers on ceiftahv points, and .frbm^the cautious

restrainib: with
; whic]^ they spoke on pthers,;- had

evidently :been warned and tutored against being
surprised into admissions that migtt be damaging
to the plaintiffs cause. There was -none-of: that
caution about the earlier ; witnesses. 'What says

Gropaldass Madhavdass, one ofthe most respectable
of ;the.se witnesses ? - -'" . :; . . : :

We fall prostrate before the Mahajrajy and
incense aiid > flowers and money to him.
is waved, before him'

3

(as it is to the

Image),; "the female devotees worship him by
swinging him in a swing :

*'
. "Some people in the

sect : say the Maharajas are Gods; others,dteny

it?; some Bhattias .ond'some Banias believe \the

Maharajas
'

to be :Gcrds. Then follows an ad-

faiission .oi:
'

certain disgusting, atfd degrading
observances!. \

'

.

'

*:', ^'''
-

The devotees, take^ pan-supari after:, it A has
been chewed by the Maharaj '\arid s^allbw: ft":*
*

\They
v

drink the w^ater ,in Which his dj^fy $0(1 has
been' washed :"-^-

tl

They call the' 'wat^r'-in^ which
'the Maharaj has- put his, toe tfie Nectar^of 'the feet.-'
'..'/;. ''"'..

'

" ' '..,'.' .

*

j' '. ^.i?:-^i.'
:

'-'.-.-.. .: :

Varjeewqndass MadJiavdqss (the ;

brother, of

the last witness and a. Justice of the Peace) j

says ''. Some Banias believe the Mabaraj, to fee

God . as^ well as Gruruv" When Maharaj dies it fe

said of hirii he is gone to Ras Lild. Bistara, /an
.extension

?
of .amorous sport : When the. Maharaj

Bathes hiniseif'I'{mt Saffron saent;on :

his body:
:" This is

' on
'

^tivals :
" " The image is. ImtheH

on holidays with the same ablution : ^'Peopile
rii| our sect Jperfoirm men?ial offices for the Malxaraj !**'

:;"JV though; a- Jtistiee^of the 'Peace, onee sat\ on :
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coach-bjax!:; and drove I the Maharaj atnong "the

shoutings :o thevpeople." . ., v .. _'--

So much for the witnesses called in the first

instance ,
for the; plaintiff ; those called r for the

defendant,brought forward a mass of evidence on
the same point from which I will extract the

mpre important passages.

The'defendant himself says,
" The Maharajas

are considered by their followers .as incarnations

of Krishna, as the very personification
- of the

excellent Being:'' "I have seen the . devotees

worship the Maharaj as God by waiving light,

swinging, prostration, &c. I have seen the mana-

gers of the, Maharajas giving water to the

Vaishnavas to drink in which the Maharaj had

bathedj it is from these things .and from what
tney, generally speak among themselves that :I

/ ^3
"

</ J. - ^J''.'' *

infer they regard the Maharajas a Gods. }?

Mr. Narwyan -DinnanathjeejionQ^ of the jprinci-

pai interpreters of this Court, (but who in/ the

interpretation which he permitted himself to, give
xi .the words, "Bebhichar" and "Sborut,". was, for

:
the mqmeni, more mindful, 1 fearj of ;his admitted

friendship with the respectable High priest

ffeevunjee^ than of the strict line of his. professional
dut,y)-r-lfr. Narayan DinnandtTijee was.; eager -to
.... v *- ' ~ - t/ ^

... -- - '/ f^

estabish that the, Maharajas in ; the ?Vallabha-

chary> sect were merely regarded; as Gurus, and
that "like the Gurus of all other sects, they are

worshipped with the : same forms and} ceremonies
as {the image,' but .not as- Gods.". But: in cross-

examinations this gentleman was .compelled; to

allow; that..'' no other sects besides -the. Vallablia>

-cjiaryan/lia^e hereditary Gurus by natural : descent

je*. a^optionj'' jthstt in other sects Gurus ::are sexually
ascetic'f* that,

H
. eating chewed pan-soopari; drink-

jng :
the ^iectar.

oiE jthe feet; swinging, rubbing and
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bathing the body with oils; eating the dust on
which they have walked, are not practiced ; towards
the .Gurus of other septs." >

I shall only add the evidence of two more
witnesses for the defence; that of 'Mstfhurddass

Lowjee, and that of H>r. Bhau Dajee.

Mathuradas$ Lowjee, a grave , and reputable
person, earnest, of considerable reading, and

unimpeached honesty; a Vallabhacharyan by
sect and a Bhattia by caste gave .the following
evidence as to the point now under consideration:

" Puran-Purushottam is worshipped as God
who is in Paradise; his incarnations are Yallabh,

Vitalnathjee and their descendants: Yallabh
was the incarnation of the head of God.!' [In
this apperently extraordinary statements of
doctrine this witness is borne out to the letter

by the plaintiff. ]
" The Maharajas are regarded

as the incarnation of God;
" "

the term s Puran
Purushoitam and Maha-Prabhu ( Supreme God-
Mighty God ) are applied to the present Maha^

rajas, especially in the act" of worship: The
major part of the Bhatia caste do worship the

Maharaj as God and worship the pictures of
each of the Maharajas and repeat their names
as

'

Jeewanjee,' Juddanathjee!' ) in the act of wor-

ship-, and worship them in a variety of ura^rs.
It is such worship as is enjoined in our books,
for the most part it is the same worship as

that of God in Paradise; there is no such wor

ship in any other sect; they touch his feet; they
swing him in a swing; there is a necklace put
*ound his neck as there is round the neek df the
idol : they take up the dust on which he as trod

and put it into their mouths J When they wo**-

hip they cry ^Maha Prabfcu''
<4 Shfi Prabfia^

&c. * 'In doing all this:I will swear they worship
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the Maharaj, because the image is inside. Some
members of my own

family^, my brother for in-

stancebelieves the Maharajas to be Gods. The

Maharajas obtain their Godship from birth,
without reference to qualities of body or mind,
or whether they may afterwards turn out to be

ignorant, debauched, or otherwise."

The last evidence for the defence I shall cite

on this point is that of Dr. Bhau Dajee -a gentle-
man who in learning, freedom from prejudice, and

general superiority of mind is among the foremost,
ifInot the foimost of the native citizens of Bombay.
This gentleman, by caste a Brahmin, is not a

Vallabhacharyan by creed, but he has a very ex-

tensive medical practice among the more wealthy
members of the sect, and has attended all the

Maharajas who for the last ten or twelve years have
visited Bombay.

Dr. Bhau Dajee says: "The majority of their
followers regard the Maharajas as incarnations of
Krishna -; they are worshipped as such, I have
seen them worshipped." After the Maharaj has

worshipped
the image his followers worship him ;

more time is devoted to the Maharaj than to the

image. I have seen women put their hands to the
soles of the Maharajas feet and then apply them
to their eyes ; I have seen the water of the bath
of/the Maharaj distributed to his followers ; and
I have seen them crowding in hundreds to drink
it.*- . ,,"' . :

Such are a few of the passages from the
evidence of the witnesses originally called for the

plaintiff, and of : the witnesses for the defendant
asjtojbhe light in which the Maharajas are regarded
by the devout majority of their followers. To
oppose this we have the evidence of the witnesses
called by the plaintiff to rebut the plea justifica-

tion, and the evidence of theplaintiff himself.
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. .... As .to the evidence ;of these witne^sesj -I;may
say generally that, except when it ; cpnsiste'd ; ofr

admissions indiscreetly made, r it prpduced very ;

little ;effect on my mind. These witnesses all- kriew

perfectly well that they; had to.deny certain specific,

allegation that the Maharaias - were : regarded }

_. v . O - *.. .... -_..
.^

- .
\ f
u ' ' ' " ~^J

by their followers as Gods, or as Incarnations _ f.

God. ' The mpde in which they gave their liesti-

mony as' to this point the uniform and set
;styles,

their answers to certain evidently. expected'
, .. . i,. V _ . *. .A , - . . , _

questions, necessarily led to the inference many,
mind, accustomed carefully to scrutinise testimony,
that they Had been tutored and ; trainecl as tokthe

evidence wHich on this point ,was expected , torn" '

_ "_ . _.. . 'X , . '. .-.'.*..-. -. '..>!... .

them.. That evidence was to the effect thajfc ;they
regarded the Maharajr as Guru, not as Gad. /In

their examination in chief they kept pretty steadily
to the mark ; bnt on cross-examination , they ^iere
more than, once, incautiously betrayed ?mtp ^the

expression of their real feelings and geunine!belief>
because it -Was impossible now to draw" this.inTerence

frorii .the spontaneous earnestness of the pne : set of

replies when constfasted with the
"

forced, parrot-
like manner of the set of replies.

'"
I love .my

Guru said orie of . these witnesses^jPMVM*
shottamdas Dayardm

et I wbrship him as 1 1

should God. J?
''It is not

. possible '! said

another Gokuldass Keshawdass^^ii . is . not pos-
s

;

ible for a Maharaj to commit siri." "I regard the

Maharaj as my Guru " said BJiaichand Kevalchand
tc we regard him in. the place of God; I regard

him ias an Incarnation of Grod.'
?
-^-^I regaTd..the

Guru" said Mansukhram Ndrottam "as an incarnation
of Grod; the'Guru would not commit sin; ;L cannot

say whother what would, be sinful in other mfen

would c be lawful in the Gruru." If we :ttiria froin

the evidence of his witnesses .to the, evidence^ of .the

plaintiff himself on this point, wHat do : We
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;a series ? of categorical negations absolutely
neutralized by an important admission. "I aia not"

belays "an incarnation of God. I do not know
that any .of my followers regard me as an incar-

nation of God: 1
"

know they ought to regard me as

a Guru. They worship me as Gtiru; as those who
cause happiness through God; as guides to God:
I- 'have heard no one say we are worshipped a&'

Grdds I but because we give religious instruction

they worship us as Gurus.''

.
Such are among the principal of the plaintiff's

positive denials of the imputation that any of the

secjaries worshipped the Maharajas as Gods, or

as incarnations of God. -But he top, with all his

craft and caution, was compelled, under the pres-
sure of cross-examination, to make an admission

entirely, fatal to the position thus taken up: the

admission, viz. that till he taught them better

some of the sectaries even in Bombay did beleive

in the doctrine which he had previously denied

that any of :the sectaries ever believed in any
where, or at any time. .

"I have instructed my disciples" he says "that

except two of the Maharajas Vallabh and Grosainjt
whom I regard as . incarnations of Ishvar (God)

they.should regard us as Gurus and not as Gods."

As to Vallabh, the founder * the plaintiff agrees
verbatim with Mathuradass Lowjee in the ap-

parently extraordinary statement of doctrine, that

"he is regarded .as Me incarnation of the head of

(jrod?* but as to all his other descendants, except

Grbsainji'
:M

I ha
r
ve taught the people" says

the plaintiff that "they should regard us as Gurus

only. I prevented all persons from believing such a

doctrine (as that all the descendants of Vallabh
were iricarnaiibns of Gbd) until Iprevented them

they did .believe it: when I came here sOme persons

err
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believed if mid some did not; the majority did not,
the minority did.

"
!

:

What then on this point is. the result of the
whole evidence ? In my opinion it isthis:rr-

First: That many passages in the religious
works of these sectaries authorize the doctrine that
the Maharajas are incarnations of God and ought
to be so regarded and worshipped by their fol-

lowers.
' -

2ndly. That in practice they are regarded
and treated, at all events by the less reflecting

portion of the Yallabhacharyan sect as a sort of

Grod-like, : powerful, and mysterious beings who
cannot commit sin, who are to be worshipped
with divine honours, and whose persons are so

sacred that observances which with reference \to
mere mortals, would be infinitely disgusting, be-

come pious and meritorious acts when done towards
the Maliaraj.

The two next heads under which I propose to

examine the evidence in support of the plea of

justification, are, ;

Srdly. The evidence as it relates to the general
immoralities of the Maharajas.

4thly. .The evidence as it relates, to the parti-
cular immoralities of the plaintiff.

'

.

Before going into this, a few general ? obser-

vations must be made on the comparative value

and credibility of the three principal classes of

testimony with which we have to dealj viz.j:l, The

testimony of the witnesses for the defendant. 2.

That of the witnesses for the plaintiff. 3. -That of

the plaintiff himself.

First, as to the witnesses for the- defendant,
it is impossible to have presided at this lengthened
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trial without becoming aware, not only by the

positive evidence tendered, but by the demeanour
and bearing of the crowds by which from day to

day the Court was thronged, that the defendant
and his witnesses gave their evidence on the

unpopular side. The religious animosities of the

sect, the social prejudices of the caste, the personal
hatred and alienation of former . friends, were all

arrayed against them. They had to face sectarian

obloquy and caste exclusion. They were not free

even from the risk of personal assault. I will take

two passages from the evidence given by the

witnesses for the plaintiff to show the nature of

the feeling that was arrayed against them. "Two
persons came to me,'' says Gopaldass Madhowdass,
''on the subject of outcasting the defendant for

writing about the Maharajas in the newspapers.

They said 'as the Bhattias have made a bundobust
we (Banias) should make one also.

'' This was
one or two days after the Bhattias had put their

signatures to a paper got up to intimidate people
from giving evidence in this casethe bundobust
I mean which was made a subject of ; prosecution
for conspiracy in the Court last Criminal Sessions.

The two persons who came to me were Purbhudass
and Jeykissondass: they, I, and the defendant are

ail Banias."

Damodar Madhowjee said: "If any member
of Vallabhacharyan sect is found to entertain opi-
nions adverse to the rest of the sect, we should not

believe him: we should have no intercourse with

-him; he would be isolated in his own house; we
should remain aloof from him. I would regard
persons who think the- Maharajas guilty of wicked

practices as outcastes; I would not speak to Lakh-

yyidass JLhimjee and Matfiuradass Lowjee, became
have gipen evidence here against the Afaharaj,"
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To those who consider how little the Hindu is

accustomed to independeiit
1

thought and indepen-
dent action-^how his whole life is circumscribed

within the sphere ofthefamily or the ca^te-^-hQW en-

tirely the whole social happiness not only ofhimself
but ofthose nearest and dearest to him is blighted by
that terrible penalty of outcasting- (equivalent to
the excommunication of the middle ages)- those who
think of these things will probably be of opinion
that nothing but a strong belief in the truth of

what they have stated, and a firm conviction of

the duty of stating it, could have impelled the

witnesses for the defendant to come, forward as

they have done on his behalf. For the majority
of these witnesses are not students, or editors, or

non-believers, they are grave, reputable middle

aged, family men, having a firm belief in the

teachings oftheir ancient religion and a profound re-

verence for the authority oftheir ancient scriptures.

. . Lakhmidass Khimjee^ one of the twelve leading
Setts of the Bhattia caste -Mdngaldass Ndihoo-

bhoy; the Bania Justice of the Peace, the well

known founder of Hindu Girls schools -Kkatiaw

Mdccanjee,Mathuradass Lowjee, and other witnesses

of that stamp, are hardly likely to .have come
forward to give evidence they did not believe, in

order to encounter general ; odium in the sect and
determined dislike in : their caste. Dr. Bljau Dajee is

not indeed a member of the sect or caste, but he has

enjoyed an extensive and lucrative practice among
the wealthy Vallabhacharyans, and 1 for tlje last

ten or twelve years
: has attended every Maharaj

who j during that period , has visitM Bombay.
It is scarcely probable, on the ordinary principles
of human nature, that, DT. Bhau Cajee^ by -the

evidence he has given, should risk .the loss of

such a
practice, except from u firm -conviction
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thai what he had to say was true, and that, being
true, he ought to make it public. On the whole
the fair inference as to the evidence for the defen-

dants is, that Being given at considerable risk
iand at considerable sacrifice, it would only be

iven under a sense of duty founded on a firm

conviction of its truth and of its public importance.

The evidence of the witnesses for the plain-
tiff stands on a totally different footing. It is

true these witnesses; with the same care with
which they denied all knowledge of the fact that
the Maharajas were ever regarded in any way
except as Gurus, were sedulous to declare their

conviction that if they ever saw or heard of any
misdoings of a Maharaj, it would be their duty
to tell the truth openly and not scruple to reveal

the secrets of their Guru. But the value of these
declarations was considerably impaired by the
circumstance that several of these witnesses

swore that till they came into Court they had
never heard the morality of the Maharajas called

in question, and that others declared that even
if they had heard such reports they would not
have believed them. "

It is not possible for a

iSfaharaj to commit sin" says Goculdass Kessowdass.
'

-Every Maharaj is & good man,'' says Hargovindass
Mbolchand," a Maharaj cannot be a bad man:
if I heard any, report against the moral character

of a Maharaj I would not believe it, nor could a

Maharaj be guilty of bad ^conduct.
" "

If
"
says

NarroMamdass HarrMai'* I heard a report of the

licentiousness of a Maharaj, I should not believe

it. A -Maharaj would not do bad acts.''

; It is important to bear these expressions in

ijaind? when,we consider the nature of the evidence

given by the plaintifl?s witnesses as to the part
of the case now under consideration. It is all
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purely negative evidence. It amounts to this:

you the witnesses for the defendant say the
^f - - -

.

- -. , .., i -_-,.- : i t/

Maharajas ., generally bore -a bad character; we
the witnesses for the plaintiff say we never heard

of it. /Again,; you the; witnesses for the defendant

say the plaintiff himself bore a .bad character ;at

Surat, at
; Beyt, at Dwarka ; well we are witnesses

for the plaintiff some of us came from Surai,
some from Beyt, some from Dwarka, one or more of

us from erery place in which you have proyed affir-

matively that the plaintiff bears a,bad character,
and we say that we never heard of such bad
character. In any case this negative evidence

amounts to very little, for it is obviously quite

possible that the negative and affirmative evidence

may both be true. It is obviously no contradic-

tion of a man who says of another that he bore
a bad character at such a place to bring forward
a third man, or, (if the place be a large one) naif

a dozen other men to say they never heard of
such bad character. But when amongst those
called to give this species of evidence you fiad

a variety of persons who admit they would pay
no attention to, nay, would ^disbelieve, thelbad
character if they even heard it, then this specjes
of evidence, at the best singularly inconclusive,
becomes for all practical purposes of absolutely
no value whatsoever.

..-*'
There is another consideration, if another

were wanting, to show how little weight is to.be
attached to the evidence on this part of the case,

t>f the witnesses for the plaintiff. They came
forward at the call of what they and the great

majority,of their co-sectaries regarded as a sacred

duty; of religion, to give evidence - in favour ;qf
their : Guru. They asserted indeed that it would
be their duty to give evidence against thelr,,0uiu,
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if he was in the wrong, but it was never alleged
or pretended that it was not a duty to give
evidence in favour of the Guru, if he was in the

right. And this was a duty, the neglect of which
would expose them to the reproach, the due

performance of which would entitle them to the

applause of their sect and of their caste. Ac-

cordingly there was an obvious eagerness and

alacrity on the part of the plaintiffs witnesses

to coine forward and give their evidence on behalf

of the Maharajas -their Gurus if not their Grods -

whom their opponents the reformers have had
the profane hardihood to attack. It is not to be
denied that this feeling is an intelligible one-^-

thafr it is even in some degree a creditable one-^

but it is too obvious to need remark that it

materially detracts from the value and reliability
of the testimony that is mainly given under
its influence.

If we now turn to the evidence of the plaintiff
himself, it is too clear to admit of a doubt that
the peculiar position in which he stands most
materially affects the value of the evidence he

gives, especially in.repelling the personal charges
that have been made against himself. It has been
urged, and with substantial truth by the counsel
for the plaintiff, that, in repelling the charges
made on this plea of justification, the plaintiff
is in the same position as if he were a defendant

endeavouring to clear himself from a criminal
accusation. He is so except in one respect he
can be examined on his oath, in his own
defence which the defendant in a criminal trial

cannot. The law of England which allows
no evedince to be given except on oath, re-

cognises the existence of cases in which the
sanction of an oath ceases to be any effectual
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guarantee for truth. Where a man s; life, andjiberty
are at - stake, it considers

,
and rightly, that his

mere oath, as a sanction ior truth, '>TKould

be ; utterly valueless,, and therefore,} as it adh
mits no .evidence except on oath, ;it ipro-v
hibits the defendant in a criminal case . from

giving any testimony at all as a witness *>n this

Own behalf. It is not so in cases which involved a;

man's reputation, though it is obvious that in all

case's where the imputations on character aret,grave
and serious and in precise proportion as they are

grave and serious Me value of the plaintiffs oath
as a sanction, for the truth of his testimony becomes
almost infmitesimally "small. The plaintiff, has
the .old phrase runs, "gives his evidence with a

rope about his neck
"
he has an interest in deny-

ing the charges made against him, which become*

stronger in the. exact proportion in which those,

charges become graver until in cases of very
serious imputation, it may well be doubted whether,
even! in the most truth loving o countries, the

sanction of an oath, as such, is practically of any
value at all as a guarantee for truth. 'The truth,
in such cases, must be tested by other means than
those of mere oath against oath.

With these general observations I pass on to.

consider the evidence under the third of the .pro*

posed heads of inquiry, viz.) as it
; affects the general

character of the Maharajas for licentiousness , an^
debauchery. ....:.-,.[...',-,, . r'

The evidence of this head is exceedingly volu-

minous, and I shall only select some of the^ more

prominent passages. I will pass by the'- evidence^

of the defendant, to which reference has already
been made, in considering the question

;of- libel/
or no libel, and go on at once to that of Mathura-
dass Lowjee a well informed and higMy respectable
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Witness, Vallabhacharyan by sect and Bhafctia

by. -caste; ''From childhood/' says- Mathura-
dassHiowjee,

" when my father used to tell me that

practice of adultery by the Maharajas was not in

accordance with the old religion. I have had my
attention turned to those parctices. Many persons
know of those paretiees, but they don't avow
them for many reasons. I began to explain to

my friends about eight or ten years ago that the

Maharajas pardtising adultery is wrong. In the

.year 1855 my <;aste took measures to prevent the

adultery of the Maharajas, and I joined them;

they made a writing and gave it. They proposed
to put & stop to it by preventing the women
from going at night to the Maharaja's temples.
The Maharajas issued a handbill lately to pre-
vent that writing from being brought forward
in evidence in this Court. It was resolved at

the time that the writing should not be brought
into force till alter the lapse of -a year. That
was, lest the Bhuleshwar Brahmins should say
something against the Maharajas if the writing
were published,"

In corss-examination he says, "I was present
at this meeting. I will swear a resolution was

passed about adultery, a resolution prohibiting
females from making darshan at night through
the cold season , That was not owing to the danger
of their being in the streets at night; the reason

was to prevent their being defiled by the Maharajas?

The witness- then goes on to describe the par-
ticular acts which he has himself witnessed.

"Several Maharajas press the hands -of their

female devotees with their feet; this is a sign for

the purpose of committing adultery^ When the

woman .looks towards the Maharaj, he makes

sign's iwith; his eyes --and smiles, and -minding
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these smiles, the woman goes accordingly
into an inner room if the signs indicate that
she should. I know this of my own knowledge^'
The witness then mentioned the names of two

Maharajas whom he had often seen making: signs
to women, and, in one case, a grossly indecent

gesture capable of only one meaning; he swore

that he had frequently seen women going' into

and coming out of the bed-foooms of the Maha-

rajas, and related with minute detail a scene, of

actual sexual intercourse between a Maharaj and
a Bhattia female which, he in common with
several respectable witnesses whom he named, had
seen going on in the garden-house of GokuLdass

Tejpal.

With regard to the dedication of
u
tan, iw,

and dhan," he said
"
This dedication does not

take place with females till they are going to be

married; it is made to Krishna. THe Maharaj
represents Krishna as stated in the Sidhant

Rahasya; there is no difference, as far as the

dedication is concerned, between Krishna and the

Maharaj. As to the women, after the dedication

the Maharaj does as he likes; he commits adultery
with them; there are names of the MaKaraj
indicating this; one is 'Ras-Lila Mahodadhi,'
'the ocean of amorous sport,' meaning that he can

have intercourse with many women like Krishna.

It is notorious among our people that, after

dedication, the Maharajas do what they like with

our wives and daughters. It is notorious through
the whole word that the Maharajas are guilty of

adulterous practices. Though this is so nptprious,

they retain their influence in the sect."

The witness then goes on to relate the

result of an appeal to Jeewanjee Maharaj, to put
a stop to these scandals "Jeewanjee-

:said 'All
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persons are masters in their own houses; adultery
has increased very much; it is difficult to put a

stop ibo it. I cannot say anything to my elders

nor :to my equals. If I were to attempt to say
anything to any one, he would not mind me. All

ike , Maharajas derive a great part of their in-

come from women; how can they keep up their expenses

if tfteir income suddenly ceasel Like an opium eater,

a man cannot suddnly give up the practice of lust

tc^which he is addicted: it is difficult to abolish

such a.practice at once 5 have patience, and I will

endeavour to have it abolished gardually.
"

This evidence, entirely uncontradieted and

unshaken, corroborated as we shall see directly

by other unimpeachable testimony, is to my mind
conclusive as to the generally known existence of
such parctices. Jeewanjee dose not attempt to

deny the evil; he admits and deplores His own
powerlessness to suppress it.

Dr. Bhau Dajee says "My opinion of the

Maharajas for morality with women is very un-
favorable. I have attended three Maharajas
( besides the plaintiff ) for venereal disease* I

persphlly, once almost publicly remonstrated with

Jeewanjee on the subject of these immoralities.

He
;
said he had no control over the others to

prevent them from committing acts of adultery."

JLiukhmidass Khimjee says," The general

reputation of the Maharajas is very bad as

regards adultery; to my knowledge that bad

tfBjSutation is well deserved. I know to my own

knowledge -of adulterous acts and general licen-

tiousness on the part of the Maharajast of fen,

twelve, or fifteen of them. The plaintiff himself
described to me the acts and conduct of other

ifaJiardjaSj naming eight or ten of them. He
said they committed adultery; that he had
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:

; and that

utith the exception of one Maharaj whom tie

named, the others promised to desist front such

practices. He said 'Do not press me now*
what income do I derive from you males?
Most of my income is derived from females.

If you make arrangements by .which we .may
receive large dues we will give up these things.'
After the Bhattia caste meeting of 1855 I had
a conversation with Jeewanjee on the subject .of

adultery. Dr. Bhau Dajee was there, he said

'Reform yourselves; establish schools; make
arrangements to prevent the Maharaja's from

committing adultery to which they are addicted.'

Jeewanjee said "The other Maharajas will not

obey me; the arrangement is difficult, the income
of the Maharajas being principally derived from

women,"
1

Mr. Mangaldass Nathubhoy, referring to

the same occasion, says ''Jeewanjee expressed

regret at the existing state of things, -but said

some of the Maharajas get all their maintenance
from women, and it would be very difficult for

them to give it up." --.

Such are some passages from the evidence

given on this point by witnesses of the highest
character and credit; it was evidence not in any
Way shaken on cross-examination. How -was it

met on the other side? What is there in -the case

of the plaintiff to set against this mass of positivej
varied, and yet concordant testimony? Nothing
but blank denial; the assertion of absolute igno-
rance or total incredulity.

Take the plaintiffs own evidence; \he posi-

tively denies the- conversation with Lukhmi^a^
Khimjee. As to the general; subject j he saysr^'*!
don't know whether any Maharajas have1 com-
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nutted adultery.. I have never seen them acting
intittorally with women. According to the

prints, they are immoral; I believe them to be

innocent; if guilty, it is contrary to the Shastras."

-The witnesses called by the plaintiff to

rebut the plea of justification went much
further; they had never heard a word against
the moral purity of any of the Maharajas
till a few months ago; till they saw the impu-
tations in the Bombay papers, till this trial com-

menced', nay, till they came into court and heard
those imputations for the first time suggested by the

questions of counsel*

This proves too much; it is absolutely in-

credible except on the supposition that these

people obstinately refused to see, or hear or

believe anything unfavourable to the character

of their Gurus; that, like Gokuldass Kissordass>

Hargovindass Moolchund, Narrottamdass Harri-

bhoy, and others of their number, they believed

it impossible for a Maharaj to be a bad man,
or to commit sihj that, therefore, if they heard

any .rep'orts against the conduct of a Maharaj,
they would steadily refuse all credence to them.

Applying, then, to this part of the case

the most familiar rules established in the science

of jurisprudence for the sifting and weighing
of testimony,. I find it wholly impossible to come
to any other conclusion than this, that the

Maharajas as a class were, and for years notoriously
had been, guilty of the immoralities imputed
to theni by the defendant in the alleged libel and
in the plea of justification.
~ The fourth and last head under w&ieh I

propose to review the evidence was that of the

personal acts of immorality charged against the

plaintiff' in the plea ofjustification.
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Under this head the testimony mainly relied

on, in rebuttal of the charges, is
; naturally am}

necessarily that of the plaintiff himself. It; is

obviously therefore, very desirable
;

to obtain, if

possible, some test or measure of the value and

credibility of the plaintiff's evidence when relied

on in contradiction of the evidence adduced by
the defendant. Such a test of credibility presents
itself clear, decisive, not to be explained away.
It is unfortunately connected with one of the
most repulsive parts of'the case. It is alleged by
the defendant's witnesses it is denied by the

plaintiff that, on two occasions in the year I860,
one shortly before and one shortly after the

alleged libel, he was affected with siphylis. It is,

moreover, alleged on one side and denied on the

other, that he admitted having had similar

attacks on previous occasions, when he had
resorted to a supposed mode of cure, not unheard
of by those who have practised in the Criminal
Courts of Europe.

Now what is the evidence on this point?
Lakhmidass Khimjee states that the plaintiff

requested him to bring t)r. JBhau Dajee to see him,
as ne was suffering from chancre (chandi) and had
been so for seven or eight days; that the plaintiff
said that he had caught it from an abandoned
woman in Bombay; that he had once tried to cure

himself of a similar attack by connection W|ith an
untainted woman, but that, though allowed by the

Shastras, he did not like to try that mode of

cure again, as the woman.had caught the disease

from him. So far Lakhmidass Khimjee.

The plaintiff, in his rebutting evidence, ad-

mits that Dr. Bhau Dajee was called in at the

suggestion of Lakhmidass Khimjee, but that it

was with reference to the management of
;
some
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girls' schools. He denies categorically that he
ever told Lakhmidass Khimjee that he had

chandi,'' or that he had any conversation with

him, in reference to his complaint; or that he ever

admitted having had connection with impure
women in Bombay, or that he ever said a word as

to having formerly tried to cure himself by
connection with a second woman to whom he
communicated the complaint.

Then comes the evidence of Dr. Bh.au

Dajee, who has medically attended all the

Maharajas who, for the last ten or twelve years,
have visited Bombay, and who, before his visit

to the plaintiff, had attended three of the number
for the venereal disease. Dr. Bhau Dajee says
that, about ;the 20th of September 1860, he went
to the plainM;

ffs house with Lakhmidass Khimjee
and Wishvanath Narayan Mandlik. On the
retirement of these two witnesses, the plaintiff
said he had "chandi:

1 ' he ascribed it to heat; he
said" The full particulars of the case would be
communicated to me afterwards. Next morning,
the full particulars wera conveyed to me by
Govardhandass, his Secretary; Govardhandass
told me plaintiff was suffering from "chandi."
r told him I must examine before I could prescribe.
He wanted me to prescribe. I prescribed a

simple ointment." In cross-examination, Dr.
Bhaii Dajee says

" I understood the plaintiff
to say he had a discharge from the ulcer. I
can say positively he used the word 'chandi/

'Chandi' has other meanings besides syphilitic
ulcer: it: is the slang term for chancre. A com-
mon ulcer would not be described as 'chandi.'"

In answer to this evidence the plaintiff says
that when he consulted Dr. Bhau Dajee, he said
he was subject to itches caused by heat (this
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agrees with Dr. Bh.au DajeeV; statement.) He
admits that at the time he had sores on the pri-
vate parts ; he denies^that they were venereal ; he
denies that he ever used the word "ehandij''.th0
word he ; used was / chathd

'

(a Gujaratee word for
sore or eruption.) He declares that he never
told Dr. : Bhau Dajee tha,t he would send a.person
the.next day to describe his symptoms ; he admits
that he sent Govardhandass tfo .next day to Dr.
Bhau Dajee, but that he so sent him in order to

bring back a manuscript.
r< I said to Govardhan-

dass,
l

bring any medicine he may give you, and

bring back the work/ Govardhandass .brought
back the prescription."

Now, apart from the use of the word
"
chandi,

" which Dr. Bhau Dajeej positively
affirms and the plaintiff positively denies the im-

portant contradiction here is the denial that the

plaintiff ever promised to send, or did in fact, send,
Govardhandass to communicate to Dr. Bhau Dajee
the history* of his case. There was one person
who could set this point at rest, and that was
Govardhandass himself. Was he called as a wit-

ness ? No. Was any excuse offered for not calling
him ? None. What is the legitimate inference ?

Why, that if called, he would have been com-

pelled, Bunder pressure of cross-examination, to

.admit that he was sent by the plaintiff to relate

the history of his symptoms and that those symp-
toms were what Dr. Bhau Dajee stated them to be.

This was on or about the 20th of, Septem-
ber: -about three months later, in December I860,
Dr. Dhirajram Dalpatram is called in: "THe

plaintiff," says this witness, "told me the nature

of his complaint; I ocularly inspected , the; part;
it was a siphylitic ulcer on the glans penis* The

history of the case given .by . my 'patient quite
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confirmed my opinion as to the ulcer being siphy-
litic. r I personally inspected the parts six or

seven times; I attended him for a month.

Externally black wash was applied, internally

mercury: he continued the mercury treatment
till he was salivated. The sore disappeared with-
in a month. He told me he had suffered in the
same way about three months before, in conse-

quence of impure connection with a woman. I ani

sure he did not tell me lie had eaten a great

many chillies, nor that he had prickly heat. In
the course of my visits, I remember his

asking me whether the disease could be removed

by intercourse with a fresh female? I said

'no.' He said he had tried it twice with
fresh Bania females, it had succeeded the first

time, not the* second, because he was then some-
what out of Condition. He said he had tried

these experiments at Surat."

$uch is the positive evidence of Dr. Dhiraj-
ram. What does the plaintiff say in regjy ?

" I eonsulted Dr, Dhirajram, and took the

medicines he prescribed: I Ascribed my case to

him: it was of the same character as when Dr.

BhaurDajee came; it had recurred. I described

it as I, did to Dr. Bhau Dajee: I said it was
caused by heating medicines and scratching: I

did; not describe it as siphylitic
'

chandi': he did
not inspect the parts. I had had no impure
connection with a woman. How could I, it is

contrary to our religion to have such intercourse.

I -did iiot tell him I had such intercourse. I
did not tell him '

chandi,
' would be removed

by^ intercourse with a clean woman; I did not
ask whether it could. I did not tell him I
had tried the experiment twice, and that the
second-time it had not succeeded, "

59
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With regard to
th^jnedicines prescribed and

the effect of them, the "plaintiff says^
u He gave

me some powders which were mixed with water:

thfe liquid was dark. I used this blaek^wa'sh';

the lime water for it was prepared in my own

place. I put the powder into it and so made
black wash, which was applied. I took 'five or

six pills. After 1 took the medicine for four or

five days, I suffered pain in the throat and left off.

After the pain in the throat came on, I did
not go on taking a pill a day; he gave me a

preparation of borax and water to be used when
the throat became sore. My gums pained me slightly*

When this took place the sore had been cured.'
1

Now what is the result of this evidence?

Why that plaintiff admits he Was mercurially
treated, both internally and externally till

salivation was produced; that when salivation was

produced, or shortly after the sore was cured,

that that sore was an ulcer on the glans penis
and yet tliat that ulcer was not siphylitic. An
ulcer on the glans penis, mercurial treatment,
a doctor who, aftej sis: or seven inspections,
declares the ulcer to be siphylitic-^this is : the

evidence on the one side. The mere denial ; of

the plaintiff, who has a life-and-death interest in

making that denial, is the sole evidence on the

other. If the matter rested here, could any
person accustomed to weigh evidence,? have tile

shadow of a reasonable doubt left on his mind
as to where the truth lay? But it does not rest

here: it was elicited from the plaintiff that s %he

part affected had been subjected to minute and

microscopic:observation by three medical gentle-
man in the course of the-trial; and yet not one of

those medical gentlemen did the plaintiff venture; to

put into the witness-boas. It would be idle1 to
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comment on suc)i a circumstance as this; even in

a doubtful case it would have turned the balance

against the plaintiff; in a case like , this, free

without this circumstance from all reasonable

doubt, it renders it absolutely impossible to come
to any other conclusion than that the plaintiff
was affected with siphylis, both in September and
December of the year 1860,

And this conclusion is all important in its

bearing on the value and credibility of the plain-
tiff's evidence: it is not only that haying
deliberately perjured himself on this one occasion;
his oath where he stands alone in contradiction to

credible testimony, is utterly valueless for all

purposes and on all occasions it goes further

Jhn this: the fact, as to which doubt is im-

; possible, that the plaintiff had siphylis on two

occasions in the year 1860, shakes to pieces the

whole frame-work of his evidence, and shows it all

to be conceived in a spirit of hypocrisy and
falsehood.

With great tact and plausibility, the plaintiff

assumed, throughout the whole of his very
lengthened evidence, a tone of parental piety,
an outraged purity. When asked whether he

-htycl toyed with the bosom of the young lady
|n the, temple at Beyt, his answer was '* How
can, I commit such an act as to touch the breast

;of a woman, when 1 regard all women as my
children-" Again, when questioned as to his still

.closer intimacy with a young married lady in

Bombay, he repeats the expression "I regard
.all wpmen as my children.

''

Again he says
"would I ;have told Kallabhoy Lallubhoy that

Ibhere is no harm in adultery when adultery is

strictly prohibited in our religion? How could
I in,vent such a new thing

*'

( as to say that
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illicit intercourse is good for the health )" when
I had no experience, never having committed

adultery in all my life; it, is a thing I hate.

Amongst us these things are strictly prohibited;
it is laid down that intercourse with one's own
wife is lawful, but that intercourse with any
other woman is unlawful. That includes inter-

course with cusbans,
" he said in answer to- a

question of mine, and we have just seen how in

denying that he ever had intercourse with an

impure woman, he exclaimed
" How could I,

it is contrary to our religion to have such
intercourse."

Convinced as I am on evidence ' the most
clear and conclusive that this man laboured

under an attack of siphylis, the result of' impure
connection, about the very time this alleged
libel was published, I am constrained to regard
these expressions of simulated purity as the

offensive language of hardened hypocrisy.

There is another respect in which a material,
but to me always a most incredible, part of his

evidence is utterly shattered by the conclusion

at which I have been compelled to com e, as to his

having been under treatment for venereal disease

in 1860. The plaintiff himself most positively
swore, and his personal attendant swore quite as

positively, that while a young man in the prime
of life, for the space of four years, all of which
were spent without a wife, and two of which were

spent on pilgrimage the plaintiff, never on any
one occasion, had carnal intercourse with any
woman of any rank or class . whatsoever. The
statement upon the face of it

j seemed in the high-
est degree improbable: here was a young Hindu
-a Maharaj no ascetic the hereditary high priest
of a religion of enjoyment with the amorous
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Krishna for its God, and an ocean of Ras-Lila
for its paradise in the vigour.. -of- early manhood*
without a wife, on pilgrimage, never once in the

space -of four years having sexual intercourse of

any kind with a woman. A less probable story
was hardly ever sworn to in a Court of justice;
but what shred, what rag of probability is left

to cover the nakedness of this transparent lie,

when we find this alleged purist in matured life,

in the city of his enemies, with a wife and family
in his dwelling-place, so little capable of control-

ling his sexual passions as to purchase pleasure
at the price of disease. It has been said that if

the plaintiff had an unlimited command of pure
women, he could not have resorted to those who
<were impure: there is no force in the remark:

polygamy and eourtezanship are always found to

flourish side by side, and it requires but a very
moderate , knowledge of the world and of history
to be aware, .that the women who make pleasure
a profession are not least patronized by those for

whom immoderate indulgence has rendered the
sexual act at once a necessity and a weariness.

For the reasons indicated, I find it utterly

impossible to treat the plaintiff's mere oath as of

any value at all when it stands alone in opposition
to the evidence' of credible witnesses.

Then, are the witnesses who depose to the

particular acts of immorality with which the plain-
tiff is charged in the plea of . -justification credible

-witnesses? In my opinion, they are thoroughly
so. > These witnesses are Lakhmidass Khhnjee,

. and the -two young men Eallabhoy Lalloobhoy and

Ghatturbhooj Waljee. As to Lakhmidass Khimjee,
his credibility is; beyond suspicion: a grave, re-

spectable, intelligent man,: of the highest position
,
; in his ; caste, animated by an earnest desire to
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purify the practices of his sect, he gaye
evidence in a quiet, calm, straightforward manner

eminently calculated to conciliate belief; nor was
he betrayed into a single inconsistency or .self-

contradiction in the course of a very long a.ncl

searching cross-examination. The young Kayastb,
Kallabhoy Lalloobhoy -a son of the Sheristedar
of the Sudder Adawlat, gave his testimony with
extreme intelligence and in a frank, artless, natural

manner, which unavoidably created the impression
that he was honestly speaking the truth. The

young Bhattia, Chatturbhooj, was a less intelligent

person, but he too gave his evidence calmly and

clearly, nor was he shaken in a single particular.
#

It was said that the testimony of these two

young men was open to suspicion, because both
were great friends of the defendant; because one
had also been his pupil for some time at the

Elphinstone Institution, and the other was the

nephew of Dr. Dhirajram. If they had told a less

plain and unvarnished tale, if they had been
shaken in cross-examination, if they had become

confused, or hesitating, if they had shown any
eagerness of partisanship, I might have felt there

was something in the suggestion; though evdn

then, it might fairly have been said that, in a case

like this, no motive but one of friendship for the

defendant, or earnest zeal for the reform of the

sect, could induce people to brave relate in open
court what they knew of the mal-practises of the

Maharaj. But consiodium (and, if members of

tl^e sect or caste worse than odium) by t coming
forward to daring the mode in which these >young
men gave their evidence, the fact that one is a

relation of Dr. Dhirajram and that both are Mends
of the defendant, though it may have supplied a
reason for watching their testimony more closely,
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affords hone for discrediting in any way the testi-

mony which in fact they gave. And that

testimony was wholly undontradicted except by
the mere denial of the plaintiff a denial j which
for 1 the reasons already more than sufficiently in-

dicated, may be regarded for all purposes of evi-

dence as practically worthless.

Kallabhoy Lalloobhoy, who seems to have
been on very intimate terms with the plaintiff,

speaks to two instances, one in Surat and one in

Bombay i in which he witnessed facts that can
leave no reasonable doubt of illicit intercourse bet-

ween the plaintiff and two ladies of the Bania
caste. The first took place at Surat about three

years agol "I was sitting," says the witness,,
''with the plaintiff and a male Bania in his

'diwankhana.' A Bania girl, about 14 or 15,
came in with a female servant of the Maharaj.
She passed through the 'dewankhana' where we
were sitting and went into the side room: the
Bania man immediately got up and went away;
the plaintiff left the room and went into that into

which the female had gone. I was a boy at that
time" (he would have been about 13) "T attempted
after some time to go into the room which the

Maharaj had entered: I expected folded pan-supari,
and I Went to get it. I entered the room. I saw
the l$aharaj sitting with the girl on a couch

embracing and kissing. I did Darshan (reverence)

tp him: he got up, took me by the arm, and took
me put ; he then gave me some pan-supari,^ I

then left and he went into the inner room again.
5 '

- That is the first case ; the second took platee

i&' Bombayj where the youth had renewed his

ifttima'cy with the plaintiff, and was well aware
from Conversation that had passed between them

his Mend was acting in public the part of
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^a reformer. Kallabhoy had his suspicions as to

the
; genuineness of these professions. ''*In com

sequence,'' he says, "of what I heard about the;

plaintiff, I once watched a lady to his house. L
heard people say, pointing to her 'that is a lady
with whom the Maharaj has fallen in love/ I

followed her to the plaintiff's house ; she entered
a doorway inside the * diwankhana.' I went into

the
' diwankhana

'

and sat there ; -the plaintiff
was there ; the plaintiff went inside into the room
the lady had entered. I did not go away. I
remained sitting there about half an hour. The

plaintiff came out; he had only his waist-cloth on.

I began to smile; he asked me 4

why are you
laughing .' (he was laughing too) I said

'

you are

certainly effecting a very great reform.' He
laughed and said nothing. Presently/ the lady
came out ; her dress was disordered. I looked at

her and laughed. She laughed and went away.
From her dress I can say she was a Bania : froin

her dress and jewels, I concluded she was a res-

pectable woman."

That is the testimony of Kallabhoyj testi-

mony given with a simplicity ofmanner .and natural-

ness of detail ;- which it would be difficult to

surpass : testimony which, unshaken as it Was ;by
cross-examination and uncontradicted except .by
the bare denial of the plaintiff, I have no difficulty
in believing to be substantially ;the truth.

; , ; ; ;
,

Chatturbhooj, who also appears to have been
a good deal about the plaintiff's house, deposes to

having seen a third young lady introduced into

the '

plaintiff's bed room, and both he and Kalla-

bhoy concur as to the -fact ;of
;
those conversations;

between themselves andfthe;. plaintiff in which^he-
maintained the doctrine, and confirmed it <by :

the

results of his own experience, .that illicitinterf
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course, with women is favourable to the health
and vigour of the human system. These conver-
sations are of course denied by the plaintiff, but
it is also urged that they are intrinsically impro-
bable. I do not think so. In this country,
youths of 16 or 17 are often husbands and fathers 5

in no country do we find that lads of that age are

indisposed to enter into such discussions. As to

the improbability of the plaintiff's taking part in

them, would there, it may be asked, be any thing
strange in a Mormon elder taking up such a topic
in defence of polygamy, if pressed hard in argu-
ment by a couple of young unbelievers in the
merits of that patriarchal institution f

And now as to the evidence of Lakhmidass

Khimjee. I shall consider first that part of his

testimony which relates to the plaintiff's conduct
in Bombay, reserving to the last, the consideration

of that which relates to his earlier immoralities

at Beyt. Lakhmidass Khimjee, like many others,
believed in the professions of reform with which
the plaintiff introduced himself to the Vallabha-

charyan public of Bombay. He was come
to promote female education; he was open to

argument on the question of widows' remarriages.
It was known-and this is a fact which should be

borne in mind to the plaintiff's credit :that he
had opened, and that he contributed to support,
a flourishing boys' school at Surat, where in-

struction was given, amongst other things,
in Sanscrit. These things more than coun-

tervailed with Lakhrnidass Khimjee the scandals

of the plaintiff's youth; and he appears, from
the moment of his arrival in Bombay, to have
entered into warm and friendly relations with the

new Maharaj. "I called on the plaintiff," he says
"the seicond or third day after his arrival. I was
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on friendly terms .with him, saw him twice or

thrice a day, invited him to my house, ,;-
askd

friends to meet him. I did this because he was

making promises of effecing reform, abolishing
these bad practices, and getting girls to be pert
mitted to learn. I formed an opinion subsequently
that plaintiff continued his former bad practices,
and for three or fonr months I had ;been misled .

One day I went to his house anci was sitting

conversing, when two females arrived : one of

them had a silver goblet in her hand: she was
about 20 ; the other was a widow about 40 ; the

young woman was a Cutchee Bhattiani, a married

woman."

The witness then goes on to state that the

young lady having been conducted by a female
servant into the bed room the plaintiff sent him
off to the printer's to make immediate arrange-
ments for the publication of some article. "I
went downstairs," says the witness,

"
but some

suspicion crossed my mind, and after a short time
I went upstairs again into the same room: no one
was there except the widow who was standing
beside the door; I continued sittinjg there till they
came out. First the Maharaj came out : on ob-

serving me, he grew pale. Then the young lady
came out: she was smiling and laughing; her
rose-coloured sarree was in a confused, rumpled
state; it had been all right when she went in.

She had not the silver goblet. I presume, she
had given it to the Maharaj. Both the ladies

shortly left. I remained. Nothing .was said on
the subject at that tinfie, but "

in the evening,''
rt

says the witness,
'* I went again: the Maharaj

took me into an inner room to have some private
conversation with me. He besaii; he said/ what
have you done with regard to the opening of
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female and other schools; speak to Maugaldasd,
and others; request their aid; get up a sub-

scription list.' I said 'Maharaj, this is all sham;
you profess to be a reformer and to wish to open
female schools ; and in private, you commit such
bad acts, such adulteries/ His answer was 'yes,

you might have suspected me, but I have not

committed any bad acts; I only went in to accept
food from the female/ To this I replied

*

yon told

me that when females came for that purpose you
did not take them inside; if you went in to accept
food, why did you leave the widow outside.' He
did not answer that and changed the conversation.'

7

Such is the evidence of the defendants wit-

nesses as to the immoralities of the plaintiff

during his recent residence in Bombay. I have
reserved for the last the consideration of the

scene which Lakhmidass Khimjee deposes to

having witnessed fifteen years ago at Beyt.
Here again, I shall let the witness speak
for himself:

"There is a temple at Beyt dedicated to

Laxmi: the plaintiff threw gulal there.

There were females present; he threw the gulal
on the females, then on a number of .persons
near the gate. When the gulal was thrown
in two or three handfuls, persons outside the

inclosure could not see what was going inside.

Immediately after throwing the gulal, he

squeezed the breasts of a young-girl, a Bhattiani,
who was hear the gate. She smiled. A few

days after this, I and ray uncle (Damodar Dewjee)
went to the piaintifFs house at Beyt ; it was about
brie or half-past one o'clock in the day; he was

lying in his bed. I and my uncle went up and

began shampooing his legs. It is usual to do so

when the Maharaj is lying down ; regarding him
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as a Grod, shampooing his legs is considered a

pious act. While so employed, the
girl, whose,

breasts the Maharaj had squeezed, came accom-

panied by a widow. The widow came up and

whispered to the Maharaj. He said to us
l

go
out.

7 I and my uncle then left the bedroom and
went outside. The girl was left there; afterwards
the widow came out and shut the door, and held
the chain. The widow smiled and asked my uncle

if I would like to see Ras-Lila. We went in. The

plaintiff was in the act of having carnal intercourse

with the girl inside. The plaintiff said to my
uncle,

' What will he (meaning me) give for seeing
this.' My uncle said, 'He will do you service.'

Before I went in I had agreed to give 100 Cutch
cowries ( about 30 rupees ) for seeing the sight.
I made my respects ( darshan) and came out.

I was then about 18 or 19 years of age." "It is

considered," continues the witness, "a pious act by
Vaishnavas to witness the Ras-Lila of the Maha-

raj ; it is a custom in the sect to pay for witnes-

sing this act ; both the sectary who sees, and the

woman who is enjoyed, pay ;
to have connection

with the Maharaj is considered to lead to 'Gowlok'

(the paradise of the 16,000 gopees.")

Such is the sworn testimony of this very res-

pectable witness, given with the most perfect

simplicity and candour, given as though he was

relating nothing extraordinary absolutely un-

shaken in cross-examination. The plaintiff, in

answer to question put by his counsel, contradicts

absolutely and categorically the whole stpry.
As to the value of that contradiction

standing alone, nothing further need be said;
but on this part of the case, the plaintiff attempted
to go beyond mere contradiction and called three

witnesses to throw 'doubt on the statement of
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Lakhinidas
. Khimjee, by showing that in the

temple he specifies at Beyt, the temple of Laxmi,

gulal is never thrown on the. worshippers, but,

only on the image it being the temples, of a female

divinity. The first of these witnesses Devidass

Hansraj, formerly superintendent, for the Gaikwar, of

the temple at Beyt$ proves very little as to the point
for which he is principally called,

" l

Gulal," he

says, "is thrown on the images in all the temples;
but not on the worshippers when the . image is

female." But having thus laid down the rule, he
admits there may be exceptions, for he adds
"a witness may have seen it thrown on the

worshippers at Laxmi temple; I have not, that
is all I mean."

Mitharam Purshottam a Bhattia from Raj-
kote* whose duty it was nine or ten years ago
to follow the Maharnjas round the temples of

Beyt and collect the tax due to the Gaikwar
from the devotees, gives the following evidence*.
" Gulal was only thrown on the worshippers
in the temple of Dwarkanathjee at Beyt: it is

thrown by the Maharajas and the Brahtnacharis.

Premjee Poonja, the third witness, a Pokarna

Brahman, who has come down to Bombay to

act as cook, but who previously for twenty years
had been a servant in the temple of Radhajee,
another female divinity at Beyt, contradicts

witness No. 2 in two important particulars.

Agreeing with him that Gulal in Laxmi
temple is only sprinkled on the image, he swears
that even in the temple of Dwarkanathjee, it is

only thrown on the musicians, not on the worship"

pers, thrown not by the Maharajas at all, only
by ihe Brabmaeharyis.

Even if the point were a material one, it

is clear that this evidence .of contradiction
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the evidence of these very three witnesses shows
this temple of Laxmi at Beyfc to be one of
five small shrines dedicated to different gods
and goddesses, ail jf which are in close proximity.
Lakhmidass Khimjee, without any serious im-

peachment of his accuracy, may easily have
mistaken one of these small shrines for another;
or the plaintiff to serve a particular object, may
have done an act which was not strictly regular.

There is another objection to this whole

story founded on the proposition that it is in-

credible in itself, as involving a volation not only
of the most universally observed laws of decency,
but of the very principles on which our common
human nature is built up. This is a very in-

conclusive objection; it is not an objection likely
to have any weight with those whom reading and

experience have crried beyond the circle of home
manners and home opinions. It is difficult for an

Englishman of the 19th century to believe in the
existence of such a state of manners as is depicted
by Petronius or Martial, and yet we know that

these two writers were the most fashionable

and favorite authors among their Roman
contemporaries; the very essence of their popu-
larity consisting in the general truthfulness of

their social portraitures. So in order to put
ourselves in a position for judging adequately
of the probable truth of such a story as this,

we must endeavour to realise as best we can the
state of feeling habitual among those whose

corruptions it exposes. We must suppose the

case of a weak and blinded people; a rapacious
and libidinous priesthood; a God whose most

populiar attributes are his feats of sexual prowess;
a paradise whose most attractive title is that of
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*'a boundless ocean of amorous enjoyment/' But
there is one plain fact which on this matter is

worth a world of speculation. So little did

Lakhmidass Khimjee suppose that there was any
thing incredible in the story, that a<t a large party
at Gokuldass Tejpall's, he made it the subject
of an attack half-jocose, half earnest against
his uncle, who has now for some years -been

absent in Zanzibar. He mentioned the names of

several highly respectable members of his caste

and sect in whose presence the alleged attack

was made: those witnesses were put into the box
and tendered for cross-examination, but no ques-
tion was put to them tending in any way to

impugn the statement of Lakhmidass Khimjee.

Such is the evidence in support of the charges
made against the moral character of the plaintiff
in the plea of justification ; (on my mind that

evidence leaves not a shadow of doubtjp the

charges made are, in my opinion, fully substan-

tiated. Jaddunathjee Maharaj is conclusively
shown to have been in no degree superior in

morality to the average of his brethren, and

principally to have differed from them in the tact

and cunning with which he employed public

professions of zeal for reform as a convenient
cloak for uncleanliness.

<,-
-'

Having thus gone through, all the obser-

vations I proposed to make on the evidence, there
is only one other point on which I wish to say a
few words.

Î This trial has been spoken of as having
involved a great waste of the public time. I
cannot quite agree with that opinion. No doubt
much time has been spent in hearing this cause,
but I would fain hope it has not been all time
wasted! It seems impossible that this matter

~s
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should have been discussed thus openly before a

population so intelligent as that of the natives of
Western India, without producing its results. /It

has probably taught some to think; it must have
led many to enquire.] It is not a question of

theology that has been before us ! it is a question
of morality. The principle for which the de-

fendant and his witnesses have been contending
is simply this that what is morally wrong conndt
be theologically right that when practices which

say the very foundations of morality, which
involve a violation of the eternal and immutable
laws of Right, are established in -the name and
under the sanction of Religion, they ought, for

the common welfare of Society, and in the
interest of Humanity itself, to be publicly de-

nounced and exposed. jThey have denounced They
have exposed them. At a risk and to a

cost which we cannot adequately measure,
these men have done determined battle against
a foul and powerful delusion. They have dared
to look Custom and Error boldly in the face, and

proclaim before the world of their votaries, that
their Evil is not Good, that their Lie is not the
Truth. In this doing they have done bravely
and well. It may be allowable to express a hope
that what they have done will not have been in

vain that the seed they have sown will bear its

fruit that their courage and consistency will be

rewarded by a steady increase in the number of

those, whom their words and their examples have

quickened into thought and animated to resistance,
whose homes they have helped to cleanse from
loathsome lewrhiess, and whose souls they have set

free from a debasing bondage.
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